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The book Consumer Behaviour and Advertising Management has been written for the
management students of Indian institutions. It clearly explains the fundamentals of the subject
and is designed to give an insight to the students with Indian examples. The book is written in
simple language so that it can be understood by the students and teachers.

Almost all the topics on consumer behaviour and advertising have been covered in this
book. The entire syllabi of the I.E.T. has been covered and the book will be useful for the
students. All the factors effecting consumer behaviour and some cases have been dealt in the
book. In advertising, besides the promotional tools, five 5 Ms of advertising, ethical and social
issues have also been dealt in a comprehensive manner. Both the sections of the book are
supplemented with brief examples of cases for the understanding of the students.

—Matin Khan
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This chapter provides an introduction to consumer behaviour. “Consumer is the mostThis chapter provides an introduction to consumer behaviour. “Consumer is the mostThis chapter provides an introduction to consumer behaviour. “Consumer is the mostThis chapter provides an introduction to consumer behaviour. “Consumer is the mostThis chapter provides an introduction to consumer behaviour. “Consumer is the most
important person. The business revolves around the consumer.”important person. The business revolves around the consumer.”important person. The business revolves around the consumer.”important person. The business revolves around the consumer.”important person. The business revolves around the consumer.”

After finishing this chapter, one should be able to understand:After finishing this chapter, one should be able to understand:After finishing this chapter, one should be able to understand:After finishing this chapter, one should be able to understand:After finishing this chapter, one should be able to understand:

• What is meant by consumer behaviourWhat is meant by consumer behaviourWhat is meant by consumer behaviourWhat is meant by consumer behaviourWhat is meant by consumer behaviour

• Reasons for studying consumer behaviourReasons for studying consumer behaviourReasons for studying consumer behaviourReasons for studying consumer behaviourReasons for studying consumer behaviour

• Understanding consumer behaviourUnderstanding consumer behaviourUnderstanding consumer behaviourUnderstanding consumer behaviourUnderstanding consumer behaviour

• Marketing strategy and consumer behaviourMarketing strategy and consumer behaviourMarketing strategy and consumer behaviourMarketing strategy and consumer behaviourMarketing strategy and consumer behaviour

Customer is profit, all else is overload......

�
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All of us are consumers. We consume things of daily use, we also consume and buy these
products according to our needs, preferences and buying power. These can be consumable
goods, durable goods, speciality goods or, industrial goods.

What we buy, how we buy, where and when we buy, in how much quantity we buy
depends on our perception, self concept, social and cultural background and our age and family
cycle, our attitudes, beliefs, values, motivation, personality, social class and many other factors
that are both internal and external to us. While buying, we also consider whether to buy or not
to buy and, from which source or seller to buy. In some societies, there is a lot of affluence and,
these societies can afford to buy in greater quantities and at shorter intervals. In poor societies,
the consumer can barely meet his barest needs.

Consumer behaviour can be defined as the decision-making process and physical activ-
ity involved in acquiring, evaluating, using and disposing of goods and services.

This definition clearly brings out that it is not just the buying of goods/services that
receives attention in consumer behaviour but, the process starts much before the goods have
been acquired or bought. A process of buying starts in the minds of the consumer, which leads
to the finding of alternatives between products that can be acquired with their relative advan-
tages and disadvantages. This leads to internal and external research. Then follows a process
of decision-making for purchase and using the goods, and then the post-purchase behaviour
which is also very important, because it gives a clue to the marketeers whether his product has
been a success or not.

The marketeers therefore tries to understand the needs of different consumers and
having understood his different behaviours which require an in-depth study of their internal
and external environment, they formulate their plans for marketing.

Consumer generally refers to any one engaging in any one or all of the activities stated
in our definition. The traditional viewpoint was to define consumers strictly in terms of economic
goods and services and purchasers of products offered for sale. The view now has been broadened.
It now also holds that monetory change is not essential for the definition of consumers. Few
potential adopters of free services, or even philosophic ideas can be encompassed by this
definition.
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Sometimes, the goods are bought by the father and the children use it. The children
ultimately become the consumer. A packet of coloured crayons bought by the father and used
by his children in school.

The father buys a refrigerator and the user is the entire household. Therefore, we study
certain consumer behaviour roles.

Table 1.1 Some consumer behaviour roles

Roles Descriptions

Initiator The individual who determines that certain need or want is not being fulfilled and
purchases a product to fulfill the need.

Influencer A person who by some intentional or unintentional word or action influences the
purchase decision.

Buyer The individual who actually makes the purchase transaction mostly is the head of
the family.

User The person or persons who consume or use the purchase product.

To understand the consumer, researches are made. Sometimes, motivational research
is handy to bring out hidden attitude, uncover emotions and feelings. Many firms send
questionnaire to customers to ask about their satisfaction, future needs and ideas for a new
product. On the basis of the answers received a change in the marketing mix is made and
advertising is also streamlined.

��� ��������������	���������	�����������	�

The most important reason for studying consumer behaviour is the role that it plays in our
lives. We spend a lot of time in shops and market places. We talk and discuss with friends
about products and services and get lot of information from T.V. This influences our daily
lives.

Consumer decisions are affected by their behaviour. Therefore, consumer behaviour is
said to be an applied discipline. This leads to the microperspective and societal perspective.

Micro Perspective. It involves understanding consumer for the purpose of helping a
firm or organization to achieve its objectives. All the Managers in different departments are
keen to understand the consumer.

They may be Advertising Managers, Product Designers, Marketing and Sales Manag-
ers and so on.

Societal Perspective is on the macro level. Consumers collectively influenced eco-
nomic and social conditions within a society. Consumers strongly influence what will be prod-
uct, what resources will be used and it affects our standard of living.

Management is the youngest of sciences and oldest of arts and consumer behaviour in
management is a very young discipline. Various scholars and academicians concentrated on it
at a much later stage. It was during the 1950s, that marketing concept developed, and thus the
need to study the behaviour of consumers was recognised. Marketing starts with the needs of
the customer and ends with his satisfaction. When everything revolves round the customer
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then the study of consumer behaviour becomes a necessity. It starts with buying of goods. Goods
can be bought individually, or in groups. Goods can be bought under stress (to satisfy an
immediate need), for comfort and luxury in small quantities or in bulk. For all this, exchange
is required. This exchange is usually between the seller and the buyer. It can also be between
consumers.

To understand the likes and dislikes of the consumer, extensive consumer research
studies are being conducted. These researches try to find out:

• What the consumer thinks of the company’s products and those of its competitors?
• How can the product be improved in their opinion?
• How the customers use the product?
• What is the customer’s attitude towards the product and its advertising?
• What is the role of the customer in his family?
The following key questions should be answered for consumer research. A market comes

into existence because it fulfils the needs of the consumer. In this connection, a marketeer has
to know the 70s framework for consumer research. Taking from an example of soap.

Table 1.2

Who constitutes the market? Parent, child, male, female Occupants

What does the market buy? Soap, regular, medicated, with glycerine, Objects
Herbal what brand, what size

Who participates in buying? Parent, child, male, female Organisations

How does the market buy? Cash, credit, mail-order etc. Operations

When does the market buy? Monthly, weekly etc. prescribed by doctor Occasions
(medicinal)

Where does the market buy? Supermarket, retail store etc. Outlet

Why does the market buy? For cleansing, bathing, fresh feeling etc. Objectives

(taken from multi-marketeer)

Consumer behaviour is a complex, dynamic, multi-dimensional process, and all market-
ing decisions are based on assumptions about consumer behaviour.

Marketing strategy is the game plan which the firms must adhere to, in order to outdo
the competitor or the plans to achieve the desired objective. In formulating the marketing
strategy, to sell the product effectively, cost-benefit analysis must be undertaken.

��� ��� ��������	�����������	��!��" ����

(1) Consumer behaviour knowledge is applied in Marketing Management. A sound
understanding of the consumer behaviour is essential to the long-term success of
any marketing programme. It is the corner stone of marketing concept which stress
on consumer wants and needs, target market selection, integrated marketing and
profits through the satisfaction of the consumers.

(2) Consumer behaviour is also important in non-profit and social organizations. Such
organizations are govt. agencies, religious organizations, universities and charitable
organizations.
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(3) Consumer behaviour is applied to improve the performance of government agencies
as well. For instance, the performance of government transportation is poor. It can
be improved by knowing the needs and wants of the consumers. Getting checks from
them for their likes or dislikes. Same can be applied to other organizations like
universities and charitable organizations.

(4) Consumer behaviour also helps in marketing of various goods which are in scarcity.
People are made aware that gas, fuel, water and natural resources are in scarcity.
Consumers are encouraged to reduce their consumption of these commodities.

(5) Consumer benefit from the investigation of their own behaviour. When the consumer
learns the many variables that affect his behaviour. He gets educated and under-
stands better how to effect his own behaviour. What is learnt about consumer behav-
iour also benefit consumer in a formal sense.

There can be many benefits of a product, for example, for owning a motor bike, one can
be looking for ease of transportation, status, pleasure, comfort and feeling of ownership. The
cost is the amount of money paid for the bike, the cost of maintenance, gasoline, parking, risk
of injury in case of an accident, pollution and frustration such as traffic jams. The difference
between this total benefit and total cost constitutes the customer value. The idea is to provide
superior customer value and this requires the formulation of a marketing strategy. The entire
process consists of market analysis, which leads to target market selection, and then to the
formulation of strategy by juggling the product, price, promotion and distribution, so that a
total product (a set of entire characteristics) is offered. The total product creates an image in
the mind of the consumer, who undergoes a decision process which leads to the outcome in
terms of satisfaction or dissatisfaction, which reflects on the sales and image of the product or
brand.

In
fo r ma t ion

Consumer
life style

Processing

Marketing
activities

Culture

Subculture

ValuesMotives

Personality

Emotions

Households

Reference
groups

Demo-
graphics

Social
status

Learning
(memory)

Perception

Situations

Problem
recognition

Information
search

Evaluation and
selection

Outlet selection
and purchase

Post-purchase process

Situations

Attitudes/Needs

Experiences

Fig. 1.1 A simplified framework for studying consumer behaviour
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Figure 1.1 gives in detail the shaping of consumer behaviour, which leads a consumer to
react in certain ways and he makes a decision, keeping the situations in mind. The process of
decision-making varies with the value of the product, the involvement of the buyer and the
risk that is involved in deciding the product/service.

The figures shows the consumer life style in the centre of the circle. The consumer and
his life style is influenced by a number of factors shown all around the consumer. These are
culture, subculture, values, demographic factors, social status, reference groups, household
and also the internal make up of the consumer, which are a consumers’ emotions, personality
motives of buying, perception and learning. Consumer is also influenced by the marketing
activities and efforts of the marketeer.

All these factors lead to the formation of attitudes and needs of the consumer.

��# $��%����������������������	�����������	�

(i) Marketing Analysis
(a) Consumer
(b) Company
(c) Competition
(d) Condition

(ii) Marketing Segmentation
(e) Identify product-related needs
(f) Group customers with similar need sets
(g) Describe each group
(h) Select target market

(iii) Marketing Strategy
(i) Product
(j) Price
(k) Distribution
(l) Communication

(m) Service
(iv) Consumer Decision Process

(n) Problem recognition
(o) Information search—internal, external
(p) Alternative evaluation
(q) Purchase
(r) Use
(s) Evaluation

(v) Outcomes
(t) Customer satisfaction
(u) Sales
(v) Product/Brand image

Fig. 1.2 Marketing strategy and consumer behaviour
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Then follows the process of decision-making, as shown in the rectangle which consists of
the problem recognition, information search (which is both internal and external) then the
evaluation and selection procedure, and finally the purchase. After the purchase and use of
the product, the customer may be satisfied or dissatisfied with the product. This is known as
post-purchase behaviour. The existing situations also play an important role in the decision-
making process. The dotted line show the feedback.

��& $��%������ ����

Market analysis requires an understanding of the 4 Cs which are consumer, conditions,
competitor and the company. A study is undertaken to provide superior customer value, which
is the main objective of the company. For providing better customer value, we should learn the
needs of the consumer, the offering of the company, vis-a-vis its competitors and the environment
which is economic, physical, technological, etc.

A consumer is anyone who engages himself in physical activities of evaluating, acquiring,
using or disposing of goods and services.

A customer is one who actually purchases a product or service from a particular
organization or a shop. A customer is always defined in terms of a specific product or company.

However, the term consumer is a broader term which emphasises not only the actual
buyer or customer, but also its users, i.e., consumers. Sometimes, a product is purchased by
the head of the family and used by the whole family, i.e., a refrigerator or a car. There are some
consumer behaviour roles which are played by different members of the family.

Table 1.3

Role Description

Initiator The person who determines that some need or want is to be met (e.g., a daughter
indicating the need for a colour T.V.).

Influencer The person or persons who intentionally or unintentionally influence the decision to
buy or endorse the view of the initiator.

Buyer The person who actually makes a purchase.

User The person or persons who actually use or consume the product.

All the consumer behaviour roles are to be kept in mind but, the emphasis is on the
buyer whose role is overt and visible.

(a) The consumer. To understand the consumer; researches are made. Sometimes mo-
tivational research becomes handy to bring our hidden attitudes, uncover emotions and feel-
ings. Many firms send questionnaires to customers to ask about their satisfaction, future needs
and ideas for a new product. On the basis of the answers received, changes in the marketing
mix is made and advertising is also streamlined.

(b) The external analysis (company). The external analysis may be done by the
feedbacks from the industry analyst and by marketing researches. The internal analysis is
made by the firm’s financial conditions, the quantum of the sales force and other factors within
the company.
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The study of these factors leads to a better understanding of the consumer and his
needs.

1. Geography
2. Population
3. Urban-Rural
4. Sex
5. Age factor
6. Literacy level
7. Incentive level
8. Linguistic diversity
9. Religion

10. Dress, food
11. Habits and fashion

Indian

consumer

Fig. 1.3 Characteristic features of Indian consumer

(c) The competition. In the analysis of the market, a study of the strengths and
weaknesses of the competitors, their strategies, their anticipated moves and their reaction to
the companies’ moves and plans is to be made. The company after getting this information,
reacts accordingly and changes its marketing mix and the offering is made in a manner which
can outdo the competitor. This is a very difficult process and it is easier said than done. To
have correct information about the competitors and to anticipate their further moves is the job
of the researcher.

(d) The conditions. The conditions under which the firms are operating has also to be
seriously considered. The factors to be studied are the economy, the physical environment, the
government regulations, the technological developments, etc. These effect the consumer needs,
i.e., the deterioration of the environment and its pollution may lead to the use and innovation
of safer products. People are health conscious and are concerned with their safety. Hence, in
this case, safer products have a better chance  with the consumer. In case of recession, the flow
of money is restricted greatly. This leads to the formulation of different marketing strategies.

(e) Market segmentation. The market is divided into segments which are a portion of
a larger market whose needs are similar and, they are homogeneous in themselves. Such
segments are identified with similar needs.

(f ) Need set. By need set, it is meant that there are products which satisfy more than
one need. An automobile can fill the transportation needs, status needs, fun needs or time-
saving needs. So, the company tries to identify the need sets, which its product can fulfil. Then
we try to identify the groups who have similar needs, i.e., some people need economical cars,
others may go for luxury cars.

(g) Demographic and psychographic characteristics. These groups are identified
and they are described in terms of their demographic and psychographic characteristics. The
company finds out how and when the product is purchased and consumed.

(h) Target segment. After all, the above preliminary work is done, the target customer
group known as the target segment, is chosen, keeping in mind how the company can provide
superior customer value at a profit. The segment which can best be served with the company’s
capabilities at a profit is chosen. It has to be kept in mind that different target segments
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require different marketing strategies and, with the change in the environmental conditions
the market mix has to be adjusted accordingly.

Attractiveness of the segment can be calculated by marking the various criteria on a
1 to 10 scale as given below:

Table 1.4

Criterion Score on 1 to 10 scale with company
being most favourable

Segment size —

Segment growth rate —

Competitor strength —

Customer satisfaction with existing product —

Fit with company image —

Fit with company objectives —

Fit with company resources —

Fit with other segments —

Investment required —

Stability/Periodicability —

Zest to serve —

Sustainable advantage available —

Leverage to other segments/markets —

Risk —

Other factors —

Marketing Strategy

Strategies are formulated to provide superior customer value. In formulating market strate-
gies, the 4 Ps are directed at the target market.

Product, Price, Promotion, Place Target market

Fig. 1.4 Decision-making process generally followed by consumers

(i) Product. Product is anything that is offered to the consumer which is tangible and
can satisfy a need and has some value.

(j) Price. Price is the amount of money one must pay to obtain the right to use the
product.

(k) Distribution (Place). The goods can be distributed by many channels. These could
be retailers, wholesalers, agents or by direct selling. Distribution outlets play an important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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role in reaching the goods to the consumer. They provide, time, place and possession utilities.
Some goods need to be marketed through the channels or the middleman. Others can be mar-
keted directly by the company to the actual consumer.

(l) Promotion. Promotion is the means of changing the attitudes of the consumer, so
that it becomes favourable towards the company’s products. Various means of promotion are
advertising, personal selling, sales promotion and publicity.

(m) Service. Service refers to auxiliary service  that enhances the value of the product
or the service. For instance, while buying a car, free services are provided over a certain period
of time. Check-ups are free and maintenance is also covered on the charge of an adequate
amount along with the product purchased. These auxiliary services are provided at a cost with
money. These provide value to the product or the customer. These services give an advantage
to the customer and he is free from the botheration of occasional check-ups or risk. The risk is
considerably reduced and, the customer derives satisfaction with his decision to purchase.

'	�������

1. What do you understand by consumer behaviour? What information is sought in consumer
researches?

2. What are the reasons for studying consumer behaviour?
3. How would you formulate the strategy for consumer behaviour?

������	��

The marketeer has to learn about the needs and changing of the consumer behaviour and
practice the  Marketing Concept. Levi Strauss & Co. were selling jeans to mass market and did
not bother about segmenting the market till their sales went down. The study into consumer
behaviour showed their greatest market of the baby boomers had outgrown and their needs
had changed. They therefore came out with Khaki or dockers to different segments and
comfortable action stocks for the consumers in the 50 age group. Thus, by separating the
market and targetting various groups and fulfilling their needs, they not only made up for the
lost sales but far exceeded the previous sales. They also targeted the women consumers for
jeans and both men and women started wearing jeans in greater numbers. The offering given
by the company must be enlarged to suit various segments.

For example Maruti Udyog Ltd. has come out with many models. Maruti 800, Maruti
Van, Zen, Alto, WagonR, Versa, Gypsy, Esteem, Baleno and other models. For successful mar-
keting, one should:

1. Find consumer needs of various segments.
2. Position products (new and existing) to these segments.
3. Develop strategies for these segments. Practice greater selectivity in advertising

and personal selling and creating more selective media and distribution outlets.
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By market segmentation we imply that the entire market is broken down into smaller groups
having similar wants. They are homogeneous in themselves and heterogeneous with other
groups. The market can be broken down on various bases. These are Demographic,
Psychographic, Benefit Segmentation etc.

The concept of divide and rule applies to the market segmentation. You divide the mar-
ket, choose your target market and then master it. Segmentation and choosing the target
market is like shooting with  a rifle and not by 12-bore. If the marketing effort is spread over
a wide area it does not have that effect but if it is concentrated on a point like a rifle it can go
much further and can be more effective.

Entire market Segmented market

Fig. 1.5

The segmented market shows 3 groups which are homogeneous in themselves and het-
erogeneous amongst themselves.

Market segmentation is a process of dividing a potential market into distinct sub-sets of
consumers with common needs and characteristics and selecting one or more segments to
target with a distinct marketing mix.

Consumers are better satisfied when a wide range of products are available to them.
Thus, market segmentation has proved to be a positive force for both consumers and markets
alike. If the market was not segmented the same product will be sold to every prospect with a
single marketing mix it satisfies a generic or a common need, and it becomes ineffective and
ends up appealing to none.

Since the consumers are different in their needs, wants, desire and are from different
backgrounds, education experience therefore segmenting the market is very necessary for
effective marketing of goods/services.

Segmentation helps in expanding the market by better satisfying the specific needs or
desires of particular customers.

Today, nearly every product category in the consumer market is highly segmented. For
instance, billion dollar vitamin market is segmented by age for children, young adults, the
elderly etc. The vitamin market provides benefits like increased energy, illness, tension and
stress reduction, enhanced sexuality, improved skin.

Hotels also segment their market, for example Marriott/operates fairfield for short stay.
Residential thus Inn for extended stay which are for budget-oriented traveller and are

cheap.
Courtyard for the price-conscious businessmen.
Marriott Hotel for full business travellers.
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Marriott resorts for leisure vacation guests.
Marriott time sharing for those seeking affordable resort ownership.
Marriott senior living environment for elderly people.
Maruti, for instance, have positioned the 800cc basic model and Omini Van for the lower

income groups, the Zen, Swift, Alto and Gypsy for the middle income groups, and the Baleno,
Esteem etc. for the higher income groups.

��) ����������������������

There are various bases for segmentation. These are as under:

Geographic Segmentation

Region North, South, East, West
City Size Major metropolitan areas, small cities, towns
Density of Area Urban, suburban, exurban, rural
Climate Temperate, hot, humid

Demographic Segmentation

Age Under 11, 12–17, 18–34, 35–49, 50–64, 65–74, 75+
Sex Male, Female
Marital Status Single, married, divorced, living together, widowed
Income Under $ 15,000, $15,000-$24,999, $25,000-$39,999,

$40,000-$64,4999, $65,000 and over
Education Some high school, high school graduate, some college

graduate, postgraduate
Occupation Professional, blue-collar, white-collar, agricultural

Psychological/Psychographic
Segmentation

Needs-Motivation Shelter, safety, security, affection, sense of self worth
Personality Extroverts, introverts, aggressives, compliants
Perception Low risk, moderate risk, high risk
Learning-Involvement Low involvement, high involvement
Attitudes Positive attitude, negative attitude
Psychographic (Lifestyle) Swingers, straights, conservatives, status seekers

Sociocultural Segmentation

Culture American, Italian, Chinese, Mexican
Subculture

Religion Jewish, Catholic, Protestant, Other
Race/Ethnicity African-American, Caucasian, Oriental, Hispanic
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Social Class Lower, middle, upper
Family Lifestyle Bachelors, young marrieds, empty nesters

Use-Related Segmentation

Usage Rate Heavy users, medium users, light users, nonusers
Awareness Status Unaware, aware, interested, enthusiastic
Brand Loyalty None, some, strong

Use-Situational Segmentation

Time Leisure, work, rush, morning, night
Objective Personal use, gift, snack, fun, achievement
Location Home, work, friend’s home, in-store
Person Self, friends, boss, peer

Benefit Segmentation

Convenience prestige, economy, value-for-the money

Hybrid Segmentation

Demographic/Psychographic Combination of demographic and psychographic
Profile characteristics

Geodemographics Young Suburbia Blue-Estates
VALS  2 Actualizer, fulfilled, believer, achiever, striver.

The above shows a list of bases for segmentation. Demography helps to locate target
market where as psychographic segmentation and socio-cultural characteristics to describe its
members i.e., how they think and feel. We shall now discuss the psychographic or life style
segmentation.
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It is your attitudes, interests and opinions that project your lifestyle.

Our lifestyles or patterns of living are changing fast and are determined by our activities,Our lifestyles or patterns of living are changing fast and are determined by our activities,Our lifestyles or patterns of living are changing fast and are determined by our activities,Our lifestyles or patterns of living are changing fast and are determined by our activities,Our lifestyles or patterns of living are changing fast and are determined by our activities,
interest and opinions and this affects our consumption pattern.interest and opinions and this affects our consumption pattern.interest and opinions and this affects our consumption pattern.interest and opinions and this affects our consumption pattern.interest and opinions and this affects our consumption pattern.

This chapter imparts knowldege about:This chapter imparts knowldege about:This chapter imparts knowldege about:This chapter imparts knowldege about:This chapter imparts knowldege about:

• Lifestyles and their characteristicsLifestyles and their characteristicsLifestyles and their characteristicsLifestyles and their characteristicsLifestyles and their characteristics

• VALS VALS VALS VALS VALS lifestyles classificationlifestyles classificationlifestyles classificationlifestyles classificationlifestyles classification

• Segmentation strategiesSegmentation strategiesSegmentation strategiesSegmentation strategiesSegmentation strategies
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It is defined simply as how one lives, and spends money. It is determined by our past experi-
ences, innate characteristics and current situations. The products we consume are related to
our lifestyle. Lifestyle marketing established a relationship between the products offered in
the market and targeted lifestyle groups. Lifestyles segmentation is based on activities and
interest and opinions of groups. These are psychographic segmentations, and lifestyles are
derived from psychographics. Lifestyle is a unified pattern of behaviour that determines con-
sumption and, is also in turn determined by it.

Demographic and psychographic lifestyles are complimentary and work best together.
Demographic variables help marketeers “locate” the target market, and psychographics pro-
vides more insight into the segment by taking into their activities interests and opinions.

An idea of AIO studies is provided in Table 2.1:

Table 2.1

Activities Interest Opinions Demographics

Work Family Themselves Age

Hobbies Home Social issues Education

Social events Job Politics Income

Vacation Community Business Occupation

Entertainment Recreation Economics Family size

Club member Fashion Education Geography

Community Food Products City size

Shopping Media Future Life cycle

Sports Achievements Culture Dwelling

Source: Joseph T. Plummer–The concept application of lifestyle dimensions Journal of Marketing.

Activities: Activities can be described as how one spends his time.
Interests: Interests are a person’s priorities and preferences.
Opinions: It is how one feels about a wide variety of events.
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Marketeers try to find out the activities, interests, and opinions of people by questions
to be answered on a rating scale. This is done to find out how strongly one agrees or disagrees
with the question.

Characteristics of Lifestyle

1. Lifestyle is a group phenomenon which influences others in the society. A person having
a particular lifestyle can influence others in a social group.

2. Lifestyle influences all areas of one’s activities. A person having a certain lifestyle shows
consistency of behaviour in other areas as well. You can always predict that a person
shopping from elite or speciality stores, would not shop from common places. The same
applies to eating habits and other habits as well.

3. Lifestyle implies a central life interest: A person may have interest in education, leisure,
adventure work, sexual exploits, etc. which any become their main interest in life.

4. Social changes in society affect lifestyles: For example, as the society becomes more
affluent, lifestyles of people change, sometimes drastically. As one would become richer
ones lifestyle changes accordingly.

Lifestyle Segmentation

This is known as value and lifestyle segmentation and was introduced in 1978 by Arnold
Mitchell. It provides a systematic classification of American adults into nine segments. These
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Fig. 2.1 Values and lifestyle segments (VALS)
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were widely used. Despite its popularity, some managers felt that the nine segments given by
VALS are not appropriate, as two of the segments cover one-third of the entire population,
leaving the rest to be divided into 7 segments, which become too small to be of interest to many
firms. These nine segments are shown in Fig. 2.1.

The figure shows four major groups or classfication:
(a) Need driven: (poor and uneducated).
(b) Outer directed: (middle or upper income class consumer whose lifestyle is directed by

external criteria).
(c) Inner directed: (people motivated by inner needs rather than by the expectation of

others).
(d) Integrated: (this group combines the best of outer and inner directed. They are fully

matured).
A further break-up of these groups is shown in the figure, and their characteristics can

be described as given below:
1. Survivors: They are disadvantaged people, who are poor, depressed and withdrawn.

Their purchases are price dominant, and they like to buy products which are economical and
suit their pocket. They are not very knowledgeable.

2. Sustainers: They are motivated by brand names. They look for guarantee and are
impulse buyers. These people are disadvantaged and want to get out of poverty.

3. Belongers: They buy products which are popular. They are careful and brand loyal
shoppers. They are people who are conventional, conservative, and unexperimental.

4. Emulators: They are status conscious and upwardly mobile. They emulate others,
and buy products to impress other people. They have high aspirations in life.

5. Achievers: They buy top of the line products. They are brand conscious and loyal.
They are leaders and make things happen. They want to enjoy a good life.

6. I am me: These people are typically young, self engrossed and given to whims. They
go after fads and do not mind taking the lead.

7. Experimentals: These people pursue a rich inner life and want to directly experi-
ence what life has to offer.

8. Societally conscious people: They are simple, frugal persons; who read labels care-
fully and seek information. They are conscious of society and social responsibility. They want
to improve conditions in society.

9. Integrated: These are fully matured people and constitute the best of outer and
inner directed.

These segments did not appeal to many marketeers and therefore, VALS 2 was intro-
duced in 1989. This system has more of a psychological base than the original, which was more
activity and interest based. VALS 2 is based on attitudes and values. It is measured by 42
statements with which the respondents state a degree of agreement and disagreement.

It has identified three primary self orientations:
Principle oriented: They are guided by their beliefs and principles.
Status oriented: These individuals are heavily influenced by actions, approval and

opinion of others.
Action oriented: They desire social and physical activity, variety and risk taking.
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These three orientations determine the types of goals and behaviours that consumers
will pursue, and the goods they will get interested in.

VALS 2 segments, consists of eight general psychographic segments as shown in Fig. 2.2.
This classification is based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. At the bottom are the people

with minimal resources and, on the top we have people with abundant resources. This divides
the consumer into 3 general groups or segments. Each of these segments have a distinctive
lifestyle, attitude and decision-making. The figure shows their characteristics as wel. The eight
segments also differ in their resources and orientations. The resources possessed by those at
the bottom are very little and as we move upwards the resources increase. Besides money and
physical resources, people at the bottom lack in education, social resources, psychological
resources and in self confidence. These studies were made on American people. The demographic
characteristics like, age, income, occupation, role, religion, sex education, marital status can
easily be identified. However, it is more difficult to identify psychographic characteristics of
attitudes, beliefs, interests, benefits, lifestyle, etc. This can be done by VALS segmentation.

Actualizer

Achiever

Striver

Struggler

Fulfilled

MakerBeliever

StatusStatusPrinciplePrinciple ActionAction

Abundant resources

Minimal resources

Experiencer

Fig. 2.2 Values and lifestyle segments (VALS)

For a segment to be worthwhile, it must have a proper size, i.e., enough number of
people in the segment to make it feasible. It must be stable, so that the people belonging to a
segment not only remain there, but the segment must also grow in size. The segment must
also be accessible, so that the marketeer is able to reach the segment in an economical way.
They can be reached through various media. Marketeers also are on the lookout for new media
that can reach the audience with minimum waste, circulation and competition. The segment
should be such that profits can be gained. By catering to a segment, profits must be ensured.
Profits are the backbone of any organisation. The target segment has to be profitable.
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Strugglers

These are poor people, struggling for existence. Education is low, low skilled, without strong
social bonds. They are despairing and, have a low status in society. Their chief concern is to
fulfil their primary needs of physiological security and safety needs. They represent a modest
market and are loyal to their favourite brands.

Makers

They are in the action-oriented category. They have construction skills and value self suffi-
ciency. Makers experience the work by working on it. They are people engaged in construction
work and work with their hands and in the industry. They are politically conservative, suspi-
cious of new ideas, they buy stuff which helps them in achieving their purpose. They buy tools,
pick up trucks and, all that helps them in practical work.

Strivers
They are a status-oriented category, but have a low income as they are striving to find a secure
place in life. They are low in economic, social and psychological resources. They are concerned
about the opinion of others. They see success with money. They like to be stylish. They wish to
be upwardly mobile and strive for more.

Believers
They are in the principle-oriented category. They are conservative, conventional people, with
their needs, strong faiths, and beliefs. Have modest resources sufficient to meet their needs.
They are conservative and predictable. Use established brands.

Experiencers
They are action oriented, young, vital, enthusiastic, impulsive and rebellious. They have enough
resources and experiment in new ventures. They indulge in exercise, sports, outdoor recrea-
tion and social activities. They are avid consumers and spend much on entertainment, cloth-
ing, food, music, videos, movies, etc. This pattern of behaviour changes, as they are enthusias-
tic to new ideas.

Achievers
They are also placed high in the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and are career and work ori-
ented. They make their dreams come true. They are workaholics. Work provides them with a
sense of duty, material rewards and prestige. They live conventional lives, authority and im-
age is important to them. They also favour established products and show their success around.

Fulfilled
As the name suggests, they are satisfied and mature people who are well educated, value
order, knowledge and responsibility. They are practical consumers and conservative. They
look for products which are durable, have value and function properly. They are well informed
about the world, and are ready to increase their knowledge. Prefer leisure at home.

Actualisers

They have abundant resources and are sophisticated in their taste and habits. They are active,
and have high self-esteem. They develop, explore and express themselves in a variety of ways.
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They have taste and are leaders in business, and in government. They have wide interests and
are concerned with social issues and are open to change.

While designing a marketing strategy, a company can employ a concentrated market-
ing strategy or, a differentiated marketing strategy or, even a counter-segmentation strategy,
depending on the need and requirements.

Concentrated Marketing Strategy

In this, there is one segment with a unique marketing mix designed for that particular segment.

Differentiated Marketing Mix

Each target segment receives a special designed marketing mix, that is, for each market we
have a special mix consisting of product, price, promotion and place. Here we target several
markets with different marketing mixes. This is called differentiated marketing. This is used
by firms which are financially strong and well established in a product category and compete
with other firms, that are also strong in the same product category (Soft drinks, automobiles,
detergents). For a small company, concentrated marketing is a better bet.

Counter Segmentation

When a firm practices differentiated marketing strategy in different target markets, some
segments tend to shrink, so that they do not have enough size and promise, and are not worth-
while to be worked upon separately. They are merged together or recombined for better han-
dling. This is known as counter segmentation strategy.

Lifestyle marketing is being used extensively these days for developing new products,
positioning new products and, creating new product opportunity. Lifesytle research helps in
selecting media, formulating media and promotional strategies, and improving retail
performance.
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1. What is lifestyle marketing? Explain its characteristics?
2. ExplainVALS segmentation. Why importance was given to VALS 2.
3. Explain VALS segmentation given by Arnold Mitchell and explain the various categories.
4. Explain VALS 2 segmentation with a diagram.
5. Differentiate and explain concentrated marketing, differentiated marketing and counter

segmentation.
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Think of the customer first, if you would have the customer think of you.

This chapter deals with the internal and external factors that influence consumer behaviour.This chapter deals with the internal and external factors that influence consumer behaviour.This chapter deals with the internal and external factors that influence consumer behaviour.This chapter deals with the internal and external factors that influence consumer behaviour.This chapter deals with the internal and external factors that influence consumer behaviour.

Consumer is affected by changes in his personality, attitudes, etc. and also by the externalConsumer is affected by changes in his personality, attitudes, etc. and also by the externalConsumer is affected by changes in his personality, attitudes, etc. and also by the externalConsumer is affected by changes in his personality, attitudes, etc. and also by the externalConsumer is affected by changes in his personality, attitudes, etc. and also by the external
environment. One should be able to explain the following:environment. One should be able to explain the following:environment. One should be able to explain the following:environment. One should be able to explain the following:environment. One should be able to explain the following:

• Various factors influencing consumer behaviouVarious factors influencing consumer behaviouVarious factors influencing consumer behaviouVarious factors influencing consumer behaviouVarious factors influencing consumer behaviourrrrr
• The joint effects of internal and external determinantsThe joint effects of internal and external determinantsThe joint effects of internal and external determinantsThe joint effects of internal and external determinantsThe joint effects of internal and external determinants
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The factors that influence consumer behaviour can be classified into internal factors or (indi-
vidual determinants) and, external environmental factors. External factors do not affect the
decision process directly, but percolate or filter through the individual determinants, to influ-
ence the decision process as shown in Fig. 3.1.

The arrow shows how the external influences are filtered towards the individual deter-
minants to affect the decision process.

The individual determinants that effect consumer behaviour are:

• Motivation and involvement

• Attitudes

• Personality and self-concept

• Learning and memory

• Information processing

The external influences or factors are:

• Cultural influences

• Sub-cultural influences

• Social class influences

• Social group influences

• Family influences

• Personal influences

• Other influences

We shall give a brief description of these influences in this chapter and they will be
dealt with in greater detail in the subsequent chapters.
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Motivation and Involvement

In a society, different consumers exhibit different consumer behaviour because they are unique
and have unique sets of needs. Motivation is that internal force that activates some needs and
provides direction of behaviour towards fulfilment of these needs.

Fig. 3.2 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
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While talking of motivation, we cannot afford to forget the Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs
which tells us about the primary and secondary needs.

First the biological needs of hunger, thirst, shelter are satisfied then the safety needs
and then the psychological desires of being accepted in society, seeking status, esteem, etc. are
satisfied. People adopt different methods to fulfil their needs. The need of transport can be met
by car, rail, bus or aeroplane. People choose different modes of transport because of their level
of involvement in different activities.

Involvement refers to the personal relevance or importance of a product or a service,
that a consumer perceives in a given situation. Depending on the value and personal interest,
a consumer can have a high or low involvement. For a professional tennis player, the choice of
a tennis racket is made with great care. He sees the weight, size, grip and tension of the
strings, etc. The racket is his most important professional tool. Similarly, a professional pho-
tographer has to buy a camera with the right specifications and attributes. For another per-
son, a tennis racket may only be a means of entertainment or in the case of a camera, the
recording of family and other events by a camera which is convenient and handy.

Attitudes

These are learned predispositions towards people, objects and events. Attitudes are responsible
for our responses and are not inborn but are learnt from people around us.

Our attitudes influence our purchase decisions and consumer behaviour. A person having
a carefree attitude will buy an object without much involvement. People who want to play safe
and avoid risk talking, will go for a safe investment. People who want convenience and are
short of domestic help, will have a positive attitudes towards canned and frozen foods.

Personality and Self-concept

It is the sum total of our mental, physical and moral qualities and characteristics that are
present in us and that make us what we are. Consumers try to buy the products that match
their personality. People wanting to look manly will buy products with a macho appeal, which
would enhance their image and personality. People who give emphasis on comfort and care,
will purchase comfort products and so on. If one wants to emulate a film star his choice will be
different from others.

Learning and Memory

Every day we are exposed to a wide range of information, but retain only a small portion of it.
We tend to remember the information that we are interested in or, that is important to us. In
a family different members of the family are interested in different types of information which
they individually retain. Mothers retain information regarding household items. Father re-
tains information regarding his interest in cars, motor cycles and other objects. Children are
interested in objects of their interest like amusement parks, joy rides, Barbie dolls, etc.

Our motives, attitudes, personality filters the information. Keeping only relevant infor-
mation in our minds and, keeping the others out. This is known as selective retention. We
retain in our memory only selective information that is of interest to us.
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Information Processing

All consumers analyse and process the information they receive. These are activities that a
consumer engages in, while gathering, assimilating and evaluating information. Consumers
assimilate and evaluate selective information and this reflects on their motives, attitudes and
personality and self-concept. Same information can be evaluated in a different manner by
different individuals. The most common example is a glass half filled with a liquid. It can be
interpreted as “half empty” or half full. The first is a pessimistic view and the other is an
optimistic view of processing the information.
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Cultural Influences

It is defined as a complex sum total of knowledge, belief, traditions, customs, art, moral law or
any other habit acquired by people as members of society. Our consumer behaviour, that is the
things we buy are influenced by our background or culture. Different emphasis is given by
different cultures for the buying, use, and disposing of products. People in South India have a
certain style of consumption of food, clothing, savings, etc. This differs from the people in the
North of India. Different cultures and habits are predominant in different parts of the world.
Japanese have a different culture from that of USA, England or Arabian countries. Therefore,
in consumer behaviour culture plays a very important part.

Sub-cultural Influences

Within a culture, there are many groups or segments of people with distinct customs, tradi-
tions and behaviour. In the Indian culture itself, we have many subcultures, the culture of the
South, the North, East and the West. Hindu culture, Muslim culture, Hindus of the South
differ in culture from the Hindus of the North and so on. Products are designed to suit a target
group of customers which have similar cultural background and are homogeneous in  many
respects.

Social Class

By social class we refer to the group of people who share equal positions in a society. Social
class is defined by parameters like income, education, occupation, etc. Within a social class,
people share the same values and beliefs and tend to purchase similar kinds of products. Their
choice of residence, type of holiday, entertainment, leisure all seem to be alike. The knowledge
of social class and their consumer behaviour is of great value to a marketeer.

Social Group Influences

A group is a collection of individuals who share some consumer relationship, attitudes and
have the same interest. Such groups are prevalent in societies. These groups could be primary
where interaction takes place frequently and, consists of family groups. These groups have a
lot of interaction amongst themselves and are well knit. Secondary groups are a collection of
individuals where relationship is more formal and less personal in nature. These could be
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political groups, work group and study groups, service organisations like the Lions, Rotary,
etc. The behaviour of a group is influenced by other member of the group. An individual can be
a member of various groups and can have varied influences by different members of groups in
his consumption behaviour. An individual can be an executive in a company, can be a member
of a political party. He may be a member of a service organisation and of entertainment clubs
and study circles. These exert different influences on his consumption.

Family Influence

As has already been said, the family is the most important of the primary group and is the
strongest source of influence on consumer behaviour. The family tradition and customs are
learnt by children, and they imbibe many behavioural patterns from their family members,
both consciously and unconsciously. These behaviour patterns become a part of children’s lives.
In a joint family, many decisions are jointly made which also leave an impression on the mem-
bers of the family.

These days the structure of the family is changing and people are going in more for
nucleus families which consists of parent, and dependent children. The other type of family is
the joint family where mother, father, grandparents and relatives also living together.

Personal Influences

Each individual processes the information received in different ways and evaluates the prod-
ucts in his own personal way. This is irrespective of the influence of the family, social class,
cultural heritage, etc. His own personality ultimately influences his decision. He can have his
personal reasons for likes, dislikes, price, convenience or status. Some individuals may lay
greater emphasis on price, others on quality, still others on status, symbol, convenience of the
product, etc. Personal influences go a long way in the purchase of a product.

Other Influences

Consumers are also influenced by national or regional events which could be like the Asiad,
the Olympics, cricket test matches, World Cup, the war or a calamity. These leave permanent
or temporary impressions on the mind of the consumer and affect his behaviour. In these
events, products are advertised and sometimes the use of a product like drugs, etc. is discour-
aged. People are urged to adopt family planning methods. Situation variables such as product
display, price reduction, free gifts and attractive offers also influence consumer behaviour.

In Fig. 3.1, the broken lines indicate that these factors influence and in turn are influ-
enced by each other. The various factors percolate from the external to the individual determi-
nant, to finally influence the decision process.

External factors cannot affect the decision process directly but, these are also instru-
mental and exert an influence on consumer behaviour.

Factors affecting consumers can also be studied by dividing the factors into four groups
as shown below. This can be done under four broad headings which can have subheadings as
shown in Fig. 3.3 on next page.
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Learning

Beliefs

Attitudes

Buyer

Classification in Four Broad Categories

Culture is learned
behaviour and
pattern of living

Roles a person
plays in a society,
his status and
affiliations with
groups

Life cycle stage—
Bachelor, Married
Full nest I, II, III
Empty nest I, II
Solitary Survivor

Buying characteristics
are influenced by the
above

Fig. 3.3 Factors influencing consumer behaviour classification in four broad categories
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1. List and explain the individual determinants of consumer behaviour.
2. How does the external environment help and influence the individual determinants in

consumer behaviour?
3. Illustrate and explain with a diagram the decision-making process and how are they

influenced by various factors.
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This chapter deals with the concept of culture, which is a very broad concept and includesThis chapter deals with the concept of culture, which is a very broad concept and includesThis chapter deals with the concept of culture, which is a very broad concept and includesThis chapter deals with the concept of culture, which is a very broad concept and includesThis chapter deals with the concept of culture, which is a very broad concept and includes
knowledge, belief, customs and pattern of living acquired from predecessors. The studentknowledge, belief, customs and pattern of living acquired from predecessors. The studentknowledge, belief, customs and pattern of living acquired from predecessors. The studentknowledge, belief, customs and pattern of living acquired from predecessors. The studentknowledge, belief, customs and pattern of living acquired from predecessors. The student
should be able to understand:should be able to understand:should be able to understand:should be able to understand:should be able to understand:

• Concepts of culture and its characteristicsConcepts of culture and its characteristicsConcepts of culture and its characteristicsConcepts of culture and its characteristicsConcepts of culture and its characteristics

• Function of  cultureFunction of  cultureFunction of  cultureFunction of  cultureFunction of  culture

• Variation in cultural valuesVariation in cultural valuesVariation in cultural valuesVariation in cultural valuesVariation in cultural values

••••• SubcultureSubcultureSubcultureSubcultureSubculture

Ask the advice of a thousand men

Ignore the advice of a thousand more

Then go back to your original decision.
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“CULTURE is the distinct way of life of a group of people and their complete design for living.”
Culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, cus-

toms and any other capabilities and habits acquired by humans as members of society. Culture
influences the pattern of living, of consumption, of decision-making by individuals. It has cer-
tain characteristics and is transmitted from one generation to another.

It is a comprehensive concept and includes all those things that influence an individual
in his thinking and behaviour, e.g., People in the western world have a different culture than
those in the east. Their behaviour, living style and decision making is different from those in
the eastern countries.

Characteristics of Culture

• Culture is invented by 3 inter-dependent  systems
(i) Ideological system—mental system consisting of ideas, beliefs, values and ways of

reasoning (good or bad).
(ii) Technological system consists of skills, techniques to produce.

(iii) Organisational system (family and social class) coordinates behaviour.
• Culture is learned: It begins early in life and is learned through generations.
• Culture is socially shared by human beings living in societies.
• Culture as similar yet different. Athletics, sports language music rituals are observed

by all but are different.
• Culture is gratifying and persistent: You get satisfaction yet change is difficult.
• Culture is integrated and organised.
• Culture forms no runs and is prescriptive.
• Culture is acquired. It can be acquired from the family, from the region or from all that

has been around us while we were growing up and learning the ways of the world.
• Culture forms a boundary within which an individual thinks and acts. When one thinks

and acts beyond these boundaries, he is adopting a cross-cultural behaviour and there
are cross-cultural influences as well.
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The nature of cultural influence is such that we are seldom aware of them. One feels,
behaves, and thinks like the other members of the same culture. It is all pervasive and is
present everywhere.

Culture is a very broad concept and pervades like the air in the atmosphere.
Culture can be divided into two distinct components.

Internal mental culture
(ideas, knowledge, concepts)

External material culture
(things that can be seen, touched
and used in our day-to-day living,
e.g., art, music, theatre, clothing,

housing, books, movies, sports )etc.

Culture

Cognitive components
belief of after life, etc.
ideas, knowledge, God,
supernatural power, etc.

Normative components
values, conduct, norms
that regulate behaviour

Fig. 4.1 Components of culture

Material culture influences technology and how it brings cultural changes, i.e., use of
telephones, mobile phones, television, clothing styles, fashions and gives the marketeers a
chance to improve the product, packing, etc. to meet the needs of the consumer, etc.

The Functions of Culture

We have already seen that culture influences the behaviour of individuals. It provides a frame-
work within which individuals and households build their pattern of living or exhibit their
lifestyles.

Norms are the boundaries that culture sets on the behaviour. There are rules that
encourage or prohibit certain behaviour in specific situations. Norms are derived from cultural
values, which are widely told beliefs that specify what is desirable and what is not. When these
rules are violated, it results in sanctions or penalties which are either disapproved of by the
society, and in extreme cases the individual violating the norms are banished or ostracised
from the society. Most individuals obey norms because it is natural to obey them. Culture
outlines many business norms, family norms, behaviour norms, etc. How we greet people?
How close one should stand to others while conducting business? The dress we wear and any
other patterns of behaviour.

Culture keeps changing slowly over time; and is not static. Changes takes place due to
rapid technologies. In case of emergency, war, or natural calamities, marketeers and manag-
ers must understand the existing culture as well as the changing culture and culture of the
country where the goods are to be marketed. Major companies have adapted themselves to
international culture and are accepted globally.

Coca Cola is sold all over the world. Procter Gamble and other companies give cross-
cultural training to their employees. By making cross-culture mistakes, many companies have
difficulty in pushing their products, for example, (i) Coca Cola had to withdraw its 2-litre
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bottle from Spain, because it did not fit in the local refrigerator; (ii) Many countries are very
traditional and do not like women displayed on the products. This acts as a detriment to business
in those countries.

Variation in Cultural Values

There are three broad forms of cultural values as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 Values, norms sanctions and consumption pattern

Source: Adapted from Consumer Behaviour—Hawkins, Best and Coney.

Other oriented
values

Environment-
oriented values

Self-oriented
values

Societies view of
relationship

between people

Societies view of
relationship with

environment

Objectives/approaches
to life, society finds

desirable

Consumption
Purchase

Communications

Fig. 4.3 Values orientation influence behaviours

Source: Hawkins, Best and Coney.

Other Oriented Values of Culture

This shows the relationship between individuals and the society. The relationship influences
marketing practices. If the society values collective activity—decisions will be taken in a group.
It gives rise to following questions which affect consumer behaviour:

Individual/collective: Whether individual initiation has more value than collective
activity?

Romantic orientation: This depicts whether the communication is more effective which
emphasises courtship or otherwise. In many countries, a romantic theme is more successful.

Adult/child theme: Is family life concentrated round children or adults? What role do
children play in decision-making?
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Masculine/Feminine: Whether the society is made dominant or women dominant or bal-
anced.

Competitive/Cooperation: Whether competition leads to success. This is achieved by form-
ing alliances with others.

Youth/age: Are prestige roles assigned to younger or older members of the society. Ameri-
can society is youth oriented and Korean is age oriented. Decisions are taken by mature people
in Korea.

Environment-oriented Values

Cleanliness: If a culture lays too much stress on cleanliness, there is scope for the sale of
beauty creams, soaps, deodorants, insecticides, washing powder, vacuum cleaner, etc. In western
countries, a lot of emphasis is placed on this aspect and perfumes and deodorants are widely
used.

Performance Status: A status-oriented society cares for higher standards of living, and
chooses quality goods and established brand names and high-price items. This is true for the
United States, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and most of the Arabian
countries.

In performance-oriented societies, where rewards and prestige is based on an individu-
al’s performance, less importance is given to brand names. Products which function equally
well and may not be big brand names are used. Germans do not give the same amount of
emphasis to brand names. The marketeers adopt strategies accordingly.

Tradition/change: Tradition-oriented societies stick to the old product and resist inno-
vation or new techniques. In traditional societies, there is less scope for new products, and old
traditional products are in greater demand. In some societies, which are upwardly mobile,
consumers are looking for modern methods, new products, new models and new techniques.

Risk-taking/security: An individual who is in secure position and takes a risk can be
either considered venturesome or foolhardy. This depends on the culture of the society. For
developing, new entrepreneurs risk taking is a must. It leads to new product development,
new advertising themes and new channels of distribution. Security-oriented societies have
little chances of development and innovation.

Problem solving/fatalist: A society can be optimistic and have a problem-solving attitude
or, be inactive and depend on fate. This has marketing implications on the registering of
complaints when consumers are dissatisfied with the purchase of the products. Advertising
plays an important part and gives guidance to the consumer, and removes these doubts to a
great extent.

Nature: There are differences in attitude over nature and its preservation. Consumers
stress on packing materials that are recyclable and environment friendly. Some countries give
great importance to stop environmental pollution and to recycling of products.

Companies like—P&G, Colgate-Palmolive captured a great extent of the market by of-
fering products which are less harmful to the environment. They also use ingredients in the
products which are not harmful in any way.

Self-oriented Values

Active/passive: Whether a physically active approach to life is valued more highly than a less
active orientation. An active approach leads to taking action all the time and doing nothing. In
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many countries, women are also taking an active part in all activities. This makes the society
a highly active one, where everybody is involved in work.

Material/non-material: In many societies, money is given more importance, and a lot of
emphasis is on being material minded. While in many societies things like comfort, leisure and
relationships get precedence over being materialistic.

Materialism can be of two types. Instrumental materialism, which is the acquisition of
things to enable one to do something or achieve something. Cars are used for transportation.
People like to possess things of material value which would help them to bring efficiency; other
material objects can be computers, washing machines, microwave ovens, etc.

Terminal materialism: It is the requisition of materialism for the sake of owing it rather
than for use—Art is acquired for owing it. Cultural differences play an important role in this
type of materialism. Instrumental materialism is common in the United States of America,
where Japanese advertisements are mostly dominating terminal materialism. Antique collec-
tions is another example of terminal materialism.

Hardwork/leisure: This has marketing implications on labour saving products and in-
stant foods. Some societies value hardwork and consider it as a fuller life. Others adopt labour
saving devices and instant foods to have more leisure time at their disposal.

Postponed gratification/immediate gratification: Should one save for the rainy day or
live for the day? Sacrifice the present for the future, or live only for the day? Some countries
like The Netherlands and Germany consider buying against credit cards as living beyond one’s
means, whereas credit cards are very popular in America and other countries having a differ-
ent cultural orientation, some prefer cash to debt. Some societies save for a morrow, others
enjoy the present and spend lavishly.

Sexual gratification/abstinence: Some traditional societies curb their desires, food,
drinking or sex, beyond a certain requirement. Muslim cultures are very conservative, and do
not want their women to be seen in public or be exposed, so the Polaroid camera which gives
instant photographs can be purchased and pictures can be taken by the family members without
their women being exposed to the developers in a photo lab.

In other cultures, attractive female pictures are used for the advertisement of products.
This may be considered very normal in these societies whereas, other societies may consider it
strange.

Humour/Serious: Should we take life lightly and laugh it off on certain issues or, take
everything seriously? This is another aspect of culture. Advertising personnel selling tech-
niques and promotion may revolve around these themes and the way the appeal for a product
is to be made in various cultures.

Subculture

Within a culture there exists more homogeneous subgroups. These groups have their own
values, customs, traditions and other ways of behaviour that are peculiar to a particular group
within a culture. For instance, the Hindus in India have a certain pattern of living, values,
food habits, clothing they wear and the language they speak. These can be divided into at least
two subculture. The Hindus of the south whose food habits, clothing, values etc. are homogeneous
in themselves but they are different from the Hindus of North which is a second subculture.
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The Hindus of North are homogenous in themselves but Heterogeneous when compared to
those living in the South. Their Language, the clothing, the  modernization their consumption
are all different. Subcultures exist in all societies and nations. Amongst the Muslims of North
and the Muslims of the South, East and West, the pattern of living, traditions, ceremonies,
values, language also differ.

Culture is a broad term, we have American culture, Japanese culture, European cul-
ture, Asian culture, culture of the Far East, Middle East, African culture and many more.
These cultures are divided into subgroups and is known as the subculture. The division of
these groups helps to assess the need of the subcultures more accurately and effectively and
marketing becomes easier.

When we are talking of subculture, we must understand the term ethnic as well Ethnic
identification is based on what a person is, when he or she is born and is largely unchangeable.
Members of ethnic groups in general descend from same forebears. They tend to reside in the
same locale. Tend to marry within their own group. Share a common sense of peoplehood. The
ethnic group can be divided on the basis of race, nationality and religion.

In America, we have 3 examples of important U.S. subcultures. These are:
(i) Black subculture: They are disadvantaged compared with whites in terms of edu-

cation, occupational attainment. They live in crowded places and neighbourhood of large cit-
ies. Over the years, they have improved in education. The market for blacks is increasing fast
almost 3 times that of whites. They have become skilled in many jobs and are getting better
paying jobs. Another striking features about blacks is their tendency towards materialism.
Almost 50 percent of blacks live in families hearded by a female. They are interested in style,
fashion and modernity. Since black families are larger than white ones, they are targetted for
convenience, foods, home appliances etc.

Asian Americans: This population consists of Chinese, Filipions, Japanese, Indian,
Korean, Vietnamese, Hawaiin and other segments in the U.S. It is the fastest growing minor-
ity. They are scattered all over America and 56% of them live in the west. They are highly
urbanised and about 93% live in the urban area. They give a lot of importance to education and
getting westernised fast but some of them hold their old values and adhere to them.

They feel that the women’s place is at home. Many interact closely with relatives. Their
family comes first in the making of important decisions. They care for their parents.

• They adopt moderate behaviour instead of extreme behaviour.
• Their relationship with parents are formalised.
• They return favour to others.
• They do not show affection openly. This is not acceptable.
• Americans are a food target for marketeers.

Hispanie Culture

These are Spanish people moving to U.S.A. from Mexico. Although they like to live in U.S.A.
but they do not want to loose their ethnic character, their culture and language. Their home is
not far away from Mexico and they can always go back to their home. They strongly stick to
their Spanish language. These constitute about 8% of the population. They are largely of Mexi-
can origin, some from Porto RICO and Cuba.
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The Spanish subculture is largely an urban population segment and live in metropoli-
tan cities like Texas, New York, California, Florida and Illinois. They are worthy blue-collar
workers and 24 percent of them have white-collar occupation.

They give importance to education but they are lower in comparison to non-Hispanics
one syndicated psychographic consumer segmentation study has indicated 4 Hispanic consumer
clusters. These are “Hopefull Loyalist” “Recent Aeekers”, “Young strivers” and “established
adapters”. The details of these psychographic segments is given in the chapter on Psychographic
segmentation.

Subculture in India

In India, we have cultures of different states, different religions etc. for instance we have the
Punjab subculture, Bengali and Madrasi subculture, Maharashtrian or the culture of the west,
Kashmiri culture of the north, the culture of Uttar Pradesh with a lof of “Tahzeeb” or respect
and mild and docile caring for each other. The culture of the Nawabs, culture of the Rajas and
Maharajas.

Under subculture we have the Tamil and Telgu culture, we have a mixed culture in
Orissa and so on.

On the religions front, we have different traditions, values and pattern of living in dif-
ferent parts of India. As already pointed out earlier these can be sub cultures in Hindus,
Muslims. We have the Sikh culture which is a combination of Hindu and Muslim culture. The
Christian culture, The Parsi culture and their values and traditions. The Zorastrians and
many religions existing in India which are the subcultures in India. The subcultures give a
better idea to marketeers to sell their products and make better strategy.
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1. Explain culture and its characteristics.
2. Explain the function of culture and its components.
3. What are the variations in cultural values? Explain with examples.



People from different cultures behave differently and have different ways of conductingPeople from different cultures behave differently and have different ways of conductingPeople from different cultures behave differently and have different ways of conductingPeople from different cultures behave differently and have different ways of conductingPeople from different cultures behave differently and have different ways of conducting
themselves and interacting with people. This chapter should be able to explain:themselves and interacting with people. This chapter should be able to explain:themselves and interacting with people. This chapter should be able to explain:themselves and interacting with people. This chapter should be able to explain:themselves and interacting with people. This chapter should be able to explain:

• Variables in non-verbal communicationVariables in non-verbal communicationVariables in non-verbal communicationVariables in non-verbal communicationVariables in non-verbal communication

• Behaviours of people governed by cultureBehaviours of people governed by cultureBehaviours of people governed by cultureBehaviours of people governed by cultureBehaviours of people governed by culture

• Cultural valuesCultural valuesCultural valuesCultural valuesCultural values

••••• Marketing implication of cultureMarketing implication of cultureMarketing implication of cultureMarketing implication of cultureMarketing implication of culture

Communication with the customer is the core of good customer service

Coming together is the beginning, keeping together is
progress, working together is success.
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In a culture we have many variations in non-verbal communications. Each culture assigns a
meaning to non-verbal signs utilised by it. There are some variables in non-verbal communica-
tion. These are:

(a) Use of time (b) Use of space

(c) Friendship (d) Agreements

(e) Things ( f ) Symbols

(g) Etiquette

Non-verbal
Communication

Agreements

Symbols

Etiquette

Space

Time

Friendship

Fig. 5.1 Variables of non-verbal communication

Source: Adopted from Hawkins, Best, Coney.
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Time

Time is a resource which is distributed equally amongst everybody. Every person has the same
amount of time at his disposal. What view individuals and societies take of time makes them
different. Some can be classified under monochronic culture and others in polychronic culture.

Some of the important differences between monochronic and polychronic culture are
given in the table below:

Table 5.1

Monochronic culture Polychronic culture

Do one thing at a time. Do many things at once.

Concentrate on the job. Highly distractible and subject to interruption.

Take deadlines and schedules seriously. Consider deadlines and schedules secondary.

Committed to job. Committed to people and relationships.

Adhere religiously to plans. Change plan often and easily.

Emphasise promptness. Base promptness on relationship.

Accustomed to short-term relationships. Prefer long-term relationships.

Source: Adapted from Hawkins, Best and Coney.

The meaning of time may be different in different cultures. Some people take time in
making decisions according to the importance of decisions. Some insist on coming to the point
directly in business transactions and are well prepared.

Some keep appointments by the minute, others make people wait for a long time.

Space

Space may be related to prestige rather than the need. The higher the office, the bigger the
office space and so on. Americans have the offices of executives on the top floor and tend to
separate the office of subordinates whereas, the French like to put the executives in the midst
of subordinates. Japanese have their discount stores on the upper floor. Some cultures and
individuals maintain a fair distance while interacting with associates. Arabs stand very close
to each other. This is known as the personal distance maintained by the people.

Friendship

Friendship plays an important role in business transactions. Good personal relationship and
feelings matter most in a long-term agreement. Social contacts developed by parties gain pri-
ority over technical specifications. Americans make friends easily, and drop them easily as
well, because of both social and geographical mobility. Some cultures like Indian or Latin
Americans have lasting relationships that endure for a long time and so does the business.
Personal ties, personal trust leads to cooperation and a lot of transaction can take place be-
tween parties. Some want to transact business only with those whom they get along and,
making money is secondary.

Some try to develop mutual confidence and trust, so that a lasting business results.
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Agreements

All business when transacted is done under some agreements. These agreements may be writ-
ten or just on an understanding between the two parties. Most people enter into an agreement,
but friendship and kinship are also given a lot of importance. Verbal commitments are also
binding in some cultures, where signing a contract is just a mere formality.

Things

Different cultures attach different meaning to things. Things include products as well as gifts
given in certain business and social situations. An appropriate product in the form of a gift is
to be carefully chosen. The gifts can be big or small. They can be given openly or presented
privately. This depends on the practices followed in that particular country. Some want to
make a show of the gift, by giving it in front of others. Others are secretive about it.

Symbols and Colours

Different countries attach different meanings to symbols, numbers and colours. Symbols can
be flowers, triangles, pictures and animals, etc. Some numbers are considered lucky, and oth-
ers not so lucky, or even unlucky, like 13, 4, etc. Colours have different interpretations. Pink is
associated with a female, and blue with the male in the US, whereas it is just the opposite in
Holland.

A list of colours and their interpretations is given below:
White: Symbol of mourning or death in the Far East, happiness, purity and peace in the

United States.
Purple: Associated with death in many Latin American countries.
Blue: Symbolises feminity in Holland and masculinity in the United States, Sweden,

India, etc.
Red: Colour for brides and children in India. Sign of masculinity in the UK and France,

negative in Nigeria, Germany and positive in Denmark, Rumania and Argentina.
Yellow: Sign of death in Mexico, infidelity in France, celebrations in many other coun-

tries including India.
White lilies: Suggestion of death in England.

Symbol of Numbers

No. 7 is lucky in India, USA, Morocco, Nicaragua and Czechoslovakia.
No. 13 is unlucky in many countries including India.
No. 4 is symbol of death in Japan. Packing in 4s is avoided.

Triangle is negative in Hong Kong and Taiwan positive in Columbia.
Owl predicts wisdom in the United States, bad luck in India.
Deer is a symbol of speed, grace in the United States; homosexuality in Brazil.

Etiquette

These are accepted norms of behaviour. Some behaviour may be rude or abusive in one culture
and quite acceptable in other cultures, e.g., sitting with legs crossed or sitting in a manner that
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shows the sole of a shoe. In Japan it is considered impolite to say no directly to a business offer.
They put it differently, by saying it is very difficult, which means no. The exchange of business
cards in Japan is essential, and indicates the level of your status in your business.

Similarly, there are many different habits and ways of doing things socially that effect
the making of advertisement. Eating with the fork in the right hand and the left hand kept
under the table is quite common in America. Whereas, in European culture, the fork should be
in the left hand and the right hand holding the knife or spoon.

These non-verbal communications in different countries of different languages have a
direct bearing on the marketing activity and must be taken care of. As people recognise verbal
languages, they act accordingly. In a similar manner, non-verbal communication must also be
recognised and understood so that there is less misinterpretation. The advertisement of the
communication we want to give should be appropriate and match with the culture of the country.

Cross-cultural marketing strategies specially advertising can be standardised to save
cost. One campaign can be used in several countries e.g., an Asian model for Asian countries in
a low cut short dress. The appeals to youth, beauty and sophistication etc. This standardisa-
tion has to be appealed against cost and its impact. This is however a controversial issue.

There are seven considerations for approaching a Foregin Market:
(i) Is the geographical area having a homogeneous or a heterogeneous culture?

Marketing efforts are usually directed on geographical area mostly an economic and
political entities. Sometimes, one area is considered as a single cultured unit but this
may not be true. The culture of Kashmir is different from the culture in South India.
Similarly, Canada may have English Canadian and French Canadian who have
different buying habits and different attitudes towards products. Therefore, the
marketing compaign should be directed on cultural groups rather than countries in
geographical areas.

(ii) What NEED the product can fulfil in a culture? For example, the bicycle and motor
cycle may satisfy recreational needs in many countries whereas these products fill
the transportation needs in India and other developing countries.

(iii) Affordability of the product: Whether the groups or individuals can afford the
product. It becomes difficult due to economic constraints or recession. Marketeers
therefore resort to credit strategy or exchange of old goods with new products.

(iv) VALUES for owning or purchasing the product: The value system must be investi-
gated for influencing the purchase of the product.

(v) CONSIDERATION OF DISTRIBUTION, Political and Legal Structures: Some prod-
ucts are distributed through general stores in one country while the same products
may be distributed through medicine stores. e.g., Vanilla is considered a chemical
and is distributed through chemical stores in many countries. Similarly, political
and legal constraints have to be considered for formulating market strategies.

(vi) COMMUNICATION about the product: Communication should be based on the
(i) Media availability (ii) Need that the product fulfils (iii) Values associated with
the product (iv) Verbal and non-verbal commutation systems in culture. Communi-
cation can be made effective through promotion mix. Consideration of the culture is
important and the marketing mix has to be juggled to cater to different cultural
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needs while developing and marketing programmes ethical issue should be kept in
mind. These issues relate to credibility of the benefits provided by the product. Proper
cost charged from the customer and giving due importance to legal constraint meet-
ing the expectation of the customer and fixing due importance to legal constraints
imposed by the government.

Marketing Implications

Cultural values are not fixed or static but keep changing and are dynamic. They come slowly
but surely. One of the factors that leads to the cultural change is the increased craving for fun
excitement and enjoyment which open more opportunities for travel, thrills, fun oriented,
entertainment and liesure-oriented products. Other factors could be the paucity of time that
people have. Most people are so busy and want to save time on travel, on cooking, on market-
ing and on repairs of items etc. The urge of saving time leads to the fast moving and safer
moving vehicle etc. Fast food centres, convenience foods, cooking aids, microwave ovens, dis-
posable diapers, telemarketing, E-business etc. The services are now being delivered at home
by just a phone-call in servicing of cars, the cars are taken from your place and an alternative
car provided for use till your car is delivered.

The urge for spending more time at home also known as cocooning has also brought a
new dimension in purchasing of products like exercise machines, swimming pools, sauna bath
in the house, owning of computers and video cassette and recorders. People also want to make
use of the money they get as a golden handshake or as retirement benefits and want to live a
healthier life. Comprehensive health care and direct housing. Many consumers want to live an
inner-directed life and spend on improving themselves—improving their looks, vigour, vitality
and well being and live life to the fullest. Another change that is taking place is that consum-
ers want to live a more natural and healthier life by using natural products i.e., rejection of the
artificial and acceptance of the natural material. This can be done in many areas of pharma-
ceuticals: Use of natural herbs.

Cosmetics—natural herbs and not chemicals, household items and plants.

Clothes—Pure cotton, pure silk.

Furnishing—Change synthetic to natural fibres.

These cultural changes leads the marketeer to rethink his strategies of products mix,
promotion, pricing and distribution for the targeted consumer. They try to offer more than
what the customer expects, offering products that truly perform giving more guarantees building
stranger relationships. The market is to be segmented in terms of cultural values. Environment-
oriented values, self-oriented values are other values and accordingly the products are to be
tailored to their needs and products be positioned to appeal to this target segment. Distribution
methods may include in home catalogue shopping, toll-free telephone shopping. Latest are the
drive in churches and funeral parlours for short of time consumers.

The promotion can have a new approach and stress more on realistic aspects and
acknowledging the women’s role in our society. Advertising focussed on the desired segment
and more and accurate information delivered to the consumer.
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1. Explain the term culture.
2. How are behaviours of groups and individuals governed by culture?
3. What are the characteristics of culture? Explain the function of culture.
4. What are the 3 forms of cultural values?
5. What are the factors influencing non-verbal communications? Explain with reference to

time and symbols.
6. What are marketing implications of culture? What is the role of a marketeer in this

connection?
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After reading this chapter the student should understand:After reading this chapter the student should understand:After reading this chapter the student should understand:After reading this chapter the student should understand:After reading this chapter the student should understand:

• Social classSocial classSocial classSocial classSocial class

• Behaviour—unique, shared and excludedBehaviour—unique, shared and excludedBehaviour—unique, shared and excludedBehaviour—unique, shared and excludedBehaviour—unique, shared and excluded

• Social class systemSocial class systemSocial class systemSocial class systemSocial class system

••••• Buying patterns of various social classesBuying patterns of various social classesBuying patterns of various social classesBuying patterns of various social classesBuying patterns of various social classes

••••• Market strategy applied to social classesMarket strategy applied to social classesMarket strategy applied to social classesMarket strategy applied to social classesMarket strategy applied to social classes

There are two classes of people—those who
create wealth and those who consume it.
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A social class refers to a social position that an individual occupies in a society. People belong-
ing to a social class have many characteristics, such as education, occupation, ownership of
property and source of income. We, in India have many social classes and these divide the
society into a hierarchy of classes, varying from the high class to low. The members within
each group have almost the same status, income, buying characteristics. Social class influ-
ences the decision-making of groups and individuals.

We are aware of our social class to a certain extent, which gives us an idea of our status.
Social class is a reality of life. It reflects on the marketing behaviour of consumers. The prod-
ucts we buy, the style we prefer the stores we visit and want to buy from.

Definition of Social Class

1. A social class is a hierarchical division of a society into relatively distinct and homoge-
neous groups with respect to attitudes, values, lifestyles, etc.

2. It is a relatively permanent and homogeneous division or strata in a society, which
differs in their wealth, education, possession, values, beliefs, attitudes, friendship and
manner of speaking.
Status difference also reflects on prestige, power and privilege.

Occupation

Education

Ownership

Income

Socio Economic
Factors

Upper Class

Middle Class

Working Class

Lower Class

Social
Standing

Preferences

Purchase

Consumption

Communication

Unique
Behaviour

Fig. 6.1 Social Standing: How it is derived and influences behaviour

The concept of social class involves families rather than individuals. Members of the
same family enjoy the same status, as they belong to the same social class and share the same
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house, share a common income and have similar values. These characteristics effect their
relationship with others. Social class results from large groups in a population sharing
approximately the same life styles, who are stratified according to their social status and
prestige.

All countries and societies have variations in social standing—many countries, includ-
ing China, tried to have a classless society but not with great success. Social stratification is
thus a reality of life. As shown in Fig. 6.2, the behaviour of all social classes are unique within
themselves.

Unique
Behaviour

Shared
Behaviour

Excluded
Behaviour

Fig. 6.2 Shared behaviour

Source: Adapted from Consumer Behaviour, Hawkins, Coney and Best

By unique behaviour we mean that each social class has its own pattern of purchase,
education, occupation, recreation, etc. This is important to marketeers, in order to understand
the needs of the consumer, and accordingly to frame a marketing strategy. There are many
behaviours, that are common between social classes, and all social classes behave in a similar
manner without much difference. This is shared behaviour. Excluded behaviour is one which
the social classes do not indulge in. They try to avoid that behaviour, as it is against their
standards and norms. These could be eating behaviour, i.e., the choice of the eating place.
Buying behaviour: The places one avoids going to, like discount stores, etc. for the upper class.
Social classes usually meet the following five criterion:

Bounded

The social classes are bound by certain tacit restrictions which include or exclude certain
individuals, places or objects. These are tacit rules they follow by themselves. They restrict
behaviour as they share similar educational background, occupation lifestyle etc.

Ordered

All social classes have a hierarchy or stratification in terms of income, prestige and status that
distinguishes them from the others.

Mutually Exclusive

The individual only belongs to one class and behaves and acts accordingly. However, the
movement from one class to another is possible and goes on with time. We have a new rich
class which has moved upward with the time. They are upwardly mobile and belong to the
open system. Those in closed system have inherited and inscribed status. They cannot leave
their social class.
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Exhaustive

That every member of a social class must fit into some class and be identified with it.

Influential

There must be behavioural variations between classes or they may be expected to behave
differently.

Based on the above criteria, it is clear that a strict and tightly-defined social class sys-
tem does not exist. Social classes are basically divided into three major categories—upper,
middle and lower. For the great spread, we have further classified them into four classes by
bringing the working class in between the middle and lower.

Upper Class

Middle Class

Working Class

Lower Class

Elite of the Society

White Collar Middle Class

Affluent Working Class

Blue (Khaki) Collar Workers

Poor Low Class

These are identified by marketeers
Low percentage of population

Concentration of population in the
middle class

Working class and lower class together
form the major percentage of population

Fig. 6.3 Social class system

The classes have also been classified into six categories by Warner:

Fig. 6.4 Social class system

Warner’s index uses 4 variables as an index of social class. These are occupation, in-
come, house and dwelling area. Warner has categorised the social class into 6 categories. This
helps the marketeers in deciding their target group and the marketing strategy for each. For
instance, the concept of mass marketing can be more successfully applied to middle or the
lower classes, rather than the upper class. The upper class is a target for speciality goods and
rare commodities which depict their social status.

Social  Classes and their Buying Patterns

The buying behaviour of individuals and groups are strongly influenced by the social class to
which they belong, or aspire to belong. Social class is also linked to demographic and geo-
graphic data. These classes are found living in clusters and have relatively homogeneous geo-
demographic segments in terms of housing, urbanisation and other, viz. class difference in
status is symbolic for food, housing, clothing, purchases, lifestyle.

In a social class, people try to make the same kind of purchases as are expected by their
peers. Marketeers try to target their products on class-based market segments.
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Upper Upper Class

This is the most wealthy, aristocratic class having a lot of property. This is a small-sized segment
and has to be targeted for novelty, expensive and luxury goods by the marketeers. This class
has access to property, prestige and power. They have a lot of discretionary income and can
buy the right product and services, and socialise with the right people. They are an attractive
market segment for leisure goods, designer clothes, foreign travel and special services.

Lower Upper Class

They are lower in status than the upper upper class and try to imitate their lifestyle. They are
known by their conspicuous consumption and are also a smaller target market for luxury
goods. They try to acquire the habits and lifestyle of the upper upper class. The products used
by the upper class trickle down to this class and is known as the trickle down effect. The upper
class becomes a reference groups and the members of the lower upper class strive to achieve a
higher status in the society. The marketeers knowing this, formulate a strategy for this group
or class of people.

Table 6.1 Lifestyle orientation and purchasing pattern of a social class

Social Class Lifestyle Orientation Purchasing Tendencies

Upper Class Good taste Quality merchandise;

Graceful living Expensive hobby and recreation

Good things in life equipment, art, books, travel

Individual expressions

Interest in art and culture

Middle Class Respectability, conformity, Items in fashion and related to self

propriety, social esteem presentation; Good Clothing,

neighbourhood and house items

for children

Working Class Fun-oriented parochial Newest appliances, sporting events

(restricted in scope) newest and biggest items

Unsophisticated taste.

Focus on possession

and not ideas

Lower Class Close family relationships Status symbol products: enhancing

No interest in world affairs self-esteem; Pseudosymbols of

Neighbourhood oriented prosperity, such as used scooters;

Want immediate gratification readily available products

Source: Adapted from Hawkins, Best and Coney—Consumer Behaviour, p. 173.

Upper Middle Class

This class has achieved success in life and consists of managers, professionals, lawyers, profes-
sors. They are also owners of medium-sized business. They therefore take membership of clubs
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and have a broad range of cultural interests. They are hard working and want to reach higher
in society. Their aspirational  group is the upper class.

Lower Middle Class

The common man represents this group. Some are highly paid workers and small business
owners and may not have a very high education.

This class aspires for respectability. They wish to have well maintained houses in good
neighbourhoods. Marketeers sell products, to this group, which have respectability and social
acceptance in the society.

Upper Lower Class

They live for the present. They and the lower lower class constitute the major percentage of
population. Their buying habits are influenced by their cultures and sub-cultures. Their social
activities influence the purchase of product.

Lower Lower Class

They live in utter poverty. Their main concerns to fulfill their basic physiological needs. They
need shelter, clothing, food and go for economical purchases. Their first priority is the price
and they cannot afford any unnecessary expenditures.

Marketing Strategy and the Social Classes

Marketeers are interested in supplying the right products to the right customer (target seg-
ment) at the right price at the right time and with the right promotion. For this, first the
target segment is selected and this can be done on the basis of social class, which is a better
prediction of a consumer’s lifestyle than income. Reasons for shopping and purchases also
differ among the social classes. The upper classes shop for pleasure, and tend to visit stores
which are exclusive and sophisticated. The situation of stores are also important. They visit
boutiques and are particular where they go shopping. The upper and middle classes indulge in
greater information search and get information through the TV, magazines, newspapers, and
from groups and individuals of their social status.

The lower classes are involved in buying less costly products and have much less infor-
mation. They are more concerned with social relationship and respond to products and promo-
tion of a different nature.

Marketeers thus find that a combination of social class and income are superior for
product classes that are visible. These products require moderate expenditure and are sym-
bols of social status like TV sets, cars, clothing, etc.

In designing a market strategy using social stratification, a process is followed in which

(a) The marketeer relates the status of the group to the product.

(b) Data is collected as the targeted social strata.

(c) Positions the product according to social status.

(d) Develops a proper marketing mix.
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While relating a product to the status of the group or individual, one has to understand
that the product or brand consumed varies according to income, which may restrict the pur-
chase of expensive items like cars. Education influences the consumption of fine arts, of im-
ported goods and varies with social class. Credit cards, etc. are also used by different social
classes for different purposes. This provides a motivation for purchase. Some use it for conven-
ience and safety, or both, others use it to pay the monthly bills. Some products are used for
symbols of prosperity, and to project their social class. Products are offered for different use
situations, i.e., parties, marriages gifts, daily use, etc.

Table 6.2 Developing marketing strategy for social class

Relate status Gather data on Position the Marketing Mix
to product social class products

Product Actual life-style Select desired image Develop Marketing

Brand Desired life-style and correlate with mix to achieve

Usage Media usage desired life-style desired position

Purchase Shopping habits Product price

Motivation Promotion

Symbolic meaning Distribution

Use situation Service

The next step is to gather data on the lifestyles of people and how they want to become
upwardly mobile by aspiring to have a desired lifestyle. To promote the product to their life-
style, proper media must be chosen and used effectively. The shopping habits of buyers and
their patterns of buying are also to be studied carefully.

In the third step, the product is positioned. It is positioned according to different income
groups and social classes, e.g., Maruti-800 is an economy car; Zen is a world car; Esteem is
more spacious and expensive.

Consumable products can also be positioned as a health drink—Bournvita, economical
drink (Rasna), fizz drinks, etc. The products can be positioned according to the needs of the
social classes.

The last step is to find out and offer, a proper marketing mix to the social class. This
consists of product, price, promotion and distribution, which have many alternatives and have
to be juggled to suit the target market. The after sales service is also very important and must
be given due emphasis to satisfy the customer, and ensure repeat sales.
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1. Explain the concept of a social class.
2. Describe the social stratification and its buying patterns.
3. How would you develop a marketing strategy for a social class?
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This chapter explains:This chapter explains:This chapter explains:This chapter explains:This chapter explains:

• Groups of various typesGroups of various typesGroups of various typesGroups of various typesGroups of various types

• How groups influence behaviourHow groups influence behaviourHow groups influence behaviourHow groups influence behaviourHow groups influence behaviour

• Influence of reference groups on individualsInfluence of reference groups on individualsInfluence of reference groups on individualsInfluence of reference groups on individualsInfluence of reference groups on individuals

• Opinion leaders and their roleOpinion leaders and their roleOpinion leaders and their roleOpinion leaders and their roleOpinion leaders and their role

If there is any secret of success, it lies in the ability to get the other
person’s point of view, and seeing things from his angle—Henry Ford.
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All of us belong to some group or the other and, we also associate ourselves with different
groups in our daily life. Of course, the most primary group with whom we are mostly in touch
with, is our family. The groups that we associate with or the groups that we meet and interact
with influence our behaviour to a certain extent.

Definition

A group consists of two or more individuals who share a set of norms, values or beliefs and
have certain implicitly or explicitly defined relationship with one another, such that their
behaviour is interdependent. Groups give an opportunity to individuals to learn and socialise.
Marketeers use the knowledge of group influences when designing market strategy.

Reference group is a group of people whom you refer to, while making buying decisions.
They help you in buying items like clothing, etc. Reference groups influence consumer behav-
iour by building aspirations for the individual and, helping him to choose the product for a
particular lifestyle. They are small groups and consist of family, close friends, work groups,
neighbours or any other group of people you associate with.

These groups regulate the lives and set standards for norms and conduct. In a family,
influence is exerted by the members of the family in the purchase consumption process.

Reference groups affect consumers by imparting information and by influencing value
expressive needs of the consumers. If one wants to be a member of the group, one has to
conform to the standards of the group. Their values and attitudes have to be appreciated and
adopted, and one tends to buy and use the products which the group uses and appreciates.
More homogeneous groups, or group members having similar characteristics are more
susceptible to attitude changes than the groups whose members are less homogeneous. Some
individuals have a strong sense of identification with a group because they derive strong material
or psychological benefit by being associated with that group. Sometimes, there are pressures
of buying, known as conformity pressures, and one adheres to the norms of the group. Conformity
pressures can be noticed with norms set by schools and colleges, other membership organisation
and military or police organisation and the like. These can be exerted directly or indirectly on
the members of the group.
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There are three levels of group involvement. These are:

We are active in a group
We belong to a group
We aspire to belong to a group
We want to avoid the group

Groups

Information
Rewards
Identity

Provide

Purchases
Use
Communication

Influences

Fig. 7.1 Group influence consumption

Compliance

The members of the group have to comply only by overt or open behaviour with the norms and
standards, i.e., comply by paying certain fixed fees. Being present on time. Wearing the same
clothes, etc. It makes no demand on the change of attitudes, beliefs of the person concerned.
You can only be a passive member of a service organisation, pay fees, eat food, meet people and
go away without being service minded, e.g., Lions Clubs and Rotary Clubs.

Identification

This is a deeper relationship where the individual not only complies to the standards, but also
maintains a social relationship and changes his perception to a great extent, i.e., you can join
a service organisation only for being a member or, you can change your perception and become
service minded and actually start believing in service doing and, appreciating to achieve the
service objectives of the organisation. You can become involved deeply and take pride in iden-
tifying yourself as a Lion or a Rotarian.

Internalising
Here you become more committed and, not only believe in service, but also try to enforce the
objects and views on others, to get more deeply involved in it. You make or force others to
follow the norms and rules of the organisation.

An example of the process can be that you are born in religious surroundings and per-
form rituals enforced on you. The next stage is that you start being religious yourself and the
third stage is that you start preaching the same to others.

There are four types of reference groups. These are:
Membership and Non-membership Groups: This is a simple and self-explanatory

classification. A membership group is one to which one belongs. Non-membership group are
groups of which you are not a member but may aspire to belong to.

Formal or Informal Group: A formal group has a structure and some objectives and
the roles of the members are defined. Certain rules and regulations are followed. An informal
group has no structure. People come and go at random, e.g., a group meeting in the market
place having tea and snacks together, meeting without much purpose.

Primary or Secondary Group: This depends on the frequency of contact. Primary
groups consists of family, close friends, peers and business associates with whom one has
regular contact. Secondary groups meet infrequently and are not so closely knit. Club mem-
bership groups and shopping groups are secondary groups.

Aspirational Groups: Aspirational groups are the groups you aspire to belong to and
want to join at some future time. These are known as anticipatory aspirational groups. We
also have symbolic aspirational groups to which a person is attached but not likely to belong
to. These are professional sports groups, or some other elite group.
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Marketeers use a symbolic group by using celebrities to advertise the products.

Groups

Yes
Membership

No
Membership

Positive
Associative

Negative
Disassociative

Frequent
Prime Associative

Limited
Secondary Associative

Frequent
Primary Dissociative

Limited
Secondary Dissociative

Positive
Associative

Negative
Disassociative

Desired
Aspiration

Avoided
Dissociative

ContactAttractionUncategorised membership

Fig. 7.2 Classification of groups

Source: Adapted from Hawkins, Best and Coney, p. 147.

The above figure shows the classification of groups. It is important for marketeers to
make a study of the behaviour of groups and accordingly formulate strategies. Consumers use
these groups as a point of reference at different times. Primary groups exert greater and more
direct influence on purchasing behaviour, and the advertisers use family settings and family
events as a means of advertising them to influence consumers.
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Reference groups can be further classified into four categories given below, depending on the
functions they perform and, the kind and degree of influence exerted by them. These groups
lay down certain norms, roles and status that are followed by members.

Norms are unwritten codes, or standards of conduct that are assigned to individuals
within a group.

Roles are the part that the members play as initiator, influencer, gate keeper, decision
maker, the purchaser and final user.

Status is the position of authority that is designated within a group. High status relates
to more power, e.g., father and mother in a family have greater status than the other family
members. Also the chief executive has greater authority and power than the subordinates in
an organisation. Products are also bought and consumed, which relate to the status of the
individual or group.

Thus, there are four categories of reference groups namely normative, comparative,
status and dissociative groups. We shall discuss these one by one.
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Normative Groups: These are groups that uphold the norms of the groups. There are
values that must be adhered to, while exhibiting consumer behaviour. There is also the judge-
ment or the perspective one uses in defining personal situations.

These norms also influence the choice of clothing or how much a person should eat or
drink at a party— normative influence may lead to normative behaviour. The influences are
exerted on purchase of clothing, furniture, appliances, food, etc. These are visible items. Other
items like mouth-wash, perfumes, etc. may not be visible, but are used for the approval of
group members. Normative influence is also known as utilitarian influence, which occurs when
an individual fulfills group expectations to receive a direct reward or to avoid a sanction. You
may purchase a given brand of coffee to win approval from a spouse or a neighbourhood group,
or you may refrain from wearing the latest fashion for fear of being teased by friends.

Comparative Reference Groups: These are groups with whom the individual com-
pares himself and his attitudes. He compares himself to other members of the group to find out
whether they support his views and attitudes.

The new resident in the neighbourhood are attracted to neighbours who are similar to
themselves, because they reinforce existing attitudes and behaviours. Advertisers also use
spokesmen who are perceived by consumers as similar to themselves, because they reinforce
existing attitudes and behaviour. Comparative reference groups provide the basis for validat-
ing beliefs, values and attitudes. Consumers need not be in direct social contact with a refer-
ence group to be influenced by it.

In the case of comparative reference groups, if values are expressed, they can be prac-
tised and one can come closer to the group and be accepted by it. This is known as value
expressive influence, e.g., where drinking is prohibited and expressed. One practices the same
to be accepted by the group. In groups where chappals and sandals are not allowed and is
expressed, then one has to conform with the values of the group to come closer to it.

Dissociative Group: Some individuals do not want to be likened to, or identified by a
group of individuals. They try to dissociate themselves from that group. These groups are
known as dissociative groups. You may try to dissociate yourself from a group in your office
who may be dishonest and you want to uphold your image of honesty. This is also done to move
upwards into a higher social class. You may not buy products used by the dissociative group.
You may want to move away from this dissociative group of people.

Status Reference Group: When one refers to the status or a position of the people in a
group, he is referring to status reference group. An individual who may not belong to this
group may aspire to achieve that status and, want to be a member of that group (aspiration
group).
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The influence of reference groups as consumer behaviour is felt through the influence of social
power. There are five basis of social power. These are:

Reward Power: It is the ability to give rewards in the form of money, gifts, psychologi-
cal rewards such as recognition practice. In some cases, products like clothes, durables goods,
etc. are also offered.

Coercive Power: It is the ability to give threats or withhold rewards. It is the threaten-
ing or coercive power to influence consumer behaviour e.g., the purchase of accepted clothing,
deodorants, mouthwash and LIC Policies, are sold by using coercive power.

Legitimate Power: It is linked to cultural or group values. The groups influences the
consumption pattern to which they belong. It is the power one has, because of his legitimate
position in an organisation i.e., a manager.
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Referent Power: It is used to by a status-oriented product which identifies the feeling
of oneness with the group. The group member is urged to obtain a similar status by purchasing
the recommended items.

Expert Power: Buying behaviour is influenced by the expertise of the people in the
group. People who are experienced and technically qualified in an area.

A person may be attracted to and conform to group norms, either in order to gain praise
or recognition, or in response to coercive power.

Factors Affecting the Influence of Reference Groups
A reference group provides benefits to individuals and that is why people associate with refer-
ence groups. It exerts an influence on the individual’s behaviour and the degree of influence is
determined by:

Firstly, how informed and experienced the individual is? If the individual is less in-
formed, he relies heavily on the reference group or, if he has little or no experience even then
he looks up to the groups for information and guidance.

Secondly, if the group has high credibility, greater influence can be exerted by it on the
individual’s behaviour. It can thus change the attitudes and beliefs of the consumers. Consumers
will look upon it and refer to it more for information on product quality.

The Nature of Reference Group Influences on Products and Services
When people meet in a social setting they discuss their experiences with the products that
they have used and, express their likes and dislikes and preference and, attributes of the
product. The individuals also buy products or use services which they see others using or
buying.

Reference group influences the product and brands when the product is conspicuous.
The conspicuousness can be measured by:

Exclusivity and Visibility Dimensions
Exclusivity refers to few people possessing or using the product, and if many are using the
product it is less exclusive. Necessity goods are less conspicuous than luxury goods. Products
which are necessary will be used by many consumers whereas, luxury products will be used by
few chosen customers only.

Exclusivity Necessity Luxury
Weak reference group Strong reference group

Visibility influence (–) on product influence on product (+)

Public Public Necessities Public Luxuries
Strong reference group Influence—weak product Influence—strong product
influence on brand (+) and strong brand wrist and brand, e.g., golf club

watch, automobile, men’s suit.

Private Private Necessities Private Luxuries
Weak reference group Influences—weak product Influence—Strong and weak
influence on brand (–) and brand, e.g., mattress, brand, e.g., home video-game,

floor lamp and refrigerator. ice maker.

Fig. 7.3 Reference group influence on product and brand purchase decision

Source: Peter J.P. Olson, J.C. Consumer Marketing Strategy Perspective, p. 443.
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Visibility Dimension
If the product can be seen and identified by many, it is more visible. Products consumed in
public are more conspicuous than products consumed in private.

The figure shows four categories which are public necessities and public luxuries and
private necessities and private luxuries. The examples of products used in each category is
shown in Fig. 7.3 on page 63.
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A wide application of reference groups is used in advertising by marketeers. They use pleasant
situations and attractive and prominent people to promote their products. The products are
used by these people who are sought after and, have made a mark in life. They try to identify
lifestyle characteristics of a certain group and then design effective advertising strategies. The
designing of advertising is done by:

Using Celebrities
Celebrities who endorse the product to the consumer, e.g., film stars for beauty products in-
cluding soaps (Lux), etc. sports people for the use of healthy products, e.g., Kapil Dev for Boost;
Shahrukh Khan for Smoodles; Pierce Brosnan for Reid and Taylor; Cindy Crawford for Revlon.

Use of Experts and Professionals
Experts in various fields are used to promote the products. The prospective customers evalu-
ate the products advertised by experts and are affected by these experts and professionals.

Doctors are used to promote tooth-pastes, e.g., Forhans, Sachin Tendulkar promoting
Visa Cards, etc.

Use of Spokesman

For product endorsements, spokesmen for a particular product refer to the appeal for the
common man. It is propagated that somebody from the common man uses the product and is
satisfied. Lalitaji of the Surf advertisement.

Opinion Leaders
These are key persons in a group who influence their group and are innovators or early buy-
ers. The marketeer focuses his strategies on key persons in the group, some are opinion lead-
ers, and others are opinion seekers. Thus, key persons are knowledgeable with a lot of experi-
ence. They are also known as influencers and others are receivers. They consist of friends,
associates, neighbours, etc. In this group, persuasive communication is more fruitful, as opin-
ion leaders can affect and influence the behaviour of others in a group.

There are opinion leaders who mediate the transmission of information from mass media
to the general public:

(a) Firstly, the Mass Media transmits information to the general public.
Mass Media → Transmission

of Information → General Public
(b) Secondly, Media may send through opinion leaders to general public.

Mass Media → Opinion Leaders → General Public
(Target Customers)
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(c) Thirdly, there is interaction between people and information goes forward and back-
wards, interaction and positive and negative discussions are made, attitudes are
made, and thus information goes to the general public.

Mass Media → Opinion Leader → General Public
(Target Customers)

The opinion leaders transmit the products relative information, which consists of:
(a) use of specific product, e.g., washing machine, vacuum cleaner, electric shaver etc.
(b) which of several brands is the best—Whirlpool, Kelvinator, BPL, etc.
(c) which is the best place to shop from, which dealer, locality, etc.
Opinion leaders for one specific product may not be the opinion leaders for other prod-

ucts, as well. An opinion leader for infants foods may not be the opinion leader for kitchen
ware, etc. Opinion leaders in one area may not necessarily influence other areas.

Characteristics of Opinion Leaders

Opinion leaders are more knowledgeable, and have a keen level of interest.
• More involved in the product category.
• Have local friendship and social interaction.
• Can disseminate information.
• Have high credibility.
• Have more self-confidence, are more sociable and cosmopolitan, can rake risks.
Opinion leaders are activated greatly to reduce distance process for the products they

have bought; may want to influence neighbours and friends. They involve themselves, to con-
firm their own judgement.

They are younger, have more education, have a higher income, and higher occupational
status.

They are exposed to media. See more movies and television. Also read information maga-
zines and technical publication devoted to the product category. Having greater knowledge
about the product, they can disseminate more and true information about the products and
their usage. Opinion leaders are therefore a case of study to marketeers and their strategies
are evaluated and formed, keeping the opinion leaders and their roles in mind.

Marketing effort

Opinion
leader

Opinion
leader

Relevant Market Segment

Information Flow

Fig. 7.4 Information flow
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The figure shows that the opinion leaders seek relevant information from the mass
media and other sources, and transmit the same to members of the group. The dashed line
show the feedback from the group to the opinion leaders.

Gate-keepers: They may be distinct from opinion leaders. They introduced ideas and
information, but are not able to influence the group.

Market Maven: Maven is an expert having knowledge and information over many
kinds of products. Shopping places and other facts of the markets. Their expertise is of a
general market rather than of a product specific market. They enjoy brousing and shopping
and participate in marketing activities. They are well read, they read classified newspapers
mail advertising etc. Communication can be source initiated or recipient initiated and may
have one or two way influence.

Source Initiated: The marketeer or the user transmits information to the user e.g.,
Mohan told me how good is the performance of his washing machine so I bought one.

Receiver Initiated: (One way influence) The receiver makes an effort to get the
information:

I asked the salesman which mixie does he recommend.
Source Initiated: (2 way influence) I showed my expensive set of crockery to Mohan

and he now plans to buy one for himself. He felt that it was a good set. This made me feel better
and offset my anxiety of having bought an expensive one.

Receiver Initiated: (2 way influence) Mohan asked me to show my collection of arms
to him. We had  an interesting discussion on the subject and both learnt from the comments of
each other.

Word of Mouth Communication to be Effective: For communication to be effective
the following points must be considered:

1. The product is visible and purchase behaviour is apparent.
2. The product is distinctive and can be matched with life style, taste and personal

likes.
3. The product is newly introduced and the consumers have not formed any opinion

about it.
4. The product is important to the reference group’s norms and belief systems. Sugar

free coca cola for diabetic patients or low cholestrol foods for older people prone to
disease.

5. When consumers have doubt about the product and considered it risky and initiate a
lot of discussion and product related discussions (Maruti Van) risky from the acci-
dent point of view.

Marketing Strategy and Opinion Leadership

There are different opinion leaders for different products. The marketeer must determine
through research, experience or logic, the role an opinion leader plays in the existing situation
for product or service.

Consumers talk to each other about their experiences and performance of the product.
If their experiences do not meet expectations then there is cause for concern, and the marketeer
must take relevant steps to redress their complaints. When the product falls short of the
customer’s expectations, dissonance occurs, which has to be reduced or removed by the marketeer.
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This can be reduced by utilising the knowledge of opinion leaders, which are rather
difficult to identify. Opinion leaders are gregarious and tend to belong to clubs and associations.
Some product categories have professional opinion leaders who are also very influential.

Hairstylists serve as opinion leaders for hair-care products. For healthcare products-
pharmacists are important opinion leaders. Computer professionals can give an opinion about
the purchase of personal computers. The idea is to identify the opinion leaders, and then
undertake a marketing research on them and formulate a marketing strategy.

The marketing research conducted on opinion leaders gives ideas of the likes and dislikes
of the product users and their categories. Various tests should include the product use test, the
pre-testing of the advertising copy, the media preferred for customers to respond favourably to
the firm’s marketing mix. The sampling should be done from amongst the opinion leaders. In
retailing and personnel selling various techniques can be adopted to attract customers like,
one meal extra for every three meals or, pay for two and take three or, a ‘‘fashion advisory
board’’ can be constituted in clothing stores. An automobile dealer can provide a free wash or a
free servicing or oil change to the customers and opinion leaders who send costomers to their
workshop. Estate agents may offer a free stay in attractive locales for people who promote or
bring in customers for real estates.

In advertising, people of prominence and, owners can be used and their experiences and
satisfaction received can be projected through conversation and, by giving their impression to
the general public and non-owners of the product. Opinion leaders can be used effectively in
commercials to promote the product to the masses.

(
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1. What is a group? Give some examples of groups and their level of involvement.
2. How can groups be classified?
3. What are factors affecting the influence of reference groups? What are the basis of social

power?
4. What are opinion leaders? What role do they play in transmitting information?
5. What are the characteristics of opinion leaders?
6. What factors influence reference groups to make decisions on products and brands?
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Help your children to take and make decisions, educate them
with examples and stories. The road to success is filled

with women pushing their husbands along.

�

A family is a cohesive social unit, and the members have a great influence on each otherA family is a cohesive social unit, and the members have a great influence on each otherA family is a cohesive social unit, and the members have a great influence on each otherA family is a cohesive social unit, and the members have a great influence on each otherA family is a cohesive social unit, and the members have a great influence on each other
and play an important role in decision-making. The goal of this chapter is to make theand play an important role in decision-making. The goal of this chapter is to make theand play an important role in decision-making. The goal of this chapter is to make theand play an important role in decision-making. The goal of this chapter is to make theand play an important role in decision-making. The goal of this chapter is to make the
student understand:student understand:student understand:student understand:student understand:

• Reciprocal influence of family members on each otherReciprocal influence of family members on each otherReciprocal influence of family members on each otherReciprocal influence of family members on each otherReciprocal influence of family members on each other

• Family buying influencesFamily buying influencesFamily buying influencesFamily buying influencesFamily buying influences

••••• Intergenerational influenceIntergenerational influenceIntergenerational influenceIntergenerational influenceIntergenerational influence

••••• Family life cycleFamily life cycleFamily life cycleFamily life cycleFamily life cycle

••••• Consumption patternConsumption patternConsumption patternConsumption patternConsumption pattern
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A family is two or more people living together who are related by blood or marriage. It is a part
of a household which consists of individuals living singly or together with others in a residen-
tial unit.

Consumer behaviour is influenced not only by consumer personalities and motivations,
but also by the relationships within families (family is a familiar social unit).

In a family, members must satisfy their individual and shared needs by drawing on a
common and shared, relatively fixed supply of sources.

The individual family is a strong, most immediate and most pervasive influence on
decision-making.

The husband, wife and children influence each other and are influenced by others.

A consumer is influenced by many factors as shown below:

Cognitions
behaviours
environments

Cognitions
behaviours
environments

Husband Wife

Cognitions
behaviours
environments

Child

Fig. 8.1 The reciprocal influence of family members
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Psychological
influences

Perception
Attitude
Learning
Motivation

Marketing Mix

Product
Price
Place
Promotion

Socio-cultural
influences

Reference groups
Family
Social class culture
Sub-culture

Situation influences

Type of purchase
Social surrounding
Psychological surroundings
Previous experience

Consumer decision-making
Problem recognition
Information search
Alternative evaluation purchase
Purchase
Post purchase behaviour

Fig. 8.2 Factor influencing a consumer

Family Life Cycle and Buying Roles

It is important for a marketeer to know the family structure and its consumption characteristics.
He should be able to understand the family which is a subset of a household. A household is
made up of persons who live and occupy a housing unit. These include both, nuclear and extended
families. A household is a basic consumption unit for most consumable goods. Major items
such as housing, automobiles, electrical appliances, washing machine, etc. are used more by
households than individuals. In a household, many items can be shared and possessed, whereas
individuals some times do not posses many such items individually.

Structure of
household

Stages of household
life cycle

Household decision
process

Household

purchase and

consumption

behaviour

Marketing
strategy

Fig. 8.3 Marketing strategy

Family types
Nuclear family: It consists of two adults of opposite sex living in a socially approved sex

relationship with their children. It consists of husband, wife and their offspring.
Joint family: It includes a nuclear family and other relatives such as parents of hus-

band/wife, aunts, uncles, and grandparents, also.
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Family is a social group. It is also an earning, consuming and decision-making unit. All pur-
chases are influenced by family members. Family is a closely-knit unit, and the bonds in a
family are more powerful than in other groups. A reciprocal influence operates in all family
decisions. There are three main influences which are father, mother and other family mem-
bers. Every member has his own motives, beliefs and  predisposition to the decision process.
Every member is influenced and influences other family members. There is a reciprocal influ-
ence exerted in the decision process other family members. There is a reciprocal influence
exerted in the decision process which is shown in Fig. 16.4. It becomes important for a marketeer
to sort out all family influences, and formulate a strategy for effective marketing.

Fig. 8.4 Reciprocal influences in a family

Consumer socialisation is the process by which young people acquire the skills, knowl-
edge and attitudes relevant to their functioning as consumers. Interactions take place in a
family which develops tastes, preferences, shopping styles, choice of clothes to wear. How
much money to spend, where to buy from, what to use at which occasions. The figure shows
how a consumer is socialised. There are a number of background factors like the age, sex,
social class, etc. Then there are the socialising agents from whom they learn. These are media,
family members, peers and teachers.

These influence the learning mechanism and the result is a socialised consumer. Adver-
tising and  promotional activities have a strong influence on consumer socialisation. It can also
be done by the family members through:

(a) Instrumental training: In this the parent teaches the children the value of food, which
to consume which to keep away from. What choice is to be made for clothes, what
products to refrain from. How to avoid dysfunctional behaviour.

(b) Modeling: When a child learns the behaviour by observing others. It can be consciously
or subconsciously learnt. One such example is smoking.

(c) Mediation: To make the children realise the facts by discussion, or by demonstra-
tion, or by any other method available.

Socio-economic status

Sex

Age

Social class

Religious

Background

Media

Family members

Peers

Teachers

Modeling

Reinforcement

Stage of
cognitive
development

The socialiser
consumer

Background Factors
Socialisation

Agents
Learning

Mechanisms

Outcomes

Fig. 8.5 A model of consumer socialisation
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Inter-generational Influences

By this we mean that children learn from their fathers and forefathers. A child is influenced
through generations, which develop religious and cultural values. The attitudes are developed
towards sports, leisure, education, social life. This is known as the intergenerational carry
over. Children learn to use products and services used by their family members, mostly par-
ents and grand parents and some take pride in it too.

Family Decision-making

In a family there is the
Instrument role: Taken by the head of the family for the achievement of special goals.
Expressive role: Undertaken by the wife and other family members to provide emotional

support.

Grand parents

Parents

Children

(Knowledge, values, habits, preferences)

(Knowledge, values, habits, preferences)

Time

Old

Young

Fig. 8.6 The concept of intergenerational carry over

Important buying roles are:
1. The instigator (initiator): Person who first suggests the idea of a product/service and

initiates the purchase process.
2. The influencer: Person having direct/Indirect influences, on final purchase decision.
3. The decider: Person who makes the final decision.
4. The purchaser (buyer): Person who actually purchases the product, pays for it, takes

it home.
5. The consumer: User of goods/service.

Influencers
children

Decision-makers
parents and children

Information gatherers
parents

Communication
directed at children

Communication
directed at parents

Consumer
children

Purchaser

Fig. 8.7
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Family Decision Stages

1. Problem recognition
2. Search for information
3. Evaluation of alternatives
4. Final decision
Husband-wife influence studies, classify consumer decisions as:
Wife-dominant decisions, e.g., food, purchase of groceries.
Husband-dominant decisions, e.g., automobiles, life insurance.
Syncratic decisions (joint), e.g., vacations, choice of schools for children.
Automatic decisions (unilateral)
Decisions may either be:
Consensual: Everyone in the family may agree with the desired outcome.
Accommodative: Need  conflict resolution by persuasion or bargaining.
Element of power within the family is obtained from:
Economic resources: Persons making greater economic contribution have more economic

power.
Cultural norms: In a male dominated society—husband has greater powers.
Expert power: More knowledge a person possess. Husband may know more about cars—

wife may know more about household items.
Legitimate power: This depends on the role the family members play.
Bargaining power: Power through give and take method.
Reward/referent power: Giving rewards to others which are liked and appreciated.
Emotional power: Purchase decisions are influenced by emotions, sentiments and feel-

ings of one partner.

��������������������������������

1. The bachelor stage—young and single.
2. The newly married couples—young, no children.
3. Full nest 1—young, married, with child.
4. Full nest 2—older, married, with children.
5. Full nest 3–older, married, with dependent children.
6. Empty nest—older, married, with no children living with them.
7. Solitary survivor—older, single, retired people.

1. The bachelor stage: Young and single is characterised by being young which  can stretch
upto 35 years of age and not married. Some singles live with their family, others live
independently. They have an average age of about 24 and are free from worldly cares,
live an active and carefree life. They do not have financial obligations. They manage
their affairs themselves, and are fond of sports and other recreational activities.
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2. Newly married couples: Young no children (empty nest). After getting married, the life
style changes slightly. They lead a joint life style. They share new experiences and
responsibilities. Start spending on furnishing and household goods. They also tend to
have a dual income and spend heavily on outings, vacations, luxury, restaurants, meals,
etc.

3. Full nest 1: Young married with child. With the addition in family, purchases are con-
centrated on baby foods, clothings, medical care, health products. A change is brought
about in the lifestyle and most activities revolve round the care of the child. Discretion-
ary funds are also reduced.

4. Full nest 2: Older married with children. More children lead to more expenses. Children
start going to school and there is more expenditure on books, stationery and college
fees. Toys, bicycle, insurances also become a part of the expenses, parents start spend-
ing less on themselves.

5. Full nest 3: Older married with dependent children. Income is high at this stage. Parents
grow older. They become experienced buyers and are less interested in new product
purchases. Expenditure high due to replacement buying luxury products.

6. Empty nest: Older married with no children living with them. Financial position stabilises
and there is no expense on children. The couple is free to enjoy their own pursuits and
spend on luxury or self-improvement items and medical care.

7. Solitary survivor: Older single retired people. Retired people living alone after the death
of a partner. Life becomes lonely and income may reduce due to retirement. This again
changes the consumption pattern and living style of old people.
Another point to note, is that the family life cycle concept segments the families on the

basis of demographic variables, and ignores the psychographic variables (families interest and
opinions) of family members. Family life cycle is also related to the spare time and the avail-
able income, education, etc. A marketeer has to take these elements into consideration.

The stages at which families find themselves, affect the nature of the goods and services
required, their wants and consumption patterns, as well as the volume of consumption on
specific products.

The traditional view of the family life cycle has been criticised for failing to recognise
that a single family unit may not exist throughout the life of an individual. Families may be
created by second marriages, and these may involve children from prior marriages. The tradi-
tional model also ignores the existence of single parent households. The modern family life
cycle which takes into account the existence of working women, is a more complex and more
useful model than the traditional model.
Marketing strategy for family decision-making
It is realised that various purchasing tasks are performed by various members of the family.
The products are bought for joint use of the family. Refrigerator, TV, sofa set, car, etc. The
product is to be purchased by family funds where more than one person may be contributing to
the fund. Sometimes the funds are not enough and other products may have to be sacrificed to
own an expensive product. Some family members may not be agreeable to the choice made for
the product, and may consider it as a profligate expenditure. These are the main influences in
the family decision making, which are the outlets preferred by the family members for the
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purchase of the product. All the above considerations are important, and once all this is known
strategy can be formulated in a better manner.

Table 8.1 Consumption patterns of families in life cycle strategy

Stage Consumption patterns

1. Young single (Bachelor) Outdoor sporting goods, sports cars, fashion clothing,
entertainment and recreation services.

2. Young married with no children Recreation and relaxation, insurance, home furnishings,
travel, home appliances, high purchase rate of durables.

3. Young married with child Baby food, clothing, and furniture, invests in housing
insurance, washer-dryers, medical services/supplies for
children, toys for children.

4. Middle aged with children at home Children’s lessons, large food purchases, dental care,
higher priced furniture, auto and housing, fast-food
restaurants.

5. With no children at home Luxury products, travel, restaurants, condominiums,
recreation, make gifts and contributions, high discretionary
income, solid financial position.

6. Older (married or single) Health care, home security, specialised housing, food
products, recreation geared to the retired, general cash
poor.

7. Solitary survivor Money-saving products, frozen foods, rental house, child
care, time-saving appliances and food, cash poor.

���  �������� ����
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Each individual receives the information and processes and evaluates the product in his own
way. This is irrespective of the family, social class or cultural heritage etc. His own personality
ultimately influences his decision. He has his own personal reasons for likes, dislikes, price,
convenience or status. Some individuals may lay greater emphasis on price, others on quality
and still others on status, symbol, convenience of the product etc. Personal influences go a long
way in the purchase of a product. The personal influences can be linked to the following:

• Age and life cycle stage
Bachelor, married.

Full Nest I, II
Empty Nest I, II
Solitary Survivor

• Occupation, Blues Collar, White Collar.
• Economic Circumstances

High Income Group
Low Income Group
Middle Income Group
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• Life Style --- Pattern of Living.
• Personality --- It is an internal determinant which influence our consumption patterns.
• Self concept --- How one perceives himself and his behaviour.

Personal influence is the effect or change in a person’s attitude or behaviour as a result
of communication with others.

• The change in behaviour may be influenced by communication. It may be source initi-
ated (by the influencer) or recipient oriented by the influence).

• Communication may result in one-way or two-way influence i.e., The individual may
influence while being influenced.

• Communication resulting in influence may be verbal or visual.
Personal influence is synonymously used as word-of-mouth, although the word-of-mouth
is only a verbal communication. Word of mouth communication is more effective than
advertising whether it is product or services. The executives of the Paramount Motion
Pictures has remarked that “Word of mouth is the most important Marketing element
that exists. “There can be ‘Synthetic’ or simulated word of mouth (When celebrities talk
to us on T.V. It creates a situation as if they have entered our house and are actually
talking to us). The other is the real word of mouth. Both can be very convincing. The
communication should be positive, to be effective. The word of mouth of communication
is strong because:
— Consumers view word of mouth as trustworthy information which helps in making

better decisions.
— Personal contacts provide special support and give a stamp of approach to a pur-

chase which is not the case in Mass Media.
— The information provided is backed by social group pressures and forces the pur-

chase.
When choosing the products and services consumers are also influenced by advice from

other people. Today 80% of all buying decision are influenced by some one’s direct recommen-
dation. Decision such as which Air Conditioner to buy, which Movie to see. There are a lot of
interaction which helps the individual to make decisions. An individual can also be personally
influenced by neighbours, friends, co-workers, acquaintances. Those who influence are the
opinion leaders and those who are influenced are opinion receivers.

Personal influences are dependant on the process of communication. For a long time
marketing communication was a one-way process media which was dissipated by openion
leaders. Audience now are not passive receivers of communication but take active part in the
two-way communication.

The verbal flow of communication and personal influence may take between a source
and receiver in the following stages:

1. Source initiated–one-way influence
“Ram told me how good his Fridge was, so I decided to buy one”.
2. Receiver initiated–two-way influence
“I asked Ram what brand of Fridge he recommends”
3. Source initiated–two-way influence
“I showed my cupboard to Ram. He got interested and said that he would buy one as

soon as possible”.
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4. Receiver initiated–two-way influence
“I asked Ram what he know about electric ranges. We had a nice discussion of the

features of various brands”.

Opinion leaders exert their opinion on individuals
Opinion leaders are persons who informally give product information and advise to others.
Opinion leaders are persuasive and they influence the individuals in a number of ways:

• The Opinion leaders are Credible and give free information which is genuine and can
be trusted.

• They give both Positive and Negative information.
They give neutral comments as well. The negative information is given only when it
is very necessary.

• They give information and advice. They may talk about their experiences with a prod-
uct, give advice to others to buy or avoid a specific product. The advice, such as:
• Which product is the best.
• How to best use a specific product.
• Where to shop.
• Who provides the best service.

Opinion leaders give categorically specific information. They specialise in certain spe-
cific products on which they give information e.g., automobiles, white goods, consumable prod-
ucts etc.

Opinion leaders do a two-way job
An opinion leader may also himself get influenced and personal influences by word of mouth
may be uncontrollable. Although, it is believed that word of mouth communication is
extremely effective, but informal communication is hard to control.

There are certain rumour themes that adversely affect the personal behaviour of the
consumers, these can be:

• The product was produced under unsanitary conditions.
• The product has culturally unacceptable ingredient.
• The product has undesirable depressant or stimulant.
• The product has a cancer-causing element.
• The firm was owned by a misguided or misguided foreign country etc.
Word of mouth is used by telephones to remove misconception of consumers who have

been dissatisfied with the product. Their dissatisfaction removal is the job of the marketeer.
All these are ways by which personal influences are affected and personal influences

make the consumer to take his own decision.

!
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1. How is consumer behaviour influenced by relationships within families? Discuss with
context to various family types.

2. Discuss the family lifestyle stages and the changing consumption patterns.
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Do not wait for the best idea, implement the better idea,
still better and the best will follow.

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change,
change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.

This chapter gives an understanding of:This chapter gives an understanding of:This chapter gives an understanding of:This chapter gives an understanding of:This chapter gives an understanding of:

• Duffusion and its processDuffusion and its processDuffusion and its processDuffusion and its processDuffusion and its process

• Types of innovationTypes of innovationTypes of innovationTypes of innovationTypes of innovation

••••• Classification of adoptersClassification of adoptersClassification of adoptersClassification of adoptersClassification of adopters
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Diffusion is process by which a new product is accepted and spreads through a market. It is a
group phenomenon, in which first an idea is perceived, then it spreads throughout the market,
and then individuals and groups adopt the product.

Definition

Diffusion is a process by which the acceptance of an innovation/new product, a new idea, a new
service, is spread by communication to members of a social system over a period of time.

�� ����������

An innovation is an idea, practice, or product, perceived to be new by an individual or a group.
A product is said to be an innovation when it is perceived by the potential market as a change,
and not by a technological change brought in it.

New products or new services have been classified as under:

Firm Oriented

If the product is new to the company, it is said to be new.

Product Oriented

It focusses on the features inherent in the product and the effect it has on the consumer’s
established usage pattern. This leads to three types of product innovation—continuous,
dynamically continuous, discontinuous innovation.

Market Oriented

It stresses on how much exposure consumers have on the new product:
(i) It can be new if purchased by a small percentage of customers in the market.

(ii) It is new if it has been for a relatively short period in the market.
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Consumer-oriented Items

It is based on the consumer’s perception of the product. If he judges it to be new. For example,
the Polaroid camera can be considered as an innovation, because a whole lot of people who
constitute the market, use it, and can get photographs in minutes. Microwave oven for exam-
ple is an innovation. It does wonders for cooking and warming of foods. Similarly, mobile
phones (cell phones) can be considered an innovation. Not only are they popular, but they were
unthinkable a decade or two back. Innovation can be of various degrees. For instance, a micro-
wave oven is more of an innovation than sugar-free cola. In innovation, behavioural changes
take place. These behavioural changes can be small, modest, or large. The innovation can be
continuous or, dynamically continuous or, discontinuous.

Continuous innovation
In this type of innovation, minor behavioural changes are required for adoption of the product,
from ordinary cookware to Teflon-coated cookware, where minor behavioural changes are re-
quired. A modified product, e.g., a new scuba watch, new car model or, low-fat yogurt, etc.

Dynamically continuous innovation
Communicator behavioural changes are required for the adoption of the product. Products in
this category include compact disk players, cellular phones, erasable ink pen and disposable
diapers.

TV has led to related innovation

Table 9.1 T.V. has led to related innovation

Discontinuous Dynamically Continuous
innovation continuous innovation innovation

Black and white TV Colour TV Remote control

Portable pocket TV Various cabinet styles

Stereo TV Instant on flat screen

Giant screen TV Electronic tuning

Cable ready TV Stereo sound

Picture in picture TV

Video cassette recorder Video walkman

Video camera

Discontinuous innovation
Here the adoption of the product requires major behavioural changes and the product is new,
and requires high involvements of the user, along with extended decision-making, which consists
of the following steps:
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Table 9.2 Stages in adoption and decision-making

Stages in adoption process Steps in extended decision-making

Awareness Problem recognition

Interest Information search

Evaluation Alternative evaluation

Trial Purchase

Adoption Post-purchase evaluation

��������
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Diffusion process is the manner in which innovations spread throughout the market. Spread
refers to the purchase behaviour where a product is purchased with some continuing regular-
ity. Spread of innovation can be of three types as shown in the Fig. 9.1.

Fig. 9.1 Three types of innovation spread

The diffusion process follows a similar pattern, overtime, irrespective of the social group
or innovation. The typical diffusion process shows a slow growth or adoption. It later rises
rapidly, and then a period of slow growth is noticed. In fast diffusion process, the product
clicks immediately. The spread of innovation is very quick. People patronise the product
immediately, and later on there is again slow diffusion.

In slow diffusion process, the product takes a lot of time to diffuse or spread, and the
consumer follows a pattern of adoption slowly by getting acquainted with the product.

These studies show that the products take a certain amount of time, from when it gets
introduced to its saturation. The marketeer therefore has to understand what determines the
spread of innovation in a given market segment, and how do the early buying consumers differ
from those of late purchasers.
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The rate of spread of innovation depends on a number of factors listed below:
1. Type of group: Some groups who are young, affluent and highly educated, accept

changes faster than the old, traditional and poor groups. This shows that the target
market is an important determinant of the rate of diffusion.

2. Perceived risk: The more the risk associated with changing to new innovation, the
slower is the rate of diffusion. The risk consists of the product not performing as
expected, the risk of the consequences of change-over, and the risk of reverting back
to the old product, if not satisfied with the innovative product.

3. Type of decision: An individual vs. a collective decision. Individual decisions head to
faster diffusion than collective ones.

4. Marketing effort: This also affects the diffusion process. More aggressive marketing
effort, consisting of high and continuous advertising expenditure, diffuses faster than
otherwise.

5. Trial: The trial can be taken at low cost and low risk, the diffusion is faster. Some
products can be borrowed, rented or, their trial can be taken at retail outlets. These
products like medicines, and other low-priced items have faster diffusion.

These days even car outlets are giving free trials and rides to prospective cus-
tomers to make their new models of cars diffuse faster.

6. Fulfilment of felt need: The faster a need is satisfied or fulfilled by a product, the
greater is the rate of its diffusion.

7. Compatibility: The more the product is compatible with the beliefs, attitudes and
values of the individual or group the faster the diffusion—vegetables soup for veg-
etarians, ordinary microwave, no roasting.

Rapid
diffusion

Change
from target

market

Individual
adoption
decision

Extensive
marketing

effort

Low
complexity

High
observ-
ability

Large
relative

advantage

Low
risk

High
compati-

bility

Strong
felt

need

Easy
trial

Fig. 9.2 Rapid rate of diffusion
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8. Relevant advantage: The advantage could be of price, quality, ease of handling prod-
uct quality. To have quick diffusion,  the product must offer either a price advantage
or a performance advantage. Washing machine is expensive, but a labour saving
device.

9. Complexity: If the product is complex (difficult to understand and use) the diffusion
is slower. The product may be complex but it must be easy to understand. Complexity
may be because of many attributes (attributes complexity which are difficult to
understand). The other complexity may be trade off complexity. The trade off takes
place between cost of purchase and economy. Convenience vs. space or speed of cooking
vs. quality of cooking, as in microwave ovens.

10. Observability: The more easily the positive effects of the products can be observed,
the more discussion takes place and faster the diffusion process, e.g., cell phones.

Fig. 9.3 Slow diffusion

Fig. 9.4 Fast diffusion
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Classification of Adopters

Adopters can be classified into five groups based on the time when they adopt:
Innovators: The first 2.5 per cent to adopt innovation.
Early adopters: The next 13.5 per cent to adopt.
Early majority. The next 34 per cent to adopt.
Late majority: The next 34 per cent to adopt.
Laggards: The final 16 per cent to adopt.

Innovators (2.5%)
Innovators are venture some risk takers. They are younger, more educated and socially mobile.
They have the capacity to absorb risk associated with the new product. They are cosmopolitan
in outlook, are aware and make use of commercial media, and eager to learn about new products,
are progressive, ready to use new products.

Early adopters (13.5%)
They take a calculated risk before investing and using new innovations. They are opinion
leaders and provide information to groups, but they are also concerned about failure. There-
fore, they weigh advantages and disadvantages of the product before plunging in for a pur-
chase.

Early majority (34%)
They tend to be more continuous and use the product after the innovators and early adopters
seem to be satisfied with it. They are elders, well educated and less socially mobile. They rely
heavily on inter-personal source of information. They constitute 34 per cent of the consumers.

Late majority (34%)
They are doubtful and sceptical about the innovation of new products. They tend to use the
product not so much because of innovation, but because of other pressures—non-availability of
the product and social pressures. They have less social status, and are less socially mobile than
previous group. They are average in age, education, social status, income. They make little use
of media (Magazine etc.). They rely heavily on informal sources of information.

Laggards (16% of a Market)
They are more traditional. They possess limited social interaction and are oriented to the past.
They adopt the innovations with great reluctance. They have the least education, lowest social
status and income. They possess no opinion leadership and are in touch with other laggards
and donot subscribe to many magazines.

Market strategy related to diffusion
There are differences in the early purchasers or innovators and late purchasers (Laggards).
The strategy for the target market adopted, is a “moving target market” approach. First the
general target market is selected, and then the focus shifts to innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority and laggards. This takes place as the product keeps getting acceptance
from the consumers. There is then a change in the media and advertising themes for different
target groups.
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Diffusion enhancement strategies
The idea is to find out the diffusion inhibitors and to eliminate them for the enhancement of
diffusion. For this, the diffusion determinants are analysed, and diffusion strategies framed,
as given in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3

Diffusion Diffusion Diffusion
determinant inhibitor enhancement strategies

1. Type of group Conservative traditonal Try other markets, modern and consumer.

2. Perceived risk High Give guarantees, reduce risk by endorsing
with credible sources.

3. Type of decision Group decisions Choose media to reach all deciders and
provide conflict reduction themes.

4. Marketing effort Limited Extensive and aggressive marketing effort.

5. Trial Difficult Distribute free samples to early adopters.
Use high service outlets.

6. Fulfilment of felt need Weak Show importance of benefits, use extensive
advertising.

7. Compatibility Conflict Stress attributes consistent with values and
norms.

8. Relevant advantage Low Lower the price—redesign the product.

9. Complexity High Use extensive marketing effort. Use skilled
sales force. Use demonstration of product.

10. Observability Low Expose the product more through promotion
and advertising.

These diffusion inhibitors have to be analysed, and strategies formulated accordingly.

Adoption and Diffusion Through Marketing Strategy

Marketeers have been trying to influence consumers to adopt new innovations. This is done
through free samples and price promotions. Advertising is done extensively when the results
are not found positive by distribution of free samples and promotions. Sometimes price
promotions and free samples are backed by advertising techniques. Sometimes change agents
are used to overcome resistance to adoption. For medical products, hospitals, clinics and
physicians of repute are used as change agents.

Rate of Diffusion. The rate of diffusion can be low or high. Marketeers have 2 options
that can influence the rate of diffusion.

Skimming Strategy. This strategy used for major innovations and when the product
is in great demand. Prices are set high and it has slow rate of diffusion. The strategy aims at
skimming the cream of the market i.e., to take advantage and get the profits in abundance.
The segment is small and specific. The segment is price insensitive. It has its own lifestyles
and demographic characteristics, awareness and information advertising is used in this case.
The distribution is done from selective outlets.
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Penetration Strategy. In this, there is rapid and widespread diffusion as the product
is of low value and is within the reach of many. The product is sold to a General Market by an
intensive campaign. The distribution is extensive and the product used is general. It is used in
new products which are not major innovations like cold drink, health drinks, coffee etc. The
advertising is widespread and other means of promotion are also used.

The distribution is extensive and covering as many outlets as possible. The price is low
and the product is available. The strategy keeps changing with its position on the diffusion
curve. All electronic products of major innovation start with the skimming strategy and gradu-
ally move down to penetration strategy. The price of computers, television sets, microwave
ovens etc., start with a high price and as the product is adopted and many more competitors
come in the skimming strategy is changed to penetration strategies. Some products start with
a penetration strategy and raise their prices with the widespread acceptance of the product in
the market.

Table 9.4 Marketing strategies and rate of diffusion

Rate of diffusion Slow Fast

Marketing Strategy Skimming Penetration

Price High Low

Market Segmentation Target market is specific and small Target market is large
lifestyles and demographics are difficult to specify by
considered lifestyles and demographics

Promotion  Information and Advertising backed Repetitive advertising use
by personal selling and sales promotion of imagery and symbols

Distribution Selection through prominent stores Intensive very large
number of outlets

Product Discontinuous Continuous

Characteristics Innovations Innovation

�
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1. Explain innovation and diffusion. Discuss the stages in the adoption process.
2. What are various types of diffusion? List and explain the factors that are responsible for

the spread of innovation.
3. What are the classification of adopters? Illustrate and explain with the help of a dia-

gram.
4. What market strategy must be adopted for the spread of innovation or diffusion

enhancement?
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There was a wise man whose constant prayer was
that he may see today with the eyes of tomorrow.

This chapter deals with individual determinates, and the goals of this chapter are toThis chapter deals with individual determinates, and the goals of this chapter are toThis chapter deals with individual determinates, and the goals of this chapter are toThis chapter deals with individual determinates, and the goals of this chapter are toThis chapter deals with individual determinates, and the goals of this chapter are to
understand:understand:understand:understand:understand:

• How information is processedHow information is processedHow information is processedHow information is processedHow information is processed

• How decisions are madeHow decisions are madeHow decisions are madeHow decisions are madeHow decisions are made

••••• Memory and product positioningMemory and product positioningMemory and product positioningMemory and product positioningMemory and product positioning

••••• Factors influencing learningFactors influencing learningFactors influencing learningFactors influencing learningFactors influencing learning
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Perception is the most important psychological factor that affects human behaviour. It is a
process consisting of several sub-processes. These are stimulus, registration, interpretation,
feedback and reaction. The first step is the presence of stimulus, or the situation which an
individual faces. This is followed by registration which affects the psychological organs. Thus,
the individual interprets (attaches meaning to the stimulus) and learns. Factors like learning
help in the perceptual process. Feedback is the fourth element and, the final aspect is the
resultant behaviour of the individual.

Our perception of the stimuli and the situation plays an important role on our behav-
iour. Perception is the critical activity that links the individual consumer to a group, situation
and marketeer influences.

Perception

Exposure

Attention

Interpretation

Memory
Short term
Active
Problem
Solving

Long term
Stored experiences
Values, decisions
Rules feeling

Purchase and consumption decisions

Fig. 10.1 Information processing for consumer decision-making

When a person is exposed to a stimuli, he may show interest in the exposure. His atten-
tion is drawn towards the object and the nerves transmit the sensation to the brain for process-
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ing. Interpretation is the assignment of meaning to the received sensations. This is retained
by the memory (only a part of the registered information may be retained by the memory).
This leads to consumption behaviour which may have positive or negative feedback for the
individual.

Figure 10.1 shows that the individual is exposed to the stimuli. His attention is at-
tracted. He interprets the stimuli and the situation which goes to his memory and, the reac-
tion is shown by means of purchases.

Much of the information may not be available to the memory when an individual de-
cides to purchase something. So, when communicating to the consumers, the marketeer has
an uphill task, because an individual is exposed to a lot of information but, retains very little in
the memory.

Exposure

Attention

Interpretation

Memory

Fig. 10.2 Exposure and memory

The figure shows that there are very many exposures by the marketeers. The individual
or the consumer is exposed to only a part of the exposures, some of which is interpreted and
little is retained in the memory.

Exposure

When a stimuli comes under the range of sensory perceptors, nerve exposure occurs. Most of
the stimuli to which an individual is exposed to, is self selected, e.g., switching channels on TV,
skipping pages of magazines, avoiding information that one is not interested in. We deliber-
ately seek and avoid information of our interest. It is done to achieve the goals we aspire for. It
is challenge for the marketeer to hold the interest of the consumer on his commercials and
exposures.

Attention

This occurs when the sensory receptor nerves are activated by the stimuli and, the brain reg-
isters sensations for processing. The market offers a variety of goods. It may take us long to go
through all of them. Therefore, we selectively choose and attend to products and messages.
One may not attend to warnings on cigarette packets or, may see the model more than the
clothes. The same individual may devote different levels of attention to the same stimulus in
different situations. Attention is determined by three factors—stimulus, the individual and
the situation. These together or individually play an important role in attracting the indi-
vidual.
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Stimulus Factor

There are certain features in a product that can attract greater attention. This would be the
size, the intensity, the colour and movement, position, format of the message, information
quality, information overload.

By size we mean that if an advertisement is on a full page or in column. The intensity is
the number of times a message is repeated in a newspaper or a magazine, TV or any other
media. Further, both colour and movement attract attention. An advertisement may be black
or white or in multi-colours. It can be shown stationary or in a moving state, which is more
noticeable. Position refers to the placement of the object, whether it is placed in the centre or
in a corner. Similarly, the right hand page advertisement may be more noticeable than the
advertisement on the left hand side.

Isolation is separating an object from other objects. In isolation, an object may stimu-
late and draw more attention. Similarly, the format of the message. How it is presented, what
words and structure is used? A simple format can draw greater attention that a complicated
message. The messages targeted at a specific audience can also be very effective. Compressed
messages which say more in fewer words can make a good impact. Information quality should
be balanced or optimum. All consumers have limited capacity to process information. If a lot of
information is given, it may confuse the individual and, he is not able to make a choice. This is
known as information overload. With too much information consumers get confused and be-
come frustrated. They may also experience pre-purchase dissonance. Marketeers give relevant
information on packages and labels. Information can also be given in brochures, pamphlets,
etc.

Individual Factors

Individual factors affect the decision-making process. The individual is governed by the inter-
est or the need. Interest also reflects the lifestyle of an individual and, the long-term goals
(achieving a specific position in life like becoming a senior manager or something). The short
term goals are influenced by situations. Individual also differ in their ability to gather and
assimilate information. The information sought reflects their needs. An academician is in the
pursuit of knowledge and books and, a sportsman will be attentive to advertisement regarding
energy foods and health builders. A patient of diabetes gets interested in the medical informa-
tion regarding the subject.

Situational Factors

Decision-making is also influenced by situational factors like time pressure or cleanliness or
crowded places. Noise, atmosphere ambience can stimulate the individual, favourably or ad-
versely in situations. People pressed for time are not able to pay attention to stimuli as well as
those who have leisure.

Programme Involvement

In a TV programme, a number of advertisements appear which some individuals watch or
some skip them (fast forward) or take a break. The nature of the programme will influence the
nature of response received. The attention can be focussed that is deliberate exposure to stimuli.
It can also be without deliberate or conscious focussing of attention.
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Interpretation

The same message can be interpreted in different ways. It is how we assign meaning to sensa-
tions. Interpretation involves a competitive or factual component and, an effective or emo-
tional response by cognitive or factual component. The stimuli is placed in different categories
of meaning. If a firm floats a new brand at a lower price, it can be interpreted that the product
is of low quality. This, however may not be true, as the firm may have more efficient means of
production and marketing facilities and may be wanting to add another variety or, to extend
the brand. The interpretation can also be affected by the semantic and psychological meanings
attached to a stimuli. Semantic meaning is the conventional meaning. Whereas, the psycho-
logical meaning is the meaning attached by individuals or groups by their experience on the
basis of a situation. The word sale may mean that the goods are on reduced price. It can be
psychologically interpreted that these goods are going to be out of style soon.

Effective interpretation is an emotional response to an advertisement. The same adver-
tisement or a picture may attract or repel different individuals. Some may feel happy to see a
snowfall, others may dread the cold—some may be happy to see wrestling advertisements,
others want to avoid any kind of physical fight.
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The marketeers wishing to communicate about their products, must be very careful and present
their messages so that they are not misinterpreted, but interpreted accurately. A large number
of audiences do not understand the real meaning behind the messages. This may also be due to
demographic variables or, their casual approach towards the advertisement.

Memory is the storage factor which could be of long term or short term. Memory can be
activated. The marketeers do it by repetition of messages. When buying items, one tries to
recall the past experiences with that item. How pleasant it had been. This affects the decision-
making process.

Perception and Marketing Strategies

Marketing strategy consists of direction the 4 Ps on the target market.

Product Price Promotion Place Target Market

Fig. 10.3

When we talk of perception and marketing strategy, we direct the 4 Ps for proper expo-
sure, attention, interpretation and action.

Thus, the product, its brand name, style, packaging and other features should all be
such that a proper image or meaning is perceived by the individual.

Price decides the value of goods. A high or a low price may be perceived in different
ways. Some may think of a high price as a good quality product from a big company or a
prestigious product and brand. Others may think of a high price as a gimmick, whereas, the
other lower priced products compare well with the brand in question. Similarly, a low price
may be interpreted as a low quality product or, as an opportunity given by the company to
make its product popular.
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Promotion

The selection of the media is important and it should be correlated with the audience one is
trying to reach. We can have different media for rural and urban areas. We may also have
different media for younger people, as compared to elder people.

Media for men, women, high income, or low income groups may also be different. The
advertisements must capture attention and convey meaning. The consumers take an interest
in the ads when they are in need of the product, not otherwise. Various strategies of capturing
the attention of the consumers can be used, i.e., by giving big ads or the ads of celebrities who
can capture the attention. Sometimes, garment sellers put an attractive woman, different
shades of colours can make the product popular and the sale may increase. A lot of advertise-
ments give importance to sex appeal, e.g., showing an attractive woman with the product in
the hand or in use. Branded jewellery advertised with the help of beautiful film actresses or
models captures the attention of the audience.

Distribution

Retail shops are well decorated. Interior designing and arrangements of product dis-
plays. Point of purchase displays. Visible shelves, lighted with proper background attracts the
customer. The ambience and the atmosphere of the shop with proper music, air-conditioning
and shining floors and walls, all attract the customers and can increase the traffic in the store,
and consequently, register greater sales.

A successful advertisement must accomplish 4 basic tasks:
Exposure: It must be exposed to reach the consumer.
Attention: Should be able to attract the customer and make him interested in the

product.
Interpretation: The meaning attached should be consistent with the projected meaning.
Memory: Must be stored in the memory so that retrieval is possible.
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Men of great personality achieve greatness.

Personality projects the interest and behaviour of a person.

This chapter deals with personality and self concept. The goal of this chapter is toThis chapter deals with personality and self concept. The goal of this chapter is toThis chapter deals with personality and self concept. The goal of this chapter is toThis chapter deals with personality and self concept. The goal of this chapter is toThis chapter deals with personality and self concept. The goal of this chapter is to
understand:understand:understand:understand:understand:

• Personality theoryPersonality theoryPersonality theoryPersonality theoryPersonality theory

• Theory of FreudTheory of FreudTheory of FreudTheory of FreudTheory of Freud

••••• EmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotions

••••• Self conceptSelf conceptSelf conceptSelf conceptSelf concept
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Personality is another internal determinant which influences our consumption pattern. We
tend to use products that go with our personality.

Personality may be defined as those inner psychological characteristics that determine
and reflect how a person responds to his or her environment. Inner characteristics are those
specific qualities and attributes traits, factors, mannerisms that distinguish one person from
another. Personality influences the individual’s product choices and brand choices. It also re-
sponds to a firm’s promotional efforts and, when and how they consume particular products or,
services. By associating personality characteristics with consumer behaviour, a marketeer can
formulate marketing strategies in an effective manner.

Personality reflects individual differences. Therefore, we can categorise them into groups
on the basis of few  traits, e.g., low sociability/high sociability, dull/bright, practical vs.
imaginative etc. Personality is consistent and enduring and is only one of the factors that
affect consumer behaviour. Personality can change due to major life events. These could be
birth, death, marriage. It can also be changed by a gradual process.

Trait Theory
A trait is defined as a predisposition to respond in a particular way. Traits are used to define
behaviour of consumers.

There are a number of traits given by Cattell and they are sixteen in numbers:
1. Reserved vs. Outgoing
2. Dull vs. Bright
3. Docile vs. Aggressive
4. Serious vs. Happy go lucky
5. Unstable vs. Stable
6. Expedient vs. Conservative
7. Shy vs. Uninhibited
8. Tough-minded vs. Tender-minded
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9. Trusting vs. Suspicious
10. Practical vs. Imaginative
11. Unpretentious vs. Polished
12. Self-assured vs. Self-respective
13. Conservative vs. Experimenting
14. Group-dependent vs. Self-sufficient
15. Indisciplined vs. Controlled
16. Relaxed vs. Tense
Cattell believes that traits are acquired at an early age, or through learning, or are

inherited. This theory is representative of multi-personality theories (more than one trait in-
fluences behaviour).

Trait theory is based on certain assumptions, which are:
1. Traits are relatively stable characteristics
2. A limited number of traits are common to most people
3. The degree of traits possessed by an individual can be measured by using a rating

questionnaire in a continuum, on a 1 to 10 scale.

The Psychoanalytic Theory of Freud

Freud proposed that every individual’s personality is the product of struggle among three
interacting forces: These three are fully developed and are in a state of balance in a healthy
person. If any individual is underdeveloped, then this balance is disturbed and there is
dissatisfaction with the self and the world.

Id: It is a source of strong, basic and instinctive drives and urges which demand instant
gratification even at the cost of violating the norms of society. It demands instant gratifica-
tion—Pleasure Principle.

Ego: It operates on a reality principle, and seeks to achieve the pleasurable demands of
the id in as realistic a way as possible. It helps to develop cognition, and controls impulsive
behaviour.

Super Ego: It is the individual’s moral code and helps in striving for perfection. Its
primary purpose is to restrain aggressive impulses of the id rather than seek to postpone
them, as does the ego.

According to this theory, these three systems are fully developed and are in a state of
balance in a normal healthy person. But when one or more of these systems are underdeveloped,
then the internal balance is disturbed, which leads to maladjustment and dissatisfaction.

Applications

Consumers have competing desires and want to satisfy their wants. Marketeers, therefore,
create fantasies about the product which is used as a basis for influencing consumers.

Marketeers use flights of fantasy to propel people to buy their products. Hedonism is an
appeal to pleasure principle and this approach offers products for an affluent society.
Psychoanalytical theory appeals to the buyer’s dreams, hopes and fears. It can also provide
products which are rational and socially acceptable.

Id: It is the strong urge or desire which is at the heart of a consumer’s motivation and
personality. The function of the Id is to discharge tension which it does by demanding instant
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gratification, even at the cost of violating the norms of society. Id operates on the pleasure
principle. Psychologically, id is the source of all desires and wishes that exist in the form of
unconscious images and fantasies. Since all wishes are not satisfied, there is frustration and
this may lead an individual to break norms and rules for his satisfaction. It does not deal with
objective reality and is subjective.

Ego: This comes into existence because of the limitation of id. Ego operates on the
Reality Principle. It tries to achieve the demands of id in a realistic and possible way. The ego
develops ways to postpone the wishes of id. If id wants a product the ego restrains it because of
financial constraints. It controls impulsive behavior. Id engages in dreams and fantasies which
exist as pleasurable imaginations.

Ego can distinguish between dreams and reality. Ego is an individual’s social control. It
acts as an internal monitor and attempts to balance the demand of id.

Super ego: It strives for perfection. It is the individual’s moral code and helps in striving
for perfection. It restrains the aggressive inpulse of the id rather than postponing them, as
does the ego.

Social-Psychological/Neo-Freudian Theory

It is of the view that social relationships are fundamental to the formation and development of
personality. So, consumers have been classified into three personality groups:

CAD Model
Compliant Individuals: Move towards others for the need of love, affection and

approval; are conformists who prefer known brands.
Aggressive Individuals: Tend to move against others and are manipulative; feel a

high need for achievement, power, success; prefer specific
brands, so that they can be noticed.

Detached Individuals: Move away from others: feel a need for self reliance, inde-
pendence and freedom; are least aware of brands.

Applications

••••• Different personality types of individuals tend to use different products and brands.
••••• Compliant types prefer known products and brands, while aggressive types prefer

specific brands out of a desire to be noticed.
••••• Detached types appear to have the least awareness of brands.
••••• Emphasis on the social nature of consumption e.g., while advertising for personal

care products, care is taken not to offend any particular group. Products be advertised
which are used in social interactions or when in groups.

Emotions

Emotions control our behaviour. They are relatively uncontrolled feelings which affect our
behaviour. We are emotionally charged by environmental factors and events. If somebody
misbehaves with us we feel angry. On our achievements we feel happy. Whenever we are
emotionally charged, physiological changes also take place within us. These may be faster
breathing, perspiration, dilation, or moistening of eyes. Increased heart and blood pressure,
enhanced blood sugar levels, etc. Mental activation also takes place, and we recall a lot of
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pleasant or unpleasant incidences and can also think rationally. The behaviour of different
individuals vary from situation to situation, and emotions are mostly associated with behaviour.
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Emotions have been categorised differently by different thinkers and philosophers. Plutchick
categorised emotions into eight types. These are as under:

Fear
Anger
Joy
Sadness
Acceptance
Disgust
Expectancy
Surprise
According to Plutchick, other emotions are secondary and come out of these basic emo-

tions or, are a continuation of the above emotions, e.g., delight can be a combination of surprise
and joy. Similarly, contempt can be a combination of anger and disgust. Others have sug-
gested 3 basic emotions. These are:

P Pleasure These basic emotions gives rise to
A Arousal a number of other emotions as shown
D Dominance in the table given below.

Table 11.1

Dimension Emotion Indicator/Feeling

Pleasure Duty Moral, virtuous, dutiful

Faith Reverent, worshipful, spiritual

Pride Proud, superior, worthy

Affection Loving, affectionate, friendly

Innocence Innocent, pure, blameless

Gratitude Grateful, thankful, appreciative

Serenity Restful, serene, comfortable, soothed

Desire Desirous, wishful, craving, hopeful

Joy Joyful, happy, delighted, pleased

Competence Confident, in control, competent

Arousal Interest Attentive, curious

Hypoactivation Bored, drowsy, sluggish

Activation Aroused, active, excited

Surprise Surprised, annoyed, astonished

Déjá vu Unimpressed, uninformed, unexcited

Involvement Involved, informed, enlightened, benefited

�
�
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Distraction Distracted, preoccupied, inattentive

Surgency Playful, entertained, lighthearted

Contempt Scornful contemptuous, disdainful

Dominance Conflict Tense, frustrated, conflictful

Guilt Guilty, remorseful, regretful

Helplessness Powerless, helpless, dominated

Sadness Sad, distressed, sorrowful, dejected

Fear Fearful, afraid, anxious

Shame Ashamed, embarrassed, humiliated

Anger Angry, initiated, enraged, mad

Hyperactivation Panicked, confused, overstimulated

Disgust Disgusted, revolted, annoyed, full of loathing

Skepticism Skeptical, suspicious, distrustful

Source: Adapted from M.B. Holbrook and R. Batra. “Assessing the Role of Emotions as Mediators of Consumer
Responses to Advertising”. Journal of Consumer Research, December 1987, pp. 40:20.

A Classification of 12 categories is also made by R. Batra and M.B. Holbrook in their
book Developing a Typology of Effective Responses to Advertising. See Table 11.2.

Table 11.2

Emotion Indicator

Activation Arousal, active, excited

Skepticism Skeptical, suspicious

Anger Angry, enraged, mad

Restful Restful, serene

Bored Bored, uninvolved, unimpressed, unexcited

Fear Fearful, afraid

Desire Desirous, wishful, full of craving.

Social affection Loving, affectionate, pure

Gratitude Grateful, thankful, benefited

Sadness Sad, remorseful, sorrowful

Irritation Disgusted, irritated. annoyed

Surgency Playful, entertained, lighthearted

Administered as “I felt not at all (adjective/very adjective)” (Seven Point Scale).

Source: Adapted from R. Batra and M.B. Holbrook. Developing a Typology of Affective Responses to
Advertising. Psychology and Marketing, Spring 1990. pp. 22. These authors use the terms affect, emotion is

used in this table to be consistent with the text.
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Marketeers have also used emotions to arouse the interest of the consumer. They have used
emotion as a product benefit and emotion arousal in context of advertising. When we are
emotionally aroused, we try to evaluate the product in a positive or negative manner. “The
BUNJEE* jumping was a near death experience. Yet I loved it.”

We try to seek positive emotions most of the time but, there are many exceptions as
shown. Consumers seek products which arouse emotions. These could be for primary or sec-
ondary benefits. Movies, books and music are examples of primary benefit. Khajuraho, Taj
Mahal, Goa, Essel World positioned as emotion arousing destinations. E-mail or Voice mail
are also positioned as emotion arousing products. Excitement and fun can be generated by soft
drinks and consumption of alcohol. Luxury cars give a feeling of delight and excitement.

Marketeers also take advantage of negative and unpleasant emotions and, when one
feels sad, powerless, humiliated or disgusted, they promote the products to prevent or reduce
negative emotions. These could be medicines and such products. Flowers are promoted as an
antidote to sadness, slimming gimmicks, personal grooming products (toiletries, etc.) are also
used to do away with negative emotions. Anxiety and stress reduction products are also de-
signed for the purpose.

Advertising also plays an important part in reducing negative emotions. Advertisements
which have an emotional context such as joy, warmth, disgust, do attract attention more than
the neutral advertisements. Physiological arousal takes place and more attention is paid to
such advertisements. Family relationships are projected in many advertisements, which bring
warmth and joy. Repeated exposure to positive emotions, reinforces product and brand prefer-
ence. Advertisements having positive emotional appeals are gaining popularity. Emotionally
charged advertisements, arouse in an individual a feeling of pride, security, happiness and
confidence. Most advertisers use emotional appeals to attract customers. This is done by re-
peated exposures.

Table 11.3

Dimensions of self-concept Actual self-concept Ideal self-concept

Private self How I actually see myself How I would like to see myself

Social self How others actually see me How I would like others to see me

���� ��
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Self-concept can be described simply as how one perceives himself and his behaviour in the
market place. It is the attitude one holds towards himself. What one thinks of himself. The self
concept is not very realistic because an unconcious component is always present. It can be
divided into six types, as given below:

*It is a sport where a person jump from a high platform to touch the water after being tied with elastic
ropes.
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(i) Actual self: How a person actually perceives himself.

(ii) Ideal self: How a person would like to perceive himself.

(iii) Social self: How a person thinks others perceive him.

(iv) Ideal social self: How a person would like others to perceive him.

(v) Expected self: An image of self somewhere in between the actual and ideal self.

(vi) Situational self: A person’s self image in a specific situation.

Actual self-concept Products/media Desired self-concept

Private Social Services Private Social

Self-concept is a social phenomenon. It is an attitude to the self. Consequently, the way
we dress, the products we use, the services we require, depend on how we want to perceive
ourselves. There is a relationship between the self-image of a person and the product one
wants to buy. Products act as symbols for consumers.

People like to use the products which match their personality. These include clothing,
leisure products, personal care products. Marketeers want an idea of the self-concept and the
image of the brand. This can be done on a differential scale of 1 to 7 of several items as shown
on next page.

First the consumers are asked to rate their self-concept on the differential scale. Then
they are asked to rate product brands on the same scales. The responses that watch with the
brands are expected to be preferred by consumers.

Table 11.4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Rugged — — — — — — — Delicate

2. Exciting — — — — — — — Calm

3. Uncomfortable — — — — — — — Comfortable

4. Dominating — — — — — — — Submissive

5. Thrifty — — — — — — — Indulgent

6. Pleasant — — — — — — — Unpleasant

7. Contemporary — — — — — — — Uncontemporary

8. Organised — — — — — — — Unorganised

9. Rational — — — — — — — Emotional

10. Youthful — — — — — — — Mature

11. Formal — — — — — — — Informal

12. Orthodox — — — — — — — Liberal

13. Complex — — — — — — — Simple

14. Colourless — — — — — — — Colourful

15. Modest — — — — — — — Vain
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After matching the self-concept with the brand image, the individual tries to find products
for his satisfaction. If he is satisfied, his self-concept gets reinforced as shown in the figure.
The interaction between the product and self-concept can be situation specific. In some
situations, the self-concept can be enhanced or reinforced to a lesser or higher degree.
Marketeers use these tools as a guide to product and brand choices.

Matching of self
concept and
brand image

Food products and
brands that enhance

their self concept

Satisfaction purchase
contributes to desired

concept

Product brand
image rating

Consumer sell
concept rating

Satisfaction reinforces self concept

Fig. 11.1 Relationship between self-concept and brand image influence
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1. What is the importance of motivation in consumer behaviour?

2. How does Maslow’s hierarchy of needs guide a marketeer to design and sell his products?

3. What are the categories of needs emphasised by McGuire?

4. Explain manifest and latent motives in consumer behaviour.

5. What is the traits theory and, how does it help marketeers?

6. How do emotions help formulate marketing strategy?

7. Explain self-concept with reference to marketing.
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The best way to get things done is to allow your subordinates

to formulate their own methods of operation.

Efficiency can be achieved in work if the people are motivated to achieve the goals. AfterEfficiency can be achieved in work if the people are motivated to achieve the goals. AfterEfficiency can be achieved in work if the people are motivated to achieve the goals. AfterEfficiency can be achieved in work if the people are motivated to achieve the goals. AfterEfficiency can be achieved in work if the people are motivated to achieve the goals. After
reading this chapter one must understand:reading this chapter one must understand:reading this chapter one must understand:reading this chapter one must understand:reading this chapter one must understand:

• The theories of motivationThe theories of motivationThe theories of motivationThe theories of motivationThe theories of motivation

• Need hierarchyNeed hierarchyNeed hierarchyNeed hierarchyNeed hierarchy

••••• Motives and consumption behaviourMotives and consumption behaviourMotives and consumption behaviourMotives and consumption behaviourMotives and consumption behaviour

••••• PersonalityPersonalityPersonalityPersonalityPersonality

••••• EmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotions

••••• Opinion leaders and transmission of informationOpinion leaders and transmission of informationOpinion leaders and transmission of informationOpinion leaders and transmission of informationOpinion leaders and transmission of information

••••• Self-conceptSelf-conceptSelf-conceptSelf-conceptSelf-concept
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In consumer behaviour, motivation plays an important part in making a decision. What is the
motive of buying ? A motive is why an individual does a thing. Motivation is an inner feeling
that stimulates the action that is to be taken by an individual. It provides a specific direction
or, results in a response. A person can be motivated to buy a product for convenience, for style,
for prestige, for self-pride, or for being at par with others.

���� ���������������������������

It is a macro theory designed to account for most human behaviour in general. It is based on
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which states that a human being has a variety of needs and,
these can be classified as primary and secondary needs or, lower-order and higher-order needs.
Once a need is fulfilled, human beings, try to fulfil other needs. This is usually done in a
hierarchy, which can be classified as under:

Physiological
Food, water, sleep, clothing, shelter and sex.

Products in this category include, foods, health foods, medicines, drinks, house gar-
ments, etc.

Safety needs
Seeking physical safety and security. Safety of person, safety of belongings, security of job, etc.

Products are locks, guns, insurance policies, burglar alarms, retirement investments,
etc.

Social needs
The need to be approved in a society—To love and be loved, friendship, love appreciation and
group acceptance.

Products are general grooming, entertainment, clothing, cosmetics, jewellery, fashion
garments.

104
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Esteem needs
Desire for status, for superiority, self-respect and prestige.

Products are furniture, clothing, liquor, hobbies, fancy cars.

Self-actualisation needs
The desire for self-fulfilment, the desire to become all that one is capable of becoming.

Products are educational, art, sports, vacations, garments, foods.
Maslow’s hierarchy is a good guide to general behaviour. The same consumption behav-

iour can fulfil more than one need.

Fig. 12.1 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

McGuire’s Psychological Motives

The classification of motives by McGuire is more specific and used more in marketing.

Need for consistency
People try to buy things which are consistent with their liking and taste. A sophisticated per-
son will be consistent in his choice of colours of clothing, paintings on the wall, colour of rooms.
He would prefer sophisticated instead of flashy objects.

Need to attribute causation
We often attribute the cause of a favourable or unfavourable outcome to ourselves or, to some
outside element. You can buy shoes by your choice and may not like them. It can be attributed
to you. If you buy a dress by the advise of your friends and companions, and do not like it, the
causes are attributed to other factors.

Need to categorise
The objects are categorised in a number of ways. The most popular is the price. Cars can be
classified around Rs. 2 lakhs or above Rs. 5.5 lakhs. Many products are categorised at 499.00
to keep them under Rs. 500. This is practised in shoes mainly by Bata and others.

Need for cues
These are hints or symbols that affect our feelings, attitudes, impressions, etc. For instance,
clothing can be a cue to adopt a desired lifestyle. The use of products can be enhanced by
providing proper cues to the purchasers.

Need for independence
Consumers like to own products which give them a feeling of independence, symbols like a
white bird flying may predict one to be free and independent.
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Need for novelty
We sometimes want to be different in certain respects and want to be conspicuous. This is
evident in impulse purchasing or unplanned purchasing. We go in for novelty products, nov-
elty experiences. A different kind of travel with many novelties offered by a travelling agency.

Need for self-expression
We want to identify ourselves and go in for products that let others know about us. We may
buy a suit not only for warmth but also for expressing our identity to others.

Need for ego defence
When our identity is threatened or when we need to project a proper image, we use products in
our defence. Deodorants are used for ego defence. Mouthwash for fresh breath or, false teeth to
protect our image. We use hair dye to look younger better, etc. We rely on well-known brands
to give a correct social image of ourselves.

Need for assertion
These needs are fulfilled by engaging in those kind of activities that bring self-esteem and
esteem in the eyes of others. We can buy an expensive car which may be for esteem but, if it
does not perform well, we tend to complain bitterly. Individuals with a strong need for self
esteem tend to complain more with the dissatisfaction of the product.

Need for reinforcement
When we buy a product which is appreciated by others, it reinforces our views, our behaviour,
our choice and we go in for repeat purchases. More products can be sold if their reinforcement
is greater by their purchases.

Need for affiliation
We like to use product which are used by those whom we get affiliated to. If one’s friend
appreciates and wears a certain brand then one also tries to use the same brands or objects for
affiliation. It is the need to develop mutually helpful and satisfying relationships with others.
Marketeers use the affiliation themes in advertisements which arouse emotions and senti-
ments in the minds of the consumers for their children and families.

Need for modelling
We try to copy our heroes and our parents and those we admire. We base our behaviour on the
behaviour of others. Marketeer’s use these themes for selling their product, i.e., “Lux is used
by heroines”. “Sportsmen rely on boost for their energy” and such captions are used regularly
and repeatedly.

Utilitarian and Hedonic Needs
Utilitarian needs are to achieve some practical benefit such as durability, economy, warmth
that define product performance. Hedonic needs achieve pleasure from the product they are
associated with emotions and fantasies is derived from consuming a product.

A Hedonic need is more experiential—The desire to be more masculine or feminine etc.
Hedonic advertising appeals are more symbolic and emotional. For utilitarian shoppers the
acquiring of goods is a task whereas for Hedonic shoppers it is a pleasurable activity. Shopping
Malls may be considered as gathering places and consumers/buyers derive pleasure from these
activities besides the selection of goods.
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Consumers do not buy products. They buy motive satisfaction or problem solutions. A person
does not buy a sofa set but he buys comfort. A person does not buy cosmetics but he buys hope
for looking good. Marketeers therefore try to find the motives for buying, and build their prod-
ucts and marketing mixes around these motives. A person may buy a product for a number of
motives. One of them could be rewarded for oneself or to self-indulge in them or for a gift.
Multiple motives are involved in consumption. Therefore, a marketeer tries to find out:

(a) the motive for buying,
(b) how to formulate a strategy to fulfil these motives, and
(c) how to reduce conflict between motives.

How to Discover Motives

This is found out by asking questions from the respondent. Some motives are disclosed by the
respondent, others are not divulged or are hidden. For instance, you ask a lady why she wears
designer jeans. She can say that (a) they are in style (b) they fit well (c) they are worn by her
friends. These motives are disclosed. Latent motives may not be disclosed. These may be (d) they
show that I have money (e) they make one look sexy and desirable (f ) they show I am young
(g) they project my slimness, etc.

Manifest and Latent Motives

Another important method to find out the motives may be by “Motivational Research” where
indirect questions are asked to elicit the information from the respondents. This is done by
unstructured disguised interviews or questionnaires.

Once the motives have been known, the marketing strategy is designed around the
appropriate set of motives. While designing the strategy, the target market has to be decided
and the communication has to be chosen for the said target market. Since there is more than
one motive, more than one benefit should be communicated by advertising and other methods
of promotion.

Purchase
a

Maruti car

A small car is
maneuverable

Maruti is economical
on price

Economical on
running

A number of my
friends use this car

Modern technology

I do not want to spend
on maintenance

I do not want others
to borrow it

I cannot afford
a big car

Manifest Motives Consumption
Behaviour

Latent Motive

Fig. 12.2 Hidden motives are shown by the dotted line
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In case of a Maruti car as shown in the Figure 12.2, the benefit of economy, maneuver-
ability, modern ideology must all be communicated. Usually, direct appeals are used for mani-
fest motives and, indirect appeals for latent motives. Sometimes dual appeals are used and the
target market has to be kept in mind.

Motivational Conflicts

A consumer wants to fulfil a variety of needs by using a product, therefore, there are conflicts
in his mind as to which motive must be given more importance. It is a conflict which has to be
resolved. There are three types of motivational conflicts.

Approach-approach Motivational Conflict

There may be two acts of equally attractive choices to make. This can be reduced by the timely
release of an advertisement, so that both alternatives can be given importance. A consumer
may want a spacious car which is not large*—Uno. A consumer may want a medium size
fridge with a lot of space inside** or, a fridge with a deepfreeze—double door fridge. These two
choices create a conflict in the minds of the consumers.

Approach Avoidance Motivational Conflict

In this the consumer is faced both by positive and negative consequences in the purchase of a
particular products. If one likes chocolates and is diabetic. This conflict can be solved by taking
sugar free chocolate, or in the case of Coca Cola-Diet free Coke may resolve the conflict.

Avoidance-avoidance Conflict

It faces the consumer with two undesirable consequences. Taking an injection once or, taking
a bitter medicine a number of times. This can be avoided by choosing a lesser painful alterna-
tive according to the convenience of the consumer.

���� ������� ���

Involvement is the intensity of interest with which consumers approach their dealings in the
Market Place. Involvement characteristics:

(i) is related to consumer’s values and self-concept, which influences the degree of per-
sonal importance as ascribed to a product or a situation.

(ii) Involvement can vary in individuals depending on different situations.
(iii) Involvement is related to some form of arousal.

Involvement can be of 3 types
(i) Routinised response behaviour or least involvement

(ii) Low involvement decision making
(iii) High involvement decision making

* This conflict can be solved by a UNO (Fiat car) which is spacious but is not large.

** This problem can be solved by a double door fridge which is small yet has more space.
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1. Routinised response behaviour or least involvement. In routinised response,
we buy things as a routine. These are products of daily use which keep buying almost every
now and then. These products have low or no involvement. Products such as soaps, tooth
paste, blades, bread-butter creams, these are of low values and involve no risk. Consumers can
try various brands and can keep changing brands according to their likes and dislikes.

2. Low Involvement Decision: These are decision in which some involvement is nec-
essary. These are higher value products and involve certain amount of risk. These products
are not  bought everyday but after a few years or considerable period of time. These can be
white goods, like refrigerators, T.V., Sofa Sets, Computers, Steel Cupboards sometimes de-
signer clothes and suits.

3. High Involvement Decision Making: These decisions are very important as these
products are of very high value and involve a lot of risk and are bought once in a life time or a
few times in a life time. These can be expensive jewellery, like a solitaire, a house, an expensive
car. While choosing these items, the attributes of the product are taken into consideration. For
instance in a car we look for speed, economy, comfort, style, space, maintenance etc.

In a house we look for the location, the frontage the direction for north, south the locality
the safety etc. All these attributes are considered and then the final decision is made. On the
lighter side while choosing your life partner or the spouse requires high involvement as one
has to spend one’s whole life with the spouse. His/her culture background, family occupation,
gentleness and other aspects are to be considered.

This discussion is substantiated in the chapter on problem recognition.

Discussion of Involvement

Antecedents are the bases or source that interact with each other to generate the degree of
involvements the consumer will experience at any particular time. These variables are grouped
into

(i) Person (ii) Stimulus/object
(iii) Situational categories

Person
In this category, we have the personal needs, values, experiences and interest e.g., A person
who is a professional photographer will have special interest in high quality and branded
cameras like the NIKON, its filters, stand, apertures and so on. Whereas a person interested
in family photos will be satisfied with an automatic camera costing only a 1000 to 3,000 ru-
pees.

A professional tennis player will choose a racket with higher quality proper weight (Top
heavy or top light) a suitable grip of the handle etc. A ordinary club player may do with a
recket overlooking all these attributes and qualities.

Stimulus/Object
How much the products stimulates or creates an interest into the person. The amount of risk
perceived by him, his level of involvement is also necessary.

Situations
By this we mean how and when the product will be used. For whom it is bought for a friend,
your family, wife or for a special guest. The product may suspect for posing health risks.
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Intensity
By intensity we mean the degree of involvement, high or low. This has been discussed earlier
in this chapter.

Direction
It refers to the focus or the target in which one is involved. These could be cars or perfume. The
involvement target may have been advertised in various media.

Persistence
It is the length of time the consumer remain involved. Some get out of the involvement and
loose interest. One may be very interested in Tennis upto the age of 40 and then loose all
interest.

Response Factors
Is how a consumer behaves under different involvement conditions. These can be to undertake
greater researcch, more information may be processed for buying decisions.

Decision may be taken to buy or not to buy, the consumer can also be prsuaded to buy by
providing incentives and other methods of persuation.

!
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1. What is Maslow’s theory of motivation and how does it help the marketeer?

2. What are McGuire’s psychological motives?

3. How does a marketeer plan his motivational strategy?

4. Discuss involvement, its types and its variables.
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“Without processing and analysis information is of little value”

This chapter deals with information processing and learning. The student should understand:This chapter deals with information processing and learning. The student should understand:This chapter deals with information processing and learning. The student should understand:This chapter deals with information processing and learning. The student should understand:This chapter deals with information processing and learning. The student should understand:

• Information processingInformation processingInformation processingInformation processingInformation processing

• Learning and involvementLearning and involvementLearning and involvementLearning and involvementLearning and involvement

••••• Memory and positioningMemory and positioningMemory and positioningMemory and positioningMemory and positioning
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Consumers process information from the stimulus they receive in various forms. This process-
ing helps to buy products of their need and liking. The 5 major ways they use for information
derived from their environment. These are:

(1) They stand and evaluate products and services.
(2) They attempt to justify previous product choices.
(3) To decide whether to buy or postpone the decision.
(4) To satisfy a need from the products available from the market.
(5) To serve as a reminder to purchase products which must be replenished (soap,

beverage and other consumable items.)
Information processing is not the end result but a process which is followed by the

consumers. The basic components of information processing is shown in a framework. The
basic components can be arranged into 4 groupings or the 4S:

• Stimuli that serves as a raw material to be processed the receptors are hunger.

• Pangs and the 5 senses of test, touch, smell, vision and hearing.
• Stages of processing activities as shown in the diagram exposure, sensory processes

and attention.

• Situation and consumer characteristics that which can influence the nature of these
activities.

Executive System which regulates the type and intensity of processing activities
The figure shows the consumer characteristics and stimulant characteristics which regulates
the type and intensity of processing stimulation are units of energy such as light and sound
that excite our sensory receptors.

The acquisition process has the elements shown under it. The sensation may be thought
as electric impulse the perceptual coding is done in the mind to the prospects in the forms of
symbols, words or images.

All the information gathered is integrated or put together to get the outcome. The out-
come may be to purchase, or to postpone the purchase for the time being, or to purchase and
experience the product and decide to switch to other brand in the future.
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The information processed by the stimuli, acquisition, sensation and by encoding goes
to the memory which provides a feedable to acquisition, perceptual encoding and to integra-
tion of all information.

Information processing is strongly influenced by consumer characteristics. These can
be consumer’s motives and involvement.

Information processing activities do not act independently of each other. Each activity
needs to be coordinated and integrated. The vast majority of information processing activities
are internal to the consumer therefore they cannot be observed. What can be observed is the
number of stores visited and the brands purchased.

Situational characteristics play an important role. It can be information overload or
may provide very little information.

Types of Learned Behaviour

Almost all types of behaviour we exhibit has been learned.
(1) Physical behaviour. The way we walk and talk and conduct ourselves and interact

with others. Some adopt the behaviour of celebrities, film stars and is termed modeling.
(2) Symbolic learning and problem solving. Symbols convey meanings. Symbols

and brand names communicate. These are Kodak, Mac Donalds, Diet Papsi etc. Problem solving
also by thinking and insight. Thinking involves mental manipulation of symbols to form various
combinations and meanings. This leads to insight which is the new understanding of relationship
involved in the problem. These factors allow consumers to mentally evaluate the product without
purchasing them. A person may evaluate a burglar alarm for car. They realise that at home it
is parked in a locked garage and in the office in a secured parking. Hence, the burglar alarm is
not required and postpones his decision of buying.

(3) Affective learning. This comes by experience and by using the products. One learns
about the product and this goes into his memory.

The elements of learning
(1) What are the purpose or intention of buying.
(2) Cues are weak stimuli not strong enough to effect a purchase, but provides direction

to motivated activity. These cues may be colour, decision etc.
(3) Response. To buy or not to buy.
(4) Reinforcement. This leads to repeat purchase and confirms the performance to the

product.

A representation memory system

Sensory
memory

Short term
memory

Elaborative
rehearsal

Long term
memory

Information

Maintenance
rehearsal

FORGOTTEN MATERIAL

Fig. 13.1
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Table 13.1 Characteristics of memory systems

Memory system Duration Capacity Type of coding Major forgetting
mechanism

Sensory Fraction of All that perceptual Quite direct DECAY
memory a second sensor can deliver representation

of reality

Short term Less than Approximately Indirect chunking DECAY
one minute use terms

Long term Upto many years Almost unlimited Indirect Interference
clustering via
meaningfulness
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It is strange how much you have got to know  before you know how little you know.

Learning. All organisations are interested in highlighting the features of their prod-
ucts and services. They make the consumer aware to know about these features, so that their
behaviour can be influenced. It is through learning that the attitudes, beliefs, values, feelings
are influenced. We learn a lot from our culture social class, family influences and all these also
reflect on our lifestyle. Learning can be described as any change in the content or organisation
of long-term memory. It is a result of information processing. Learning is the key to consumer
behaviour. We learn through and from our culture, subculture, social class, family friends, and
utilise our personal experience, advertising and mass media as shown. These in turn influence
our purchase decision as shown in Fig. 13.2 learning is defined as a permanent change in
behaviour occurring as a result of past experience.

Culture

Subculture

Social class

Family

Friends

Institutions

Personal experience

Advertising

Mass media

Values

Attitudes

Tastes

Preferences

Skills

Feelings

Product/brand features

Symbolic meaning

Behaviour

Purchase decision
and use behaviour

Fig. 13.2
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It is a permanent change in behaviour. Behaviour is both a non-observable activity as
well as overt or open behaviour which can be observed. Learning is relatively a permanent
change. Learning stresses our past experience.

Learning

Learning can be done under a high involvement or low involvement situations. In high
involvement learning situation, the consumer is motivated to learn. If a person wants to buy a
gadget, he tries to learn about it and is motivated. If a person wants to buy a camera, he learns
about cameras. In a low learning situation there is no motivation to learn about the product.
Learning situations are of degrees and, depend on situations as well. In low involvement
learning, consumers do not have any focussed attention on the advertisements like cigarette
Ads, one only glances at the advertisements. The strength of learning can be intensively
influenced by four factors which are, importance, reinforcement, repetition and imagery.

Importance

By this we mean how important is the learning for the consumers about the product. If it is
important for you to learn about cameras before you buy one, it reflects a high involvement
situation.

Reinforcement

Reinforcement is something that increases the likelihood of a response to be repeated in fu-
ture. Reinforcement can be positive or negative. By positive reinforcement we mean a desired
consequence. One feels happy after buying the product. One uses a product, feels happy, and
repeats the procedure. An imaginary response removes the unpleasant consequence. If a tab-
let relieves you from a headache you will continue using it because the negative enforcement.
Punishment is the opposite of reinforcement. It is a consequence that decreases the likelihood
of the response being repeated in the future, e.g., if one deposits money with a company and
does not get good returns this will not be repeated in future.

Repetition

Repetition increases the speed of learning. If a TV commercial is flashed a number of times, it
will register more in the minds of consumers. The exposure must carry important and inter-
esting information.

Importance of the product

Reinforcement—positive and negative

Repetition

Friends

Imagery

Strength of learning

Fig. 13.3 Factors influencing learning
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Imagery

By this we mean whether the advertisement is substantiated or accompanied by images. We
have brand symbols, names, etc. We have messages substantiated by pictures. The pictures
along with the images have a greater impact and can be registered more intensely. The script
in which the name is written also gets registered in the mind. The M of McDonald’s, the script
of Bata, the symbol of Tata. Omega, symbol of Nike, Reebok, etc. are some of the examples
which get deeply registered in the consumer’s mind.

���� �����

“Your mind is like a camera with a memory, it can take several pictures, which you can file for
subsequent use.”

Consumers have prior learning experiences, which are accumulated in their minds. The
total accumulation of past experiences are known as memory. Memory can be divided into
short-term memory or long-term memory.

Short-term memory: It is the memory which can be recalled immediately and, is acti-
vated and in use. It can also be referred to as the working memory, which one can work with
and refer to, whenever required. Short-term memory can give continued repetition of a piece
of information that can be used for problem solving. When elaborate activities are considered,
they ride five involvements in the memory. Elaborate activities make use of previously stored
experiences, values attitudes, beliefs and feelings, to interpret and evaluate information and
add new elements to memory.

Carbonised

Cold

Non-alcoholic

Fun, Picnic, Holiday

Cooling effect

Best soft drink available

Used by young generation

Parties

Fizz

Coca cola
(Brand)

Durability

Standard products

Reliable

Fair price

Universally accepted

Variety

Latest design

Well-managed organisation

Easy availability

Bata
shoes

Fig. 13.4 Fig. 13.5
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Long-term memory: It is a permanent storage in the minds of the consumer. It is
active and can store a variety of information consisting of concepts, decisions, rules, processes,
affective states, etc. This is important to the marketeer because an image of a brand and the
concepts that a consumer had heard about a brand, are made up of  various elements and the
consumer can have a lot of meanings attached to the brand, when the particular brand is
mentioned.

Figures 13.4 and 13.5 explain how one can associate various meanings regarding a brand.
The various factors that come to a consumer’s mind when he thinks of Coca Cola or Bata Shoes
are shown in the figure. Similarly, meanings can be associated to various brands and products
when one thinks of them. These can be recalled both by short-term or long-term memory.

Positioning
Marketeers try to position their brands in the minds of the consumer. It relates to the memory
of brand in relation to competing products. By this, the marketeer tries to enhance the image
of his brand which suits the consumer, promotes the image of the products and the stores as
well. Product position evolves over time, as the marketeer gets to know more about the prefer-
ence of the consumers. Consumers usually have an “ideal brand” concept and, they want to be
as close to the ideal brand as possible. The marketeer also tries to offer a product by position-
ing and repositioning the product which comes as close as possible to the consumer’s ideal
brand. This can be done by finding out the critical dimesnsions which are preferred. In case of
a soft drink, the dimension could be:

If the ideal brand as perceived by the consumer is (X) that is (5,2) on the graph. The
marketeer tries to make a product as close to  the ideal brand as possible.

+ Price

– Price

High price,
prestigious,
distinctive

Light taste
and colour

Dark taste
and colour

(X) (5, 2)

Fig. 13.6

Similarly, if a car has to  have the dimensions as shown in the figure.

H.P.

Modern

L.P.

Traditional
×

Traditional
normal

Low price,
common practical

Modern
fast

Fig. 13.7
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The different consumers refer different combination and have their ideal brand in their
minds. The  marketeer has to find the ideal brand required to cater to the  customer’s satisfaction.

�����
�	�

1. What is perception? How does it help in decision-making?
2. Attention is determined by three factors, comment.
3. What is long-term and short-term memory?
4. What is positioning? Explain with examples.
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Attitude indicates knowledge, feelings and intended action for the given stimulus.

Good attitude does not result from good positions or wealth.

The fact is that people get good positions because of positive attitude.

One’s attitude plays an important role in buying.One’s attitude plays an important role in buying.One’s attitude plays an important role in buying.One’s attitude plays an important role in buying.One’s attitude plays an important role in buying.

The student should understand:The student should understand:The student should understand:The student should understand:The student should understand:

• The meaning of attitudeThe meaning of attitudeThe meaning of attitudeThe meaning of attitudeThe meaning of attitude

• Attitude componentAttitude componentAttitude componentAttitude componentAttitude component

••••• Multi attitude choice modelMulti attitude choice modelMulti attitude choice modelMulti attitude choice modelMulti attitude choice model

••••• Basic choice heuristicsBasic choice heuristicsBasic choice heuristicsBasic choice heuristicsBasic choice heuristics

••••• Marketing inferences and actionMarketing inferences and actionMarketing inferences and actionMarketing inferences and actionMarketing inferences and action
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Consumers of all products are engaged in low, medium and high involvement information
search. There are various questions to be considered.

• How do consumers choose among brand alternatives?
• Do they use any choice rules?
• Do they select best alternatives or reject bad ones?
• How do they find their way amidst many brand alternatives with different attributes?
People have different attitudes (bent of mind) for different products, e.g., many consumers

think of plastic to be cheap, artificial, weak, breakable, non-degradable, environmentally
harmful and not desirable. They have a negative attitude and discourage the use of plastics.

Plastics also create positive attitudes, as it is light, unbreakable, easy to carry, handy.
People do not dislike plastics, but do not know what to do with it after using it.

Attitude is the way we think, we feel and act towards some aspect of the environment.

Stimuli
products
situations
retail outlets
sales person
advertising,
etc.

Affective

Cognitive

Behavioural

Emotions or
feelings about
attribute and
overall object

Beliefs about
specific attribute

Behavioural
intentions with
respective to
specific attribute

Overall
orientation
towards
object

Initiator Component
Evaluation

Component
Manifestation

Attitude

Fig. 14.1 Attitude component and manifestation

Key variables that surpasses all variables in alternative evaluation, is consumer attitude.
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Consumer Attitude and Alternative Evaluation

It presents a summary evaluation of the consumer environment around them.

Definition

Attitude is a learned predisposition to respond in a constant favourable or unfavourable man-
ner, in respect to a given object.

Marketeers try to bombard consumer with information. These may have a positive or
negative effects.

Schematic conception of attitude has three components:
An attitude provides a series of cues to marketeers. They predict future purchases,

redesign marketing effort and make attitude more favourable.
Attitudes indicate knowledge, feelings and intended action for the given stimulus.

Utilitarian Function

In building a favourable attitude towards a product, utilitarian function plays an important
part. It guides consumers in achieving their desired needs and avoiding failure and disap-
pointment, e.g., desire for hi-tech products or after sales service may be the priority of the
customer. Customer builds a favourable attitude if he is satisfied with the function, e.g., safety,
image etc.

Stimuli
(individuals, situations,
social issues, social groups,
and other objects)

Attitude Cognition

Affect

Behaviour

Statements and actions
of feelings, love, affection
and preference.
(I like diet coke or
it has a terrible taste)

Statements and actions
of knowledge and beliefs,
(Diet coke has no calories
competitively priced,
manufactured by a large
company)

Statements and actions
of concerning behaviour
(Decision to purchase
diet coke)

Independent
variables

Intervening
variables

Fig. 14.2  Schematic conception of attitudes

Criticism
1. Assumption that attitude influence

specific and overt behaviour
2. Attempts to minimise importance of

multiple attributes of the stimulus object
Attitude Formation

Value expressive
function

Ego defensive
function

Functions of attitudes
utilitarian function

Fig. 14.3
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Ego Defensive Function

Individuals are attracted towards products that give them protection and enhance their image
in a society. It protects consumers against internal and external anxieties and environment.
Here marketing stimuli and more particularly products become an instrument of the protec-
tion process, e.g., visible prestige products, mouthwash, deodorants, perfumes, make an indi-
vidual more acceptable in a gathering, e.g., mouthwashes are used to avoid anxiety producing
situations. Creams are used for removing pimples from the face.

Value Expressive Function

This helps to maintain self-identity among consumers and lead them to expression and deter-
mination, e.g., Gandhian followers—select handloom and khadi clothes.

Consumer openly expresses opinions that reflect their belief and self concept.

Knowledge Function

The knowledge that listerine stops bad breadth. The knowledge that high cholesterol food is
not good for health.

Consumers want to uphold the values they stand for. As a member of a club, one has to
conform to the attire prescribed by that club.

��� ��
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The advantages of choice rules to consumers are:
• Guidance while decision-making
• Short-cut to decision-making
• Helps to integrate and arrange information to enable quick decisions
• Helps them to take complex decisions.
After recognising the problem and completing information search, the consumer com-

bines and integrates various attributes to facilitate choice making.
Marketeers must know what criteria are available to consumers which may be used and

why? How can marketeers affect choice rules? Purchase decisions may be:
R.R.B.—Routinised Response Behaviour.
L.P.S.—Limited Problem Solving.
E.P.S.—Exteneded Problem Solving.
The above three types of behaviour have already been discussed in the earlier section of

the chapter. For extended problem solving a multi-attribute choice model is used. In this model
if the choice is to be made between various brands of products, their attributes are listed and
weightages on these attributes are given by the customer according to the importance of at-
tributes. These attributes are rated on a scale (1 to 5) and the total is found out. The higher is
the total of ranking, more suitable may be the brand. This is illustrated in the following example.

Consumers use different evaluative criteria in different situations, despite the product
being the same. A plethora of evaluation processes are available. There are complexities of
evaluation of attributes. A buyer of a computer may look for many attributes. This is a very
involving process.
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Product Attributes

Product-bundle of benefit expressed through its attributes desired by its target consumer.
These vary with customers and are determined by their needs, e.g., for a female lipstick buyer,
range of shades, packaging, price and prestige factor are the desired attributes.

Car—styling, low maintenance, fuel economy, price are the desired attributes.
Types of information sought in search behaviour for fulfilling product needs.

Search process
Internal and External

Utility function of
each attribute

Product
attributes

Importance weights
of each attribute

Set of brand
beliefs

Fig. 14.4 Attributes vary with consumer and are determined by consumer needs

Importance of Weights

All attributes are not equally important to different buyers of similar products, e.g., lipstick
buyer may conclude that price is more important than prestige factor, or vice-versa in brand
evaluation. For a car, fuel economy may be more important than styling or vice-versa. Impor-
tance of attributes helps a consumer to reach a balanced evaluation.

Brand Belief

The brand image helps consumers, i.e., believing which brand is more likely to have a particu-
lar attribute, based on consumer perception, and may be at variance with reality, e.g., what a
consumer believes about a brand may not be true.

Utility

By combining the performance levels of salient attributes, consumers can determine utility
and make-up what is called an ‘ideal brand’.

In evaluating, it has to be decided how many brands will be considered. For a mixer/
grinder, a large number or brands are available. This is known as the total set.

Awareness set

The brands one is aware of, as given in Column II of Table 14.1.

Marketing gains are many
1. Marketeers find where their brand ranks in terms of consumer knowledge.
2. It indicates the limits of consumer awareness and recall for the number of brands.
3. Marketeers know how to reinforce their efforts to push their brands in the

consideration set.
4. Prevent from going into inept set.
5. Provide information to meet expectation of consumer.
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Table 14.1 How many brand alternatives to consider?

Example I Selection of a mixer/grinder

I II III IV V VI

Total Awareness Inept Consideration Choice Choice

set set set set set

Singer Singer Maharaja Singer Singer ?

Phillips Phillips Phillips

Inalsa Inalsa Kanchan Inalsa Inalsa Ultimate

Solar Gopi choice

Maharaja Maharaja

Sumit Gopi

Bajaj Kanchan

Gopi

Jaipan

Kanchan

Example II Selection of a washing machine

IFB IFB IFB IFB ?

Whirlpool Whirlpool Videocon Whirlpool Whirlpool

BPL BPL Maharaja BPL BPL Ultimate
choice

LG LG LG

Videocon Sumit

Maharaja

Sumit Sumit Godrej

Godrej Godrej

Brands Brands Brands Brands Brands Ultimate
available potential rejected meeting initial in contention choice
in the buyer is not suitable expectation and with final
market aware of not available evaluative choice

criteria
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They explain how consumers may combine their beliefs about product attributes to form their
attitude about various brand alternatives. A brand which forms the best attitude is chosen.
Consumers go through a standard hierarchy of effects sequence (awareness-interest-desire-
action).

Attitude-Towards-Object (ATO) Model

• Seeks information on importance of brand attributes.
• Belief about the presence or absence of those attributes in brand alternatives.
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• Information on their combined effect in alternative evaluation.

A0 = 
i

n

=
∑

1

 Bi ai

A0 = Overall attitude towards object ‘O’.
Bi = Belief of whether or not object ‘O’ has a particular attribute.
ai = Importance rating of the attributes. Rated on a 1-5 scale in the example shown.
 n = Number of beliefs.

Process: To choose between the 3 cars (Premier, Ambassador and Maruti). First the
attributes are choosen then the weightages are assigned to them, then the importance of these
ratings are decided on a 1 to 5 scale as shown, then a × b gives the value for each attribute.
This is then added for all the attributes, and the final score gives the ratings of the car for the
choice.

Table 14.2

0 1 2 3 4 5

Rated on A 1–5 scale

Attribute Weight Premier Ambassador Maruti

a B a × B B a × B B a × B

Designing 3 3 9 2 6 5 15

Low maintenance cost 2 3 6 2 4 2 4

Fuel efficiency 1 3 3 3 3 5 5

Total 18 13 24

Maruti = Best car
Premier = Average
Ambassador = Worst of the lot
This model fails to consider that often consumer attitude does not equate with behaviour.

Heuristics—rules that guides the search into areas of high probability.

Basic Choice Heuristics

Used for mainly limited problem solving and routine response behaviour.
Broadly speaking, there are five basic choice heuristics as shown:

Choice Heuristics

Lexicographic
heuristics

Conjunctive
heuristics

Affect referral
heuristics

Linear compensatory
heuristics

Disjunctive
heuristics

Fig. 14.5
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Most consumer try to satisfy their purchase goals instead of optiomising them. Most
products require low to mild involvement.

Suppose you want to choose a refrigerator out of the three shown in the example below.
Choices can be made by applying various heuristics as shown in Table 14.3.

Table 14.3

Attributes Weight Godrej Kelvinator Allwyn

Rank Max. 10 Rank Max. 10 Rank Max. 10

Styling 30% 3 9 7 21.0 5 15.0

Economy 25% 5 12.5 2 5.0 7 17.5

Low maintenance 45% 5 22.5 4 18.0 3 13.5

100% 35.9 44.0 46.0

Affect referral heuristics
Consumer uses earlier experiences and memory in brand evaluation. Holistic approach is used,
e.g.,  for salt, tea, cigarettes. This is the simplest of all rules. Brand that fulfilled earlier
requirement will be choosen.

Conjunctive heuristics
This is negative in nature. Many brand alternatives are available with distinct attributes.
Consumers set minimum cut-offs on each attribute, which each brand alternative must possess
to prevent rejection. Minimum cut off is three. Then Kelvinator will be dropped, i.e., 2/10 on
economy. Weighs negative information.

Lexicographic heuristics
This is positive in nature. Brand attribute scoring the highest on most important attribute
according to the customer is chosen. Godrej will be chosen. It scores five on low maintenance.

Linear compensatory heuristics
Consumer permits strength of a particular brand attribute to compensate for the weakness of
another attribute. Choose the best—Allwyn. It scores the maximum of 46 marks, and if linear
compensatory heuristics is used, the automatic choice will be Allwyn.

Disjunctive heuristics
Used infrequently, also, sets minimum cut-off points for every brand attribute. But here only
salient brand attribute (on basis of weights) is considered. Brand must clear minimum cut-off
on dominant attributes.

Godrej clears the minimum criteria of three points. It has at least three points for each
attribute, and it also scores the maximum of five points on the most salient attribute, that is
low maintenance. So, if disjunctive heuristics is applied. Godrej will be chosen. Similarly, by
giving weightages to various brands and scoring on 1 to 5 scale, brands can be chosen. This
applies to extended problem solving where the involvement is high, the risk is high, cost is
high and a rational choice is to be made.

Choice for Personal Telephone Service Decisions

Compensatory: Personal telephone selected by balancing the good ratings against bad.
Conjective rule: Selected the one that had no bad features.
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Disjunctive rule: Selected the one that excelled in atleast one attribute.
Lexicographic rule: Chose that one which ranked highest on the most important their

telephone.
Affect referral rule: Everything the company does is outstanding. Therefore, I bought

their telephone.
Table 14.4 Examples of attributes

Personal computer Shaving cream Watches Air conditioners

Processing speed Frangrance Wrist Band BTUS

Price Price Alarm Piece Efficiency

Type of displays Size Water resistant Quietness

Disk size Smoothness of shave Quartz movement Warranty

Popular Russian Consistency Size of face Price

Software

Laptop or desktop

Marketeers may modify their products according to consumer ratings.
Marketeers may modify consumer beliefs through proper communication.
For competitive evaluation alter the consumer belief, either by running down competi-

tive products, or by a positive role to give new focus on neglected attributes. This can also be
done by manipulating the product.

The acid test for marketing effectiveness is whether the consumer is led to a practical
purchase action or not.

Table 14.5 Areas of marketing inferences and action

Area Inferences Actions

Market Segment the market on the basis Market product on basis of lifestyle
identification of product attributes, beliefs, and benefit segmentation

attractive benefit, beliefs and
product benefit belief.

Competitive analysis Possibility of attractive beliefs Change product attributes
and benefit manipulation
Positioning the product Contingency review product positioning

with proper consumer support
Marketing mix Sources of ideas of new product Use consumer perception and attitude

to design new product
Communication has impact on Enrich consumer with fresh and distinct
comfort and earning information
Impact of price evaluation Price perception should be made in line
matrix with brand image
Dist. outlet about product image Encourage dist. in consumer evaluation

Making positive Need to keep an eye on Create exclusive segments of consumer
opportunity analysis demographic and social changes demographics
Attitude Attitude is an indicator of brand Strengthen the positive attitude and
formation and preference and behaviour modify unsuitable ones by a variety of
measurement means

Continuous feel of the market is Develop regular attitude checking
essential system.
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1. What is meant by consumer attitude? What are its components and functions?
2. “Attributes vary with consumer and are determined by consumer needs.” Elaborate and

explain the above statement.
3. What is an ATO model? How does it help you to make choices of products that require

extensive problem solving?
4. Illustrate the method of choosing between various cars by the ATO model with the

information given:
Cars: WagonR, Santro, Indica, Zen, Matiz.
Attributes: Fuel economy, Cost, Comfort, Style, Utility.
Assign weightages to the attributes and choose on a 1 to 10 scale.
Note: Refer example given in Table 14.2.
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Business exists for creating customers, more customers, and many more customers.

Problem recognition is the first stage in the decision-making process. It explains:Problem recognition is the first stage in the decision-making process. It explains:Problem recognition is the first stage in the decision-making process. It explains:Problem recognition is the first stage in the decision-making process. It explains:Problem recognition is the first stage in the decision-making process. It explains:

• Three types of decision-makingThree types of decision-makingThree types of decision-makingThree types of decision-makingThree types of decision-making

• Gap between the existing and desired consumer positionGap between the existing and desired consumer positionGap between the existing and desired consumer positionGap between the existing and desired consumer positionGap between the existing and desired consumer position

• Market strategy and problem recognition.Market strategy and problem recognition.Market strategy and problem recognition.Market strategy and problem recognition.Market strategy and problem recognition.
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“A decision is the selection of an action from two or more alternative choices.”
Everyday we take many decisions and sometimes stopping to think how we make these decisions
and what is involved in its process. Before we take up a simple model of decision making. The
consumer-related models of decision making are discussed below:

(i) Economic Man Model: Customer is characterized as an Economic MAN and he
makes rational decision.

(ii) Passive Man Model: It is opposite to Economic Man model and describes the
consumer as inpulsive and irrational purchasers. They are ready to yield to the tactics of the
consumer. The salesman takes the consumer through H stages (AIDA). These are:

Attention
Interest
Desire
Action
These models are also discussed in the chapter on Models of consumer behaviour.

(iii) Cognitive Man Model: It portrays the consumer as a thinking problem solver. It
focusses on the process by which consumers seek and evaluate information on selecting brands
and retail outlets. The information seeking is stopped as soon as sufficient information is
received. It develops shortcut decisions. The consumer avoids Information Load i.e., too much
information.

The figure shows the INPUT, PROCESS and OUTPUT MODEL of decision making.
The input factors are the external influences which are the 4 Ps of marketing. These socio
cultural background of family, social class culture etc. forms the input. It is what the consumer
is influenced by or what goes into his mind. This is known as input.

Next follows the process of decision making. These need recognition; prepurchase search
which are dealt with in separate chapters in this book. These alongwith the psychological
factors of motivation, perception, learning, personality, attitude and experience form the con-
stituents of Decision Making.

Next is the post-purchase decison behaviour that is whether the product is bought or
not, and whether it is taken for trial or purchased right away. The real test is the repeat
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purchases. Repeat purchases confirm that product is liked by the consumer. Then we have the
post-purchase evaluation, whether the customer is satisfied or not.

Socio-cultural Environment
1. Family
2. Informal sources
3. Other noncommercial sources
4. Social class
5. Subculture and culture

Consumer Decision Making

Need
Recognition

Prepurchase
Search

Evaluation
of

Alternatives

Psychological Field
1. Motivation
2. Perception
3. Learning
4. Personality
5. Attitudes

Experience

Post-decision Behaviour

Purchase
1. Trial
2. Repeat purchase

Post-purchase
Evaluation

Input

Process

Output

Firm’s Marketing Efforts
1. Product
2. Promotion
3. Price
4. Channels of distribution

External Influences

Fig. 15.1 A simple model of consumer decision making
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There are five stages in consumer decision making:
1. Problem recognition: A consumer recognises a need to buy a product.
2. Information search: Attempt is made to gain knowledge about the product.
3. Evaluation and alternatives: The products which can fulfil the needs are evaluated in

terms of plus and minus points.
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4. Purchase action: The actual purchase is made from store after consideration of a
number of factors.

5. Post-purchase behaviour (followed sequentially): This is how a consumer feels after
using the product, i.e., satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

Importance of Problem Recognition (Need Recognition) or Identification of Needs
It is the first stage in decision-making.

Problem recognition explains:
1. Why a buyer buys.
2. Gives definite direction to subsequent purchase behaviour.
3. Helps the marketeer exert his influence, so that the need is to be recognised. A virtual

circle exists between them (problem recognition and marketeers stimuli).
The figure shows three types of decision-making:

Need recognition

Marketeer’s stimuli

Fig. 15.2

(i) Habitual decision-making or routinised response behaviour: Here the information
search is low, the risk is low and the involvement is also low. These are products which are
bought with greater frequency like a toothpaste, shaving cream, blades, cosmetics, etc. There
is hardly any dissonance and very limited evaluation.

(ii) Limited decision-making: This is for products which have a higher time, risk and
money involvement. In this, information search takes place and the buyer wants to find out a
number of features, attributes and aspects of the product before finally making a decision to
purchase. The purchase is for items like a TV, computer, a machine, motor cycle, etc. In this
there can be limited dissonance if the product does not perform upto expectations.

(iii) Extended problem solving: In this category, the risk involved is high, the money
involvement is much more. The goods are not purchased frequently. These involve a lot of
information search and greater physical activity for finding out about the attributes of the
products. These items include a house, a motor car, jewellery or something which is valued
most. A professional photographer who is keen on taking pictures of very high quality, with a
lot of gadgets may also go into his purchases after being highly involved in the same. He may
have to undertake a high degree of information search, which is both internal and external.
Extended problem solving is carried out in case of

• High-priced products
• Medical products associated with risk
• Automobiles associated with functions
• Complex products (computers)
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• Products associated with one’s ego or emotions (clothings, cosmetics etc.)

• When the product is of great interest to the consumer. It is identified with the norms
of the group (all steps shown in Fig. 15.3).

Problem recognition
Selective

Information search
Limited internal

Problem recognition
Generic

Information search
Internal
Limited external

Alternative evaluation
Few attributes
Simple decision rules
Few alternatives

Purchase

Post-purchase
Little/no dissonance
Limited evaluation

Purchase

Post-purchase
No dissonance
Very limited evaluation

Problem recognition
Generic

Information search
Internal
External

Alternative evaluation
Many attributes
Complex decision rules
Many alternatives

Purchase

Post-purchase
Dissonance
Complex evaluation

Habitual decision-making Limited decision-making Extended decision-making

Low-purchase involvement High-purchase involvement

Fig 15.3 A consumer-marketeer nexus

Dissonance

In this type of decision making, one can feel pre- and post-purchase dissonance. Pre-purchase
dissonance is when one gets confused with the many choices available and is unable to buy
with the number of choices available and avoids the risk of not buying the best.

Post-purchase dissonance occurs when the product is not upto one’s expectations and
does not match with the need. This arouses anxiety and dissatisfaction with the product. This
is known as post-purchase dissonance, because it is experienced after the purchase.

Problem Recognition

Problem recognition occurs whenever consumption situations exist. Many situations prompt a
consumer to buy. Some situations are common and can’t be recalled. Some are special and can
be recallled. This depends on the degree of involvement. Some purchases are recognised and
concluded on the spur of the moment. These are impulse purchases.
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Threshold Level

In problem recognition, this refers to the minimum amount of tension, energy or intensity
which is necessary for the feeling or “need” to occur. Tension can be increased by enhancing
peer comparison.

Explanation of Problem Recognition

Problem recognition is a perceived gap between existing and desired consumer position. Exist-
ing consumer position is how one feels presently about the product.

Desired position is his expectation and anticipation about the products. The gap then
results in natural fashion. As the consumers grows financially, physically and psychologically,
a perceived gap is created between the existing and desired position, e.g., growing child first
needs a tricycle, then a bicycle, and then a motor cycle. Marketing stimuli influences the cur-
rent or desired state of mind or both.

Perceived gap/discrepancy
tension (threshold level)
problem recognition

Recognition of new
need situation

Generation of new
wants

Availability of new
product offering

Effect of synergy
of products

New marketing
effort

Stock out

Dissatisfaction with
present stock

Decrease in funds

Enhancement in
funds

Marketing effort

Desired consumer
position

Existing consumer
position

Contributed by

Problem recognition

Every gap does not cross
the threshold level.
Marketeers increase the gap
and increases the tension
level so that purchase can
be made

How consumer feels presently
about the given product

His expectation from the
composition of a new product

Process and factors of
problem recognition

Fig. 15.4 An overview of problem recognition

At the current state of mind, the marketeer may induce dissatisfaction in a current in
use product or, project their obsoleteness of style and technology. Most efforts are made to
condition the state of mind so that the new products are desired and bought.

Desired consumer position is achieved by advertising a new use of the product or,
introducing new accessories or promising his satisfaction. The consumer gets tempted to buy
new products, i.e., picture in picture television, bike with gears, easy credit facility, etc. These
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new attributes and facilities lure and, customers fall for the effective marketing strategies,
and use the advertised products to their satisfaction and delight.

The gap between the existing and desired state of mind is provided by the marketing
stimuli. Every gap will not lead to a purchase but, has to cross a threshold level to become a
felt need, which will lead to purchases.

The marketing effort is not only to increase the gap between the existing  and desired
state of mind, but also to increase the tension level where need recognition is ensured.
Marketeers therefore make efforts to provide easy payment facility (credit), or through bank
loans and other financing companies. They also try to compare the consumers with their peers.
All  these tactics of marketing lead to problem recognition, which leads to felt need and then to
purchase. Without problem recognition there is no need for a decision process. Problem recog-
nition occurs when there is a discrepancy between the actual and the desired state. The degree
to which it is out of alignment is also important. The desire to resolve a problem depends on
the (a) magnitude of discrepancy and (b) the relative importance of the problem, e.g., if the
discrepancy is small, a decision may not be made. Sometimes, the discrepancy is large but the
importance is small, so a decision may not be required, because of budget constraints, time
constraints, or both, or other more important problems like housing utilities etc. e.g., if an
individuals using a Bajaj Scooter for a long time and has been recommended an LML, which
may have some advantage on driving comfort or on mileage, which may not be very substan-
tial. The discrepancy may not be large enough to prompt him to change to a new scooter.

Also, if an individual has to change his scooter which is already serving his purpose but
he had other more pressing problems which may concern the house or his children. He may
tend to ignore the scooter problem and give greater preference to more pressing domestic
engagements and other more important work which would be given preference in comparison
to his own scooter problem.

The desire to resolve a recognised problem is therefore of relative importance. An indi-
vidual tries to resolve a problem when it is convenient for him in terms of money, involvement,
nature of the problem to be solved and the advantages in changing over to a new situation or
a new product.

Types of consumer problems may be active or inactive. Active is one in which the con-
sumer is aware or will become aware of, in the normal course of events, e.g., consumer is aware
of the gas lighter but insists on safety measures. A consumer may be aware of the advantages
of flying, yet is scared to do so.

Inactive Problem

When the consumer is not yet aware of the gas lighter or he may not be aware of the advan-
tages of a cell phone. The marketeer must activate the problem recognition.

Marketing strategy and problem recognition
Marketeers are concerned with the following:

1. What problems consumers are facing.
2. Managers must know what market mix to develop to solve the problem.
3. They actually want the consumers to recognise the problem.
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4. Sometime managers suppress problem recognition.
(i) Managers get to know the problem by intention and determine what improvements

can be made but, the problem identified by managers may be of low importance to
the consumer, therefore, the problem is found by survey, focus group interviews,
product analysis, problem analysis or activity analysis, human factor research, or
emotion research.

Activity analysis focusses on a particular activity—maintaining a lawn, preparing din-
ner, lighting the fire place.

Product analysis deals with the use of product, e.g., lawn mower, microwave oven.
Problem analysis takes an opposite approach. It states the problems and asks respond-

ents to associate a product brand or activity with it.
• Packages are hard to open.
• Does not pour well.
• Packages of ___ do not fit in the frigidaire.
• Packages of ___ waste too many resources.
Human factor research attempts to determine human capabilities in area of vision,

strength, response time, fatigue.
Emotions research marketeers find the role of emotions in decision-making, i.e., emo-

tions associated with certain products or brands.

Developing Marketing Mix

Once the problem is recognised, a marketing mix be offered to solve the problem—product
development or alteration, modifying channels of distribution, changing pricing policy, revis-
ing advertising strategy. Many people want to remain slim or away from diabetes, yet want to
enjoy sweets. Sugar free is their solution.

Weekend stores and night stores provide more shopping time. When you are financially
independent you are exposed to insurance and credit cards to solve your future problems.

Activating Problem Recognition

By increasing the importance and magnitude of discrepancy, advertising benefits promote a
sense of excitement and personal freedom, questioning the perception of the existing state (are
you satisfied with the present offer?).

Consumers often realise a problem when it has already occurred, and they can not do
much about it, e.g., becoming aware of insurance after the accident.

• Want emergency medicines when they are seriously ill and cannot do much.

• Want flowers and forgot to plant them.

Marketeers help solve such problems after they arise. Pharmacists can make home de-
liveries. They should try to  trigger the problem recognition in advance of the actual problem.

Suppressing Problem Recognition

In case of tobacco selling, they undermine the role of cigarettes as injurious, with such adver-
tisement as “Alive with pleasure”. They minimise problem recognition of it being injurious.
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Thus, problem recognition plays an important part as the first step in decision making.
The marketeers learn of the problem of the consumer, their needs and accordingly formulate a
strategy.

��	������

1. What are the stages in the decision-making process? Explain briefly.
2. When does problem recognition occur?  Explain the perceived gap and the threshold

level.
3. Suggest a market strategy for problem recognition.
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The cost is long forgotten but the quality is remembered forever.

Information search is required for gathering information about products/services to beInformation search is required for gathering information about products/services to beInformation search is required for gathering information about products/services to beInformation search is required for gathering information about products/services to beInformation search is required for gathering information about products/services to be
able to make a correct choice.able to make a correct choice.able to make a correct choice.able to make a correct choice.able to make a correct choice.

The students must understand:The students must understand:The students must understand:The students must understand:The students must understand:

• The sources of informationThe sources of informationThe sources of informationThe sources of informationThe sources of information

• High and low information searchHigh and low information searchHigh and low information searchHigh and low information searchHigh and low information search

••••• Market strategiesMarket strategiesMarket strategiesMarket strategiesMarket strategies
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Information search starts the moment a need is recognised. It is a deliberate attempt to gain
appropriate knowledge about products. Knowledge of brands and their important characteris-
tics, and knowledge of stores from where to purchase the goods is gained. Optimum amount of
information is required for making a proper choice. Consumers gather information, they then
understand (perceive) by selecting, organising and interpreting it.

Acquisition process Type of involvement
On going search Enduring involvement (computer)
Pruchase specific search Situational involvement
Passive acquisition Low involvement.

Questions Faced by Marketeer

1. What are the types of information search, and what are their determinants?
2. What is the appropriate information load that can be handled by customers?

Marketing mix and

Fig. 16.1 Information search for high involvement consumer durables.
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3. How can marketeers help facilitate the information search?
4. Which source of information is used by the customer?

Types of Information Search

• Internal search: It is sufficient in case of loyality decisions and impulsive purchases.
Internal search is also done for routine response behaviour and limited problem
solving.

• External Search: It is a mediated, planned and rational pursuit of information for
high involvement purchase decision, i.e., extensive problem solving.

• Passive Search: Low involvement—use repetitive advertising use T.V. Emphasize
Price Promotion and in-store marketing stimuli.

• Active Information Search: Marketeer must vary message content frequently. Use
Print Media. Emphasize advertising and emphasize marketing before customer enters
store.

• Hedonic Search: In this, sensory stimuli dominates. There is ongoing information
search. Personal sources are more important symbols and imagery is most effective.

• Utilitarian Search: Product attributes are more important for purchase. There is
specific information serach. Non-personal sources are more important. Product
information is more effective.

Information Overload

Jacob Jacoby and Associates developed this concept, which cautions marketeers against the
popular assumption “If some information is good, then more information must be better”.

Too much information confuses the consumer, and with more information, often poor
decisions are made. Increasing package information adversely affects the ability to choose best
brands.

Sources of Information

(i) Controlled by marketeers:
(a) Advertising: Provides about 35 per cent to 50 per cent information  sought. It is

the most important sources of information.
(b) In-store promotion: e.g., display prices, danglers, brochures, technical reports,

summaries.
(c) Information on distribution support: Yellow pages.
(d) Package information: Colour, design, ingredientts and mode of using.
(e) Sales personnel: Consumer durables, furniture, electronic, clothing indigenous

products.
(f) Samples and demonstrations (most important): Create a favourable impact for

marketeers.
(ii) Outside marketeer’s control:
Personal friends, independent consumer reports, new articles shopping columns.
Some sources are face to face, others are non-personal in nature (advertisement and

publicity, etc.).
There are many situations which lead to high or low information search.
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Factors Leading to High Information Search

1. If one feels that there will be more benefit by undertaking a search—search is high.
2. If there is greater involvement in the product, i.e., a camera bought by a professional

photographer or, a racket chosen by a professional tennis player.
3. If one likes shopping and enjoys it—search is high.
4. If more time is available—high search.
5. If one is mobile and can go from place to place, i.e., his movement is not restricted—

high information search.
6. If one can process the information easily about the product one wants to buy. It leads

to high information search.
7. If many attributes are to be evaluated and one is interested in many attributes and

their mix—high information search.
8. If there is a little product knowledge and experience it leads to high risk. Therefore,

more information search is required.
9. If there is more product differentiation high price is charged.

Internal

Information sources

External

Actively
acquired

Passively

Past
purchase

Personal
experience

Low
involvement

learning

Indigenous
gross

purchase

Personal
contact

Marketeer
information

Experiential

Actively
acquired

Fig. 16.2 Information sources

Factors Leading to Low Information Search

1. If the cost of the information search is high—it leads to low information search.
2. If  one relies on his past experience of  purchases—low information search.
3. If one is satisfied with existing brands he is using he will go for—low information

search.
4. If there is social pressure of friends and relatives to buy a particular product—low

information search.
5. If one has low confidence in dealing with information or, cannot process much infor-

mation—low information search.
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For external information search, certain measures are taken.

1. Number of stores visited

2. Number of alternatives considered
3. Number of personal sources used
4. Overall or combination measures

Consumers can be classified as:
1. Non-searchers
2. Limited information searchers
3. Extended information searchers

Cost vs. Benefit Analysis

Benefits can be (a) tangible, i.e., lower price preferred style, more quantity, better quality; (b)
Intangible—reduced risk, greater confidence even providing enjoyment.

It has been observed that 50 per cent of the appliance buyers do little, or no external
search as they do not perceive enough benefits from it.

Benefits obtained
Financial
Psychological
Physical
Product

Cost of search
Out of pocket expenses
Psychological
Time
Activities missed

Do the
benefits
exceed
expected cost

No

Yes

Terminate search

Continue
search effort

Fig. 16.3 Cost and benefit guide.

Cost

No search is also done because of the cost incurred. It can be both monetary and  non-mon-
etary, i.e., money used in transportation, lost time, lost wages, lost opportunities.

Non-monetary may include psychological and physical cost, frustration cost, conflict
between search and other activities fatigue, etc.

When a consumer undertakes a search, he comes across various brands and has to choose
from them. Some brands are considered out of the total set of brands available (see Table 16.2).

We thus have:
Total set: All the brands available in the market.
Awareness set: Brands potential buyer is aware of.
Inept set: Not suitable/rejected.
Considerations set (Evoked set): Brand to be considered.
Choice set: In contention with final choice.
Choice: Ultimate choice.
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Table 16.1 Factors that influence cost and benefit

Influencing factor Effect of increasing the
influencing factor

Market character

Number of alternatives Increases search

Price range Increases search

Store concentration Increases search

Information availability Increases search

(This includes—advertisements,
point of purchase, sales personnel,
packaging)

Product character

Price Increases search

Differentiation Increases search

Positive products Increases search

(These are products which the

customer enjoys buying like a
camera, tennis racket, good food, etc.
Negative products, negative
reinforcement which the customer
avoids; i.e., inoculation, modicine, etc.)

Consumer Character

Learning and experience Decreases search

Shopping orientation Knowledge of consumption
about existing product

Social status Increases search

Age and household lifecycle Age is inversely proportional
to search. Also new stage of
L.C. requires more search.

Perceived risk Increases search

Situation Character

Time availability Increases search

Purchase for self Decreases search

Pleasant surroundings Increases search

Physical/Mental energy Increases search

Social surroundings Mixed search

Pleasant surroundings tends to Increase search.
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Table 16.2 Sets that lead to choice

Total Awareness Inept Consideration Choice Choice
set set set set set

Godrej Godrej Voltas LG LG LG

Samsung LG Samsung Videocon Videocon

LG Videocon Godrej Kelvinator

Kelvinator Kelvinator BPL

Videocon BPL

Allwyn

BPL

Voltas

Table 16.3 Marketing strategy based on information search process

Brand R.R.B. Limited Extended
position D.M. D.M.

Brand in Maintenance Capture Preference
evoked set Strategy Strategy
(consideration)

Brand not Disrupt Intercept Acceptance
in evoked set Strategy Strategy Strategy
(consideration)

To design market strategies, the nature of search is to be considered, i.e., R.R.B., L.P.S.,
E.P.S. and the nature of the evoked set (This influences the direction of search). This gives rise
to six strategies.

Maintenance Structure

If the brand is purchased habitually, the strategy is to  maintain that behaviour. Attention is
to be paid to product quality, avoiding out of stock situation, reinforcement, advertising. Also
defend against the competitor’s move which might be disruptive to the brand. Maintain prod-
uct development, give rebates, P.O.P. displays, etc.

Disruptive Structure

If the brand is not in the evoked set and the decision is habitual, we must disrupt the existing
decision-making process. It is a difficult task. A major product improvement must be made.
Attention attracting advertising should be done. Free samples, coupons, rebates and tie-in-
sales can disrupt habitual decision-making.

Capture Structure, Limited Decision-making and Evoked Brand

Limited decision-making involves few brands which are evaluated on price or availability.
Information search is mostly done at P.O.P. and through available media prior to purchase.
Strategy is to catch as much of the market share as possible/practical. In limited search, the
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marketeer tries to supply information of his brand by cooperative advertising. He must also
maintain product quality and adequate distribution.

Intercept Structure, Limited Decision-making and not Evoked Set
(Consideration Set)

Marketeer has to intercept the consumer during a search on brands in evoked set. Emphasis
will be on local media with cooperative advertisement, P.O.P. displays, shelf space, package
design. Consumer’s attention is to be drawn as the brand is not in the evoked set. Coupons can
also be effective. Low involvement learning, product improvement and free samples can also
be used.

Preference Structure, Extended Decision-making and Evoked Set

Extended decision-making involves several brands, several attributes and many information
sources. We have to have a campaign that will result in the target market preferring our brand.

We should be strong in the attributes preferred by the target markets. Extensive adver-
tising campaigns must be undertaken to impart information to groups. Groups be encouraged
to test the brand. Extra motivation be given to salesmen. Pamphlets be provided.

Acceptance Structure

It is used in extended decision-making and for the brands that are not in the evoked set.
Similar to preference structure brand is not in evoked set, therefore, the customer is not

seeking information about the product. Motivate customer to learn about the brand and visit
showrooms. Besides preferred strategies, effort should be made to bring the brand in the evoked
set by extended advertisement and imparting information.

Marketing Implications of Research Behaviour are Broad Ranging

It makes marketeers aware of how customers search for information. They can help the customer
and facilitate the search process to match with their marketing stimuli. Marketeers influence
search process by advertising product and packaging and pricing policies.

Marketeers’ Influence on Information Search

Through areas of advertising, product and packaging policies and pricing.
Advertising: Complex due to selective reception and perception. With time, audience

erosion occurs, constant review is important. Audience may not be attentive to the advertise-
ment.

Review is the key word: To present an attractive packaging, one should vary the packag-
ing and design of the product.

Product and packaging: Use words like ‘new’, ‘improved’, ‘better’, or ‘power’ packed.
Change in package design and colour, periodically helps to push information through. It stimu-
lates the consumer and, pushes the information through the threshold level. These adjectives
help the consumer to break the threshold level faster, so that the purchases are expedited.

Pricing: Review pricing permutations and combinations to convey desired price quality
perception. Most people are sensitive to price variations. This strategy is commonly used.
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1. What are the various types of information search, and what is marketeer’s role in infor-
mation search?

2. What are the sources of information and the factors leading to high and low information
search?

3. What are various sets for making the choice of a brand?
4. How are marketing strategies based on information search?

Note: For more examples see Chapter 14.
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The selection of outlet is given due importance by the customer. The reader must understand:The selection of outlet is given due importance by the customer. The reader must understand:The selection of outlet is given due importance by the customer. The reader must understand:The selection of outlet is given due importance by the customer. The reader must understand:The selection of outlet is given due importance by the customer. The reader must understand:

• The importance and dimensions of the outletThe importance and dimensions of the outletThe importance and dimensions of the outletThe importance and dimensions of the outletThe importance and dimensions of the outlet

• Customer characteristics and risks involvedCustomer characteristics and risks involvedCustomer characteristics and risks involvedCustomer characteristics and risks involvedCustomer characteristics and risks involved
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••••• Store atmosphericsStore atmosphericsStore atmosphericsStore atmosphericsStore atmospherics

Customer satisfaction is affordable and profitable because the customer

becomes your salesman forever.
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As the number of products and brands are increasing in the market, so are the retail outlets,
and it becomes very confusing for the customer to choose the retail stores. The selecting  of a
retail store also involves almost the same process as selecting a brand. A retail outlet relates to
a service or a product which caters to the consumer. The retail trade occurs from the stores,
but it also occurs from catalogues, direct mail via print media, television and radio. Retailing
is also done in weekly markets which are put up in different areas of a city on different days. It
is also done from consumer to consumer, by means of various media. It has become very
challenging and exciting, both for consumers and marketeers. The consumer may give first
preference to the store or the product or, he may give equal importance to both. Sometimes,
one prefers a store first, where he can get friendly and logical advice to buy the product, and
prefers to buy a product/brand of second priority, if he is assured of proper service and proper
guidance, rather then buying a product of his choice on first priority and missing out on other
important aspects of purchase.

We shall therefore first study the purchase process. This is a decision-making process
and consists of 5 steps as shown in the diagram. The steps how separately been dealt in detail
in individual chapters.

Consumer Purchase Process

The decision-making process consists of a series of steps which the consumer undergoes. First
of all, the decision is made to solve a problem of any kind. This may be the problem of creating
a cool atmosphere in your home.

For this, information search is carried out, to find how the cool atmosphere can be pro-
vided, e.g. by an air-conditioner or, by a water-cooler. This leads to the evaluation of alterna-
tives and a cost benefit-analysis is made to decide which product and brand image will be
suitable, and can take care of the problem suitably and adequately, Thereafter the purchase is
made and the product is used by the consumer. The constant use of the product leads to the
satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the consumer, which leads to repeat purchases, or to the rejec-
tion of the product.

The marketing strategy is successful if consumers can see a need which a company’s
product can solve and, offers the best solution to the problem. For a successful strategy, the
marketeer must lay emphasis on the product/brand image in the consumer’s mind. Position
the product according to the customers’ likes and dislikes. The brand which matches the desired
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image of a target market sells well. Sales are important and sales are likely to occur if the
initial consumer analysis was correct and matches the consumer decision process. Satisfaction
of the consumer, after the sales have been effected, is important for repeat purchase. It is more
profitable to retain existing customers, rather than looking for new ones. The figure below
gives an idea of the above discussion.

Problem recognition

Information search
external and internal

Evaluation and selection

Store choice and purchases

Post-purchase behaviour

Fig. 17.1 Decision process

Consumer
decision process

Company’s
total product

Competitors
total product

Superior value
expected Sales

Customer
satisfaction

Perceived
value delivered

Fig. 17.2 Creating satisfied customers

Source: Adapted from Hawkins, Best and Coney, Implementation of Marketing Strategy.
The selection of retail outlet therefore, can be made considering a number of factors.

These are: outlet image, advertising, outlet location and size consumer characteristics.

Outlet Image

It is the perception of the consumer about the store. It concerns all the attributes associated
with the store. It can be perceived on the following dimensions.

Table 17.1

Dimensions Components

Merchandise Service Quality, selection, style, price, place, sales personnel, easy
    return, credit and delivery.

Clientele Types of customers frequenting the store.
Physical facilities Cleanliness, store layout, shopping ease and attractiveness.
Convenience Location and parking
Promotion Advertising, P.O.P. displays.
Store atmosphere Atmospherics, ambience, fun, excitement, comfort, etc.
Institutional Store reputation

Post-transaction Satisfaction
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The table gives dimensions of store image. Marketeers make extensive use of these
dimensions to formulate retail strategies. First they try to project a favourable image; sec-
ondly they try to group customers with similar wants, and they try to coordinate the two
together, to be effective as a retail store. Some stores which try to be “everything to all custom-
ers” fail miserably, as their image is not focussed in a proper manner. The target market must
be well defined. There can be junior stores, senior stores, veteran stores, feminine stores, low-
priced stores, elite stores, etc. Some stores concentrate on providing service when it is not
available easily. They provide service all round the clock, and give a lot of importance to serv-
ice. All these aspects create image in the minds of the consumer.

Advertising

Retailers use price advertising and attract people to stores. People usually come to buy the
advertised items and also end up buying other products. Sales of additional items is known as
spillover sales. Price is also an important factor for purchasing the product and, at least three
decisions in this regard are necessary:

1. How much discount should be given?
2. How long should the discount last?
3. How should the information be given to the target customer?
4. Should preference or comparison price be used?
Consumers perceive price advertisement as reduction in price. Many advertisers project

the regular price, as well as the offered price, showing a discount or a substantial savings.
Reference price is the price compared with other products on sale. Other factors like product
category, brand, initial price level, consumer group and retail outlet is also to be considered in
price advertising.

Outlet Location and Size

For the location of the store, convenience is the important factor. The consumers tend to buy
from the store that is closest to them. All other things being equal, larger stores are preferred
to smaller stores. People will go to smaller stores or nearby stores for minor items, but for
purchasing items of high value, or speciality items, people will take the trouble of going to
distant places and choose the best.

Location creates an impact on the consumer. Travel time to reach the store is an impor-
tant factor. If it takes more than 15 minutes to reach the store and if there are traffic jams in
the way it is a hinderance or a barrier in the way of shopping for many consumers. The square
feet of floor space is also an important factor.

Consumers like ample space to move around and want to see the displays and the prod-
ucts closely. Location of the store may not be so much importance to many as may be other
variables like the price, the variety, store quality and cleanliness and the ambience of the
store. Stores in attractive surroundings are preferred to those in unattractive surroundings.

Consumer Characteristics

Consumer characteristics must be studied because it gives an idea of the consumer. Different
consumers have different reasons and different desires for shopping. Some buy for convenience
others for an image, some others for fulfilling obligations, etc. In this connection, perceived
risk and shopper orientation are quite important.
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Perceived Risk

The risks that are perceived by the consumer are of various types. They are social or economical
risk, and these differ from consumer to consumer. Economic risks are concerned with monetary
aspects. Whereas, social risk is concerned with the approval of the society. The way one does
one’s hairstyling, the choice of clothes, jewellery. Some products can have both big social and
economic risk. These can be living room furniture or automobiles. Some products may be low
in both economic and social risk, e.g., items of low value such as pencils, pens, socks, kitchen
appliances, etc. Perceived risk therefore comes under both consumer characteristics and product
characteristics. These give a lot of information to retailers for formulating a retailing strategy.
Following risks could be involved.

Financial risk → paying more.
Social risk → does not meet the approval of social group.
Psychological risk → loss of self-esteem. Others buying at cheaper rates.
Performance risk → not performing.
Physical risk → bodily harm, faulty brakes adulterated food etc.

Table 17.2 Social and economic risks

Economic risk
Social risk

Low High

Low Wine (home use) Personal computers
Socks Auto repairs
Kitchen suppliers Clothes washer
Pens/Pencils Insurance
Gasoline Doctor/Lawyer

High Fashion accessories Business suits
Hairstyles Living room furniture
Gifts (inexpensive) Automobile
Wine (entertaining) Snow board

Aerobics suits Skin suit

Source: Taken from Hawkins, Best and Coney, covering p. 495.
These risks are to be reduced in a number of ways. In traditional stores, quality prod-

ucts and famous brand names must be kept for the consumer. Toll-free service may be pro-
vided, other facilities like 24-hour service may be provided with trained staff and 100 per cent
satisfaction guarantee. Economic risk can be reduced through warranties and other price poli-
cies. Social risk is harder to reduce and skilled sale force and known brands should be used.

Shopping Orientation

There are many reasons for shopping. It may be for acquiring a product, or for making social
interaction, or for exercise, or just for looking around and gaining more product knowledge. It
can also be for exercising the physical parts and mental faculties. These motives may be differ-
ent for different individuals and the purpose for shopping may also vary.

Thus, by shopping orientation we mean, what emphasis is put on various activities or,
the reasons we have for shopping. Shoppers are therefore categorised into seven different
categories, as given below:
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Inactive shoppers

They do not enjoy shopping and are not concerned much with price, product selection, etc.
They have a restricted lifestyle and restricted interest in shopping.

Active shoppers
They enjoy shopping, and like to find out about various products. They are knowledgable and
balance price with quality, fashion, attributes, etc.

Service shoppers

They give importance to service by the shopkeepers. Both in-store and after-sales service is
their main consideration.

Traditional shoppers

They are active shoppers and engage in outdoor activities. They are knowledgable and not
price sensitive.

Price shoppers

They are price conscious. They make a lot of search and find the lowest price available. They
take the help of the media for this purpose.

Dedicated fringe shoppers

They are catalogue shoppers, and have little interest in television and radio. Not store loyal.
They are not heavy socialisers and do things by themselves.

Transitional shoppers

They are experimental and keep changing stores and products. They do not go for low price
and buy products that interest them most.

There are also a number of influences that alter brand choices, as shown in Fig. 17.3

Modify intended
purchase behaviour

Alternative
evaluation

Stock out

Store layout

Sales personnel

Displays

Price reduction

Fig. 17.3

Sometimes, unplanned purchases take place. These are purchases which have not been
planned from before. These are also known as impulse purchases, which the consumer had not
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planned or thought or, before entering the store. This can mean a lack of rationality in deci-
sion-making.

Point of Purchase Displays

These are important influences in helping the customer to make a decision. They become very
effective in case of snacks, foods, etc. and the impact of these displays is tremendous and can
be enhanced when combined with advertising.

Price reductions

Price reductions can be in the form of discounts, coupons, gifts. When price reduction is given
to the consumer, the preference for these brands becomes more enhanced and the brand moves
faster than the competing brands. This is a great motivation which acts in multiple ways. The
consumer may buy the product because he is getting it cheaper, and may stock the product in
a greater quantity than is desired. This is known as stockpiling. The users of competing brands
may switch to the low price brand for the time being and, may or may not become permanent
buyers of the brand. The price reduction may induce the non buyers to visit the stores and
strike a bargain. It is not necessary that all householders and consumers may respond to price
reduction.

Store layout

This is an important factor in store retailing. Prominently displayed products with good lighting
and visibility, attract greater attention of buyers and have more chances of being sold. The
store layout should not be monotonous, and be changed after intervals of time to give it a more
innovative look. The principle of store displays and various types of displays must be practised.

Store atmosphere

A congenial atmosphere influences a person psychologically, and good environment,  makes
the customer stay a longer time in the shop, which enhances the chances of sales. In atmos-
pherics we give importance to lighting, floor layout, presentation fixtures, colours, sound, dress,
behaviour of salesman. The atmospherics apply to a number of services such as banks, hospitals,
restaurant, etc. The types of racks used, and the way the merchandise is displayed on them,
also influences the atmosphere. It is the setting which is enjoyed by the consumer. The consumer
feels happy in a good atmosphere which also constitutes the type of clientele visiting the store.

Table 17.3 Store atmosphere and shopper behaviour

Individual
Store atmosphere characteristics of the consumer Response

and sales personnel

Ambient conditions Sales personnel Sales personnel

Temperature Career objectives Mood effort

Air quality Training Commitment

Noise Personal situation Attitude

Music Social class Knowledge skill

Odour Stage in HLC

(Contd....)
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Physical conditions

Layout

Equipment

Colours

Furnishing

Space

Social conditions Consumers Consumers

Customer Lifestyle Enjoyment

Characteristics Shopping orientation Time in store

Number of customers State in HLC Items examined

Sales force Situation Information acquired

Characteristics Purchases satisfaction

Symbol

Figures

P.O.P. displays

Decor style

Source: Adapted from Hawkins, Best.

Stock out

If a product or a brand is out of stock, i.e., not available at an appropriate time, the consumer
gets tempted to switch brands or delay the purchase. This is detrimental to the product and
the manufacturer. It is therefore necessary for the retailer to order the inventory in good time,
and also to ensure that stocks are always available, or replenished in time. If the stocks are not
available when required, it influences the purchase behaviour of the consumers in many ways.

• He may purchase a substitute product or brand.
• He may delay the purchase.
• Forego the purchase entirely.
• Purchase the desired brand at another store.
• He may make negative comments about the product/brand.
• He may praise the substitute product and adopt  the new product/brand permanently.
• He may develop a poor opinion of the store he had been patronising.
• He may visit alternative stores quite often.
All these behaviour patterns or outcomes are detrimental and negative to the store in

question.

Sales personnel

It is the sales person that educates and enlightens the prospective customer. A competent,
smart and intelligent salesman can change the entire perception of the consumer, i.e., many
retail owners having adequate knowledge can convince a consumer that Britta which is much
cheaper has a better purifying affect. It retains the bacteria away from drinking water, better
than Aquaguard. They can also explain the convenience of Britta and its cost effectiveness and
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ease of handling which makes it quite competitive in the market. Therefore, many retail stores
train their salesman both in the selling process and in closing the sales to the prospective
customer and ensuring consumer satisfaction. The salesman also emphasises after sales service,
which is a part of good salesmanship. A good interaction may take place in case of high and
medium involvement products which are costly and risky to buy. The salesman in this case
plays an important role.

Purchase

This is the final step in a transaction. Unless the purchase is made, all efforts of layout, atmos-
phere, effort of the salesman are a waste. Closing the sales is important. The trend these days
is shifting to credit sales, which can be done by using various credit cards–various types of
credit can also be given. Marketeers are competing to provide credit facility. In fact, credit has
also become a product. Firms want to sell their credit facilities to the consumer.


�������

1. How do outlets influence purchase behaviour of the consumer?
2. What are the dimensions of outlet image?
3. What is meant by shopping orientation?
4. Describe briefly the influences that affect or alter brand choices.
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The goals of this chapter are to impart an understanding of:The goals of this chapter are to impart an understanding of:The goals of this chapter are to impart an understanding of:The goals of this chapter are to impart an understanding of:The goals of this chapter are to impart an understanding of:

• Purchase behaviourPurchase behaviourPurchase behaviourPurchase behaviourPurchase behaviour

• Basic situational factorsBasic situational factorsBasic situational factorsBasic situational factorsBasic situational factors

• Non-store buyingNon-store buyingNon-store buyingNon-store buyingNon-store buying

Out of the small orders of today grow into the long orders of tomorrow.

Put yourself in your customer’s shoes.
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We have seen that  in many products, decision-making is a very lengthy process, and takes a
very long time. The problem is recognised and a lot of information is gathered. After this is
done, the last two stages of decision-making, that is, the purchase and post purchase come into
play. Purchase is very important as it generates revenue, and dislikes of the consumer. Post
purchase behaviour also establishes a link between the marketeer and the target market seg-
ment. Purchase is important to the marketeer as the product was planned, produced, priced,
promoted and distributed after a lot of effort. If purchase does not take place, the marketeer
has failed in his marketing effort. He then needs to change the marketing mix. He has to
change the entire strategy, as the ultimate aim of the marketeer is to float a product which
will generate revenue and bring satisfaction to the customer. Purchase is important to the
marketeer for his success, for achieving his objectives, and far formulating competitive strat-
egies against the competitors. Similarly, the customer pays money and expects certain ben-
efits and satisfaction from the product. It marks the end of his search, end of his efforts and
chooses the brand of his choice for expected benefits.

Need aroused

Feedback

Consumer information processing Brand evaluation

Post-purchase behaviour Purchase Instrumental action Intention to buy
outside
consideration

No purchase

Fig. 18.1

Consumers delay a decision because
• They are too busy.
• Do not like shopping.
• Fear of making wrong decisions.
• Price may decrease or better item may be available.
• Social risk (not meeting approval of society).
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For purchasing, the customer has to consider the (a) selection of outlets, i.e., where to
buy from. A product may be available in a number of stores of different types and different
sizes. Where to buy from is an important decision that has to be taken by the customer. He
further has to think about the quantity of product that he has to buy. Should he buy in small
quantities or in bulk. Should he take advantage of the discount facilities which are offered only
for a short period of time or should he ignore them, and buy his usual requirement for a month
or for a week. This also depends on the amount of discretionary income that is available to
him. There is another choice with the customer, (b) How should he make the payment. Should
he buy in cash or in credit, or hire-purchase or any alternative offered by the dealer.

While taking a decision on these issues, a number of factors are to be considered, and
these factors influence the decision-making process or the purchase process. The two sets of
factors necessary for purchase are the buying intentions and the situational factors. Both
these factors exert a joint influence on the purchase process. One without the other may not be
sufficient to effect a purchase. The buying intention is a must for the purchase to come through.
No matter how congenial the situational factors, the purchase may not take place without the
customer having intentions to buy. He has to be motivated to buy the product by exposing him
to the product and instilling into his mind that the product is needed by him and will satisfy
his long-felt need.

Situational factors can be very many in number, but for all purposes, five basic situational
factors are considered. These are:

1. Physical surroundings
2. Social surroundings
3. Task definitions
4. Temporal decisions
5. Antecedent conditions.
A situation is the prevaling conditions at a certain time. When related to purchases, it

can be linked with the situations  given above.

Buying intentions
Situational factors

Purchase�
Fig. 18.2

Store choice influence brand choice
• When store loyalty is high—It influences brand choice.
• When Brand loyalty is Low—Customers first make the store choice.
• When Brand information is inadequate—Customers should rely on Sales Personnel.

Physical Surroundings

As soon as a consumer enters a shop with the intention of purchase, the most important things
that he observes is the decor, style, cleanliness, etc. of the shop. These are known as physical
surroundings, and they include:

1. Location of the store.
2. The sound (music and other noises present in the store).
3. Aromas (smell of the place).
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4. Lighting—how well lit are the products, how well lit is the store and the show windows.
5. The decor (Decoration is done with great fineness and the displays are eye catching).
6. The colour (The colour of the store and of the walls and the railings or any other show

cases, etc.).
7. The merchandise itself (a merchandise of high value, quality, high in demad, etc.).

These physical aspects are eye catching and the most visible part of the purchase situa-
tion. The surroundings act as a stimuli for the consumer, and influence him through his five
senses of sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste. The presence of these elements is not enough.
They have to be present in the right mix to create an atmosphere which is congenial to all
consumers. This is the concept of atmospherics, where not only the physical surroundings but,
the music and the handling of the crowd in the store is also emphasised. Since the consumer is
exposed to a proper blend of these stimuli, he responds in a particular manner. He sometimes
responds emotionally, and shows his pleasure or displeasure and may go in for a purchase.
These physical surrounds also control the time he spends in the store. How he responds to
purchase. The customer also tries to affiliate with other customers and also with the people in
the store. If all circumstances match, a purchase is on the offing. This is illustrated in the
Fig. 18.3.

Location of the store

Sound

Aroma

Lighting

Decor

Colour

Merchandise

Display

Pleasure:
Want to stay longer
in the store.
Inquisitive about
products and their
usage. Intentions
to buy.

Displeasure:
not interested in
products. Want to
go away. No
intentions of making
a purchase.

Pleasure:
Buying more than the
required quantity.
Getting more information
for further purchases.
Staying longer in the
store.

Does not purchase
Not thoroughly
satisfied postponed
for some other time.

Affects Affects

Physical surroundings Emotional response Purchase behaviour

Fig. 18.3 Physical surroundings purchase process

Social Surroundings

Purchase is affected by the presence of other members of the society and their opinion about
the purchase and use of products. A consumer is a social being. He lives in society, and is
affected by the opinion of society members. If a customer is ambitious to spend time with high
society members, his purchases are influenced, and he goes in to buy premium and branded
items. Shopping is a social experience, and consumers are influenced by society members and
sometimes blindly purchase things approved by trusted members of the society. There are
some general observations that when a consumer is shopping with friends he tends to visit
many more stores and makes many unplanned purchases. This is because he thinks that his
wise companions are giving him sound advice which he is getting for free, and that the opinion
of a handful is better than his own judgement. While with friends, he likes to spend more time
with them, and feels more confident of going from store to store and visiting the shops with
new displays, new products, new variety and new items.
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Salesmen have also observed that it is easier to sell to individuals rather than custom-
ers in groups. Unaided buyers can be convinced much easily than those with friends. Indi-
vidual buyers sometimes give into the persistence of the salesman. It has also been observed
that buyers who are with friends, comply to the request of the group of friends, even though
they know that the product is not to their liking or, that they would rather buy some other
brand.

Task Definition

By task definition is meant, the buying intention or motive. Why is the purchase being made.
Is it for self-consumption or is it for a gift, or is it for a special occasion like a marriage gift and
so on. Purchase task is decided by the above factors and what will be the reaction of the person
to whom the gift is being given.

Buying flowers or a piece of jewellery on your wedding anniversary. The situation also
defines the task. Titan watches are advertised for giving as a present. A bigger present as a
Godrej Storewell may be given for a marriage to a friend. Sweets or chocolates to be given to
children visiting your house. Marketeers use these techniques of selling products, and use the
occasion-based marketing opportunities to push their products. The task or the purpose and
intentions must be known to the marketeer to make his job easy.

Temporal Factors

By temporal factors we are referring to time. It may be the time allotted for shopping. It may
be the time of the day, shopping in the morning, evening or afternoon. Time of the season, time
of the year, time of festivals, etc. Some ladies shop in the afternoon as they can be given more
attention by the sales person. They can see a variety of products. The time which the sales man
has is also ample, and he can pay more attention to customer’s needs. Some buy or do shopping
during festival seasons only, and their main shopping takes place during the festivals or when
there is a function in their families. Some are regular buyers and are in the habit of buying
regularly. These are the people with high discretionary income.

The time of buying also varies from product to product. An item of high value will re-
quire much more time than buying cosmetics. A high value item may take several days. A
much higher value item like a flat or a house may take days and months together.

It also depends on the availability of time with the consumer. A busy executive may
have very little time compared to a house-wife. The time available with them is different,
hence the degree of involvement in the purchase also differs. With the involvement, the infor-
mation search also varies from product to product, from situation to situation. If a buyer is
buying regularly, he spends lesser time in purchasing, than a buyer who buys at greater inter-
vals of time.

Antecedent conditions

There are other factors that also play an important part on purchases. These are the availabil-
ity of resources (money) for buying the product of your choice. Other factors like the mood, the
attitude, or the bent of mind for purchasing a product. If the purchases are made for a future
period of time, they can wait or can be made at any convenient time. If the purchases are
urgent, and you have used up your product and need to replenish the same soon, then the
purchases are finalised quicker. The availability of the product is another factor for purchase.
If one visits a few stores and does not find the product or the brand of his choice, he may
develop a negative attitude towards the store or even towards the products.
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When the buyer is in the mood, he is more likely to purchase goods, than otherwise.
Therefore, marketeers try to create a positive mood, by advertising appeals to get a positive
response from the buyer.

A proper marketing strategy is to designed to get a positive response from the custom-
ers. All the five situational factors described above should be kept in mind and a process be
followed. This can be done by identifying the situational factors and the buying process of the
consumer, and also to find the impact of these variables by research techniques. The market
has to be segmented in a proper manner, and the product positioned according to the need of
the target segment. Needless to say that the marketing mix needs to be developed appropri-
ately.

Non-store Buying

This type of marketing is gaining importance in advanced countries where a shopper does not
want to go to a store, and avoids the difficulty of finding parking space. Wants to avoid long
queues for payment or does not have the time to drive down to a store several miles away. Has
a higher discretionary income, pays greater importance to consumer life style. Non-store buying
or direct marketing is one in which products and services are offered to a prospective customer
by telephone, mail or other accesses.

In the purchase process, non-store buying also plays an important part. The non-store
buying is prevalent where there is general economic development, availability of long stores
and infrastructure facilities, consumer is aware of advanced technology. Where the marketeer
desires to reach untapped markets.

Many companies have a list of prospective buyers, and send them catalogues, brochures,
discount offers almost every week. They get a lot of business and give a lot of facility, and offer
products at competitive rates. This also increases the knowledge of the consumer, and he also
feels important and regularly places orders with these companies. There are many routes to
non-store buying and the buyer can buy in a number of ways. Known buyer is one who places
the order from the home by telephone, catalogue, brochure or mail. The consumer can avoid an
extra trip to the market. This type of order on telephone is becoming very popular for items
like rations for the whole month. A consumer gives the order over the telephone to his sup-
plier, who notes down the order, and supplies it by reaching the goods to the desired destina-
tion.

Tele marketing

This is similar to the above, and prepaid telephones are provided or toll-free telephones are
provided, so that the orders can be placed without any charge to the customer. This is used
mainly by ladies, and is of western origin.

Video tax or interaction video

In this, the buyer-seller interaction can occur through TV sets and computer terminals. He can
type his requirements on the computer, and through video facility can interact, even see a
portion of the store where his product is kept and all the variety of products that are available
in that category.

These methods ar gradually gaining importance and with the increase in population,
and congestion of the cities these methods are becoming popular in advanced countries.
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We have therefore seen that the purchase is an important part of the consumer behav-
iour, and purchases are the backbone of marketing activities. If the purchases are good, and
the goods are moving fast, a company can rest assured of revenue, otherwise the marketeer
has to keep thinking of ways and means to find out the reasons for the shortfall in purchases.

Significance of Non-store Buying

The non-store buying is becoming popular because working women and others have less time
to shop. They can see more items on T.V. than a single store can display. By this method
speciality products are easy to get. Non-store innovations are becoming popular e.g., Mail
order catalogues, pay by phone etc.

Some customers prefer the older methods of store buying and oppose the new techniques
because they like to see the products and feel them. They like to go out to shop and get tempted
to buy the products they do not need. They feel that being hooked on a computer may invade
their privacy.

However, more innovations are expected in the future and that the customers will get
the feeling of shopping in store by just sitting at home and can do everything sitting at home
that they can do in a shop.


�������

1. What are the main considerations for the purchase of products?
2. Discuss the situational factors in buying.
3. What is non-store buying? Elaborate on the methods of non-store buying.
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Post-purchase behaviour is very important to the marketeer. It gives a feedback about  thePost-purchase behaviour is very important to the marketeer. It gives a feedback about  thePost-purchase behaviour is very important to the marketeer. It gives a feedback about  thePost-purchase behaviour is very important to the marketeer. It gives a feedback about  thePost-purchase behaviour is very important to the marketeer. It gives a feedback about  the
success or failure of  a product/service:success or failure of  a product/service:success or failure of  a product/service:success or failure of  a product/service:success or failure of  a product/service:

• Expectations and actual performanceExpectations and actual performanceExpectations and actual performanceExpectations and actual performanceExpectations and actual performance

• Evil effects of dissatisfactionEvil effects of dissatisfactionEvil effects of dissatisfactionEvil effects of dissatisfactionEvil effects of dissatisfaction

••••• Marketeer’s role to satisfy the consumer.Marketeer’s role to satisfy the consumer.Marketeer’s role to satisfy the consumer.Marketeer’s role to satisfy the consumer.Marketeer’s role to satisfy the consumer.

“A dissatisfied customer is like a spark that spreads fire”

“A dissatisfied customer should not be taken as an unwanted nuisance”.
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It is important for the marketeer to know whether his product is liked by the consumer or not.
He wants the feedback about his product so that corrective action, if necessary, can be taken,
and the marketing mix be modified accordingly. Post-purchase behaviour is the reaction of the
consumer, it gives an idea of his likes and dislikes, preferences and attitudes and satisfaction
towards the product. It indicates whether or not the purchase motives have been achieved.
Purchase is the means, and post purchase is the end. Post purchase behaviour indicates whether
or not repeat purchases will be made. Whether the customer will recommend the product to
others or not. It indicates whether long-term profits can or cannot be expected. All this can be
found out by the post-purchase behaviour of the customers. Post purchase is the last phase in
the decision-making process as indicated by Fig. 19.1.

The customer while making a decision goes through three phases:
1. Pre-purchase activity which consists of;

Problem recognition → Information search → Evaluation of alternative

2. Purchase process → Intention to buy
Situational influences
�
�
�

3. Post-purchase behaviour → 
Maintenance
Repair
Usage cost

�
�
�

��

4. Feedback to the marketeer → 

Improves the products
Changes the marketing mix
gives more facilities to the consumer

�
�
�

��

Fig. 19.1

After purchasing a product, a customer is either satisfied or dissatisfied and his satis-
faction or dissatisfaction depends on his expectation and the difference between the performance.
Expectation gives the degree of customer’s satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the product. This
is shown in Fig. 19.2.
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Expectation of the performance
of the product/brand

Actual performance of the product
As evaluated by the consumer

Discrepancy between the expected
and actual performance

Customers experience with prior product

Dissatisfaction
Performance is below
expectation

Expectancy confirmation
Performance almost as
expected-not different

Satisfaction
Performance of the product
is better than expected

Fig. 19.2

The figure illustrates that if the performance is below expectations the customer is
dissatisfied. However, there can be a match between the two, i.e., performance is in line with
expectation. In another position is the product which surpasses the expectancy level, and per-
forms much better than expected. This is a source of satisfaction and delight to the consumer.

Satisfaction or dissatisfaction cannot be generalised, i.e., there is no accepted definition
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. It depends on a number of factors outlined below:

(a) The presence of a particular factor may cause dissatisfaction. If the same factor is
removed, it may not unnecessarily lead to satisfaction, i.e., greasy snacks may lead
to dissatisfaction but, the absence of greasiness in the same snacks may not lead to
satisfaction.

(b) If is a cumulative effect of many factors put together, the effect of individual factors
cannot be gauged easily.

(c) Dissatisfaction may as such not lead to any complaint, but the dissatisfaction of a
high degree may lead to complaint making of a complaint and, handling of satisfac-
tion or dissatisfaction is a logical process. A person will not complain if he sees no use
of doing so or feels that the complaint will not entertained. Also, consumers com-
plain if it is convenient for them to do so. They may not go out of their way to make
complaints. Complaining also requires resources, i.e., time, money, knowledge, ex-
pertise, etc. which one may not possess. The dissatisfaction by a consumer towards a
product may lead to:
(i) Discontinuing purchase of those products or brands by which a customer is dis-

satisfied. If he had been patronising that product which has led to his dissatis-
faction, he  may change to a new brand or a new product.

(ii) Negative Word of mouth He speaks negatively about the product to his friends,
peers and associates. Instead of propagating the positive aspects, he starts de-
faming the product/brand and shows his dissatisfaction openly.

(iii) Lodges a complaint to the concerned authorities. Consumer Forum is one such
agency that entertains such complaints. It may be a time-consuming process and
difficult for all dissatisfied customers to resort to.

(iv) Complaints directly to the seller and gets his claim settled or the product/brand
changed according to his liking or agrees for any such settlement.
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It is the effort of every firm to produce satisfied customers. This is essential to fight
increasing competition. Some dissatisfied customers however remain repeat purchasers, as
they do not find a suitable alternative or, find that brand readily available and buy it due to
force of habit or, because of low price. These purchasers may not be brand loyal. A brand loyal
or a committed customer is attached to the brand emotionally. He believes in the firm and
trusts the brand. Brand loyalty increases if the performance of the brand is more than the
expected performance. In case of committed customers, they believe and have faith in line
extension and brand extension of the firm. Committed customers also promote the product by
positive word of mouth.

Role of a Marketeer

The marketeer has to watch that the customer is not dissatisfied. Through dissatisfaction, a
lot of customers or clientele is lost and the marketeer suffers losses. To avoid this, a marketeer
has to be on the look out for causes of dissatisfaction and maintain and build consumer satis-
faction. This can be done by regularly monitoring consumer reaction. It can be done by inter-
viewing the consumer or serving questionnaires and analysing and interpreting them
carefully. Besides this, a strict vigil is to be kept on the quality of the product. The quality
should be the joint responsibility of marketing and production. If necessary, other depart-
ments should also be involved, and an integrated marketing procedure be followed.

In case of complaints, they must be given proper attention and redressal be made as
soon as possible. All complaints must also be acknowledged to satisfy and assure the customer
that appropriate action will be taken as soon as possible. While registering complaints, due
courtesy should be shown to visiting customers and their complaints be entertained in a proper
manner. To avoid dissatisfaction of the consumer, only realistic claims be made—i.e., adver-
tisement of a scooter giving 55 km. per litre may be unrealistic when it can give a maximum of
40 km. This unrealistic claim made by the manufacturer may lead to dissatisfaction of the
consumer. The marketeer must also help train the consumer for the proper use of the product.
If the product is not used in the way it is meant to be used, it gets spoilt, and does not perform
upto expectation leading to a discrepancy between the actual and the desired which leads to
dissatisfaction of the consumer. A marketeer must also assure after sales service and keep in
touch with the consumer even after purchase, to give him the promised after sales facility, as
well as, importance to the consumer. A marketeer must also sell solutions instead of the prod-
uct. He should emphasise upon the felt need and fulfill it, rather than emphasise the product.
He should take care of the marketing concept. If this is not taken care of, it becomes injurious
in the long run.

In case of dissatisfaction, post-purchase dissonance occurs which creates anxiety and
the consumer feels psychologically uncomfortable. The consumer reduces the negative infor-
mation received by the following methods:

• Ignoring the dissonance information.
• By selectively interpreting the information.
• By lowering the level of expectation.
• By seeking positive information about the brand.
• By convincing themselves that the purchase was right.
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If the disparity between performance and expectation is not great an assimilation effect
occurs and consumers ignore the product’s defects and their evaluation is positive. If the dis-
parity is great a contrast effect takes place and repeat purchase does not take place.

Product vs. Service Consumption

Products are tangible while services are intangible and the consumption experience is more
variable while travelling one trip can be pleasant, other trips may be unpleasant. Once the
service can be courteous then it can be discourteous. It is therefore difficult for consumers to
assess services rather than products. Therefore, marketeers must reduce service variability
and build a long-term customer relationship (Relationship Marketing).

Re Donald stresses on uniformity in service, training etc. Products are bought for their
utility, feeling of independence, self-image etc.


�������

1. What is satisfaction and dissatisfaction? How is it formed?
2. What are the factors leading to satisfaction and dissatisfaction and, what are the re-

sponses of a dissatisfied customer?
3. How should a marketeer try to do away with the dissatisfaction of the consumer? What

should be his role?
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In this chapter, various models of consumer behaviour are explained. These models explainIn this chapter, various models of consumer behaviour are explained. These models explainIn this chapter, various models of consumer behaviour are explained. These models explainIn this chapter, various models of consumer behaviour are explained. These models explainIn this chapter, various models of consumer behaviour are explained. These models explain
how a consumer searches and gets the information and goes on to make a decision forhow a consumer searches and gets the information and goes on to make a decision forhow a consumer searches and gets the information and goes on to make a decision forhow a consumer searches and gets the information and goes on to make a decision forhow a consumer searches and gets the information and goes on to make a decision for
himself, for his family or for the organisation. The student must understand the:himself, for his family or for the organisation. The student must understand the:himself, for his family or for the organisation. The student must understand the:himself, for his family or for the organisation. The student must understand the:himself, for his family or for the organisation. The student must understand the:

• Input, process and output modelInput, process and output modelInput, process and output modelInput, process and output modelInput, process and output model

• Individual decision-makingIndividual decision-makingIndividual decision-makingIndividual decision-makingIndividual decision-making

••••• Family decision-makingFamily decision-makingFamily decision-makingFamily decision-makingFamily decision-making

The only goose that lays golden eggs everyday...

forever... is your customer.
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We have already seen that there are many factors which influence the decision-making of
consumers. There are various consumers models which help in the understanding of consumer
behaviour. These are listed below. We shall discuss these briefly.

1. Economic Model
2. Psychological Model
3. Pavlovian Model
4. Input, Process Output Model—Gandhi: Philip Kotler
5. Sociological Model
6. Howarth Sheth Model
7. Engel-Blackwell-Kollat Model
8. Model of Family Decision-making
9. Nicosia Model

10. A Model of Industrial Buying Behaviour.

1. Economic Model

In this model, consumers follow the principle of maximum utility based on the law of diminish-
ing marginal utility. The consumer wants to spend the minimum amount for maximising his
gains.

Economic man model is based on:
Price effect: Lesser the price of the product, more will be the quantity purchased.
Substitution effect: Lesser the price of the substitute product, lesser will be the utility

of the original product bought.
Income effect: When more income is earned, or more money is available, more will be

the quantity purchased.
This model, according to behavioural scientists, is not complete as it assumes the homo-

geneity of the market, similarity of buyer behaviour and concentrates only on the product or
price. It ignores all the other aspects such as perception, motivation, learning, attitudes,
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personality and socio-cultural factors. It is important to have a multi-disciplinary approach, as
human beings are complex entities and are influenced by external and internal factors dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. Thus, price is not the only factor influencing decision-making and the
economic model according to scientists have shortcomings.

2. Psychological Model

Psychologists have been investigating the causes which lead to purchases and decision-mak-
ing. This has been answered by A.H. Maslow in his hierarchy of needs. The behaviour of an
individual at a particular time is determined by his strongest need at that time. This also
shows that needs have a priority. First they satisfy the basic needs and then go on for second-
ary needs.

The purchasing process and behaviour is governed by motivational forces. Motivation
stimulates people into action. Motivation starts with the need. It is a driving force and also a
mental phenomenon. Need arises when one is deprived of something. A tension is created in
the mind of the individual which leads him to a goal directed behaviour which satisfies the
need. Once a need is satisfied, a new need arises and the process is continuous.

5. Self-actualisation: Self-fulfilment

4. Ego Needs: Prestige, Status, Success, Self-respect, etc.

3. Social Needs: Affection, Friendship, Belonging, etc.

2. Safety and Security Needs: Protection, Order, Stability, etc.

1. Physiological Needs: Food, Water, Air, Shelter, Sex, etc.

Fig. 20.1 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

3. Pavlovian Learning Model

This model is named after the Russian Physiologist Ivan Pavlov. He experimented on a dog
and observed how it responded on the call of a bell and presenting it with a piece of meat. The
responses were measured by the amount of saliva secreted by the dog. Learning is defined as
the changes in behaviour which occur by practice and, based on previous experience. This is
important to marketeers as well.

The learning process consists of the following factors:

Drive

This is a strong internal stimuli which impels action. Because of the drive, a person is stimu-
lated to action to fulfil his desires.

Drives

Can be innate (in-born) which stem from physiological needs, such as hunger, thirst, pain,
cold, sex, etc. Learned drive, such as striving for status or social approval.
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Cause are weak stimuli that determine when the buyer will respond. We have:
(a) Triggering Cues: These activate the decision process for any purchase.
(b) Non-triggering Cues: These influence the decision process but do not activate it.

These are of two kinds:
1. Product cues are external stimuli received from the product directly, e.g., colour

of package, weight, style, price, etc.
2. Informational cues are external stimuli which provide information about the

product, like advertisement, sales promotion, talking to other people, sugges-
tions of sales personnel, etc.

Response is what the buyer does, i.e., buys or does not buy.

Reinforcement

Thus, when a person has a need to buy, say clothing, and passes by a showroom and is at-
tracted by the display of clothing, their colour and style, which acts as a stimulus, and he
makes a purchase. He uses it, and if he likes it, an enforcement takes place and he is happy
and satisfied with the purchase. He recommends it to his friends as well, and visits the same
shop again. Learning part, thus is an important part of buyer behaviour and the marketeer
tries to create a good image of the product in the mind of the consumer for repeat purchases
through learning.

Intention

Interest breakdown

Interest EvaluationEvaluationProduct
awareness

Need
recognition

Personality

M
ot

iv
at

io
n

P
erception

Attitudes

Firm’s
marketing
effort

Social
environment

Post-purchase
behaviour

Purchase

Repeat
purchase

Discontinuation

Fig. 20.2 Input, process and ouput model

4. Input, Process and Output Model

This is a simple model of consumer behaviour, in which the input for the customer is the firm’s
marketing effort (the product, price, promotion and place) and the social environment. The
social environment consists of the family, reference groups, culture, social class, etc. which
influences the decision-making process. Both these factors together constitute the input in the
mind of the consumer.

Need recognition

When one is aware of a want, tension is created and one chooses a product to satisfy his needs.
There is also a possibility that a person may be aware of a product before its need is recognised.
This is indicated by the arrows going both ways from the need to the product and vice-versa.
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Product awareness

Product awareness can be had from advertisement or exposure to different types of media or
by the social circle. The awareness and the need leads to the building of interest. In some
cases, the interest may also breakdown and, the decision process also stops or may be post-
poned for the time being.

Evaluation

Evaluation may consist of getting more information about the product and comparing and
contrasting it with other products. This can be done theoretically or by taking a trial. Once the
evaluation is completed, the consumer’s interest may either build up and he has intentions to
buy, or he may lose interest and the decision process may again stop or be postponed.

Intention

Once there is intention to purchase the product, the consumer goes ahead and acts or pur-
chases the product. Once the product is purchased, it is used to fulfil the need and, the more
the product is used, the more the consumer becomes aware of the positive and negative points
of the product.

Post-purchase behaviour

If, after the purchase and use of the product the customer is satisfied, he is happy and goes in
for repeat purchases or recommends the same to his friends and acquaintances. If, however,
the customer is dissatisfied, he discontinues further purchase of the product and builds a
negative attitude towards it, which may be harmful to the company.

The post-purchase behaviour is very important for the marketeer and the company
because it leads to proper feedback for improvement and maintaining the quality and features
desired by the product. If the customer is very happy with the purchase, he forms a good
impression about the product and the company.

Buyers Black Box

Buyers Buyers
Characteristics Decision Process

Cultural

Social
Personal
Psychological

Problem

Recognition
Information
Search
Evaluation
Decision
Post-purchase
Behaviour

Buyers Response

Marketing Other
Stimuli Stimuli

Product

Price
Promotion
Place

Economical

Cultural
Technological
Political

1. Product choice

2. Brand choice

3. Dealer choice

4. Purchase timing

5. Purchase amount

Fig. 20.3 Buyer’s black box model

The above figure shows three stages in terms of stimuli buyer’s black box and buyer’s
response.

The consumer gets the input from the marketing effort of the firm (4 Ps) and the other
stimuli. This input is processed in the mind (Black Box), which constitutes the characteristics
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of the buyer and the process of decision-making. Once the buyer has decided to buy then, he
responds in terms of his choice of product, brand, dealer, timing and amount.

The post-purchase behaviour of being satisfied or dissatisfied is also important, and is
shown in the decision-making process.

5. Sociological Model

This is concerned with the society. A consumer is a part of the society and he may be a member
of many groups in a society. His buying behaviour is influenced by these groups. Primary
groups of family friends and close associates exert a lot of influence on his buying. A consumer
may be a member of a political party where his dress norms are different. As a member of an
elite organisation, his dress requirements may be different, thus he has to buy things that
conform to his lifestyles in different groups.

6. Howarth Sheth Model

This model is slightly complicated and shows that consumer behaviour is complex process and
concepts of learning, perception and attitudes influence consumer behaviour. This model of
decision-making is applicable to individuals. It has four sets of variables which are:

(i) Input
(ii) Perceptual and learning constructs

(iii) Outputs
(iv) Exogenous or external variables.

Input

Some inputs are necessary for the customer for making decisions:
These inputs are provided by three types of stimuli as shown in Fig. 20.4.
(a) Significative stimuli: These are physical tangible characteristics of the product. These

are price, quality, distinctiveness, services rendered and availability of the product. These are
essential for making decisions.

(b) Symbolic stimuli: These are the same as significative characteristics, but they in-
clude the perception of the individual, i.e., price is high or low. Quality is upto the mark or
below average. How is it different from the other products, what services can the product
render and, what is the position of after sales service and how quickly or easily is the product
available and, from where.

(c) Social stimuli: This is the stimulus provided by family, friends, social groups, and
social class. This is important, as one lives in society and for the approval and appreciation of
the society, buying habits have to be governed.

Perceptual and learning constructs

These constructs are psychological variables, e.g., motives, attitudes, perception which influ-
ence the consumer decision process.

The consumer receives the stimuli and interprets it. Two factors that influence his in-
terpretation are stimulus-ambiguity and perpetual bias.

Stimulus ambiguity occurs when the consumer cannot interpret or fully understand the
meaning of the stimuli he has received, and does not know how to respond. Perceptual bias
occurs when an individual distorts the information according to his needs and experiences.
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Fig. 20.4 Simplified version of the Howarth-Sheth model of buyer behaviour
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These two factors influence the individual for the comprehensions and rating of the
brand. If the brand is rated high, he develops confidence in it and finally purchases it.

Output

By output we mean the purchase decision. After purchase there is satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Satisfaction leads to positive attitude and increases brand comprehension. With dissatisfac-
tion, a negative attitude is developed. The feedback shown by the dotted line and the solid
lines shows the flow of information.

Exogenous or external variables

These are not shown in the model, and do not directly influence the decision process. They
influence the consumer indirectly and vary from one consumer to another. These are the indi-
vidual’s own personality traits, social class, importance of purchase and financial status.

All the four factors discussed above are dependent on each other and influence the deci-
sion-making process. The model though complicated, deals with the purchase behaviour in an
exhaustive manner.

7. Engel-Blackwell-Kollat Model

It consists of four components:
(i) Information processing

(ii) Central control unit
(iii) Decision process
(iv) Environmental influences.

Information processing

A shown in the diagram the information processing consists of exposure, attention, compre-
hension and retention of the marketing and non-marketing stimuli. For successful sales, the
consumer must be properly and repeatedly exposed to the message. His attention should be
drawn, such that he understands what is to be conveyed and retains it in his mind.

Central control unit

The stimuli processes and interprets the information received by an individual. This is done by
the help of four psychological factors.

(a) Stores information and past experience about the product, which serves as a stand-
ard for comparing other products and brands.

(b) Evaluative criteria which could be different for different individuals.
(c) Attitudes or the state of mind which changes from time to time, and helps in choos-

ing the product.
(d) The personality of the consumer which guides him to make a choice suiting his per-

sonality.

Decision process

This chapter is dealt with later in the text, and consists basically of problem recognition, inter-
nal and external search, evaluation and the purchase. The decision outcome or the satisfaction
and dissatisfaction is also an important factor which influences further decisions.
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Fig. 20.5 Engel-Blackwell-Kollat model of buyer behaviour
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The decision process may involve extensive problem solving, limited problem solving or
routinised response behaviour. This depends on the type and value of the product to be pur-
chased.

Environmental influences

The environmental influences are also shown in a separate box and consist of income, social
class, family influences, social class and physical influences and other considerations. All these
factors may favour or disfavour the purchase decisions.

8. Model of Family Decision-making
In a family decision-making model, it is important to understand how the family members
interact with each other in the context of their consumer decision-making. There are different
consumption roles played by various members of the family. These roles are as follows:

(i) Influencers
The members who influence the purchase of the product by providing information to the family
members, the son in a family may inform the members of a new fast food joint. He can influ-
ence the family members to visit the joint for food and entertainment.

(ii) Gate keepers
These members control the flow of information for a product or brand that they favour and
influence the family to buy the product of their choice. They provide the information favour-
able to themselves and, withhold information about other product which they do not favour.

(iii) Deciders
These are the people who have the power or, money and authority to buy. They play a major
role in deciding which product to buy.

(iv) Buyers
Buyers are the people who actually buy. A mother buying ration for the house etc. Father
buying crayons for his children.

Preparers
Those who prepare the product in the form it is actually consumed. Mother preparing food by
adding ingredients to the raw vegetable. Frying an egg for consumption, sewing clothes for the
family, etc.

User
The person who actually uses or consumes the product. The product can be consumed indi-
vidually or jointly by all members of the family. Use of car by the family, use of refrigerator,
TV, etc.

The roles that the family members play are different from product to product. Some
products do not involve the influence of family members—vegetables bought by the housewife.
She can play many roles of a decider, preparer as well as the user. In limited problem solving
or extensive problem solving there is usually a joint decision by family members.

The diagram shows the predisposition of various family members, which when influenced
by other factors leads to joint or individual decisions. These factors are shown in the diagram
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Fig. 20.6 A model of family decision-making
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and consist of social class, lifestyle, role orientation, family life-cycle stage, perceived risk,
product importance and time pressure.

9. Nicosia Model
This model explains the consumer behaviour on the basis of four fields shown in the diagram.
The output of field one becomes the input of field two, and so on.

Sub-field Two
Consumer
Attributes
(Pre-disposition)

Sub-field One
Firm’s Attributes

Field One

Message
Exposure

Field Four
Experience

Consumption
Storage

Purchase
Behaviour

Search
Evaluation

Search
Evaluation

Motivation

Attitude

Field Two

Search for and Evaluation
of Means-end Relationship
(Pre-action Field)

Field Three
Act of Purchase

Field Four
Feedback

Fig. 20.7 Nicosia model

Field one consists of subfields one and two. Subfield one is the firm’s attributes and the
attributes of the product. The subfield two is the predisposition of the consumer and his own
characteristics and attributes, which are affected by his exposure to various information and
message, and is responsible for the building of attitude of the consumer.

Field two is the preaction field, where the consumer goes on for research and evaluation
and gets motivated to buy the product. It highlights the means and end relationship. Field
three is the act of purchase or the decision-making to buy the product. The customer buys the
product and uses it. Field four highlights the post-purchase behaviour and the use of the prod-
uct, its storage and consumption. The feedback from field four is fed into the firms attributes
or field one, and the feedback from the experience is responsible for changing the pre-disposi-
tion of the consumer and later his attitude towards the product.

Nicosia Model is a comprehensive model of dealing with all aspects of building atti-
tudes, purchase and use of product including the post-purchase behaviour of the consumer.

10. A Model of Industrial Buyer Behaviour
The purchases made in an industrial organisation involve many more people of different back-
grounds and it is more complex.

There are three main features in this model:
1. There are different individuals involved who have a different psychological make up.
2. Conditions leading to joint decision-making by these individuals.
3. Differences of opinion on purchases or conflicts that have to be resolved to reach a

decision.
These are shown in Fig. 20.8 as (1), (2) and (3).
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Fig. 20.8 An integrative model of industrial buyer behaviour
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The persons involved in the decision-making are from quality control, manufacturing,
finance, research and development and other possible areas. These may be named as purchase
agents, engineers, and users, as referred to in the model.

These constitute a purchasing committee. They have:
(1a) Different backgrounds
(1b) Different information sources
(1c) Undertake active search
(1d) They have perceptual distortion
(1e) Satisfaction with past purchase.
With these characteristics, they develop certain expectations from the product to be

bought. The obvious ones are product quality, delivery time, quantity of supply, after sales
service and price. These are known as explicit objectives. There are other objectives as well,
which are the reputation of the supplier, credit terms, location of the supplier, relationship
with the supplier, technical competence and even the personality, skill and lifestyle of the
salesman. These are known as implicit objectives.

Different individuals in the purchasing committee give emphasis on different aspects of
the product. Engineers look for quality and standardisation of the product.

Users think of timely delivery, proper installation and after sales service. Finance peo-
ple look for maximum price advantage. Thus, there are conflicting interests and view that
have to be resolved. If autonomous decisions are made, these issue do not surface. There are
conditions leading to autonomous or joint decisions.

(2a) Product specific factors

Perceived risk: With higher risks joint decisions are favoured.
Type of purchase: Items involving heavy investments are made jointly, routine and less

costly decisions can be made independently.
Time pressure: If goods are urgently required, individual decisions are favoured.

(2b) Company specific factors

Size of the organisation: Larger the size of the organisation, the more the emphasis laid on
joint decision.

Organisation orientation: In a manufacturing organisation, the purchases are domi-
nated by production personnel and in a technology oriented organisation, the decisions are
based on engineers.

(3) The conflict that arises for buying decision has to be resolved. The resolution can be
done by:

(a) Problem solving
(b) Persuasion
(c) Bargaining
(d) Politicking
The fourth aspect is the influence of situational factors which must be considered. These

are economic conditions such as inflation, recession or boom, price contracts, rationing foreign
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trade, strikes or lock outs. Organisational change such as a merger, acquisition change of key
personnel, etc. Sometimes these factors outweigh the realistic criteria of decision-making.

This model explains how purchase decision are made in an industrial organisation.
All the models discussed in this chapter give us an idea of the buying behaviour in

diverse situations. An understanding of these models gives the marketeer clues to formulate
his strategies according to the target audience, e.g., an individual, a family or an industry, etc.

�����	��

1. What is the significance of the Pavlovian Model? Discuss in brief.
2. Discuss and illustrate the Input, Output Process Model by means of a diagram.
3. Discuss the Howarth Sheth Model, the Engel-Blackwell-Kollat Model as applicable to

individuals.
4. Discuss the model of family decision-making and its importance.
5. Discuss the various fields of the Nicosia Model.
6. How is industrial buying different from individual buying? Illustrate by means of an

industrial buyer model.
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The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:

• Need for consumer protectionNeed for consumer protectionNeed for consumer protectionNeed for consumer protectionNeed for consumer protection

• How consumer is exploitedHow consumer is exploitedHow consumer is exploitedHow consumer is exploitedHow consumer is exploited

••••• Public policy to safeguard consumerPublic policy to safeguard consumerPublic policy to safeguard consumerPublic policy to safeguard consumerPublic policy to safeguard consumer

••••• Consumer rightsConsumer rightsConsumer rightsConsumer rightsConsumer rights

“Consumer is first. He is the boss. He is not dependent on us.

We are dependent on him.”

Consumer protection is the duty of the government and the society.
Consumer must be protected against all exploitation.
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Consumerism is one of the most popular social issues and is being publicised very fast. The
consumer today wants his rights. He wants his full value for the money he spends. He is not
ready to accept substandard good or goods whose usage date has expired. He wants full satis-
faction from the products he buys.

In today’s society, the dissatisfaction of the consumer and the protection of his rights
need quick redressal. The government has made many laws, rules and regulations to nab the
defaulting manufacturers, distributors and other members connected with the business and
take them to the court of law.

The consumer today is very demanding, skeptical and critical. Therefore, marketeers
must understand the consumer behaviour to be successful in this changing environment.

Definition

“It is a social movement of citizens and government to enhance the rights and power of buyers
in relation to sellers.”

Consumer problems can be associated with hospitals, libraries, schools, police force and
various government agencies as well as with other business manufacturing and distributing
durable, non-durable, industrial goods and service products.

There are many causes or roots of dissatisfaction of consumers, which gave rise to con-
sumerism. They can be listed as under:

1. Performance Gap: The consumers are dissatisfied with the performance of the prod-
ucts, which are below their expectations. The consumers feel that the promise-per-
formance gap is widening e.g., the scooter not giving the mileage promised.

2. Dissatisfaction with the System: Many institutions are subjected to public scrutiny.
There is a lot of trust and a loss of esteem by these institutions or enterprises. One
glaring example of dissatisfaction for the consumers is the issue of passport. The
procedure is cumbersome. There is shortage of staff and even when the passport has
been made and is ready for despatch, the despatch does not take place even after six
months. Similar is the case in the issue of licenses, ration cards, telephone connec-
tions etc.

3. The Consumer Information Gap: The consumer is not fully informed about the number
of products available in the market and a customer who is short of time and does not
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have the interest or intelligence to process information is at a loss. Such incidents
occur while buying computers, small cars etc. The processing of decision making is
complex and often the consumer makes a wrong choice.

4. Non-credibility of Advertising: Some consumers have an antagonistic attitude to-
wards advertising. They feel that the advertisements are not credible and doubt
their truthfulness. Some want to keep away from the advertising clutter, which irri-
tates them.

5. Impersonal and Unresponsiveness Marketing and Service Organisation: The response
to the human voice by a computer is sometimes annoying. Telemarketing is a great
annoyance to the consumer. Lack of complete knowledge by salesman etc. e.g. Most
of the banks selling credit cards will call you at any hour and disturb you in your
work, your meeting etc. The number of such calls  are many in a day and many
salesman of the same bank are calling you over and over again. As a courtesy you do
not shut them up but it is very irritating and time consuming. Another example of
the railway where the bell keeps ringing for long and nobody responds or responds
after a long time. If you have too questions to ask before the first question is fully
answered, the phone is put down and you are left with incomplete information.

6. Intrusion of Privacy: Many consumer information databases are prepared. In this
computerised society, this information is easily accessible and effects the consumer’s
privacy.

These factors and others have given rise to consumer movement. In India, we find a lot
of consumable items are either of not right quality, or not of proper weight and price. Some
times they have external material or elements like insects, cockroaches and other foreign
elements. Although these cases are very rare but they are highlighted and give a boost to the
consumer movement.

���� �����	
�����

In the earlier decades the consumer was unorganised and was generally taken for a ride.
Today, the consumer is aware of his rights and is highly educated and experienced.

He was earlier being exploited in many ways. These were the adulteration practices of
the manufactures and middlemen. Variations in the contents of the pack, misleading and
deceptive advertising which led even the educated consumer to buy unwanted and unneces-
sary goods to a large extent. Consumers also complained and criticised the factors like price,
quality, advertising, packing, distribution, after sales service etc. There were many unfair
trade practices prevalent in India, some example are given below:

Advertising of scooters and cars claiming a much exaggerated average per litre than the
actual. The sale of magic rings for the cure of diseases like blood pressure and diabetes.

The sale of medicines claiming to increase the height of children, and other unbelievable
claims. Adulterating the food with cheaper stuff to increase the weight of the product, like
adding papaya seeds to black pepper to increase the bulk and weight. Adding animal fat to
Ghee, water to milk, supplying poor quality products that did not last long, etc. many other
practices which harmed the consumer considerably—amputating the wrong leg of a patient by
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oversight in a government hospital. Patients losing their sight because of negligence of doctors
using infectious surgical instrument in the operation theatre. Doctors leaving scissors or radio-
active elements in the body of the patient. A patient was operated upon for the removal of an
ovarian cyst, when actually there was none, and other practices which were injurious, unhealthy
and unfair to consumers.

The examples show that the attitude of business towards consumers have been very
indifferent. This mostly happens in a sellers market, but where there is competitive selling or
sellers are many, the needs of the consumer is the first priority, and the marketing concept is
being practised.

The exploitation of the consumer has led to the creation of the consumer movement also
known a consumerism. Consumerism is the range of activities of the government business,
and independent organisation that are designed to protect the consumer from the unlawful
practices of the business that infringe upon there rights as consumers. There has been an
awakening in the consumer and the government has passed many laws and statutory obliga-
tions that must be adhered to, by companies.

The subject of the present chapter is to highlight how far a consumer is safeguarded by
the existing legal provisions, and what were the reasons for the passing Consumer Protection
Act, 1986. Consumer is a person who has ability to pay for the product, who possesses the
power to make the buying decision. Therefore, consumer is designated asking of the market.

Inspite of existing enactments like the Weights and Measures Act, 1956. Essential Com-
modities Act, 1955, Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954, MRTP Act, 1969, Sale of Goods
Act, 1930 and others having bearing on consumer’s right, the consumer’s rights were being
violated. Under law of nature or, law of the jungle, big fish eats the small ones. The persons in
power if not put under legal limitations will repeat the system in which big fish eats the small
one. An orderly society where rule of law prevails, brings peace and prosperity.

The consumer protection Act, 1986 has provided a legal umbrella to safeguard the inter-
ests of consumers and to give them cheap and speedy justice. In order to know the significance
of the consumer protection Act, 1986, a bird’s eye view of the provisions may be made, and
then it can be assessed whether the enactment has really given relief to the consumer.

Aims and objective of the Act: In the statement of objects and reasons it is said that since
the Act seeks to provide speedy and simple redressal to consumer disputes, a quassi-judicial
machinery is sought to be set up at the District, State and Central levels. These quassi-judicial
bodies will observe the principles of natural justice, and have been empowered to give relief of
a specific nature and wherever appropriate, compensation to consumers. Penalties for non-
compliance of orders given by the quassi-judicial bodies have also been provided. It shall be
the duty of consumers councils to promote and protect the rights of the consumers. In Section
6 of the Act, a provision for consumers councils has been made. It provides a list of the rights
of consumers. They are:

(i) Protection against hazardous goods: This right is generally taken care of under the
law of Tort and since the time of Donohue vs Stevenson, where remains of a dead snail emerged
from the bottle, and the customer had already taken a part of the content, aggravating her
illness, and the manufacturers were held liable to the distant user. Now it has become an
established principle that, producer providing goods in the market would be liable to the ultimate
user, if his person or property is injured in the normal use of the goods. The consumer is
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assured by this Act, that if he has been victimised into purchasing goods which have injured
his person or property, he will have a speedy and effective remedy under the redressal hierar-
chy constituted under the Act, for example, adulterated food is dangerous to life and weak
cement is dangerous to property, and who-so-ever would supply such items in the market,
shall be liable to the consumer.

The consumer wants safety standard to be provided in the use of product and its con-
sumption. It can be the use to appliances. The leak in Gas Cylinders. Safety in the use of
electric appliances etc.

(ii) Right to information: The right to be informed about the quantity, quantity potency,
purity, standard and price of goods which the consumer buys, has been given to the consumer
to protect him against unfair trade practices. The case of Consumer Protection Council vs.
National Dairy Development Board (1991) demonstrates the significance of this right. In this
case, the complainant wanted to know in what way the Dairy Board was using imported
Palmolene oil, and the Board was refusing to furnish the information, on the ground that,
Boards were prevented from disclosure in public interest. Without that information, the com-
plainant was not able to make out his case. It was held that the consumer had the right to the
requisite information.

The consumer must not be given wrong information or mislead about any products. All
ingredients on the label of the package be printed. Sometimes, the comparative advertisings
becomes deceptive. A group of law students in America designated themselves as SOUP (Stamp
out unfair practices). They were also concerned to wipe out the impression created false adver-
tising earlier in the minds of the consumer. This was done by correct advertising.

Affirmative Disclosure

Information is provided on negative attributes. It shows the deficiencies and limitations of the
product e.g., “Tobacco is injurious to health.”

(iii) Right to access: This right would facilitate the shop-keepers in selecting and stocking
goods of choice and variety and at competitive prices.

(iv) Right of proper hearing: The Central Council is, in the fourth place, charged with the
responsibility of assuring the consumers that they would be heard, as of right, by the appropriate
forums and the consumer will receive due attention and consideration from such forums.

(v) Right to seek redressal: The consumer has been given the right to seek redressal
against unfair trade practices or unscrupulous exploitation. In M.O. Hasan Kuthoos, Naricar
vs. Joseph K. Thomas (1991), where money was deposited in advance for the supply of a car
within two months, and the car was actually supplied sometime after two months, the reten-
tion of money beyond the period was held to be an unfair trade practice, entitling the party to
14 per cent interest on the deposit for the period of delay.

(vi) Right to consumer education: Education makes the consumer aware of his  rights
and the chances of exploitation become meagre. Every person is a consumer in one way or the
other. When aroused by a proper consumer education, one is likely to be above petty tempta-
tions and, therefore, more effective in its mission. This has been a mission of the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986 that consumer’s education is a must. The Consumer Councils have been
charged with responsibility to provide to the people, education in terms of their remedies
under the Act. If the consumer is educated properly about his rights and remedies, the public
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servants shall cease to act as public exploiters, and corruption and malpractices in the public
life will be reduced, if nor eradicated.

Besides all this there should be proper pricing truthful labelling, nutrimental ingredi-
ents be shown and displayed. Expiry dates should be displayed. The date of manufacture,
proper weights, proper quality of material and proper packing, purity and hygine be consid-
ered as well.

The implementation of the act: The National Policy in the sphere of consumerism to the
responsibility of the Consumer Council. Consumerism has assured great importance in the
field of commerce. The meaning of consumer in relation to the transactions with producers,
sellers which affect his day-to-day life, is explained as order.

Consumer: Section 2(d) of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 defines consumer in two
parts. It provides that consumer is a person (a) who buys goods for consideration and (b) who
hires or avails of any services for a consideration. In its explanation, it is made clear that if
goods are purchased for commercial purposes, then he will cease to be a consumer, but if the
goods are bought and used by him exclusively for the purpose of earning his livelihood, by
means of self-employment, he would be deemed to be a consumer.

Thus, consumerism is a result of contract, and for contract, consideration is a must,
whether for buying goods or, hiring services. Another important requirement is that a sale in
course of trade necessary. Consumerism deals in buying and selling.

The cause of action arises when there is:
(a) Defect in goods: The producer or seller shall be held liable only when

(i) the buyer makes it clear to the seller that the goods are required for a particular
purpose;

(ii) the buyer relies on the seller’s skill or judgement.
(iii) The famous case on this point was decided in 1936.

The name of the case was Grant vs. Australian Knitting Mills. In that case, the plaintiff,
a doctor, purchased from the retailer, two woollen underpants manufactured by the defend-
ants. Next day after wearing one of them he became ill. His illness was diagnosed as dermati-
tis caused by a chemical irritant, which the defendants had negligently omitted to remove in
the process of manufacturing. The manufacturers were held liable for the defect in the goods.

The second category of consumer is that of user of services. Deficiency in service was
explained by the Apex Court in Lucknow Development Authority vs M.K. Gupt (1994) ISCC
243. The court held that a housing authority would be liable for any deficiency in service, even
if the contract for the service was made before the amendment made in 1993. In Indian Medi-
cal Association vs. V.P. Shantha (1995) 6 SCC 651, the Supreme Court held that the use of
words, potential users does not have the effect of excluding medical services from the purview
of the word ‘service’. However, the services must be of commercial nature, in the sense that
they must be on payment, which may be either in cash or kind, and which may be made either
at once, or partly on credit. In this category of consumer also, any beneficiary of the service
would be included, though he is not the hirer. In this category comes a nominee of an insurance
policy who is entitled to the service with the approval of the user.

Unlike other remedies available under various Acts, the Consumer Protection Act does
give a new forum which will be comparatively free from all weaknesses. Court fee is not there,
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lawyers are not needed and, time limit is set for disposal. In a favour case of  Laxmi Engineering
Works vs. PSG Industrial Institute Air 1995 SC 1428, the Supreme Court determined the
nature of protection, and held that the quasi-judicial bodies created by the Act are not courts
though invested with some of the powers of the court. They are quasi-judicial tribunals, brought
into existence to render inexpensive and speedy remedies to the consumers. These bodies are
not supposed to supplant but supplement the existing judicial system. The idea was to provide
an additional forum, providing inexpensive and speedy resolution of disputes arising between
consumers and suppliers of goods and services purchased and availed of by them, in a market
dominated by large trading and manufacturing bodies. Indeed, the entire Act revolves round
the consumer, and is designed to protect his interest. The Act provides for “business to busi-
ness” disputes.

Mere provisions of the law are of no use unless the effective remedial measures are
there. The Act provides for an effective policy making body, i.e., Central Consumer Protection
Council, State Consumer Protection Council to keep an eagle’s eye on whether the provisions
are being implemented effectively or not. In 1987, the Consumer Protection Rules were framed
to give effectiveness to the authorities.

The Minister in charge of the Department of Food and Civil Supplies in the Central
Government, is the chairman of the Central Council and same is the case of State Councils.
There are a total 150 members and their term is fixed for three years. The Constitution and
functions are described from Sections 4 to 8 of the Act. This role is supervisory.

From Sections 9 to 24, the provisions for constitution and functions and jurisdiction of
consumer disputes redressal agencies are narrated. These are as under:

1. District Forums: They are organised at the district level and a retired District Judge
is nominated by the State Government to be its president. Two other members, one lady and
one gents, is appointed by a committee consisting of the Chairman of State Commission, Sec-
retary of Food and Civil Supplies and Secretary of Law Department. Their term is for five
years, or upto the age of 65 years, whichever is earlier. Their jurisdiction is upto 5 lakh rupees.
A complaint can be filed by the consumer himself, by a recognised consumer association, by
one or more consumers, or by the Central or State Governments. The District Forum cannot
grant interim relief. They can grant only the final relief. They also do not have the power to
review their orders. Sections 10 to 15 deal with the composition, power and jurisdiction of the
District Forum . The decisions of the District Forum can be challenged only according to the
procedure prescribed in Act itself.

2. State Commissions: The composition of National Commission is given in Section 16
of the Act. The President of the commission shall be a retired High Court Judge and two other
members. Its jurisdiction is laid down in Section 17 of the Act and it can dispose of the cases
upto the value of Rs. 20 lakhs. It can hear the appeal from the District Forum and can also call
for the records. Section 18 lays down the procedure, which is the same as is laid down in
Sections 13 and 14 of the Act. Section 19 lays down the procedure for original jurisdiction
which is limited to monetary value only.

3. National Commission: The composition of National Commission is provided in Section
20 of the Act. The President of the National Commission is a Supreme Court Judge, who is
appointed by the President of India in consultation with the Chief Justice of India. Four other
members are appointed. Original jurisdiction is limited to the case the value of which is more
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that 20 lakhs and rest of the jurisdiction is appellate. From any decision of the National Com-
mission and appeal lies to the Supreme Court. Thirty days time from the date of the order is
allowed for the purpose. Where no appeal is made, the orders of the District Forum, State
Commission and National Commission are considered and made final. The period of Limitation
for filling complaints is two years from the date of cause of action. Delay, if any, can be condoned
by the Forums. The orders of a District Forum, State Commission and those of National
Commission are enforceable in the manner of an order or decree made by a court in a Civil
Suit. From 26 to 31 Sections provisions are insignificant.

Conclusion

The main purpose for which the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 was enacted, was to impart
speedy and inexpensive justice to the consumer. However, with the passage of time these
forums have also assumed the same character as is practised by the ordinary court. The delay-
ing tactics, the engagements of lawyers and other legal battles have married the efficacy of the
forums created by the Act. They have been losing their importance gradually, and the purpose
for which the redressal agencies were created is slowly being frustrated. The cases are now
lost in the pending files lying with the judges.

Suggestions

In order to impart speedy and inexpensive justice only serving judges must be appointed. The
retired persons have made it a resting place. No lawyers should be allowed to appear on behalf
of the complaint and the time limit must be strictly adhered to. Moreover, since the mission of
the Consumer Protection Act, 1986, is “consumers education”, concerted attempts should be
made in this direction. Apart from Consumer Councils, Village Panchayats should be actively
associated with the education process. Literature, in the local script, explaining consumers
rights and remedies should also be distributed free of cost, at Fair Price Shops (PDS).

This is the age of consumer he can choose from the variety of products, he can buy in
credit, he can reject, he can ask for replacement. He can show his resentment and if not satisfied
by the response he can go to court of law. So, all manufacturers and Sellers and exchange and
service organisation beware and satisfy the consumer. Consumer is Ist-consumer is last. He is
not a liability. He is the one who keeps our business going so let us have more and more
consumers. Long Live The Consumer.
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1. What is the need to protect the consumer?
2. Describe in brief the duties of manufacturers, sellers and other service agencies to-

wards the consumers.
3. Describe in brief the Consumer Protection Act.
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Organisational buying behaviour is important as it is done for the organisation by a groupOrganisational buying behaviour is important as it is done for the organisation by a groupOrganisational buying behaviour is important as it is done for the organisation by a groupOrganisational buying behaviour is important as it is done for the organisation by a groupOrganisational buying behaviour is important as it is done for the organisation by a group
of human beings constituting the power centre. One should understand the:of human beings constituting the power centre. One should understand the:of human beings constituting the power centre. One should understand the:of human beings constituting the power centre. One should understand the:of human beings constituting the power centre. One should understand the:

• Difference between consumer and organisational buyingDifference between consumer and organisational buyingDifference between consumer and organisational buyingDifference between consumer and organisational buyingDifference between consumer and organisational buying

• Characteristics of organisational buyingCharacteristics of organisational buyingCharacteristics of organisational buyingCharacteristics of organisational buyingCharacteristics of organisational buying

••••• Factors affecting organisational buyingFactors affecting organisational buyingFactors affecting organisational buyingFactors affecting organisational buyingFactors affecting organisational buying

••••• Risk factors and their reductionRisk factors and their reductionRisk factors and their reductionRisk factors and their reductionRisk factors and their reduction

••••• Buying situationsBuying situationsBuying situationsBuying situationsBuying situations

••••• Selection of a supplierSelection of a supplierSelection of a supplierSelection of a supplierSelection of a supplier

Men may come and men may go, but the organisation goes on forever. If your costs are
going up, try lowering your prices by selling more.
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Organisational buying is a complex process of decision-making and communication. It takes
time, involves several members and considerations. Robinson, Faris and Wind have identified
eight steps in organisational behaviour.

1. Need recognition
2. Definition of characteristic and quantity needed
3. Development of specification to guide the procurement
4. Search for and qualification of potential sources
5. Acquisition and analysis of proposals
6. Evaluation of proposals and selection of suppliers
7. Selection of an order routine
8. Performance feedback and evaluation.
Example Illustrating the Eight Steps in Organisational Buying Behaviour:
Need recognition is the first step while making a purchase decision. The need may be

for a machine which could bring efficiency in production or packing. It can be to provide a cool
and comfortable working climate in the office. It may be a transportation need or, any require-
ment which is essential to carry on with the day to day work. The need can be fulfilled by
various alternatives. A transportation need can be fulfilled by a scooter, a car, a mini truck or
a van or any other way. Working cool climate can be provided by an air cooler or an air condi-
tioner. A packing machine can be manual, semi-automatic or automatic.

Once the need is identified by a purchase committee, which may consist of the purchase
officer, general manager, production manager and others, the type and quantity of the item
needed are specified, i.e., the number of pieces to be bought. While specifying these, economic
consideration are also important depending upon the work and economy of the company or/
firm.

Once these things have been decided, quotations are asked for or, tenders are floated
and the offers given by various interested parties which are then scrutinised and analysed on
a number of criterion. These may be:
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1. Past reputation of the manufacturer.
2. The efficiency of the machine, the durability, economies of working, the design, etc.

are considered.
3. Delivery period.
4. Terms of payment.
5. Guarantees given by the company.
6. Price.
7. After sales service, etc.

On the basis of the above a few firms are short listed and then again reviewed.
In certain cases there are recommendation by very high authorities which cannot be

ignored. Although the order may have been decided in favour of a supplier, but recommenda-
tions and other factors may change the decision in favour of another supplier. If supplies are to
be spread over the whole year or an extended period of time, an order schedule is prepared,
instructing the suppliers to make supplies at required intervals of time. From the above exam-
ple it is clear that organisational buying differs from consumer buying in many ways. Organi-
sation buying has its own characteristics, as given below:
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1. O.B. is a multi-person activity: it is done by a team consisting of some important
people in the organisation. These people come from many backgrounds and have different
view points and notions which have to be integrated. They have different qualifications and
hold different positions in the organisational hierarchy. They can be referred to as the buying
centre, and play different roles.

User
The person who actually uses the product, like the person using the typewriter, computer, or
the production department.

Influencer
The people who influence the buying like the purchase officer, the production manager, the
design engineer, etc.

Decider
The committee appointed for purchases who decides what product and what quantity is to be
purchased.

Gate Keeper
Those who control the flow of information within the organisation.

Specifiers
These are the consultants or design people who develop the specifications of the product, or of
the services required.

It is a formal activity: Unlike consumer behaviour, organisational buying is a formal
activity, where rules and procedures are laid down. There is also a formal contract between a
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buyer and a seller. The terms and conditions of payment are also laid down. The time of sup-
plies are also specified.

There is a larger time lag as compared to consumer buying:
As all procedures are to be followed, it takes much longer. The deciding of the purchase,

quality, quantity and adherence to rules and regulations, the delivery of product, etc. may
take quite some time.

2. It is a formal activity: The purchases are made according to certain procedures, rules
and regulations. Sometimes quotations are asked for, and for higher amounts of purchases,
tenders may be floated. These have to be given proper importance by advertising in news
papers or by proper publicity. These are formally opened before a committee constituted for
the purpose. Many aspects are looked into, but an important consideration is also the money
or, the cost that is quoted for the product. All the activities are carried out in a judicial manner
and with the consent of the committee.

3. It is a rational but emotional activity: By this we mean that we are dealing with
people who are human beings and those who are dealing are also human beings. This gives
rise to emotions and no matter how rational we tend to become, it is the human element that
also comes into play, and many a time the order goes not to the most deserving candidate, but
could tilt in the favour of somebody who may have connections, which may be political, or on
the basis of friendships and relationships.

4. There is a longer time lag between efforts and results: In individual buying, the sales
and the purchase may not last more than a dew minutes, but in industrial buying, a lot of
procedures have to be followed. These procedures lead to time delays. It takes long to ask for
quotations and tenders—once all the tenders have been submitted, a date is fixed for opening
the tenders, which is intimated to the parties concerned. Later the order is placed. The order
takes a long time to complete as it is mostly a bulk order. Once the order is supplied, many
times in instalments, the payment also takes time, and may get held up for may reasons. Thus,
there is a time lag between the effort and the results.

5. Uniqueness of the organisation: Every organisation is unique in some way or the
other. Some are partnership firms, others could be private limited and public limited compa-
nies. They have their own structure and their distinct culture. Their objectives, resources and
nature of buying is different.

Some firms like to pay cash, some always ask for credit. Others also pay in advance,
some have limited resources, some have abundant resources. These influence the nature of
buying as well. The objectives of a company could be to keep in tune with the modern times.
Others may stick to traditional methods, some are willing to change and welcome it, others
resist change. These and other differences of the company influence organisational buying in a
big way.

6. There are fewer industrial buyers than individual buyers: For example, a firm produces
medicine which is bought by many individuals, or a firm making cosmetics is used by thousands
of individuals.

7. The industries buy in bulk in huge amounts, whereas, individual consumers buy in
lesser and in smaller quantities.

8. Most industrial buyers are geographically concentrated in an area. We have industrial
estates of industrial houses, where most industries are concentrated.

9. Reciprocal buying: In this we follow the principle of “you buy from me, I buy from
you”.
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The manufacturer buys raw material from the suppliers who sell his products as well.
10. Middlemen role is reduced: In organisational buying, the manufacturer mostly sells

directly to the user or, the channel path is very small as compared to consumer buying.
11. Demand of industrial goods is dependent on the demand of the consumer. It could be

called derived demand. When there is a baby boon (more children are born) the demand for
baby products increases.

12. Inelastic demand: Price changes do not make much difference in the demand. If the
cost of cigarettes increase, smokers will buy cigarettes any way. Similarly, people need to fulfil
their genuine requirements irrespective of the change of price.
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We need to understand the organisational market. For making a car, many components are
required, to market help of a distribution channel is required. It is a chain.

Raw material
extraction

Material
processing

Manufacturing
parts and
assembly

Final assembly Distribution

Fig. 22.1

The area is very vast and heterogeneous. Organisational marketing or “ghost” organisa-
tional customer, as the customer is huge and unlimited. There are many types of organisations
with different classifications. These require different types of raw materials. In manufactur-
ing a car one needs all types of material. Iron sheets to wires, to screws, bolts, iron strips.
Electrical gadgets, battery, glass windows and screens, rubber goods, aluminium goods and,
hundred of other materials. The suppliers of these materials also require raw materials for
their use. Hence, there is an endless chain of suppliers of raw materials. What is a finished
product for an industry, can become raw material for the other industry.

Organisation can be classified as Industrial—industries are scattered all over the coun-
try, and they constitute all organisations involved in manufacturing, assembling, fabrication,
etc.

Institutional

These organisers cover universities, hospitals, distribution firms, advertising firms.

Government organisation

Like the PWD, the DGS and D organisations several collecting organisations, several boards
and government administrative organisations.

Public organisation

Post, telegraph, and telecommunication, water works, health organisations.

Private organisation

There are many other firms in which the organisation exists. These are:
Mining and extractive industries: These include Coal India ONGC, Hindustan Copper

Limited, industries involved in extraction from ore.
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Material processing industries: Tata Steel, Steel Authority of India, Bharat Aluminum
Company (BALCO), Hindalco, etc.

Manufacturing of parts and assembly: General Electric Company, Larsen Turbo,
Kirloskar, MICO, Bharat Forge and many other industries involved in making parts and
assembly.

Final assembly: Local brands of cooler manufacturers, shelves, cupboards, trays, tables,
chairs, TV manufacturers, truck manufacturers, computer manufacturers.

Distributors

These firms undertake the distribution of various goods, and many products are marketed by
them. These include consumable goods, office goods, food products, bearings, tubes, electrical
appliances. They may be in the form of marketeers, distributors, agents, middleman or agents.
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There are a number of external and internal environmental factors that directly or indirectly
affect organisational buying behaviour. Economic factors are considered very important for
organisational buying. Strong personal relationships also play a very important role in organi-
sational buying. Other factors are political influences that are dominant. Organisational buy-
ing is also situational and situations play an important role. Most thinkers feel that these
influences can be grouped under four major headings.

1. External environment factors

Under this heading we have social, political, legal, cultural, economic factors that interact
with each other, for example they could be power shortages, credit squeezes, political and
economic changes, which govern many of the rules regulations. The shortage of raw materials,
excessive tariffs and taxes on a particular item. These affect the buyer behaviour and the
industry has to adapt itself to these changes. Competition in the market has to be studied, and
strategies designed to outdo or fight the competition in a proper manner.

External
environment

Organisational Inter
personal

Individual

Economic
Infrastructural
Social
Political
Competition
Regulatory

Objects
Policies
Procedures
Organisational
Structure
System

Authority
Status
Empathy
Persuasiveness

Age
Income
Education
Job Position
Risk Taking

Organisation
Buyer

Fig. 22.2

2. Organisational factors

An organisation is purposefully created and deliberately structured to attain specific objectives.
These objectives and policies differ in every organisation. Every organisation had a climate
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and culture of its own. The organisation is interested in selling its products to the industries
who have a “buying centre” or, a group of people who have the authority to buy. The marketeer
of industrial products thus wants to know who constitutes this “power centre”. “How many
people are involved in it. What are their specific requirements. What is their bent of mind or
attitude towards the products. What are their likes and dislikes and, what is their criteria of
evaluation and, what are the company’s policies and procedures, for placing bulk orders.

3. Interpersonal factors

The buying centre consists of a number of persons who are involved in buying. It is an inter
personal activity. Those people come from various levels of the organisation. They have differ-
ent backgrounds, different expertise, different values and considerations. They play different
roles and make the buying more complex. In some cases this leads to a conflict, which has to be
solved, and a uniformity and harmony is made to prevail between different members  involved
in buying. This can be done by

(a) Problem solving approach where various alternatives are considered and discussions
and deliberations takes place. This should be done in a rational manner and, them conflicts
can be resolved.

(b) Persuasive: In this method of conflict resolution, the parties are persuaded to take a
different view by reducing the importance of a criteria over the other. The objectives of the
organisation are given more importance than the objectives of the departments. It is the over-
all objectives, that must be considered, and the objectives of the various departments and
members be unidirectional.

(c) Bargaining: This is another method of resolving conflict amongst members. In bar-
gaining, a little give and take is required i.e., in new buying situations there arises a lot of
difference in goals and objectives. In this method, the decision of a party is agreed upon with
the promise of reciprocity in the future.

(d) Politicking: This is a negative approach of resolving the conflict. Here parties spread
false charges, or cast aspersions on others. They resort to unhealthy tactics. This is considered
as a non-rational method to resolve a conflicting situation.

(e) Each member has a unique personality and experience. His own perception depends
upon his age, income, expertise, job position and his attitude towards risk. With more experi-
ence, one takes more distinguished and mature decisions. Organisational buying is big buying,
which involves risk and the perception of risk is very important.

���!  ������������"���������#

(a) Characteristics of the purchase problem
• Size of the expenditure (rupees)
• Degree of novelty contained in buying
• Degree of product essentiality
• Factors provoking purchase

(b) Characteristics of the buyer (general and specific)
Buyer’s self-confidence and experience, degree of technical and professional affiliation.
(c) Organisational environment

• Size and financial standing of customer
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• Degree of decision centralisation
• Degree of decision reutilisation

(d) Management of perceived risk: There are two types of risks involved:
Performance risk: When the products fail to perform. A rolling machine not able to per-

form on the specified thickness of metals. A life pump not performing upto expectations. An
aerosol spray not fuctioning satisfactorily.

Psychological risk: This risk arises when a person is held responsible and accountable
for the decision taken by him. Performance and Psychological risk are associated with the
wrong choice.

This leads to four types of risks as shown in Fig. 22.3

External External
uncertainty consequence

Internal Internal
uncertainty consequence

Fig. 22.3

These risks can be reduced by purchasing from familiar suppliers. Risk can also be
reduced by placing orders on high credibility suppliers in new buying situations. It is neces-
sary that industrial marketeers must understand the perceived risk, and methods to minimise
them. This is necessary to formulate effective sales strategies.
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An organisation buys a variety of products and services. These may include a variety of items,
some of these are mentioned:

Raw material: Steel, aluminium, iron ore, etc.
Major capital items: Machinery, plant, etc.
Minor capital items: Pumps, valves.
Fabricated components and parts, and auto-assemblies: Castings, forgings, small parts

of iron, rubber, plastic, etc.
Processed chemicals: Fluxes for melting, powders, chemicals.
Consumables: Lubricating oils, electrodes, fuel, gas, etc.
Office equipment: Paper, copier, typewriters.
Services: Transport, travel, touring, etc.
Basically there are three types of buying situations, according to Robinson, Fari’s and

Wind.

Straight rebuy situations
In this routine, orders are placed for office supplies, raw materials, other items of daily use,
where the supplier is known and a procedure is already laid down, which is followed in a
routine manner.

Modified rebuy situations

Buyers may change or modify the product according to the situation, e.g., nylon rope for ordinary
rope. Plastic washers in place of steel or brass washers, aluminium instead of copper, hydraulic
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in place of mechanical. This may be done for economic consideration, or for the ease of
procurement, or to modify or change the product. The change may also be due to external or
internal environmental changes.

New task

When a task is performed, items may be bought without previous experience and for the first
time. These could be new machines like computer or Fax machines. The need for such a prod-
uct may not have occurred previously. For a new task, a new set up and new items are neces-
sary, which may not have been purchased before.

Fisher gave a model and identified two factors for buying decisions. These are product
complexity and, commercial uncertainty. This gives a combination of four situations as shown:

Low

Buyer emphasis (1)

Policy maker emphasis (2)

High

Technological emphasis (3)

Total involvement (4)

Low

High

Commerical
uncetainty

Complexity

Fig. 22.4 Fisher’s model

Table 22.1 Product complexity and commercial uncertainty can further be shown as under:

Product High product Low commercial High commercial
complexity low complexity uncertainty uncertainty

Standard product Different product Low investment High investment
Technically simple Technically complicated Small order Large order
Established product New product Short term commitment Long term commitment

Small effect on Consequential
profitability adjustments required

Previously Not purchased previously Easy to forecast Large effect on
purchased Difficult to profitability
Easy to install install
No after sales After sales service Hard to forecast
service required frequently

The four quadrants shown above require different emphasis as shown:
In quadrant (No.1): There is low complexity and low uncertainty, in such a situation Buyer

emphasis must be given.
In quadrant (No. 2): There is high uncertainty and low complexity, in such a situation

policy makers emphasis is required.
In quadrant (No. 3): There is low uncertainty and high complexity, in such a situation

there should be technological emphasis.
In quadrant (No. 4): When both uncertainty and complexity is high, there should be

emphasis on total involvement with the product.

Selection of a supplier
In industrial buying, there are many considerations for selecting a supplier. Some suppliers
are old suppliers and already listed and registered with the establishment. Other suppliers
are also considered. They are considered on a number of criteria.
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These are:
1. Price.
2. Reliability of delivery dates.
3. Quality of the product and maintenance of quality.
4. Suppliers reputation in the market.
5. Quick response to the needs of the customer.
6. Capability of the supplier to supply regularly on increase on demand.
7. Supplier’s flexibility.
8. Consistency in dealing with supplies.
9. Rejection rates.
All these attributes are considered and the supplier is very carefully chosen. If the sup-

plies are delayed the business fails, which is not tolerated by any organisation.

&
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1. Outline the steps in the organisational buying behaviour. How do these differ from
customer buying?

2. Illustrate with an example the organisational buying highlighting the characteristics of
organisational buying.

3. Discuss the main characteristics of organisational buying.
4. What do you understand by an organisational customer? Why is it called a Ghost?
5. Describe the factors affecting organisational buying.
6. What is meant by risk in organisational buying? How can you reduce these risks?
7. Describes the various organisational buying situations.
8. Describe Fisher’s model of product complexity and uncertainty in organisational buying.
9. What are the considerations for selecting an organisational supplier?
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After going through this chapter the student should be able to:After going through this chapter the student should be able to:After going through this chapter the student should be able to:After going through this chapter the student should be able to:After going through this chapter the student should be able to:

• Distinguish between satisfaction and delightDistinguish between satisfaction and delightDistinguish between satisfaction and delightDistinguish between satisfaction and delightDistinguish between satisfaction and delight

• Understand how companies are trying to delight the customerUnderstand how companies are trying to delight the customerUnderstand how companies are trying to delight the customerUnderstand how companies are trying to delight the customerUnderstand how companies are trying to delight the customer

••••• Understand the need for delightUnderstand the need for delightUnderstand the need for delightUnderstand the need for delightUnderstand the need for delight

••••• Correlate expectation and delightCorrelate expectation and delightCorrelate expectation and delightCorrelate expectation and delightCorrelate expectation and delight

••••• Suggest methods of delighting the consumerSuggest methods of delighting the consumerSuggest methods of delighting the consumerSuggest methods of delighting the consumerSuggest methods of delighting the consumer

We must adjust ourselves to the customer—

Never the customers to ourselves.
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While discussing consumer behaviour, it is seen that the process of decision-making consists of
five steps. These are:

1. Problem recognition
2. Information search
3. Alternative evaluation
4. Purchase
5. Post-purchase behaviour
In the last step one is concerned with the satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the customer.

The aim is to satisfy the customer. However, in pursuit of  satisfaction the marketeers and the
manufactures have gone a step further and they now not only want to satisfy but delight the
customer. By delighting the customer we go far beyond satisfaction, and by innovation, aug-
mentation and value addition, we improve the product greatly, so that the customer is looking
for a special feeling, which is far beyond his expectation. Delight dazzles the customer and
gives extra benefits which he had never imagined. We can define delight from the following
statements:

(a) The fulfilment of latest needs that a customer is not aware of.
(b) A quality of service or an unexpected benefit from the marketeer.
(c) Personalised standard service of a product/service.
(d) Solutions of the problem offered at the personnel initiative of the company’s employees.
For example, the very entry into a room hired by a customer at the Le-Meridian Hotel.

delights the customer. He is welcomed with a caption on the computer screen.
“Welcome to the hotel”
“Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and family”
“Have a nice day”.

Customer delight
Delight Customer satisfaction
to Augmented product
need Branded product

Basic product that fulfils a need
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By delight we mean that extra facilities are provided in terms of fruit trays, fridge full of
drinks, a cake with the inscription, “Welcome to Le Meridian” Information about the contents
of the food and the calories of the meal is provided. Any other information is readily available
and can be had at the press of a button. This delights the customer, and the company also
benefits as they get a premium on the price which justifies the investment made for delighting
the customer.

Many companies are offering products and services to delight the customer, to try to
retain the existing customer, and also to attract new customers. Given below are the practices
adopted by various companies.

Wipro delighted the customer by delivering the computers to the clients at a much
earlier date than promised, thus generating unexpected benefits to the consumer.

Arvind Group of Mills are trying their best by improving the quality of cotton, and for
this they are ready to import the best technologies. The improvement in the quality of cotton
will delight the customer and supplier, and build lasting relationships with them.

Maruti Udyog Limited has given a number of choices to the consumers for their cars
with special attributes, so that the customers of different income groups can choose from vari-
ous cars available. This includes, Maruti 800, Maruti Van, Zen, Esteem, WagonR, Alto and
Baleno. Special features are built in to give the customer extraordinary benefits in terms of
comfort, economy, durability, smoothness, space, etc.

Other car companies are also engaged in the same pursuit. Airline services, rail and bus
services, tour operators and manufacturers are also trying their best to do whatever they can
in this regard, to delight the customer.

���� ���
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The millennium is witnessing dramatic changes in the market place, change in lifestyle of the
consumers and a radical revolution in information technology. The behaviour of the new gen-
eration customer has seen drastic changes. His expectation has increased, he has become more
knowledgeable, is aware of multiple options to satisfy his needs, and switches over to newer
brands for more value for his money. There are increasing number of competitors, both domes-
tic and global, offering higher-value-added products and processes through innovation. This
has led to a change in the marketing mix. The consumer has greater purchasing power, he is
more educated, uses ultra modern tools—E-commerce and E-business to get more information
about products, prices, features, attributes and can make a better choice.

(a) The customer has become more demanding.
(b) There is greater economic liberalisation.
(c) There is increasing competition.
(d) The costs are rising.
(e) There are lower margins.
(f) Markets are splintered.
(g) Greater choice of customers.

The marketing concept is being followed in its entirety.
(a) All marketing efforts are directed at the customer.
(b) Companies allow customers to dictate their specifications and standards.
(c) Marketeers track customer’s needs continuously and respond to them instantly.
(d) Corporate strategy is aimed at delivering greater customer value than their rivals.
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Figure 23.1 shows the customer surrounded by the functional areas of management,
i.e., marketing, finance, production and personnel. All the functional areas are working together
in an integrated manner, following the marketing concepts, and this leads to customer- driven
mission, customer-driven vision, customer-driven rewards, customer-driven appraisals,
customer-driven goals, customer-driven strategy and customer-driven values. All activities
are centred round the customer and the customer is supreme.
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Before a company or a marketeer can delight the customer, it must have an in-depth knowl-
edge of the customer’s expectations, so that not only are they able to meet, but exceed the
expectation, to delight the customer. For this a knowledge of the core elements of the products
and services are essential.

Customer-driven
vision

Customer-driven
mission

Customer-driven
values

Customer-driven
rewards

Customer-driven
appraisal

Customer-driven
goals

Customer-driven
strategy

HRD Marketing

FinanceManufacturing

New Customer

Fig. 23.1 Core elements for delighting a customer

The core elements of a product are its shape, quality, colour, quantity, packaging, price,
brand name differentiation, etc. While the core elements of service are reliability, usefulness,
responsiveness to specific needs assurance and acceptability, etc. from the service provider.

In case of a product (tangible), the customer should be provided what he expects and the
core elements remain almost the same. However, services being intangible and their charac-
teristics which are intangibility, inseparability, perishability, etc. must be kept in mind. The
core elements given above can be manipulated to exceed the expectations of the customers, as
the human touch is also involved, and this can give unexpected positive elements to delight
the customer and have a competitive edge as well. A study conducted by Parsuram. Berry and
Ziethmal in 1991 came out with some conclusions given below.

• A customer expects fundamental benefits, not fancies.
• A customer expects performance and not empty promises.
• A customer expects competency.

In case of automobile repair
• A customer wants competency (job done right, the first time).
• A customer wants things to be explained.
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• A customer wants to know why you have suggested repairs.
• A customer wants to be shown respect.

In case of hotels

• A customer wants a clean and secure room to be provided.
• A customer wants to be treated as a guest.
• A customer wants the promises to be kept.

In case of insurance

• A customer wants up-to-date information.
• A customer wants to be treated fairly in case of claims, etc.
• A customer wants to be provided with prompt service.

For other services and products

• A customer wants reliability which is the ability to perform the promised service,
dependably and accuracy.

• A customer wants tangibility or the appearance of physical facilities, equipment, per-
sonnel and other materials.

• A customer wants responsiveness—the responsiveness to a query or to a call, e.g.,
telephone enquiries. Sometimes nobody picks up the phone for a long time, which
irritates and  turns off a customer.

• A customer wants assurance—the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their
ability to convey trust and confidence.

• A customer wants empathy—the caring individual attention provided to customers.
Salesman putting himself in the customer’s shoes.

Reliability is more concerned with the service outcome, whereas the other factors of
responsiveness, assurance, tangibility and empathy are more concerned with the service process.
With the help of these guidelines and their implementation, the customer cannot only meet
his expectations, but be delighted to the core of his heart.
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To generate delight is not an easy job. Companies are vying with each other for competitive
advantage. A customer gets most satisfied when he least expects it. The  company also delivers
at the doorstep of the consumer which generates unparalleled value and satisfaction. For this
one must:

(a) Strive constantly to provide additional customer value in every transaction.
(b) Try to provide surprise benefits.
(c) Constantly express expectations that the customer has built around your product.
(d) Treat the customer exclusively.
(e) Look for expectations and performance gaps in order to identify opportunities to

delight.
The delight chain shown in Fig. 23.2 starts with measuring the customer satisfaction

through customer satisfaction indices, and by market research and consumer researches, and
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through direct contact to understand the latent needs of the consumer. Once the needs have
been recognised, quality management is practised and implemented to provide better service
than competitors. For this, it is essential for the management to give a lot of power to employees
to take proper decisions and initiative. The customer is delighted when the service or the
product gives a touching feeling. It is also essential to over deliver (deliver more than has been
promised), and also to come out with newer methods of service and techniques to give creativity
and innovation as much as possible.

Measure
customer

satisfaction

Customer
satisfaction

indices

Feedback

Understand
latent
needs

Direct
contact

Market
research

Implement
quality

management

Provide touchy
feeling benefits

Under promise
over delivery

Innovate
constantly

Provide better
service than
competitions

Create
delight

Empower
employees

Fig. 23.2 Customer delight chain
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1. What is the need to delight the customer?
2. Give examples of companies who are delighting the consumer and how?
3. If you were running an automobile workshop, what steps would you take to delight the

customers?
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The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:The chapter gives an insight into:

• E-Business and its importanceE-Business and its importanceE-Business and its importanceE-Business and its importanceE-Business and its importance

• E-Business applicationsE-Business applicationsE-Business applicationsE-Business applicationsE-Business applications

••••• World Wide Web and its advantagesWorld Wide Web and its advantagesWorld Wide Web and its advantagesWorld Wide Web and its advantagesWorld Wide Web and its advantages

Transacting business at the speed of thought.
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Consumer can’t be seen or met (Cyber consumer). This is the age of information Technology.
The computers are being put to wide use. They are being used for business and domestic
purposes, for government work, for buying and selling, for recording and retrieving informa-
tion, for electronic communication with the greatest of ease, and they are used all over the
world. Companies have been working towards computerisation, and the first commercial com-
puter was given to the world in 1924 by I.B.M. Computer education started in 1928, and today
it has changed the entire concept of business and mankind. Right from railway booking which
entailed long queues at the reservation counters, to accessing the latest information, things
have become much easier and methodical. In the beginning, emphasis was given to program-
ming in Pascal, COBAL, FORTRAN etc., then we had the transition to three generation lan-
guages, and now the E-Business, which can be described as the method of doing business
electronically, which has now become an integrated discipline.

In 1990, online services were started which provided a new form of social interaction,
such as Inter relay chat (IRC) and knowledge sharing, such as new groups and file transfer
programmes. Social interaction led to the concept of “global village”. By using the global Internet,
people can exchange information and can communicate with each other at a much lower cost.

In 1990, the WWW (World Wide Web) provided an easy to use technology solution, to
the problem of information publishing and dissemination. It enabled more diverse activities in
Business.

���� ���������

E-Business Marketing is the direct marketing online, and through this media advertisements
can easily reach the consumer’s door step. It provides information through Internet and online
services for buying and selling products and exchange of information. If cuts service cost for
the marketing and improves the quality of goods/services, and increases the speed of delivery.

“E-Business enables business to be transacted at the speed of thought”.
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Business challenges can be overcome, competition can be met, and strategies can be
evolved to meet the competition. E-Business enables business to be transacted globally without
any significant barrier.

Voluminous and repetitive documentation can be eliminated. It enables differentiation
for competitive advantage.

It provides effective management information and helps in decision-making. It helps
manage the customer chain and integrates it with the supplier chain. There is better manage-
ment of marketing. It leads to reduction in the cost of doing business.

Benefits

There are no geographical boundaries and targeting individual clients is less costly. There are
fewer middlemen, there is quick order execution, faster realisation of money, client has much
wider choice and he can choose from products offered globally. It also helps in booking airline/
train tickets yourself from your home/office. You can have access to Bank transaction and to
billing online.

Advantage to the consumer

E-Business or Electronic Business has brought a revolution in many fields. It has also changed
the entire concept of selling and buying. It has changed the thinking of the consumer. It has
changed the decision-making of the consumer and the physical activities associated with the
decision-making process have been reduced tremendously.

Consumers using the Internet can improve the execution of their business. They can
generate and exploit business opportunities with greater efficiency and speed. They can ‘gen-
erate business value’. It gives the consumer advantage of getting better quality products by
using interconnected networks, greater consumer satisfaction and delight and greater economy
is guaranteed. It saves time and gives greater speed of transactions and delivery. These change
not only the thinking of the consumer, but can bring vast changes in the consumer behaviour.

After all, as has been earlier pointed out in the book, consumer behaviour is the deci-
sion-making process and physical activity engaged in, while evaluating, acquiring, using and
disposing off goods and services. Information based transactions are therefore creating new
business opportunities and new ways of doing business. The need of E-Business arose for
better computing, better interaction between sellers and buyers, both inside and outside the
business organisation.

The use of it in banks in the transfer of money within minutes all over the globe, not
only saves time, but also saves interest on the money which takes days to get transferred from
one bank to the other across the globe. Traditional business methods of using paper and post
are becoming obsolete and the same transactions now take a matter of minutes. This holds
goods for purchase, sales, sending of documents and money to any part of the world. This is
known as EDI or Electronic Data Interchange. The electronically-managed system provides a
look into the store. The products are divided into various categories. One can see all the shelves
of a grocery store, get detailed information about the ingredients of the product, and order
electronically and the payment is also made electronically. It provides a look into the store’s
display and the arrangement of the shelves. A variety of brands with varying prices, sizes and
information about the ingredients of the products can be seen as well.
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There are three ways in which we can categories E-Business applications.
(a) Interorganisational (business to business, also known as B2B)
(b) Intraorganisational (within a business)
(c) Business to customer (also known as B2C).
We are in this chapter concerned with business to customer transactions, the customer

is always looking for the ease of purchase, convenience, low prices, good quality and proper
service. Electronic Business provides the consumer with convenient shopping from online
catalogue, to electronic banking which eliminates costs. It eliminates many intermediary steps.
It provides video conferencing for better interaction and information. Consumer cannot be
seen not met. The consumer can conveniently transact the business according to his needs.
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Web, as we all know, is a net made by the spider. In computer terminology, it is a standard for
navigating, publishing information and executing transactions. It is used:

1. To develop ways of linking distant documents (Hyperlink).
2. It enables users to work together (Collaborative authoring).
Companies use the web for communication with customers and suppliers, by publishing

contents on their web server for widespread distribution. Many companies are selling their
products on the web. A number of functions are performed including advertising, sales, cus-
tomer service and marketing. Information transfers from bank to bank, bank to customers,
business to customer, and even entertainment functions can be undertaken. The web can per-
form a number of tasks. These include attracting new customers via marketing and advertising.

Servicing existing customers via customer service and support functions, developing new
markets and new distribution channels for existing products, developing new information-
based products. It also includes brand name management, exhibiting product catalogues and
sales information and new product announcements i.e., (customer service).

It is useful in handling customer queries that would otherwise be handled by a service
representative. It can handle many customer-oriented tasks. Software can be delivered from
one computer to another, within no time. Customers can check their personal bank accounts.
They can know their balances and recent transactions which helps to make better and quick
decisions.

They can trace their parcels or packages as to where they are kept, or to what point of
destination they have reached and when. The interaction with the government agencies has
also become more accessible and useful. Tax information, employment opportunities, changes
in rules or tax structure are also accessible with the press of a button.

���� ������ ��
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Consumer keep making decisions to buy the products of their choice. The steps included in
decision-making which have already been discussed in earlier chapters are:

1. Problem recognition
2. Information search
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3. Evaluation of alternatives
4. Purchase
5. Post-purchase behaviour.
The decision-making as we have seen earlier is influenced by the internal determinants

which include learning, memory, personality, self-concept, attitude, motivation and involve-
ment. The external determinants consist of cultural and subcultural influences, social group
influences, family influences, social influences and other influences. External and internal
influences thus, together influence the decision-making process and most customers follow
these steps in a logical manner.

E-Business enhances this process, and saves time of the consumer by providing all rel-
evant information on the internet that is required.

Problem recognition
A problem is recognised when there is a gap between the existing and the desired position in
the use of a product by the consumer. This gap may be caused by a number of factors, and it
has to be reduced for the satisfaction of the consumer. E-Business provides the customer with
more information regarding products and services. The customer, therefore, has a better
understanding of the solving of these problems and starts demanding which were earlier not
available locally. He has higher aspirations and fulfills his needs in a better way.

For example, microwave oven and automatic dish washers which were not available
locally, are now made available to the Indian consumer.

Information search and evaluation of alternatives
Once the problem is recognised, the customer can find the alternatives to solve the problem on
the computer. It gives enough and sufficient information to a consumer to choose. It provides
many alternatives which can also be evaluated by mathematical models in the case of extensive
problem solving, where more money and time is at stake. The evaluation of alternatives can be
done speedily, and the advantages and disadvantages of various brands and products can be
recognised. This also depends on the weightages given to different desired attributes in a
product and assumptions on a comparative scale. Internet can give comparative charts for
making evaluation easier and rational.

The computer can also help in deciding about the choice heuristics rule that guides the
decision in areas of high probability). Information processing becomes easier and the area of
information is enlarged greatly.

Purchase

E-Consumer is a fully informed consumer and is aware of various product offerings by all
competitors. His purchase decision cannot be influenced easily. He takes rational decisions
and usually decides to go for a product that offers good value for money. He also knows the
advantages and disadvantages of when to buy, how to buy, from where to buy, what to buy, and
from whom to buy.

Post-purchase behaviour

After using the product/service, consumers can electronically interact with the manufacture
or marketeer giving valuable feedback. The critical feedback to the company regarding the
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improvement of the product. If the customer is dissatisfied, he may communicate his anger
against the company to lakhs of people worldwide instantly. This may affect the reputation
and good-will of the company and tarnish its image. A satisfied  customer acts as a best
advertising and promotional means of worldwide publicity at no cost.

The theoretical study of consumer behaviour cannot be overlooked and remains an
important aspect, in spite of the development of E-Business. The theoretical framework of
consumer behaviour has to be understood and applied in the application of E-Business for
proper marketing results. E-Business does not replace, but supplements the theoretical
foundation of consumer behaviour.

"����
��

1. What is E-Business? How does it help the consumer?
2. What is WWW? How can it be used to make better decisions?
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Consumer research leads you to do the things today

which will keep you in business tomorrow.

The chapter is designed to give an understanding of:The chapter is designed to give an understanding of:The chapter is designed to give an understanding of:The chapter is designed to give an understanding of:The chapter is designed to give an understanding of:

• The importance of consumer researchThe importance of consumer researchThe importance of consumer researchThe importance of consumer researchThe importance of consumer research

• Steps involved in consumer researchSteps involved in consumer researchSteps involved in consumer researchSteps involved in consumer researchSteps involved in consumer research

••••• Importance and sources of secondary data and primary dataImportance and sources of secondary data and primary dataImportance and sources of secondary data and primary dataImportance and sources of secondary data and primary dataImportance and sources of secondary data and primary data

••••• Purchase behaviourPurchase behaviourPurchase behaviourPurchase behaviourPurchase behaviour

••••• Methods of scaling, observation and experimentationMethods of scaling, observation and experimentationMethods of scaling, observation and experimentationMethods of scaling, observation and experimentationMethods of scaling, observation and experimentation
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Consumer Research is an off shoot of Marketing Research. Both follow the same steps and
both are used for making better decisions. Consumer research is carried out to understand the
behaviour of consumers. How they would react to promotional messages and how their atti-
tudes change after being exposed to the media messages. These studies and understandings
can help the marketeer to frame appropriate strategies to woo the consumer, to face competi-
tion and to locate target markets.

The consumer research follows almost the same steps as are carried out in marketing
research, which is known as research methodology.

I. To define the problem and formulating the objectives of the research.
II. Collecting and evaluating secondary data.

III. Designing a primary research study if secondary data is insufficient.
IV. Collecting Primary Data by means of interviews, questionnaires, surveys etc.
V. Analysing the data.

VI. Preparing a report.

Define the problem set
objectives for study

formulate hypothesis

Collect secondary data

Conduct research using
highly-trained interviewers

Analyse, interpret
date (subjective)

Prepare report

Specify sample design
data collection instrument

Conduct exploratory
study if required

Collect primary data

Analyse data
(objectively)

Prepare report

Feedback from
secondary research

If research is
not satisfactory

conduct research Quantitative
research

Fig. 25.1 Process of consumer research
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Mostly consumer researches are undertaken to find out the attitudes of the consumer about a
product. Their preferences, likes and dislikes which lead to the further modernisation of the
sales strategies by the marketeer.

Researches can be conducted to find out the percentage of people using a certain prod-
uct or facility (a pager or mobile phone).

Researchers may also like to know the types of consumers and their demographic char-
acteristics for a particular product.

They may also like to experiment with new promotional campaigns, and since these
campaigns require a lot of expenditure, they may do researches to be sure of the campaign’s
success, before the final launch of the campaign.

The decline in sales may require the marketeer to conduct researches which can give a
clue of the changing consumer behaviour.

The objective therefore, must be clearly set and followed strictly. Then only can we
decide what type of Research Design should be used. The researches can be quantitative or
qualitative in nature.

Qualitative research design is undertaken to come up with new ideas, and in this design,
brain storming tools and other face to face techniques with experts are used. This is confined
indoors, and is less expensive than the quantitative research.

Quantitative research design is used in the market place where we have to interview
people, to find out the number of persons using the product, or how frequently they use the
product etc. This can be done by means of questionnaire, a survey or by observations. This will
be discussed later in this chapter.

���� ���	�
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After identifying the research problem and determining specific information required to solve
a problem, the researcher looks for appropriate data to solve the problem. This can be done by
secondary data which is already published and is accessible. If secondary data is not sufficient
to solve the problem, primary data which is generated by the researcher through
questionnnaires, surveys and interviews is utilised. We shall discuss here the secondary data
first. A problem can be partially solved by the secondary data. It is economical. It saves money
and time. In some cases where new products are to be launched or new marketing practices
are to be adopted, secondary data may not be adequate or sufficient or may not be of much use.
Secondary data is however, an important source of consumer research.

Merits of using secondary data

1. It is economical both in terms of money and time.
2. It has no bias as it is already published and the facts and figures are already col-

lected for some other purpose.

Limitations

1. It has limited applicability.
2. The accuracy of the data is doubtful.
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Sources of secondary data

Internal data: It is procured from the company itself. It includes orders, shipments, sales,
advertising expenditure, detailed statement, inventory records, transportation costs, raw ma-
terial cost, research reports, profit/loss statements. Some companies have their own data banks
where they store, retrieve, analyse and evaluate information whenever necessary.

External data consists of:
(a) Government sources
(b) Commercial sources
(c) Industrial sources
(d) Miscellaneous sources
Government sources: Consists of information accessible from (i) Department of Census

(ii) State Government (iii) Central Government Census, carried out for information on burning
issues, i.e., agriculture, population, transportation, manufacturing, minerals and other industries.

The central government can give information on health education and social welfare
industries, agriculture and housing. The Central Government Secretariat, New Delhi keeps
all this data for records.

Similarly, state governments and union territories have their secretariat at the capital
cities.

Internal data External data

Various internal reports
prepared by the firm

Indexes, directories,
guides, abstract, etc.

Government
sources

Commercial
sources

Industry
sources

Miscellaneous
sources

Department
of census

Central
government

records

State
government

records

Trade
publication

Professional
and trade

association
publication

Individual
firm’s

publication

Reports from
institutes
academic
areas, etc.

Commerical
agencies

advertisting
and

marketing
research
agencies

Secondary data

Fig. 25.2

Source: Commercial, industry and miscellaneous sources are illustrated in the above diagram.
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This is the data collected by the researcher himself and there are many ways of collecting this
data. In consumer research we are concerned with the behaviour of the consumer and the
behaviour is influenced by the consumers’ demographic and socio-economic characteristics as
well. Therefore, it becomes necessary to be aware not only of customers demographic charac-
teristics, but also of his attitudes, interests, opinions, knowledge, intentions, motivation etc.

Awareness/knowledge

This is used to find out what the consumers are aware of and what they do not know. This is
imparted to them by advertising  and by other promotional methods.

This can be done by using awareness approaches of unaided recall, aided recall, or by
recognition. The idea is to find out whether the consumer is aware of product:

• aware of the attributes of the product.
• aware of the availability of the product
• aware of the price of the product
• aware of where the product is available
• aware of the company making the product
• aware of the use of the product

Intentions
Whether a person is inclined to buy the product. What can be one’s purchasing behaviour:

• Does he have definite intention to buy the product
• Does he have a probable intention to buy.
• Is he undecided.
• He has no intentions to buy.
However, one cannot freely trust the statement regarding purchases as there is a definite

deviation between what is said and what is practised.

Motivation
A consumer researcher wants to find out why people behave as they do. Motives refer to a
need, a want or a drive an urge, a wish or a desire that leads to goal directed behaviour. There
are various needs that must be fulfilled. A marketeer has to know what he can do to fulfil these
needs:

1. Physiological needs of food, shelter and clothing.
2. Security needs
3. Social needs
4. Aesthetic needs
5. Esteem needs
6. Ego needs
7. Self-actualising needs

���� ��������� ����	��

It is carried out to find what the customer does to fulfill has consumption needs. It involves the
description of activities with respect to components of  what, where, why, how, how much in
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what situation, and also for instance “what” (one of the components). This what may mean
which product or brand.

“Where” : Where to purchase, from which store, which city, which place?
“Why” : To consume himself, or to give as a present?
“How” : In what manner? To purchase by going himself, by ordering, by cash/

credit, etc.?
“How much” : In what quantity, in bulk or in small amounts?
“What situation” : Emergent situation; e.g., medicines, umbrella, etc.
“Who” : Who is to purchase, husband, wife, children or jointly?

Methods of collecting primary data

There are a number of ways in which primary data can be collected. These can be classified as
under:

Questionnaires

Can be open ended, close ended, alternative provided, direct questions, indirect questions.

Observation

Experimentation, surveys and interviews.

Questionnaire

It is a self-administered process, whereby the respondent himself reads the questions and
answers without the help of an interviewer. They can broadly be classified under four types of
questions. These can be on the basis of structure and disguise, and methods of communication.

(a) Structure Undisguised: The question is framed before hand and is structured. It is
undisguised in the sense that the respondent knows why the question is being asked. For
example “Do you feel family planning measures should be given more importance?”

(b) Unstructured Undisguised: “What do you feel about family planning in India?”
(c) Unstructured-Disguised: These questions are for the respondents who hesitate, feel

shy, or are threatened to answer the questions. This leads to motivational research. This is
also known as projective technique, where the questions are designed to tap the underlying
motives of the individuals despite their hiding them. This has been discussed under projective
techniques.

(d) Structured designed questionnaire: These are least used and they are structured.
They do not have the flexibility of the unstructured questionnaire.
Besides this, we also have attitude measurements which can be done by scaling techniques.
Attitude is a behavioural disposition of the structure of human perception. In rating scales,
respondents indicate their degree of agreements or disagreements. There are various types of
scales:

(a) Numerical scales
(b) Comparative scales
(c) Non-comparative scales
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(d) Method of comparison
(e) Constant sum scales
There are also some specific scales for measuring attitudes, and there are (f) Likert

scale + (g) Semantic differential scales (h) Rank order rating scales. We shall discuss the last
three in brief.

Likert scale
This scale consists of an equal number of agreement or disagreement choices on either side of
a neutral choice. A series of statements are given to find out the attitude of the respondents.
This can be done on a five- or a seven-point scale.

Example: The respondent has to agree or disagree, and the degree of agreement or
disagreement has to be marked on the scale.

1. Coca Cola is the best drink for teenagers.
2. Coca Cola is very sweet and contains sugar.
3. Coca Cola gives a good fizz.
4. Coca Cola is very refreshing.
5. Coca Cola is a universal drink.
6. Coca Cola has a very good flavour.

Strongly agree Agree Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree Strongly
disagree

+2 +1 0 –1 –2or

Fig. 25.3

This scale gives the option to the respondent for their responses. The responses can be
combined to produce a summated score, and this is done by giving the score of +2 +1, –1 –2, to
the five options, so that the overall attitudes can be measured.
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As attitudes are difficult and complex to measure, indirect approaches are used to measure
them. One of the methods developed in 1930 by Charles Osgood was the semantic differential
scale. This is similar to Likert differential scale, and in this Bipolar adjectives are used to
indicate the attitude towards a given subject. It is used to find out the preferences of the
consumer for brand and company images. Five to seven levels of intensity are used to separate
the Bipolar adjectives.

1 2 3 4 5
Expensive – – – – – Inexpensive
Convenient – – – – – Inconvenient
Reliable – – – – – Unreliable
Friendly – – – – – Unfriendly
Modern – – – – – Old fashioned
Wide selection – – – – – Very limited selection
Semantic differential scale for using the attitude towards a retail store. This scale is

simple and easy to use. It can be used for a variety of subjects.
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Rank order scale

Customers are asked to rank items (products) in order of preference, in term of some criterion
such as economy or quality  or style, etc. Rank the following in terms of your choice on economy,
durability, style, comfort, maintenance, etc. giving rank (a) to most preferred and (b) to least
preferred.

1. Zen

2. Santro

3. Matiz

4. Alto

5. Ambassador

It produces competition data and is used for ranking only

1 2 3 4

Expensive – – – – Inexpensive

Convenient – – – – Inconvenient

Reliable – – – – Unreliable

Modern – – – – Old fashioned

Sampling

For conducting research it is not possible to interview or question each and every customer.
Therefore, a sample is chosen which should be representative of the population (all customers).
There are many methods of sampling for choosing whom to survey. These can be broadly
classified as:

I. Probability or Random sampling: Every member of the population has an equal chance
of being selected.

(a) Simple random sampling: A sample is drawn from each strata or group.

(b) Stratified random sampling: A sample is drawn from each strata or group of the
population.

(c) Cluster sampling: Clusters or groups are formed and samples drawn randomly from
these groups.

II. Non-probability sampling: Every member of the population does not have an equal
chance of being selected.

(a) Convenience sampling: Researcher takes a sample from the population convenient
to him.

(b) Judgement sampling: Judges and chooses from respondents who can give good accu-
rate information.

(c) Quota sampling: Researchers from quotas of the population for drawing samples
(Men, Women, Children). The numbers of these categories are specified.

We shall now discuss the methods of:
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Observation is an important method of consumer research. In this the  researcher observes
the process of buying and using products. Some companies also make videotapes of consumers
while they are in the process of buying etc.

It provides a good insight into the habits of the consumers, and their likes and the
preferences they show while in the store.

Observation can be of several types:

(a) Disguised observation: The consumer does not know that he is being observed.

(b) Undisguised observation: Customer knows that he is being observed.

(c) Controlled observation: Customer is asked to operate an apparatus (in a shop).

(d) Uncontrolled observation: They may be observed operating a refrigerator  or any
other gadget in their house.

(e) Structured: Guidelines are provided to the researcher which he is supposed to follow.

(f) Mechanical: Mechanical devices, automatic counting of entry.

Like a galvanometer, a pupilometer, or an eye camera can be used to register the re-
spondents.

Experimentation

This is a common method to collect the data from customers. An experiment is process where
events occur in a setting at the discretion of the experiment. Controls are used to register the
responses. In this we have an independent variable or a test unit. The treatment, which is
given, and all dependent variables to measure the responses which change with the treatment.

Experiments can be of:

I. Informal experimental design

(a) Before, after, without control

(b) Before, after, with control

(c) After, only, with control

(d) Ex-post Facto design

II. Formal experimental design

(a) Completely randomised  design

(b) Randomised block design

(c) Latin square design

(d) Factorial design

(e) Four group six study design

Surveys

It is the systematic gathering of data from respondents through a questionnaire. Surveys can
be in the form of personal interviews, mail survey, telephone survey.
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Table 25.1

S. Criteria Personal Telephone Mail
no. interview survey survey

1. Cost Most expensive Intermediate Least expensive

2. Speed Slowest Fastest Intermediate

3. Accuracy Most accurate Intermediate Least accurate

4. Respondent Highest Intermediate Lowest
Rate

5. Flexibility High Intermediate Low

6. Sample

(a) Sample Intermediate Worst Best

control

(b) Interview Best Intermediate Worst
control

(c) Administrative Worst Intermediate Best
control

Above data gives the option to the respondents for their responses. The responses can
be combined to produce a summated score, and this can be done by giving the scores of + 3 + 2
+ 1 0 (–)2 (–)1 to the six options, so that the overall data can be measured. In this case we have
+ 6 – 3 = + 3 which is the summated score.

Interviews: There are various types of interviews:
Depth Interview: In this a respondent is persuaded to discuss freely about a brand or a

product under the watchful eyes of an expert trained interviewer. It is a lengthy (about half an
hour) session, of non-structured interview. The expert may encourage the participants to talk
about his own attitudes, habits and interests, in addition to the topic of discussion. Some
experts minimise their participation, while others take an active part in the discussion, de-
pending upon the situation. The responses are video-taped or recorded, and later studied in
detail to interpret the moods, gesture and body language of the participant. Later these are
used to formulate better strategies for positioning and repositioning of the products.

Focus group interview

A focus group consists of eight to ten participants. The moderator or the expert initiates the
discussion about a product or a brand. The group talks about the usage of the product and
their experiences. They also discuss their opinions, attitudes, lifestyle interest in product cat-
egory and other aspects. The exercise takes about two hours. While the interview is going on,
other experts can also watch the reactions of the respondents sitting in a separate room by the
help of a mirror. The proceedings are videotaped and later analysed for the purpose of effec-
tive selling and marketing.

Projective techniques

Sometimes respondents do not want to reveal their feelings and they avoid questions that are
threatening to them. These techniques are designed to tap the underlying motives of individuals
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inspite of their concealment. These are carried out by means of unstructured disguised questions
that are in the form of Word Association test.

• Sentence completion tests
• Story completion technique
• Thematic apperception test
These reveal the inner feelings of the respondent and how they perceive ambiguous

stimuli. The responses reveal their underlying needs, wants, fears, aspiration and motives.
The main thing in projective techniques is that the respondents are unaware that they are
exposing their own feelings. The picture shows a fat lady and a slim lady with a bottle of milk
between them. The respondent has to insert the dialogues of both the ladies in the balloon
provided.

Milk

Fat lady Thin lady

Fig. 25.4
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After all the data has been collected and compiled, the researcher tabulates the data, edits it,
and then analyses it by various methods. These could be by means of:

1. Percentages
2. Averages: Mean, Median, Mode
3. Disposition: Range, Mean obsolete deviation (MD), Standard deviation (SD)
4. Statistical methods: Second test, Third test

chi-square analysis
Regression analysis, etc.
Multivariate analysis

Presentation of the report

After the analysis, the report is prepared and presented. It includes the summary of findings,
methodology, sampling techniques, use of primary and secondary data, list of tales, recom-
mendations and suggestions, appendices and bibliography.

Conclusion

Consumer research is therefore an important step to understand consumer behaviour. In this
world of competition, consumer research has gained importance as no company can afford to
neglect or overlook the changing behaviour of consumers. Consumers want ease, convenience,
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economic satisfaction, and their needs are changing. They are becoming more intelligent and
sophisticated in their buying and they are equipped to make better and quicker decisions.

Consumer research gives an input to marketeers to foresee and reframe their strategies
so that they can remain in the market and maintain and improve their standings.

+����	��

1. What do you understand by consumer research? What are the main steps in conducting
research?

2. What are the sources and importance of secondary data in consumer research?
3. What is sampling? What are the various methods of sampling?
4. What are the scaling techniques? Describe a method of scaling to collect the primary

data.
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Change is taking place every moment in consumers, in market
and we must keep up with the change.

This chapter will give an understanding of:This chapter will give an understanding of:This chapter will give an understanding of:This chapter will give an understanding of:This chapter will give an understanding of:

• Consumer behaviour changes in the Indian contextConsumer behaviour changes in the Indian contextConsumer behaviour changes in the Indian contextConsumer behaviour changes in the Indian contextConsumer behaviour changes in the Indian context

• New innovative techniques adopted by marketeerNew innovative techniques adopted by marketeerNew innovative techniques adopted by marketeerNew innovative techniques adopted by marketeerNew innovative techniques adopted by marketeer

• Marketeers concern about the changes and effort to solve themMarketeers concern about the changes and effort to solve themMarketeers concern about the changes and effort to solve themMarketeers concern about the changes and effort to solve themMarketeers concern about the changes and effort to solve them
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“Think of the customer first, if you would have the customer think of you.”
The consumption pattern and the behaviour of the consumer has been changing gradu-

ally. Since the last two decades we have seen many changes occurring in the attitude, percep-
tion, motivation, spending habits, purchase, and post-purchase behaviour of the consumer.

The consumer of the 80s was austere and bought those things that were needed by him
and the household. He was not very adventurous in spending habits. He had the restraint put
on him by low income, the non-availability of products and traditional methods of buying.
Most of these were for all the classes of consumers—the upper, or lower income groups. Even
if they had the money and the willingness to buy, they could not purchase because of the
limited choice of product, even after having booked the same a few years earlier (for example
the waiting period for Bajaj scooters was almost four years and FIAT Padmin, over a year and
a half). Many products were not available in the Indian market due to import restrictions, and
the consumer had to depend on the product smuggled in from foreign countries and paying
heavy duty on them. Under these conditions the entire definition of consumer behaviour was
put to limitations. “Consumer behaviour is a decision-making process and physical activity
engaged in while evaluating, acquiring, using and disposing of goods and services.”

Taking the case of Bajaj scooter, as it was the only dependable scooter available in
1900s. There was hardly any decision making as there was no choice for the consumer. The
same could apply to cars. When the products available in the market were few there were
hardly any physical activity to be performed. By physical activity we mean the effort made to
analyse the products and do their comparative study, according to the desired attributes. This
led to the evaluation of the product with every few and limited attributes that one could visualise.
Even if the mindset for the purchase was positive, it was difficult to purchase as the products
were in short supply and there was hardly any competitors. The process of evaluation purchase
was reduced or had little to delve upon. Even after the purchase the factor of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction had little meaning as you had to be satisfied with the best that was available,
and the customer could not aspire for more than what was offered. One could dispose off the
product after use with little difficulty.

In the new millennium however, the consumer behaviour has changed much. The
consumer of the 80s had less discretionary income and with liberation in 1985 to globalization
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taking place since 1991 a whole lot of goods flooded the Indian market. Like refrigerators,
washing machines, black & white TV, colour TV, VCRs, cars, scooters, motor cycles, cosmetics,
gas cylinders, cellular phones, microwave ovens, internet, ATM cards etc., Marketing through
TV and internet became possible. Moreover, fast-food centres with home delivery of snacks,
food and drinks gave the consumer options. A lot of avenues were opened for travel and
communications, PCO, STD, FAX, photocopy machines were available almost at every crossing.

New innovative marketing techniques, branding the product, suited the Indian style.
Branding Maharaja Burger instead of Big Mac, hot sams instead of Samasas and like
Indianisation of fast food brands and lowering the price to suit the Indian consumer. The
Indian consumer is very price conscious, and to suit the consumer changes in the product
(several ranges, models, colours, sizes) as mentioned above were made. There were changes in
the price, range of prices, instalment offers, promotion offers (buy 2 take one free). In distribu-
tion extra pains are taken to reach the goods to the consumer (free delivery) have been some of
the innovations in the marketing techniques. Changes have taken place in the Indian con-
sumer due to innovation in the product, in liberalisation and the marketing mix.

The behaviour of today's customer is changed due to the economic liberalisation and
economic crisis. He does not have to buy sub-quality and shoddy products. He can dictate his
terms, and as somebody has rightly stated, “The customer is not only the king but also the
queen, the prince and the princess.” He can choose from a plethora of brands, return the prod-
uct if not approved. Can take a free trial, negotiate and bargain. He can reject and accommo-
date. He can use credit cards, buy houses, cars, flats on easy instalments and can even get
rebate from taxes, by taking a loan for a home etc.

He can access abundant information through the internet. The marketeer is happy to
provide service to him free of cost. It is the service that plays an important role in  promoting
products and brands. Marketeers are all out to differentiates their products with plans of
service, price, packaging, branding, promotion etc. Celebrities are being used to promote prod-
ucts. Coco Cola, Pepsi “Yeh Dil Mange more”, Maharaja of Air India and other brands have
been globalised.

The marketeers have adopted a new strategy. They have modified the old strategies,
broadened their vision and are aware how they have to provide services. Adjust themselves to
the customer and not the customer to them. The marketeers are not satisfied with just satis-
faction. They are going beyond the expectation of the customer and are delighting the cus-
tomer and even to make them ecstatic with the product and services offered.

Many of the hotels greet you with the sign on the television as you enter the room. The
sign—“Welcome Mr. & Mrs. Singh to our hotel, and have a pleasant stay.” Besides this, there
are fruits in a tray, and the fridge is full of soft drinks, fresh fruits and eatables.

The millennium is witnessing dramatic changes in the market place, changes in the life
style of the consumers and a radical revolution in information technology. The behaviour of
the new generation of customers has seen drastic changes. He knows his rights. His expectations
have increased, he has become more knowledgeable and is also aware of the multiple options
satisfying his needs. He can switch over to new brands to get more value for his money. There
are increasing number of competitors, both domestic and global, offering higher value   for his
money-added products and process through innovation. The customer has more purchasing
power and can access information i.e., E-commerce and E-business.
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The marketeer must take the following points into consideration:
(i) The customer has become more demanding there is demanding.

(ii) There is greater liberalisation.
(iii) There is increasing competition.
(iv) The overall costs are rising.
(v) There are lower margins of profits.

(vi) The customer has more purchasing power.
(vii) The customer has more information about product, markets, companies, prices etc.

The marketeer must act accordingly—
• The marketing effort is directed at the customer.
• The companies allows the customer to dictate their specification and standards.
• The marketeers continuously  tracks the needs of the customer.
• The marketeers adopts the marketing concepts in its entirety.
• The strategy is aimed at delivering greater customer value than their rivals.
This is the age of modern marketing. The age of taking risks. The age to establish your

identity through the use of marketing mix. Providing services, giving that little extra to the
consumer that created the required differentiation between one product and the other. The
age of positioning, the age of providing service. The age of relationship marketing and the age
of studying the further expected changes in the behaviour of the consumer. Communicating
with the customer is the core of good customer service.

“Coming together is the beginning, keeping together is progress and working together
is success.”

��
������

1. What is the reason for the change of the behaviour of consumers of the new generation?
2. Why do we term this decade as an age of Modern Marketing?
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Cases give the students an understanding of the practical

situation and helps them to tackle them better.

• The cases have been drawn from the various fields of consumer.The cases have been drawn from the various fields of consumer.The cases have been drawn from the various fields of consumer.The cases have been drawn from the various fields of consumer.The cases have been drawn from the various fields of consumer.

• It is expected that the students will be better equipped to solve the problems in theIt is expected that the students will be better equipped to solve the problems in theIt is expected that the students will be better equipped to solve the problems in theIt is expected that the students will be better equipped to solve the problems in theIt is expected that the students will be better equipped to solve the problems in the
practical field once they have through these cases.practical field once they have through these cases.practical field once they have through these cases.practical field once they have through these cases.practical field once they have through these cases.
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Martin Incorp. was a company carrying on business in cosmetics and perfumes. It was not
following the marketing concept and was catering to a target market which was using its
products. In other words, it only concentrated on what it would make,  and did not bother
about changes in preferences of its target market.

It was later joined by Mr. Ash, a marketing graduate who advised the company regard-
ing the changing consumer preferences, and the changes that were necessary to be incorpo-
rated in the product. He emphasised upon the income factors, and social factors only. He mod-
ernised the products to a great extent, and invested about 30 lakhs on new packing, etc. Even
after six months of these changes brought about by him, the company did not seem to have a
proportionate increase in sales.

The assistant manager and the product manager were not very happy with the changes,
and thought that although an effort has been made in the right direction, some important
factors concerning consumer behaviour had been neglected.

���������

1. Do you agree with the assistant and product managers, and why?
2. What other factors, if any, could have been considered? Elaborate in detail.
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Miss Michael was working as a purchase manager in a small-scale company, where raw mate-
rials and other products were purchased solely at her discretion. The company was doing very
well and the credit was given to Miss Michael for all the progress of the company.

Later she got a job in a medium scale company with a turn-over of about five crore. She
was appointed incharge of purchases, and as the procedures of the purchase made by this
company were different from those of the previous company, it took her quite sometime to get
familiar with the procedures of purchase, etc. under her jurisdiction.
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On one occasion, she has to urgently place an order of raw material worth about two
lakhs, which was essential for the supply of a timely order. Considering the situation an emer-
gent one, she placed the order without informing, or calling a meeting. Although the order was
supplied in time, during the audit it came in for  severe criticism, and Miss Michael was given
a show-cause notice as to why she had taken the decision alone. Miss Michael was very perturbed
about the situation and wanted to explain her position to the manager.

���������

1. Where did Miss Michael go wrong?
2. How can you help her to reply to the show-cause notice issued to her?

���� ����	
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A certain store was keeping a number of brands of washing machines. They had washing
machines to cater to the needs of all the segments of the society. They were stocking IFB,
Videocon, BPL, National, Godrej, and local made washing machines as well. They had both
automatic, semi-automatic and manual machines. The automatic machines were bought by
the higher income group. The middle income group were content with semi-automatic ma-
chines. Manual hand operated machines were for the lower class of clientele, and also those
living in the rural areas, where electrification was not complete or the electricity went off for
days together.

It was observed that when customers came to buy an automatic machine, they usually
came with their spouses and they looked mainly at the colour, style of functioning, electric
consumption, care for handling, price factors, etc. Many customers would not buy on their first
visit. They would come back after an interval of time, and bought the machine after careful
considerations of the attributes that they were looking for. Many would lower their choice, and
come back to buy semiautomatic, instead of automatic machines.

The sale was observed to be highest during marriage seasons and at festival times.
There was a great influence of the house-wives in buying these, as they were the ultimate
users.

With a lot of information imparted by the media, and the children being exposed to it for
several hours, in a day. They seemed to have a good knowledge of the attributes, and had a
great say in the purchases and their opinions were also given weightage by the parents.

Since a chain store is more interested in the sales to materialise, rather than pushing
any particular brand, the salesmen are directed to satisfy the customers or the family. This
should be their first consideration.

���������

1. Do you feel that group interaction helps the buyer too, in his decision-making process?
Elaborate.

2. What should be the role of the marketeer in the above case regarding, advertisement,
promotion, persuasion and closing the sales?
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Consumers are becoming health conscious and would like to consume foods which are balanced,
and have all the required nutrients in proper quantities. These ingredients are cholesterol,
salt, sugar, fibre, calories and additives. The consumers are not only concerned about such
goods for themselves, but also their families.

A survey was made by a company to find out the food attitudes of consumers. This was
done to find out how products could be designed, advertised and positioned to attract health
conscious consumers. The survey of food attitude was carried out as food-related items. These
attitudes were food conscious, cooking attitudes, brand loyalty, instant foods, price sensitivity,
value, etc. The analysis revealed that basically customers could be classified into three categories.

Category I: Older Consumers

These were health conscious older people, who because of medical consideration, had little
choice, and these people were concerned about sugar, salt, greasy foods, etc. They ate meals
regularly, at regular timings, and took great precautions for their food. They used branded
products, and played very safe in eating outside and not consuming food not prescribed for
them.

Category II: Buyers of Convenience Food

These are younger consumers keeping busy mostly outside the house, who skip lunch or break-
fast. They rely on convenience food and fast foods. They have a hectic lifestyle. They are up-
wardly mobile, use ready to eat and frozen foods. They work mostly outside the house and are
pressed for time. They have an irregular schedule for meals. They also dislike cooking and
want to utilise time for leisure and other activities rather than for cooking. They are not very
concerned about balanced diet, and would have greasy burgers or any other fast foods to suit
their convenience.  They can also be categorised under impulse buyers, rather than careful
shoppers. If the product has appeal,  it will be bought, and the price and brand name are not
the main considerations.

Category III: Cooking Own Food

They like to cook their own food and get involved in the kitchen. They love to make an assort-
ment of dishes. This is also done to cut costs. They like to buy their own groceries and cooking
stuff, and do not want to waste money on fancy packings. They do not try new products, i.e.,
they are not innovators, but try to be a late majority, and buy a thing, when it has established
itself in the market. They tend to have a big family, and have to economise, as well.

���������

1. What inferences can be drawn by marketeers from the above study? How does it help
them to formulate strategies for advertisement, positioning, etc?

2. Do you require any other information and why?
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A consumer wants to choose a three-room flat by applying the A.T.O. model.

First Flat

It is available in the heart of town in the main market. The underground parking facility is
provided. The cost of the flat is 20 lakh. The builder is not very reliable. Most flats are under
construction, and the model flats on display do not seem to have a very good finish. The venti-
lation is O.K. but the galleries, etc. seem congested. Ample security is also provided.

Second Flat

These are already constructed, many people are living in them, and are appreciative of the
facilities provided. The cost of the flat is 17 lakh, and it is situated about 4 km away from the
main market. The construction, lift, power and water facilities are good, and there is good
ventilation in the corridors as well, and these corridors are well lighted. Security and other
factors are also good.

Third Flat

These are situated about 6 kilometres away from the main market. Have a beautiful view of
the river and the university. They are across the river, i.e., one has to cross over from a bridge
to come to this area. Although the traffic is free flowing, but on many occasions since it is near
the university and political rally ground, many a time, there is a traffic jam, and some incon-
venience is caused to the owners to reach their destination. These are costing about 16 lakh,
and have other facilities which are good to satisfactory. They are near another comparatively
smaller market which is at a distance of 3 km from there.

Quality of construction is O.K.

���������

1. Giving your preference on a one to five scale for the following and weightages as given.
Show the process of choosing between the three flats.

Attributes Weightages
Your preference on 1 to 5 scale

Flat One Flat Two Flat Three

Cost 40% to 3 2 2

Location 20% 3 4 4 2

Facilities 20%

Quality of construction 20%

Total

2. What are the functions of attitudes and it affects on purchases?
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Thomson was a limited company manufacturing vending machines. These machines could be
used for automatic vending of cigarette packs, match boxes, tea, coffee, cold drinks, chocolates
and many other products. The vending machines had to be programmed for vending various
items. One machine could handle a variety of products as well. These were to be installed at
shopping centres, cinema halls, public places, hotels, etc. The manufacturer started with in-
stalling these machines in various parts of the city for selling coffee and tea. The machines
became popular, as they served the customers with both tea/coffee at a standard price, and the
customer had the choice of having strong or light, with or without sugar, more or less milk
depending on his choice. As they became popular, more and more machines were set up at
strategic places like bus stations, railway platforms, etc. so that the customer had an access to
the beverage, whenever he needed it. In the beginning, an attendant was also required to
stand with the machines, as they were not fully automatic. Later, fully-automatic machines
were developed, which could work without the help of an attendant. The attendant had to
come only once, to replenish the stocks, and take out the cash from the machines. A difficulty
that was faced, was that these machines did not accept torn notes, or some coins which got
stuck in them. To overcome this difficulty, the company was contemplating to introduce a card
system, which could be purchased with Rs. 100, or its multiples, and on using these cards, the
amount would get debited automatically and the balance would be known by the consumer.

The survey showed the results, but a lot of effort would be required to motivate the
consumers to buy these cards. The company also contemplated providing the consumers with
other products as well. These could be cigarettes, soaps, oils, cold drinks, chocolates, biscuits,
etc.

���������

1. Do you think that the company will succeed in selling other products along with the tea/
coffee they are already selling?

2. How can the company motivate the consumers to buy other products, as well as, to use
the cards instead of cash?
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In the U.S. cereals are taken at breakfast time. Cereal manufacturing is an industry of great
magnitude. Cereals are manufactured in various shapes, flavours and colours and the adver-
tisement is directed at children. The leading manufacturers are Kellogg’s, General Mills, Gen-
eral Foods, Quaker Oats, and Champion. Kellogg’s share was constantly being eaten away by
other manufacturers who were introducing new cereals. Kellogg’s therefore thought of intro-
ducing a new cereal, which they had not done for a long time. The cereals were not only con-
sumed by children, but a substantial portion formed the adult market as well.

Kellogg’s developed a new plan to come out with a cereal which would be tasty, nutri-
tious, free of sugar and made of grain. The cereal consisting of the above attributes was named
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“Nutrigrain”. These were available in four types. Nutrigrain Corn, Wheat, Barley and Rye.
These were introduced together, and no test marketing was done to avoid competition.

These Products were advertised heavily and targeted at adults. To promote the product
further, discount coupons were freely distributed, which gave a cut of about 30 per cent in the
retail price of the product. Coupons were also inserted in the Nutrigrain boxes’ so that cus-
tomer would return to take advantage of these coupons, and make repeat purchases. A lot of
information and advantages of consuming Nutrigrain was boldly printed on the packages for
the information of the consumers. Proper display in the shelves of stores was also taken care of.

Their efforts brought results, and the stores were loaded with orders and most adults
started eating these cereals, because of promotion, curiosity, etc. After one year, the sales
declined because there were very  few repeat purchases. This started the extensive thinking as
to where they had gone wrong. Consequently, they withdraw two of their brands—Barley and
Rye. These were replaced by raisin and wheat varieties.

They also found out later, that there was a shortage of time for the adults, which pre-
vented them from having cereals. If they could get out of bed 10 minutes early and devote
these ten minutes to breakfast , they would probably enjoy the cereals. They also found out
that though people were clamouring for sugarless cereals, yet they loved to satisfy their palates
with sugar coated cereals.

���������

1. Should Kellogg’s have done test marketing and gradual product introduction?
2. How can you comment on the habits of the consumers and their preferences?
3. Suggest methods of increasing the market share of the adult market?
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India is in the limelight with the success of several Indian beauties as winning the Miss Universe
and Miss World contests, one after the other, in a short span of a few years:

1. Sushmita Sen (Miss Universe)
2. Aishwarya Rai (Miss World)
3. Yukta Mookhey (Miss World)
4. Lara Dutta (Miss Universe)
5. Diya Mirza (Miss Asia Pacific)
6. Priyanka Chopra (Miss World)
This has put India in the centre stage, and many producers of beauty products and

marketeers, are trying to find out the reason for success of beauty pageants, and also how to
promote their beauty products in the market. These products naturally are targeted at the
beauty conscious, aspiring, upwardly mobile, outgoing ladies and girls, who want to make a
mark in life, and believe that their face is their fortune.

India Times has through interviews come out with some information:
1. India’s beauty product market is growing at the rate of 30 per cent.
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2. The MNCs are also trying to penetrate the market deeper. Revlon for one, is feeling
the pules of the Indian market, and is making suitable changes in their products.

3. The beauty products are being targeted in the developing countries, where women
what to look their best and want to keep abreast of the international trends.

4. While targeting the products at the consumer, the price strategy is also considered
along with the moods, the occasion, the shades, classic shades for longer use, colour
stay for longer use, colour stay for lipsticks.

5. The Indian climate is hot, and in manufacturing the product, care is to be taken for
it not to melt. Cleansing, moisturising and applying sun screen to avoid blemishes
and discolouration when outdoors, are required.

6. Further, the Indian women are educated to use the right colours. This is done by
beauty advisors and continuous learning programmes imparted through various media.

7. There is a lot of response of beauty products from the cities of Delhi, Bangalore,
Mumbai, Kolkata, Ahmedabad, Chandigarh, etc.

8. MNCs like Revlon, Lakme, L’Oreal are competing with each other to win customers.
Continuous research is also going on, and the Indian market in beauty products is
growing at a much faster pace.

9. Another product that is making inroads into the beauty product market, is herbal
products. Many beauticians of east and west are recommending herbal beauty prod-
ucts, as they are natural and harmless. They are mild, and suit soft skin well.

10. Many consumers are switching over to herbal products, which is increasing the share
of the herbal beauty market as well.

���������

1. As a marketeer do you see this as an opportunity, and how can you cash on it?
2. What strategy is to be adopted to enlarge the market and make consumers of lower and

middle class more conscious about beauty products?
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M.K.B. Products was an industrial company, undertaking the manufacture of chewing tobacco
products. For the packing of these products, tin containers were required in huge quantities.
The company was buying these containers from Shaz Metals, who were supplying the empty
containers to M.K.B. Product @ Rs. 1.60 per tin container. This arrangement carried on for
more than ten years.

M.K.B. Product was later joined by a young M.B.A., who advised the owner of M.K.B.
Product, to go in for backward integration (To make the tin containers themselves, instead of
buying them from Shaz Metal Works).

The matter was put under deliberation, and it was decided to join for partial backward
integration, i.e., to start the manufacture of their own tin containers, as well as, keep buying
from the supplier (Shaz Metal) in a lesser quantity, till such time that the company M.K.B.
Product could become self-sufficient.
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In the pursuit of backward integration, another semi-automatic tin-container manufac-
turing plant was set up by the company, and it started its production and initially faced a lot of
teething troubles. They however, overcame them and started functioning smoothly.

A number of suppliers were interested in supplying tin sheets (out of which tin contain-
ers are made) for M.K.B. Product. After buying randomly from a number of suppliers, the
company came to terms with one Mr. Wali, who undertook all the raw material supplies of tin
sheets to the company at reasonable rates. He would make deliveries as and when necessary,
and developed a good relationship with the owners of M.K.B. Product. The supplies were reli-
able, they were reasonably priced, were regular and timely.

This arrangement lasted for a decade. Later Mr. Wali, the tin supplier told the company
that they would be charging an additional two per cent on the prices quoted by them, due to
the rise in prices, and the delivery time would have to be rescheduled, and the company would
have to pick up, or order for the entire material consumed by the quarterly, instead of monthly
arrangements.

This set the owners and managers of M.K.B. Product thinking whether to agree to Mr.
Wali’s terms, or look for another supplier. After a little research, they came across a supplier
in scrap tin industries, who were happy to supply to M.K.B. Product at the rates and terms of
conditions at which Mr. Wali was originally supplying. They agreed to monthly deliveries, and
relaxed their terms of payments, as well.

When the deal was about to be finalised with the scrap tin industries, Mr. Wali sent a
telegram to M.K.B. Product, that the increase in rates was cancelled, and they were willing to
renew their contract, or continue with the supplies at the earlier rate for the next 12 months.

This again set the company thinking because they had good relations with Mr. Wali for
a considerable period of time, and also the fact that in industrial buying, market price plays a
secondary role, but the quality, uniformity of products, timely and regular suppliers are the
dominant factors.

���������

1. What should the company do in this situation and why?
2. Should the company try scrap industries who are an unlisted supplier, and what pre-

cautions should the company take for the future?
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“Effective Advertising targetted at the right customer brings in GOOD RESULTS”.

After going through the introduction the student should get an idea of :After going through the introduction the student should get an idea of :After going through the introduction the student should get an idea of :After going through the introduction the student should get an idea of :After going through the introduction the student should get an idea of :

• Types of advertising, its nature and scope.Types of advertising, its nature and scope.Types of advertising, its nature and scope.Types of advertising, its nature and scope.Types of advertising, its nature and scope.

• Functions and different dimensions of advertising.Functions and different dimensions of advertising.Functions and different dimensions of advertising.Functions and different dimensions of advertising.Functions and different dimensions of advertising.

• Examples of different types of advertising.Examples of different types of advertising.Examples of different types of advertising.Examples of different types of advertising.Examples of different types of advertising.
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Advertising forms one component of the promotion mix. It has become very popular and useful
and has reached the status of an independent discipline. It has grown at a very fast pace and
has become a special field of study.

Promotion Mix consists of:
(i) Advertising: It is a non-paid personal form of presentation and promotion of ideas,

goods services by an identified sponsor.
(ii) Personal selling: It is an oral presentation for the purpose of sale.

(iii) Sales promotion: It is an immediate inducement that adds extra value to the product.
(iv) Publicity: It is the management of functions, that helps public to understand the

policies of the organization.
In this chapter, we shall deal extensively with Advertising only. It has been derived

from the latin word ‘Adverto’ which means to turn around, to draw attention to any subject or
purpose.

Definition
It is a paid and non-personal form of presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services by
an identified sponsor. There is also an identified Media and message behind every advertise-
ment. The advertiser tries to spread his message and ideas to the prospective customers and
diffuse information into them. By this method, he tries to popularise the products/services
which is the basic aim of the activity.

��	 
������������������
Advertising is an important element of Promotion Mix and it is a process which gives informa-
tion to the masses about products/services. It is a paid publicity sponsored by the advertiser. It
is a persuasion which is controlled and influences the target audience. Its nature includes:

(i) Element of marketing Mix. It is also an important element of marketing Mix which
includes the 4 Ps—Price, Product, Promotion and Physical distribution. A proper Promotion
Mix is necessary for the advertisement to be effective.
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(ii) Promotion Mix: The elements of promotion mix includes, Advertising, Sales,
Promotion, Personal Selling and Publicity. All these have been described in detail in the ensuring
text.

Personal selling involves carrying of the messages of the product to consumers by
individual salesman and make them purchase the product.

Sales promotion It is the technique of motivating the customers to purchase the product.
The motivation is brought about by offering cash discount, tax deduction, free items and other
incentives. Sales promotion adds value to the product “Buy two take one free” etc.

Publicity is not paid by the sponsor. Publicity comes automatically. It can be positive
or negative publicity on which the individual or the incident publicised has no control.

Mass communication It informs not one person but a group of persons who may be
the prospects of purchase. The mass communication media includes radio, television, newspa-
pers, magazine etc. Print media and audio and audio-visual media is extensively used.

Message These are carriers of advertisement which inspires customers to purchase a
product. Message writing or copy writing is an art and a lot of effort and money is put into it.
The colour, design, structure of the message is given great importance.

Advertising agency undertakes the writing of the message and charges for the same.
It helps the advertiser in all possible ways and integrates its effort with that of the company or
the advertiser. The advertising agencies and its function are dealt with in a separate chapter
XIV at the end of the book.

Sponsor is a person who pays for the advertisement. He is identified and discloses the
ideas, message and information to be advertised.

Persuasion The message is persuasive and informative. It is creative as well. The mes-
sage attracts the attention of the audience. It is an essential factor in advertising. It has also
been dealt later in the book.

Control The time, place, message and direction of advertising is controlled to make it
effective and purposive. Advertisement can be controlled but publicity cannot.

Identifiable The message and presentation should be recognised by receivers and
customers.

Target Group Advertising aims at a target group of audience, while framing an adver-
tisement target groups are considered. However, it can reach both target and non-target groups.

��� �������������������
“The scope of Advertising is increasing everyday”

Advertising has a very wide scope in marketing and in the social system. The scope of
advertising is described on the basis of activities included under advertising and their forms
and systems, objectives and functions. These include the

Message—which has been discussed earlier.
Media—has also been discussed in detail.
Merchandise—It is the buying and selling of the product-advertisement covers the

attributes of the product to be sold. The outstanding qualities of the product should be assessed
and exposed with emphasis. New and existing products are advertised to popularise them. A
firm is considered as an important source of advertising.
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Advertising Functions: No product can be sold without some form of advertising.
• Advertising creates demand.
• Promotes marketing system.
• Helps middleman.
• Builds image for the organisation.
• Makes customer aware of the price and attributes of the product leading to greater

sales.
• Brings awareness in the masses.
• Consumer demand can be assessed by marketing researchers and advertising re-

search.
• It helps in expanding the market.
• It helps the middleman to easily sell the product.
• It brings customers and sellers together.
• Advertisement is economical when targeted at the masses.

Advertiser is the most important person as he is the customer and spends money on it.
He gives employment to a lot of people and supports the advertising agencies. The advertiser
also has a great social responsibility to create a sound social and economic system.

Objective. The advertising objectives are many in number and dealt later in this book.
However, we shall mention a few:

• To increase sale.
• To create awareness and interest.
• Establishing and sustaining the product.
• To help middleman.
• To persuade, to remain and inform the masses.

Activities. The activities included are mass communication, carrying message, image
building. It also persuades and reminds. The activities should be performed regularly and
economically.

Art & Science. Management is both an art and science and Advertisement being a part
of marketing is also an art. It creates, it requires experience. It is a science because it is based
on certain social-psychological factors. Cause and effect relationship are studied in advertis-
ing. The effect of advertising is also studied by experimentation. The results of advertising can
be measured. It is tested on scientific principle as well.

Therefore, we see that the scope of advertising is large and varied.

Different Dimensions of Advertising
There are a number of books written on advertising and they cover different dimensions.

(a) Social dimension of advertising: It informs the society of various products avail-
able, their technology, uses and how the society can benefit from new innovations, like credit
cards, debit cards, golden cards, global cards, mobile phones, travel offers etc. Advertising also
educates the people and the society against hazards of life. Cancer, “Smoking is injurious to
health”, hazardous driving, “Better late than never”. Similarly, we have drive against pollu-
tion, against population explosion etc. Advertising should not deceive the society. It should not
manipulate the consumers against their will. They can get exploited by sex appeal.
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(b) Economic dimensions: A lot of money is spent on advertising specially when
expensive Media like T.V. is used to spread the message. There are various media which can
be used. A lot of employment is generated as people get involved in copy writing mission,
Message, Media, Money, Measurement of advertising effectiveness etc. are coordinated. The
most important thing  to consider is how much money is to be spent on various campaigns.

Advertising makes the consumer aware of products and services and provides information
for making right decisions. It can encourage consumption and foster economic growth.
Advertising makes entry possible for products and brands into the market. With larger demand
it leads to economies of scale in production, marketing and in distribution.

(c) Psycological aspects: One aspect of psycological advertising is that drinking of
Alcohol, Beer, Wine should not be targeted on the children or those below the age of 21. Women
in society are also critical about obsence ads and promoting sexual permissiveness in the ad-
vertisement i.e., Calvin Klein. There is a lot of criticism on advertising against sexual appeals
and nudity. They demean women as being sex objects. Such ads can be for cosmetics Lingerie
and other products used by women.

When a consumer tries to buy a product. He has a lot of choices before him. He gets
guided by the family, by friends, by advertisements, by salesperson and the consumer gets
confused and often feels that he has made a wrong choice. He undergoes both pre and post
purchase dissonance and the marketeer tries to remove his anxiety by reinforcing his choice.

(d) Communication task: Advertising communicates and captures the attention of
the buyer. It communicates through stories, through episodes, through tables and charts. The
communication must be interpreted in the same manner that it is intended. It also brings
attitudinal changes and changes the faiths and beliefs of the consumer.

Advertiser
(Resources)

Response
Research

Message
(Creativity)

Exposure
(How Much)

Media
(Research)

Audience
(Distractions)

Fig. 1.1

(e) Triangle of communication: The triangle shows that the advertiser has resources
which helps him to create messages. These messages reach the audience with the help of a
media. The audience is exposed to the message to a certain extent and also gets distracted by
many factors like noise and other work. The audience then responds to the message and the
feed back goes to the advertiser. This leads to researches by the advertiser and his agency.
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Ethical advertising
Advertising must follow certain moral principle, certain rules and should not degrade or ad-
versely comment on the other products and brands. It should highlight the positive points of
its own products and be of good standard. It should not be offensive and in bad taste. It should
not predict the sex of an unborn child and keep away from the unwanted practices adopted by
the advertisers.

Advertising should not be untruthful, deceptive and should not misguide the consumers.
Some companies advertise about their 2 wheelers and 4 wheelers vehicle that they will  cover
amount of kms per litre when in practice the kms covered are much less. The customer gets
deceived by these advertisements. Sometimes, advertisers have made false claims or failed to
award prizes promised in sweepstakes or contests.

The problem of untruthful advertising and promotion exists at the local level and in
specific areas such as mail order, telemarketing and other forms of direct marketing.

Therefore: Advertising should:
(i) Be truthful, should reveal the truth and significant facts.

(ii) Substantiative should substantiate with proofs e.g., Kapil Dev “Boost is the secret
of my energy”.

(iii) Be non-comparative.
(iv) Give real and true guarantees
(v) Avoid false claims

(vi) Adhere to taste and decency. Should keep away from offensive and untrue publicity.

Informative Advertising

This gives information about the products, their features, their style, their value, price and
availability. It educates the customer of its nutritional values e.g., Yogurt has low chloestrol,
Soffola refined oil has less fat and more nutritional value.

Persuasive Advertising
It is done to persuade the customer to buy the advertiser’s products. In this there are many
ways of persuading the consumer. If a person has outside work and is mainly engaged in
outside activities, he is persuaded to buy a cell phone (Mobile) so that he is well informed even
when he is out of the office. Earning members of the family are persuaded to buy insurance
policies, not only for themselves, but also for the safety of their family members. People are
persuaded to buy safety alarms for their houses, for their cars as a measure of security.

People are also persuaded to keep firearms for their safety. Other products that sell on
persuation could be flashlights, cameras, dictaphones etc. Persuasive advertising is done in
the nature part of PLC and it often lead to Comparative Advertising. While persuading the
customer to buy the advertiser’s products, statistics and performance of other products in
general are also shown, so that the customer makes a choice. An example of comparative
advertising in McDonald v/s Burger King, Pepsi v/s Coca Cola.

Reminder Advertising
This is done with mature products like cocacola and mature products of Hindustan Lever Ltd
etc. This is done at the maturity stage of the PLC (Product life cycle). This is done with great
frequency. Many advertisement are released in a short period of time so that the consumer is
reminded of the product and its benefits constantly and at short intervals of time.
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Consumer Advertising
The campaign is directed at the end user i.e., consumer. It is usually found in newspapers and
magazines. It uses headlines, illustration etc., and is a major source of revenue to newspapers
and magazines.

Trade Advertising
This is directed at the whole salers, distributors and retailers. The goal is to encourage channel,
members to stock promote and resell the manufacturer’s products to customers. Channel
members are also given incentive for the same.

Advertising for Image Building
Sometimes advertising is done for building the image of the company. This is done by high-
lighting their social responsibilities. To build an image the company keeps in mind the factors
of pollution and safety. It keeps away from harmful activities. Pays attention on the quality of
goods, price and availability of the products.

The HP PSC 2410 Photosmart All-in-One lets you print, fax, scan and copy in colour! Using HP PhotoREt 4 colour layering

technology , it gives you photos in vibrant and life-like colour. Thanks to the built-in colour image LCD, multi-slot memory card

reader and borderless photo printing, it's easy to enjoy direct photo printing without a PC. So get this versatile companion

today and change the way you perform. At home or at work.

2

INFORMATIVE ADVERTISING
It gives information about PSC 2410 Photo Smart All in one
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Advertising for Positioning
The company positions its product to a target audience by juggling its marketing mix. The
performance of the sales is analysed and the product is compared with other leading products
and is positioned by modifying the product and price to compete with them. This is also done
by perceptual mapping technique.

Advertising for Attitudinal Change
The main aim of advertising is to bring attitudinal changes in the minds of the consumer. It is
done by imparting knowledge to the consumer. His emotions are touched and played with the
feeling of likes and dislikes towards objects, are handled in a manner that leads to action/
purchase.

Reinforcement Advertising
Also known as Repetitive Advertising and the frequency of the advertising is increased.

Retention Advertising
It is done in the last stage of PLC when the product is in the decline stage and has to be
revived.

Collective Advertising
e.g., SAIL eggs and milk being advertised collectively. Two products are being advertised to-
gether to get the advantage cost and area etc.

IMAGE BUILDING AND EXCLUSIVITY BY TANISHQ
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Cooperative Advertising
This is done jointly by the manufacturer and dealers. They share the media cost and both get
benefitted.

End Product Advertising
The end product of one manufacturer which is used to produce branded goods of other
manufacturer i.e., Tafflon is advertised and used in the end products like frypan and cooking

COMPETITIVE ADVERTISING
Above is an example of competitive advertising launched by State Bank of India.
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AN EXAMPLE OF PERSUASIVE ADVERTISING

vessels. The advertisement of such products is known as end product advertising. Another
example is the Intel which promotes its pentium processors.

Direct Response Advertising
The consumer is encouraged to make response either by phone or letter or on  E-mail by just
watching the advertisement. The advertiser is provided with free toll phone services. These
days Ab King Pro and butterfly Abs are being advertised on T.V. and the prospects are requested
to give a direct response and place an order on phone.

Classisifed Advertising
Are small adds in about 20 to 30 words in newspapers. They are economical and can be re-
peated. These are given under specific heads like services, products, rentals etc. It can be
given for Autos, matrimonials, domestic help business opportunities etc.
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An example of Classified Ads given in the Times of India

���������
1. What do you mean by Promotion Mix? Describe all its elements.
2. Describe the different dimensions of advertising.
3. What are the various types of advertising? Describe them with examples.
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“Advertising is the most important tool of marketing”.
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This chapter gives an insight into the elements of marketing mix and the communicationThis chapter gives an insight into the elements of marketing mix and the communicationThis chapter gives an insight into the elements of marketing mix and the communicationThis chapter gives an insight into the elements of marketing mix and the communicationThis chapter gives an insight into the elements of marketing mix and the communication
process. It enables the students to understand the fundamentals of promotion.process. It enables the students to understand the fundamentals of promotion.process. It enables the students to understand the fundamentals of promotion.process. It enables the students to understand the fundamentals of promotion.process. It enables the students to understand the fundamentals of promotion.
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Table 19.1 lists numerous communication platforms. Thanks to the technological
breakthroughs, people can now communicate through traditional media (newspapers,
magazines, radio, telephone, television, billboards), as well as through newer media (computers,
fax machines, cellular phones, pagers, and wireless appliances). By decreasing communications
costs, the new technologies have encouraged more companies to move from mass communication
to more targeted communication and one-to-one dialogue.

Common Communication Platforms

Advertising Sales Promotion Public Relations Personal Direct
Selling Marketing

Print and broadcast Contests, games, Press kits Sales Catalogs
ads sweepstakes, lotteries presentations

Packaging-outer Speeches Sales Mailings
meetings

Packaging-inserts Premiums and gifts Seminars Incentive Tele-
programs marketing

Motion pictures Sampling Annual reports Samples Electronic
shopping

Brochures and Fairs and trade Charitable Fairs and TV shopping
booklets shows donations trade shows

Posters and leaflets Exhibits Sponsorships Fax mail

Directories Demonstrations Publications E-mail

Reprints of ads Coupons Community relations Voice mail

Billboards Rebates Lobbying

Display signs Low-interest financing Identity media

Point-of-purchase Entertainment Company magazine
displays

Audio-visual material Trade-in allowances Events

Symbols and logos Continuity programs

Videotapes Tie-ins

Taken from Philip Kotler

Marketing Mix

Product Services

Product Price Promotion Place Physical
evidence

People Process

Product
mix

Price
mix

Promotion
mix

Distribution
mix

Advertising Personal selling Sales promotion Publicity Direct marketing

Fig. 2.2
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The promotion Mix consists of advertising, personal selling, sales  promotion and
publicity. We shall deal here mainly with the place of advertising in promotion Mix.

Advertising and other Promotional Tools

Along with Advertising the other promotion tools are (i) Personal selling (ii) Sales promotion
and publicity.

Advertising has already been defined as a paid and non-personal form of presentation
and promotion of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsorer.

Let us discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these promotional tools.

Advantages of Advertising
(i) It has low price per contact.

(ii) It has the ability to reach the customers where and when sales person can not reach.
(iii) It has great scope for creative versatality and dramatization of messages.
(iv) Ability to create images which the sales person cannot. Creative persons are associ-

ated with the product.
(v) It has non-threatening nature of non-personal presentation. In personal selling or

when you enter a shop. “May I help you ?” by the salesman forces you to respond or
give an answer, this may sometimes embarrass the customer as he has just entered
the shop to see what is being offered. This factor or element is avoided in advertising.

(vi) Advertising has the potential to repeat the messages several times.
(vii) There is prestige and impressiveness in Mass Media Advertising.

Disadvantages
(i) It does not have the ability to close the sales.

(ii) There is advertising clutter i.e., too many advertisement at the same time.
(iii) Customers often ignore the advertising messages.
(iv) There is difficulty in getting immediate response or action.
(v) Inability to get feedback and to adjust messages as desired.

(vi) There is difficulty in measuring advertising effectiveness.
(vii) It has relatively high waste factor.

Personal Selling

It is an oral presentation in a conversation with one or more prospective purchasers of the
purpose of making sales.

Advantages
(i) It has the ability to close the sales.

(ii) It has the ability to hold the customer’s attention.
(iii) There is immediate feedback as it is a two-way communication.
(iv) Presentation can be tailored to customer’s needs.
(v) It has the ability to target customers precisely.
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(vi) Personal selling can cultivate relationships.
(vii) There is ability to get immediate action.

Disadvantages
(i) There is high cost per contact.

(ii) Inability to reach some customers as effectively.
(iii) It is difficult in scattered market where extensive distribution is required.

Sales Promotion

Definition: It is an immediate inducement that adds extra value to the product so that
it prompts the dealers and the consumers to buy the product.
e.g., “Buy Three take one free” and so on.

It supplements both advertising and personal selling. Various tools of sales promotion
include catalogues, point of purchase displays (P.O.P), demonstration, trade fairs, coupons,
premiums, free offers, price offs, instalment offers etc.

Advantages
(i) It is a combination of some advertising and personal selling.

(ii) It has the ability to provide quick feedback.
(iii) It can give excitement to a service or a product.
(iv) There are additional ways to communicate with customers.
(v) It is flexible for customers.

(vi) It has efficiency and also clears sales and clears stock to bring money into circulation.

Disadvantages
(i) Sales promotion is carried out for short intervals hence has short-term benefits.

(ii) It is ineffective in building long-term loyalty to the company or to the brands.
(iii) It has the inability to be used on its own in the long term without other promotional

mix elements.
(iv) Sales promotion is often misused. Materials or gifts do not go to the proper customers

(key chains, purses, watches, pens) do not reach the real user.

��� 
�������

Is a non-paid form of promotion. Unlike advertising which involves payment to the media
publicity refers to non-personal communication regarding an organisation, an individual,
product, service or an idea not directly paid or under identified sponsorship. It  usually comes
in the form of news, story, editorial or announcement about an organisation product or service.
Publicity may include photographs and videotapes. Publicity may be positive or negative.

Public Relations

It is a management function which helps the public to understand the policies and procedures
of an organisation with the public interest. It builds a positive images in favour of the individual
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organisation. Public relation is positive in nature whereas publicity can also be negative. Both
publicity and public relations communicate and are a part of the promotion mix.

Examples of ADS
Lux is the Secret of my Beauty: Parveen Babi and Rekha favourable images and statements
project brand Loyalty. Lux is associated with the beauty of film stars–associative advertising.

V.I.P. Luggage: Suitcases projects a better function of the products, Attribute or
functional advertising.

The Times of India group: Consists of Times of India Newspapers, Dharmayug,
Dinaman, Evening News of India, Economic Times, Femina, Filmfare, Illustrated Weekly of
India, Indrajal Comics, The Maharastra Times, Maharastra Times Annual, Madhuri, Nav
Bharat Times, Parag, Sarika, Sandhya Times, Science Today. The Times of India Directory
and year book youth Times. The message given by these papers and magazines communicates
all sorts of information and images to a variety of people all over the country. It not only gives
information about products and service but solves a whole lot of problems of people and brings
smiles in their lives. It joins people through matrimonial publication. An employer’s problem
of finding recruits. A young graduates problem of finding a job. A little pup a new home.
Somebody also finds a second-hand car or a domestic help. The objective of advertising are also
many and varied. It introduces you to a new product. Microwave oven for easier cooking,
Sanitary napkins instead of Traditional method. Introducing the housewife to detergent in-
stead of soap thus saving her washing time.

Reducing the Drudgery of the housewife by introducing her to washing machines, gas
stoves, mixers and grinders, fridges, vacuum cleaners and hundred of other things for making
the work interesting.

���������

1. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of advertising and other promotional tools.
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This chapter highlights the role of advertising.This chapter highlights the role of advertising.This chapter highlights the role of advertising.This chapter highlights the role of advertising.This chapter highlights the role of advertising.

It gives an insight into the primary and secondary demand.It gives an insight into the primary and secondary demand.It gives an insight into the primary and secondary demand.It gives an insight into the primary and secondary demand.It gives an insight into the primary and secondary demand.



Most firms, both large and small, use advertising in some form or the other. Advertisement
seldom produces direct sales. It is backed by other promotion mix elements like personal sell-
ing and sales promotion. Advertising produces a psychological effect and it can change the
mental disposition of the audience, so that they purchase the advertised product. Advertising
is basically a form of communication and the basic responsibility of advertising is to deliver the
information to the target audience.

The Role of advertisement can be understood as follows:
• It stimulates demand. This stimulation is because of the availability of the product,

discounts offered if any and the expectation of the fulfilment of latent and aroused
needs.

• It supports other promotion mix elements. It does preselling and helps the sales pro-
motion and personal selling activities.

• It counters competitive moves. By combining with other promotion elements it acts
as a competetive weapon. It differentiates the company’s offer from other products
and builds a brand personality and image of its own.

• It develops brand preference. When the products deliver the desired quality, service
and value it creates a satisfied customer. With consistent advertising, the brand
preference gets reinforced. The satisfied customers spread a favourable word of mouth
and are an asset to the company.

• It cuts cost—by increasing sales, more units are produced and the cost of production
comes down (economies of scale). Even the selling costs is decreased because there
are a less number of wasted calls by the salesman. With lower prices offered by the
company there is more penetration markets and more demand for the product.

• It builds brand images—Images are built in the minds of the consumer. There are
positive  images and are for different segments. A brand is a promise of a certain level
of consistency, quality, service and other benefits like waranty etc. Manufacturers
are proud of their brands and want to have a greater brand equity for them.

• Innovation—It encourages innovation and new product development and reduces the
risk of the product becoming obsolete. With more innovation there is more sales which

���������
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offsets the cost of innovation. Innovation leads to more sales and the business ex-
pands. More employment is generated and the people become more prosperous and
their standards of living improve.

• It communicates and imparts information to the consmers so that they are well
informed and can make a good choice. Advertisement is a very fast and effective
method of information and communication. It can reach a great number of audience
in short time.

• It is an instrument of persuasion.
• It has an informative role.
• It provides knowledge about product specification, about product features and product

quality and the functions that a product can perform.
• It is an important marketing tool.
• It informs about the price of a product.
• It gives information about the alternatives available to the purchaser.
• It gives information about the new offers and the discounts available to the pur-

chaser.
• It helps in achieving the sales objectives and the communication objectives.

Primary and Selective Demand

The demand for a class of product as a whole (i.e.,  cosmetics) is the primary demand and the
demand for an individual company’s product (i.e., Proctor and Gamble) is selective demand.
Under Direct Marketing organisation communicate directly with target customers to make a
transaction or to generate a response. We can have primary and selective advertising. Primary
demand advertising is carried at to stimulate the demand for general product class or the
entire industry whereas selection demand advertising is focussed on a specific brand. Generally
advertising is carried out to generate a selection brand and emphasises the reasons for
purchasing a specific brand of a specific company. Primary demand is designed and created
when a brand dominates a market and will benefit the most from over all market growth.
Primary demand advertising is to promote a new product, for it to gain market acceptance.
Primary advertising helps in stimulating the demand of all the products of an organisation
and to gain greater market share.

Primary advertising was done in case of family planning to make the people aware of
the importance of family planning in India. Once the demand is created, a number of compa-
nies promoted their own brands for the family planning products. Same can be the case of
health care products and Herbal products. Once the masses are aware of the benefits of these
products, Selective Demand is done by individual firms to promote their own Products.

���������

1. What is Role and Benefits of advertising?
2. Elaborate upon the Primary and Selective advertising with exapmples.
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“The process of advertising is the integration of various activities and
giving importance to each in a rational manner.”
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This chapter deals with the types of communication and emphasises on integrated marketingThis chapter deals with the types of communication and emphasises on integrated marketingThis chapter deals with the types of communication and emphasises on integrated marketingThis chapter deals with the types of communication and emphasises on integrated marketingThis chapter deals with the types of communication and emphasises on integrated marketing
communication. It analyses the customer and competition.communication. It analyses the customer and competition.communication. It analyses the customer and competition.communication. It analyses the customer and competition.communication. It analyses the customer and competition.
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All the promotion techniques are based on communication. It is a process in which two or more
persons consciously or unconsciously attempt to influence each other through the use of sym-
bols or spoken words. It has four basic components.

Sender Media Message and the receiver
(source)

First the sender gets an idea (ideation) what to communicate. The source then can en-
code the message and sends the message. This message is sent though a channel (media). It is
then received by the receiver who decodes the message and sends a feedback to the receiver of
having  received the messeger.

Sender Message Channel (Media) Receiver

Feedback

Fig. 4.1

Through the feedback the sender knows that the message has been received. It is
important that the message be received and convey the meaning it is intended for. The Fig. 4.2
also shows the encoding, decoding and response factors as well as NOISE.

The figure shows the elements of communication process. It has nine elements:
• Sender and receiver are the major parties in communication.
• Message and media are the major communication tools.
• Encoding, decoding, response and feedback, represent the major communication func-

tion.
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• Noise is the last system which interferes with the intended communication.

Sender Encoding

Media

Decoding Receiver

Noise

Feedback Response

Message

Fig. 4.2 Elements in the communication process

Communication can be used in many forms. It can be written or spoken, by body lan-
guage, by pictures, illustration, by company logo. It acts as a bridge between the purchaser
and the seller.

Communication is a very wide term. It can take in its preview both external communi-
cation and internal communication.

External Flow
By external flow we mean the communication which flows to the target market. This target
market consists of

TARGET MARKET

Customers

Past Present

Potential Customers

also known as prospets

Channel Members

Wholesellers, Retailers

Agents & any other

Middlemen

Govt. Agencies

Private Agencies to

Society

Companies

Competing

Non-competing and

others

Fig. 4.3

Target market
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Internal Flow
It is the flow of communication inside the organisation with various departments e.g., finance
production, H.R.D. etc. All marketing function including research, innovation, development,
packaging, branding and production which has to be of good quality as desired by the customer
for his satisfaction.

Types of Communication

Communication can be of many types. It can be personal communication which is the com-
munication between two or more persons on a personal level. Other types of communication
can be listed as under.

Formal,  informal, upward, downward, verbal, non-verbal, body language, mass com-
munication (impersonal), organisational communication, interpersonal, communication Inte-
grated Marketing Communication (IMC). In marketing com-
munication, mass communication is used for advertising,
publicity, sales promotion etc. Mass media used can be
through newspapers, magazines, hoardings, radio, television,
cinema, transit media (Buses, Taxis, 3-wheelers) etc. There
are other elements that also communicate. All these types
of communication will be dealt in brief.

Figure 4.4 shows the steps, in effective communica-
tion. First of all the target audience or the target group of
customers are identified.

The objectives of communication of this group are iden-
tified. Then the message to be delivered is decided and de-
signed by writing an interesting and a creative copy. The
media or the channel is decided which also decides the budget
or the money to be spent i.e., T.V. media requies a much
larger budget than the paper media etc.

In some cases a combination of media is used to con-
vey the message. This is known as the media mix. Once the
message has been released or sent the result of the effec-
tiveness can be found out by feedback or testing. This then
leads to the integrated market communication.

Formal communication: Takes place in organisation, this can be horizontal or verti-
cal. It is also in the form of circulars, notices, orders etc. It can pass downwards, down to
various levels (downward communication). This can also be upwards, feedback goes from the
lower levels to higher level of organisation.

Informal: Communication takes  place at informal places. This is usually outside the
organisation and between friends and colleagues. It also gives rise to grapevine.

Identify target audience

Determine objectives

Design message

Select channels

Establish budget

Decide on media mix

Measure results

Manage integrated
marketing communication

Steps in Developing
Effective Communication

Fig. 4.4
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I.M.C.

Marketing Objectives

Deciding the Communication Media & Process

Budget determination

(Money allocated for Promotion)

Planning Integrated Marketing Objectives

Advertising

Mission Message, Media
Money, Measurement

Strategy & Implanation

Implementing, Monitoring,
Evaluation

Sales Promotion

Discounts, Extra Benefits

Demonstration

Coupons

Refunds

Premium Strategy
and Implementation

Personal Selling

Planning the Approvals
Demonstration

Removing Objection

Closing the Sales
String & Implementation

Publicity & P/R

Press Releases
Press Conferences
Letters to the Editor

Media Relation
Image Building

Extending
Help in Natural

Calamities

Feed Back

Fig. 4.5

Fig. 4.6 The Ad depicts the products, its colour, design, shape etc.

Non-verbal: Communication is written communicational which can be both formal and
informal. It can be in the form of letters, circulars, notices, or by written media, magazines etc.

Verbal: Communication can be by words either face to face or by telephone. It is spoken
communication.

Body language:  Is the expression of the body which communicates message just by
action. An exhaustive study of body language is made and covers numerous topics. We can
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communicate by smile, by boredom, by grinding of teeth, yawning, angry face, blushing wink-
ing shrugging, shaking of head, closing or expanding eyes. By fumbling, by rubbing of hands,
standing postures, sitting postures, playing with fingers, shaking of head and legs by folded
hands, shaking of hand etc. Body language can be combined with other methods of communi-
cation to bring greater communication effect.

Integrated Market Communication (IMC): It is an attempt to coordinate various
marketing and promotional activities in such a manner that it becomes effective for the target
consumer. It uses all the promotional tools to bring the maximum impact. These days adver-
tisement has become a big business and besides the Promotion Mix we have the impact of 4 Ps
on Integrated Market Communication. These are product, price, promotion and place.

Product: Communicates through its colour, shape, size, package, label, brand name
etc. It projects a personality of its own. It can have exciting colours, soothing colours, dull or
inviting colours. Colours can communicate prosperity, fashion etc. There are colours associ-
ated with festivals and tragedies (marriage, child birth, death etc.). Climate, age, religion
affects the choice of colours. A marketeer must provide right colour combinations on the pack-
age to make it more attractive and affective. Package design also communicates. A package
can be so attractive that it acts like a silent salesman. Brand name also communicates. This is
an age of brands and customers prefer good brands. They ask for Colgate, Halo, Lifeboy in-
stead of asking for toothpaste, shampoo or soap. The company image also communicates.

Price: Is an important element of Marketing Communication. It plays a communicative
role in advertising. Price communicates about the quality of the product. Generally it is be-
lieved that higher priced goods are of better quality. It gives greater surety to the buyers. The
buyers buy a higher-priced product keeping in mind the amount of money he can afford on the
item. Some people use price as a symbol of prestige and buy higher-priced goods. It is a status
symbol. Price can also reflect on the technological superiority of the product. High value cars
serve both the prestige and quality assurance. The customer also takes into consideration the
following.

Reasonable price: They compare the prices with other similar brands available in the
market (cell phones, refrigerators, air conditions, ceiling fans etc. A product of lower price may
be a suspect for quality of the product. The psychological effect of price also plays an important
part on the psyche of the consumer.

Place: Places plays an important role in Marketing Communication. From which store
have you bought the goods? It is from Harrods Macy’s or Nordstorm etc. or Wall Mart? People
like to shop from nice places, suitable locations etc. They like to shop in places which have a big
choice and stores which sell good quality products.

The store projects its own image through interior decorations, good displays, the type of
customers frequenting the store. Soft nice music adds to the pleasure of shopping in stores.
The sales personal, their behaviour, mannerisms, looks and well trained and friendly sales-
men are an asset. The displays in the store, glamorous appearance, abundant stocks all lead to
the patronizing of the store by the customers. The name of the stores, like discount stores,
super market, cooperative store, 9-11 store, the $ store all communicate some aspects of the
store  and the customers accordingly make a decision from where to buy.
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All-weather Digital Camera
with a Revolutionary Design

Fig. 4.7 The advertisement tells about the variety and a range/prices for the camera

Promotion: A very important tool of communication as has already been pointed out
that it consists of 4 components, namely advertising, sales promotion, personal selling and
publicity.

Advertising is a paid form of non-personal promotion by an identified sponsor. This
has been discussed in the earlier chapters.

Sales promotion: Is a direct and immediate inducement that adds extra value to the
product so that it prompts the dealers and ultimate consumers to buy the product. Sales pro-
motion is an important Marketing Communication tool. It communicates through sales pro-
motional letters, catalogues, pop/displays, demonstrations at stores, school and colleges, door
to door demonstration (e.g., vaccum cleaners, microwaves, vibrators etc.). The demonstration
can be made to the key people in the organisation. Sales promotion also communicates through
trade fairs and exhibitions. It communicates by distributing pamphlets, paper leaflets through
coupons, premiums, free offers, price offs, instalment payments and by free samples of the
product. Gifts sales contests etc.

Personal selling: It is a face-to-face transaction and communication between the buyer
and the seller. It communicates a lot of knowledge to the buyer and feedback to the seller. It
consists of various steps—Identiying, Qalifying, Pre-aporoach, Approach demonstrations, han-
dling objection and closing the sales.

Publicity: Is the fourth major tool in promotion. Publicity is mostly free of cost and
cannot be controlled. There can be positive publicity and negative publicity. It is a very potent
tool of marketing communication. It can be done by constant press releases, conferences, let-
ters to the editor etc. It is also done by features, articles, photographs and video tapes.
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It is an impersonal communication regarding an organisation, product service or an
idea. It is not directly paid for or run under identified sponsorship. It is in the form of story,
announcement editorial about an organisation, its products or services.

Public relations: It is the management function that evaluates the public attitudes
and then executes a programme of action to earn public understanding and acceptance. It has
a broader base than publicity and gives a positive image about the company.

�� �����
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It is very important to analyse the target customer as well as the market before deciding upon
the advertising strategy. The advertisement should suit the customer and be written accord-
ing to the need of the customer. We shall discuss the customer and competition separately.

Customer Analysis

It is necessary to know the target customer and his NEEDS. The customer consists of male,
female, child, veterans, youth, etc. They have their demographic characteristics which must
be considered. The characteristics can be his age, income, status, sex, occupation, etc. Custom-
ers may be classified according to their psychographic classification which are their activities,
interest and opinions known as (AIO).

First we have to find out the target market and their characteristics and keeping the
market forces into consideration the advertisement is created. Suppose we take the example of
shoes. We can have shoes for school-going children. In this add, the advertisement should
show children wearing school uniforms, shoes and going to school and looking happy with the
brand that is advertised.

Shoes for Office Going Personnel

The shoes should be comfortable, reasonably priced giving a formal look. The advertisement
will depict these features in the advertisement.

Shoes for Executives and Party Shoes

These shoes have to be more expensive and better looking, depicting a different image. The Ad
for these shoes will be directed on the higher income segment of the society.

Ladies Shoes

This will show beautiful ladies and celebrities wearing shoes keeping with the fashion. The
ads can be of different nature keeping with fashion trend.

“Make yourself more acceptable with X brand of shoes”

Sports Shoes

Sports shoes are shown with ADS of sportsman like Agassi, Sehwag, Lara etc. These shoes are
very expensive and project brands like NIKE, ADIDAS etc.
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Industry or Safety Shoes

For workers working in the industry exposed to fire, and other hazards have different shoes
and these ads are usually given in magazines and journals and are directed at the industry.

Slogans: Similarly, no matter what product is advertised it is essential to know the
characteristics of the customers. This has to be analysed and accordingly the Ad is created and
a copy is written for release.

Examples : “Indian oil gives more mileage”.
“Close up a paste and a mouth wash”
“Close up in for close ups.”
“Things go better with coke” “Don’t say INK say QUINK”.
“Kelvinator refrigerator is the coolest one.”
“Public sector banks touching your life, everyday, everywhere.’’
“Complan”—the complete planned food.”
Advertising creates competition so that the firms vie with each other to provide the best

product and services to buyers. They try to create and sustain Brand loyalty.

The customer is greatly affected by advertising. We shall see how the customer is affected
by advertising:

• Demand is generated by advertising.
• The customer is greatly satisfied when their demands are met.
• With advertising the sales increases and the prices come down which benefits the

consumer.
• Advertising raises the standards of living of consumer.
• Producers go in for innovation providing better quality goods to the customer.
• Customer get aware of the cheaper quality goods available in the market.
• Customer gets cash discount and other benefits when foods are advertised.
• The time and money of the customer is saved when he knows about the advertised

goods and their availability.
• The taste attitude and understanding of the customer are modified.
• Through advertisement customer can make decisions more  easily.
• Competition advertising confuses the customer but informative advertising helps them

select the item of their choice.
• It helps the customer to know about the prices, quality, performance, usage of the

product in question.
• Customers also make their own decision by inspection and personal experience

irrespective of advertising.
• They adopt their own brands which appeal to them rather than the advertised product.
• Consumers refuse to buy the advertised products if they feel that they are below

standard or not up to the mark.
• For customers to remain attracted the advertisement should be credible and the

product should offer what it promises.
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Competition

“Love your competitor, it will drive him crazy, don’t critisize him”
Competition in the  market is essential for a healthy growth of the economy, competition leads
to innovation, efficient use of resources and reasonable price determination. If creates compe-
tition for different brands. In the absence of competition the consumer has no choice but to buy
the goods that are available. Advertising has become an integral part of marketing. The objec-
tive is to maintain greater sales and greater profits. The marketing cost includes the advertis-
ing cost. If mass marketing is done the cost of distribution and promotion is reduced leading to
increase in profits. Advertising helps the buyers to understand product differentiation and use
them to their advantage. Consumers, through advertising, learn about the offerings of the
leader firms and niche firms and their of judgement becomes easier.

Prices: The prices under competition tend to be normal for no competition can afford to
charge higher price on the basis of brand loyalty. If the smaller firms charge lower prices then
they increase their market share and profits. The customer can switch to new brands of lower
price if they are assured that the quality is not inferior and they are getting good value for
their money.

Monopoly: Advertising may create a monopoly in the market when they do not have
full information on competitive brand. Large firms can afford aggressive advertising whereas
small firms may not have the funds for the same. Consumers also opt for products lower in
price with almost the same attributes of the large firms. Packaging and sophisticated advertis-
ing may raise the prices of the large firm. Small firms cannot afford the demonstration and are
customer-oriented. If smaller firms can adopt counter strategies they can win the confidence
of buyers and reduce monopoly.

Conditions in the market: Industial goods are not advertised extensively. The larger
firms can create a monopoly because the production requires large investments which the
smaller firms cannot afford. However, in consumable good it is difficult to have a monopoly as
there are a number of firms competiting with each other and smaller firms can get a larger
share of the market. One such example is that of Nirma as it has captured a sizeable portion of
the market of the larger firms. Smaller firms can also afford some kind of advertising budget
to push their product in the market.

The claim of the economists that advertising increase prices do not seem to be valid as
advertising increases competition and prices remain low. Some consumers believe the products
that are advertising are costlier than the advertised products. They overlook the advantage of
mass consumption which reflects on the economies of scale to keep the prices low. Therefore,
there are higher profit for the manufacturer and middlemen and the consumer gets the products
of his liking and can choose between a variety of products available.

��� ��������������������

“We have got strengths and we have our weakneses but so have our competitors.
But if we sell our strength against their weakness, we will win”.

Competitive analysis means the analysis of competitors, their strengths and weaknesses
and comparing them to your own strengths and weaknesses. Whenever we advertise our prod-
ucts we create a positive impact on our product and may leave a negative impact on the com-
petitor’s products and market. Advertising encourages competition and forces themselves and
their rivals to make better products for buyers and to serve them better. It also creates Brand
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loyalty. The firms therefore undertake advertising research and make products according to
consumer needs. There has been a lot of competitive advertising between Pepsi and Coca Cola.
McDonled and Burger King. In washing soap between Nirma and Wheel, Amul and Cadbury
chocolates. Cold drink market is also very competitive so are the health drinks, Horlicks, Boost
etc.

In competitive advertising we have to analyse what should be the mix of advertising for
our products. How much funds should be allotted to Print-media, Radio, Periodicals,
Newspapers, Magazines, Journals, and Pamphlets etc. The pattern of competition has to be
studied as well. Then there is the audio and audio visual media, electronic media etc. In audio
media we have to choose between Radio, Cinema, TV etc. We also have to choose between
Media Vehicle. All this is discussed in detail in the chapter on Media.

We also have to consider the situations of the competitive firms along with the place or
the city, where their product is in great demand. We have to compare their product, package
etc., and highlight by advertising our strengths or the extra benefits provided by our firm. The
advertisement competition should be healthy. We should highlight our strength without nam-
ing or condemning the other firms or their brands.

Except when the product is in monopoly, competition comes in automatically. There-
fore, the role of advertising under competition is vital. Today, there is a lot of competition in
the Banking Industry and Finance Products. About two decades earlier Indian Manufacturers
could sell what they produced because the demand exceeded the supply. The supply now has
considerably increased because of the expansion of the industrial base and the supply of goods
has been augmented. The markets have also expanded in volume and diversity. Now it is
imperative for the advertisers to organize their advertising efforts with the changing needs of
the consumer. Changing environment has also influenced the advertising. More and more
Companies are resorting to advertising and putting in more money. Advertising agencies have
also increased and they get a lot of work from Corporate Houses. There is more exposure by TV
and other media for consumers and the consumers enjoy the interesting Ads. Thus, competi-
tion plays a very important part in advertising and it should be analyzed from the customer’s
point of view. The customer and his needs, requirements and spending capacity should be
analyzed.  Analysis of  the market and environmental factors including the competition should
be analyzed and advertisement be created to attract the customers and fight the competition.

�
�������

1. Write notes on Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC).
2. What are various types of Communication?
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‘‘Strategy does not remain static. It has to change continuously with
the change in the environment.’’

This chapter gives an idea of the appropriate strategies used for advertising. These includeThis chapter gives an idea of the appropriate strategies used for advertising. These includeThis chapter gives an idea of the appropriate strategies used for advertising. These includeThis chapter gives an idea of the appropriate strategies used for advertising. These includeThis chapter gives an idea of the appropriate strategies used for advertising. These include
media, positioning, planning and other strategies.media, positioning, planning and other strategies.media, positioning, planning and other strategies.media, positioning, planning and other strategies.media, positioning, planning and other strategies.
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Strategy is defined as a plan or method of accomplishing advertising objectives. Several  strat-
egies are formulated under advertising planning to achieve the desired objectives. The formu-
lation of an advertising strategy includes:

• Setting of objectives.
• Segmentation strategies.
• Position strategies.
• Appropriation strategies.
• Media strategies.
• Message strategies.
• Coordination of different strategies.

These can be briefly discussed as under:

Setting of Objectives
The analysis of the internal and external environment suggests the feasible objectives. The
objectives may be general or specific. The specific objectives of Advertising is to communicate
and to bring awareness to the  masses. The Marketing Manager in consultation with the  Ad-
vertising Managers sets the objectives of the company.

Segmentation strategies consists of identifying the target market. The bases of segmenta-
tion are Demographic factors, consisting of Age, Sex, Income, Education, Occupation, Family
life cycle, Religion and Caste.

Then, we have geographical segmentation, benefit segmentation etc.

Psychographic factors consisting of  attitudes interest and opinions of consumers. Also it
projects on the life style segmentation based on (VALS) classification and Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs. These are,  strivers, survivors, I am me Avante Garde integrated etc.

Competitions Approach

The approach adopted in comparative advertising. This includes the analysis of the competi-
tors, its product and their attributes. The consumer’s like and dislikes are to be gauged and
action is to be taken accordingly.

282
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“Take profit into account as late as you can,
Take expenses into account as early as you can”.

Appropriation Strategy

This refers to the amount allocated to advertising for the financial period. This money is then
divided into various media to be used for advertising. Opportunities are discussed and funds
are allocated to explore the opportunities, through advertising in determining the appropria-
tion. The nature of product, its price, volumes of sales etc., are considered. Appropriation
should be influenced by the opportunities of differentiation of  the product. Price competition,
primary demand, product life cycle, cost of production and distribution, price competition ac-
tivities etc. More funds can be allocated for special purposes like the launch of the product or
aggressive advertising etc. The funds allotted for the advertisement can be on the affordability,
competitiveness and the percentage of sale, comparative parity methods. Funds are allotted
considering the sales and the profits of the company.

Media Strategies

Media strategies depicts the selection of specific media or a media mix which is a combination
of various media. The media are chosen on the basis of:

• Product: We have to consider whether the production is in the introduction stage,
growth stage, maturity or the decline stage. The customers can also be classified
under early adopters, early maturity, late maturity and laggards.
While choosing the media, the product life cycle is given due importance.

• Potential market: The potential of the market is evaluated to formulate a suitable
media.
Other factors are distribution, designing of campaign and message. All these are to
be  taken into consideration for designing and advertising strategy.

By product user: By this we mean non-users, light users, medium users, heavy users
etc.

Region segmentation: By this we mean low demands or high demands. North region
or south region which have different consumer behaviour pattern.

Demand patterns: Different demands in urban, rural or semi-rural area, metropoliton
is important for the advertising strategy.

Position strategies: It aims at image building. This is an important area for advertis-
ing. It consists of:

• Product characteristics: Reliability, performance, service, application etc.
• Price: Quality approach. Does high-price project, high-quality and lower-price products

are not upto the mark and so on.
• Application approach: Whether the product is used for winter or summers. As casual

wear or party wears. Energy drink or Cola drink to be used in the morning or at night
and so on.

Product user class: The class of consumers that use a product, H.I.G., M.I.G., L.I.G.
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Cultural symbol approach: Customers from different cultural backgrounds have
different consumption and appropriate products are advertised for different cultures.

�� ����������������	���������

The ultimate objectives of advertising commercially is that it should make economic contribu-
tion i.e., to enhance sales. The controversy about objectives whether sales is more important or
awareness is more important has been dealt in the chapter on objectives (Chapter 9).

Objectives

Advertising strategy can be made up of multiple objectives i.e., financial contribution and
taking the customer through various stages of awareness already discussed earlier. The results
achieved by the advertisement is also a powerful indicator of the success/failure of the strategy.

Advertising strategy is made up of:
• Corporate/Business goals.
• Marketing objectives.
• Advertising objectives.
• Advertising planning.
• Formulation of advertising programme.
• Proper launch of the campaign through a suitable media.

The above shows the consequence of steps which are to be followed for formulating a
strategy. The steps are self-explanatory and some have already been discussed. The objectives
must consider the DAGMAR approach (Defining Advertising Goals for measuring Advertising
Results).

The target market should also be defined and identified. If the target market is not
chosen distinctly the customer may not be satisfied and it will be difficult to assess whether
the market be expanded or reduced.

The assessing of the consumer behaviour is also an important element of communica-
tion, which type of customer requires which type of goods.

Type of product Customer

(1) Consumer product of daily usage Individual or family members
(Routinised Response Behaviour)

(2) Semi-double, durable and white goods Family, social groups some small
organisation.

(3) Industrial product Concerned departments of industries, Govt.
organisation and large organisation.

Fig. 5.1

Advertising gives the product a distinct identity and contributes to the success of brand.
It is the perception of the product in the minds of the consumer through advertising which
boosts its sales. The product quality and its attributes can be copied by the competitors but it
is advertising which gives to district image.
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While formulating the strategy Situational Factors must also be considered. These
are, competition, price, position distribution channels and the motivation of the intermediar-
ies. These factors give a clue to the long-term/short-term objectives to be considered.

Advertising Strategy Alternatives

Strategy and Plans are a part of each other. There are  5 broad strategy alternatives for influ-
encing the attitude of customers.

• Advertising should affect those forces which are evaluated by the consumers in a car-
economy, style, low maintenance space etc.

• Advertising should highlight the characteristic which are considered important for
that product class e.g., camera-aperture, filter, clarity etc.

• Increase or decrease the rating for a salient product class characteristics.
• Change the perception of the company’s brand with regard to same product charac-

teristics.
• Change the perception of competitive brand with regard to some particular salient

product characteristics.

In the Marketing framework advertising, strategy can be based on the following:
• Product history and its life-cycle stage.
• Company’s history and its strengths and weaknesses.
• Positioning of the product.
• Existing and expected competition.
• Support needed by sales force and distribution channel.
• Budget available.
• Availability of media Vs. target audiance.
• Total promotional package and its allocation to advertising.

��� �	������������������

As the business grows, the advertising agency plays a greater role and it must understand the
components of advertising, i.e., creative strategy, message formation and its presentation,
budget, media and feedback from the target audiance. The integration of the advertising agency
with the company is of utmost importance. They must work in unison. It must know the exist-
ing share of the company in the market and the marketing objectives. It should know the MIX
of the total communication package and a tentative budget.

Planning

Advertising planning starts with the plan brief prepared by the advertiser which is reviewed
by the agency experts, may include:

• Account executive who maintains liaison with client.
• Creative people and the creative director.
• Media department.
• Production and research deptt.
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The presentation of the Ad is made to the clients and some experts who may suggest or
bring changes according to their choice or limitation. The advertiser has a final say in the
approval of total advertising programme.

Research

The research helps in making good decisions. Appropriate and trustworthy research raises the
efficiency of advertising and more sales and profits research is continuously done. At the
beginning research in Marketing and Product is done with the pretesting of the advertisement.
The next step is the selection of the target audience who are users of the product. Third step is
the determination of advertising proposition which are based on:

• Major generic benefits of the category.
• Secondary generic benefits.
• Exclusive benefits real or preceived as compared to the competition.
• Solving of consumer problems, if any.
• Problems with competitive brand that the brand solves or does not have.
• Correcting of misconceptions about the product which the customer has with any

brand.
• New uses for the product.
• Denial of perceived problems that the customer has with the brand.

Fourth final step is the advertising evaluation by posttesting of Ad and measuring the
effectiveness and quantitatives.

Advertising Situations

There are situations in which advertising may be required:
• New application or usage of the product.
• Product market variation.
• Change in the brand name.
• Distribution and service.
• Seasonal products.
• New technology and innovation.
• Upgrading a product.
• Special offers.
• To fight competition.

There are other situations as well, where advertising is required for making different
strategies. Advertising decisions are made in allocating advertising budget, advertising re-
search.  The decisions are also made in routine matters, strategies are made to increase the
sales, to fight the competition, to attract customers etc. Thus, strategy is an important part of
planning and cannot be neglected.



“Organise yourself well to have more time do to the things you love to do”
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For effective advertising a campaign has to be planned and implemented in a logicalFor effective advertising a campaign has to be planned and implemented in a logicalFor effective advertising a campaign has to be planned and implemented in a logicalFor effective advertising a campaign has to be planned and implemented in a logicalFor effective advertising a campaign has to be planned and implemented in a logical
manner.manner.manner.manner.manner.
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A campaign is an organised effort or course of action to achieve the objectives/goods of an
organisation. It is done in a systematic manner to include a series of ads placed in various
media after making an analysis of the market. A campaign can be a time-bound programme. It
consists of several steps:

• Analysing the market opportunity for advertising.
• Setting advertising objectives.
• Allocating a budget for the campaign.
• Choice of media.
• Creating of Ads and pretesting them before release.
• Posttesting of Ads or measuring the Ad effectiveness.

Analysing Market Opportunity

“When the winds of change are blowing you need to know which way and how fast”
These factors are interdependent. The choice of the media and the budget are related to

each other. The creation of message also incurs expenses. In advertising compaign, the other
Marketing Mix tools are also to be considered. Analysing market opportunity for advertising
exists.

When there is a demand for the product or the product is in the growth or maturity
phase of the PLC, Advertising is very effective in these stages, however, Advertising is not
very effective in the decline stage of PLC. It has to be supported with other  promotional
techniques.

Advertising is successful, if the product can be differentiated in terms of attributes. If
there are hidden qualities in a product, they can be highlighted by advertising and the con-
sumers gets informed about them. e.g., salt to iodised salt. Opportunity for advertising also
exists in products having emotional appeals i.e., dresses, garments, beauty products etc. Ad-
vertising opportunity is also related to the funds available by the company.

Target Market

While designing an advertising campaign, the target market has to be chosen or selected on
which the campaign is to be directed. A lot of consumer research is to be done to find out
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(i) who buys the product? (ii) When do customers buy? (iii) What do they buy? (iv) How do  they
buy and how do they use these products.

Objectives

After gauging the opportunity and carrying out the market analysis, objectives have to be set.
Whenever we talk of objectives we have to decide whether it is to communicate the benefits of
the products, whether it is awareness advertising, repetitive advertising or advertising for
boosting sales. The message has to be creative. It should hold the interest of the audience. We
can understand the objectives of many ads.

(i) Yeh Dil Mange More.
(ii) Thanda Matlab Coca Cola.

(iii) Magie 2 minute Noodles. The ad is directed both on the mother (for the case of prepa-
ration) and children (for the excitement and taste).

The creation of a Message is also a part of the campaign. A creative message is more
effective than an ordinary message. While the purpose of the message is to communicate infor-
mation, it is also a source of entertainment, motivation, fascination, fantasy and creativity.
The dramatization of the ad is very important and is exclusive to advertising. Creativity brings
the message to life. Creativity is the ability to generate fresh, unique and appropriate ideas. It
should be relevant to the target audience.

Budget or the Money

Budget or the money spent is the most important part of the advertising campaign which to be
carried out for a specific period of time. Duration of the ad decides the budget. The budget can
be fixed in a number of ways. These method could be the

• Comparative parity method
• Affordability
• A fixed percentage of turnover
• Budget based on functions to be performed
• Regression analysis
• Adaptive control method
• Compromise method

All these methods and more regarding the budget will be dealt in later chapters.
(Chapter 12).

Deciding the Media is also a part of the advertising campaign. There are different kinds
of media. A simple medium may be chosen or a combination of various media can be chosen.
There can be varied choices from amongst the Television, Radio, Cinema, Magazines, Newspa-
pers etc., while choosing a media we also have to decide the media vehicle e.g., Newspaper is
one medium the media vehicle could be Hindustan Times or any other newspaper.

More regarding media will be dealt in the later Chapter 10.
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Creating an Advertisement

See Chapter No. 7 on message.

Testing

Before releasing the Ad it is necessary to pretest the message for its effectiveness, attractive-
ness and memorable value. As the preparation of ad requires a lot of time money and re-
sources, pretesting of the Ad is necessary. This can be done by showing the Ad to a selected
knowledgeable audience before release and changes are incorporated if necessary.

After the ad has been released marketeer wants to see the effectiveness of the ad. This
is done by the results of sales, the demand of the product and also by various tests such as day
after recall (DAR) test etc.

For a successful campaign, all the above points have to be followed and adhered to. A
good ad is a treat for the eyes and always holds the interest of the audience.

���������

1. What do you mean by advertising campaign? How are they planned?
2. How would you develop a campaign for selling of cell phones?



“When advertising uses creative ways to remind, people don’t tend to

forget conveniently”
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This chapter highlights the importance of message and its elements. It also explains theThis chapter highlights the importance of message and its elements. It also explains theThis chapter highlights the importance of message and its elements. It also explains theThis chapter highlights the importance of message and its elements. It also explains theThis chapter highlights the importance of message and its elements. It also explains the
various appeals used in advertising.various appeals used in advertising.various appeals used in advertising.various appeals used in advertising.various appeals used in advertising.
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For the advertising transmission to be successful, the audience must see the advertisement, be
attracted to it, understand and comprehend it. The purchase behaviour should be influenced
in favour of the advertised product. For this, the communicator must know the intricacies of
buyer behaviour, the type of media, message and how to bring about attitudinal changes in the
minds of the consumer. The message must get diffused in their minds so that they can take
favourable decisions.

The entire advertising revolves around the 5 Ms of advertising. These are discussed as
follows:

5 Ms of Advertising

Mission

� Sales goals
� Advertising objectives

Money

� Stage in PLC
� Market share and

consumer base

Factors to consider:

� Competition and clutter
� Advertising frequency
� Product substitutability

Message

� Message generation
� Message evaluation

and selection
� Message execution
� Social-responsibility

review

Media

� Reach, frequency,
impact

� Major media types
� Specific media vehicles
� Media timing
� Geographical media

allocation

Measurement

� Communication impact
� Sales impact

Fig. 7.1

5 Ms of Advertising.
Mission—Defines the objectives or the purpose of Ad.
Money—Budget allotted for advertising expenditure.
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Message—Type of message i.e., its structure, appeal, one-sided or two-sided message
etc.

Media—Newspaper, magazines, T.V., video, radio and other types of media.
Measurement—Evaluation or the effectiveness of the Ad.

Enchanting Getaways in Nepal.

The Air Sahara Way.

Daily flights to the Himalayan Kingdom.
Packages starting from Rs. 8,605/-

www.airsahara.net

Engineering Rotable Support by

India's first private airline to fly international 123 flights daily and over 300 connections

20 Aircraft 24 Destinations Premium In-flight Service More Leg-room Music On-board Exclusive Lounges� � � � �

Holiday in Nepal for just Rs. 8,605/-
3N4D per person on twin sharing basis.

Inclusive of Economy Class return airfare, airport
transfers, daily breakfast & 2 half days sightseeing.

Check out our FLY-NOW-PAY-LATER option

Packages also available
for Goa, Kerala, Karnataka and Colombo.

or contact your nearest travel agent.
Call our 24 hr. helpline at 30302020

In this ad the source is Aishwaria Rai
The source is attractive and credible
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The Ad must capture the attention of the audience by giving new information and by
supporting information through data or by stories.

Information must be of interest to the audience and should be interpreted favourably by
the consumers. It can be interpreted differently by different people i.e., with optimism, with
boredom, aggression or with interest. The conditions affecting interpretation of the message
could be the needs, desires, status values, motives etc.

It should appeal and influence the audience. The main aim is to bring attitudinal changes
favoruably. Attitude is made up of 3 interrelated components.

Cognitive Affective Conative

Cognition Affection Behaviour

or knowledge emotions or action

of the product i.e., likes/dislikes to purchase

Fig. 7.2

Attitudes are not static they are manoeuverable and can be changed. They are not dor-
mant. Persuasion has 2 important components. They are source and message.

Source

By source we  mean  the person involved in communicating a marketing message either directly
or indirectly. A DIRECT source is a spokesperson who delivers or demonstrates a product or
service e.g., Andre Agassi who endorses a tennis racket.

An Indirect Source does not demonstrates but draws attention to the Ad and enhances
the appearance of the Ad. Many firms spend huge sum of money on a specific person to endorse
the product of the company. Sachin Tendulkar (VISA, Pepsi), Shahrukh (L.M.L. freedom),
Amitabh Bacchan endorsing product (Nerolac Paints), Kareena Kapoor (Air Tel).

Sometimes the source which is very likeable and attractive overshadows the product.
The viewers are glued to the source and not to the product. Advertiser must be careful to this
and make sure that their purpose of propagating the product is served.

Source: The source must have credibility, likeability and approach to the views and
disposition of the audience.

The source factors as level of expertise, trustworthiness, culture, age and educational
level influence the audience. Doctors advocating that Forhans is good for the gums endorses
the credibility of tooth paste. Other examples could be:-

Kapil Dev — “Boost is the secret of my energy.’’
Tendulkar — M.R.F. Tyres
Amir Khan — Thanda Mutlab Coca Cola

Likeability

Audience likes a source for many reasons:
(i) Source is identical to audience in personality, political affiliation, race and group

characteristics.
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(ii) Source may be enjoying life, the receiver may like to emulate the source i.e., film
stars, pop singers, sportsmen, celebrities etc.

(iii) Source’s approach to disposition of audience.
If the receiver agrees with the views expressed in the Ad, it is more persuasive, source

with expertise, credibility and attractiveness influences the receiver. The message should have
two features influence the audience.

Message Structure, and Appeal. These features bring about attitudinal changes

Message structure arrangement, one-sided message should be delivered when the audience is
already in agreement with the views  of the communicator. It conveys only positive attributes
and benefits. When the audience is already in disagreement, two-sided message should be
delivered.

Two-sided message is meant for educated audience who can appreciate both points of
view. One sided is for low-educated audiences. In a two-sided message, we can have a
refutational appeal, where the communicator presents both sides of the issue then refutes the
opposition’s point of view. Some refutational messages inject the audience against competi-
tor’s counter claims. It is used to bring attitudinal changes and builds brands loyalty.

A basic consideration in the design of a persuasive message is the argument’s order of
presentation. It is to be decided whether the most important part of message be placed at the
beginning, the middle or the end. Researches indicate that the items presented first and last
are remembered better than those presented in the middle.

A primary effect is produced by presenting the important points of the message in the
beginning. If the target audience is opposed to the position propagated, presenting the strong
points it may reduce the counterarguing. Strong arguments work best in the beginning.

If the audience is in agreement with the communicator strong points can be put at the
end.

The most effective way of presentation is to have the strong points both in the beginning
and at the end. The weaker points may be in the middle of the message.

Climax order Anticlimax Pyramidal

Important points of the message Important points of the message Important points of the

come at the end. Audience is are in the beginning when message are in the middle

interested audience interest is low one may conclude or keep

the audience guessing

Time

Strong

Strength of
argument

Time

Strong

Strength of
argument

Time

Strong

Strength of
argument

Fig. 7.3
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Verbal Vs. Non-verbal Message

Pictures are commonly used in advertising to convey information and endorse the product.
Most advertisements are picturised on the T.V. commerials. T.V. commercials have a dual
effect of audio-visual effect. In a T.V. commercial, we can have a series of pictures leading to a
story which leaves a lasting impression or the mind of the target audience.

Appeal brings attitudinal changes. It addresses to the needs and desires of the audi-
ence.

Message Appeals: It is a creative strategy to make the advertisement affective. They
may touch and appeal to the logical, rational, emotional aspects of the consumers decision
making. It brings attitudinal changes. It addresses to the needs and desires of the audience.
There are various types of appeals. These are discussed under:

(a) Product-oriented appeals: It highlights e.g., V.I.P. suitcases have additional features,
brands good quality etc. Bata makes durable shoes, Nike means quality products etc.

(b) Consumer-oriented appeals: These appeals address to (attitudes, faiths, beliefs, life-
style and social image) the consumer.

Product-oriented Appeals: These highlight the features, functions and brands.
(i) Physical Features:

Santro: More spacious, more mileage, durable etc.
VIP: Suitcases have additional features and good quality.
Bata makes durable shoes. Nike makes quality products.

(ii) Function-oriented Appeal: It highlights the functions of the products. Sundrop,
refined oil heart care, Vitamins, Energy, Hygenic.

(iii) Brand to brand comparison Coca cola Vs. Pepsi/Godrej
(Pay a little extra for strength security etc.)

Consumer-oriented Appeals

1. Attitude oriented—These address to attitude, faith, beliefs, lifestyle and social image
of the consumer.

2. Class oriented—Status, Symbol e.g., Great people fly British Airways.

Humour and Appeal

Humorous message attract and hold consumer’s attention. They are mainly for educated and
learned audience. It puts consumer in positive mood. It is difficult to produce humorous mes-
sage and it wears out fast. Humour generates feeling of amusement and pleasure and is effec-
tive in certain situation e.g., Elope with Venus (Water Cooler), even your wife would love it.

Sex appeal (Sensuality): Use of sex appeal has become very common and most Ads.
are featuring women in some form or the other and also showing a lot of nudity and subtle use
of sex. Sex stimulates and appeals to both the genders. Some groups and societies are against
the use of too much sex in advertisement and oppose the exposure and nudity of women projected
in the Ad. Sometimes sex is relevant to the Ad. and it makes the Ad very powerful. The Ads.
concerning family planning (Ads. of condoms), deodorants, cosmetics and other such products
have to use some sex. Sensuality is projected by lipstick on eyebrows. It can also be projected
by the Ads of undergarments.
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Emotional Appeals

Anger—Feeling of Hostility and Aversion
Fear—It is the response to a threat that expresses or implies some kind of danger. It

can be for the safe future e.g., life Insurance-Insure for the future. Insure for your children and
family. Danger from ill health, aids, cancer and other ailments. Fear of social objection leads to
the advertisement of mouthwashes, deodorants, cosmetics etc. Higher levels of fear lead to
high persuasion. Deposits in banks to be safe tomorrow.

Fear—L.I.C. Bank (Be safe for tomorrow)
Heroism—Health Related Prod.
Pity—We will all get old one day. Let’s help each other.
Fantasy—Skypak courier built fantasy around product service.
“We will deliver wherever on earth”
Mood—A woman expresses herself in many ways and Vimal is one of the them.

Mediating—����������	
�������

  Sub Kutch Mujhe Yaad Hai
Miracle—Drugs also life saving drugs.
Revolt Drugs—The dead end.

Luxury and Distinctiveness

“Mysore sandal shop. The great Indian tradition in luxury bath soaps.”

Ads Relying on USP—(Unique Selling Proposition)
USP has 3 parts uniqueness, selling and proposition. The uniqueness must be in the
brand or proposition. The message appeal should be strong and the image important
and relevant to convince the consumer.
“Promise the unique tooth-paste that has since been tested clove oil”.

Two in one concept
Lux Supreme—A Bathing soap and a beauty
Cream “2 in 1 Soap”.
Close Up—A toothpaste and a mouthwash—“Close up is for close ups”.

Copywriting

By copywriting we mean actually putting words to paper. This is a message which has been
written down in a print media. It also includes the arguments and appeals used and the head-
lines.

Layout is to put all things together, the subject the headlines, appeals, background
music and all that goes to make an advertisement.

Illustrating is of crucial importance in Ads. In this pictures and photographs are used
to convey a central idea. Illustrations also identifies the company, brand name and trade-
marks. Copywriting is a specialised form of communication of ideas that are meant to serve
the requirements of modern marketing. It forms a link between the advertiser and the pros-
pect. It may promote an idea or convey messages and give commercial information.
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Luxury, Comfort & Service
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The role of copywriter is very important. He has to understand the strategy and apply
creativity into the copy. Copywriting skills require command over language. He/She must
have an intellectual and creative mentality. He/She must projects himself from the advertis-
er’s position as well as from that of the audience.

The copywriter formulates a strategy, which consists of the steps as shown:
(i) Gathering Information: The copywriter gathers information from the market,

the customers and the media and puts them into abstracts. These abstracts are then put together
for further blending etc.

(ii) Blending: All the elements of the abstract are blended and combined together. There
may be editing of ideas, their additions, acceptance and rejections.

(iii) Hypothesis are made and they act as a guiding factor and are experimented upon.
(iv) Gestation some time lag is given to find out the objection and difficulties which are

removed subsequently.
(v) All the facts gathered are then written down in the form of a copy or a message.

(iv) The copy is reviewed and finalised.
The Headlines: A good headline completes 80% of the job.

MOBILE NEWS UPDATES FROM AAJ TAK
Headlines given in bold
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Headlines are important in all advertisements. These are designed to catch the attention
of the prospect. The headline presents a selling idea.

According to David Ogilvy, five times as any people read the headline compared to those
who read the body copy. He suggests that a number of headlines should be written and then an
appropriate one should be chosen. A headline can be a brand or a company name.

Headlines involves verbal and visual presentation is more effective than presenation.

Functions of Headlines

• About 80% of advertising successes is attributed to headlines.
• Headline tells the whole story in a few words.
• It is an important attention getting method.
• Advertisers try to gauge the impact of headlines.
• There are reward headlines which attract attention.

“Win a visit to Malaysia” “Win a car” “Buy a packet and enter into a 5 Lakh draw”
Headlines are not used in print media but also on T.V.

Classification of Headlines

They are based on presentation and content. On the basis of presentation we have direct and
indirect headlines.

Direct Headlines: They are straight and informative. The new values of the product are
communicated the customers. If the response is not good then indirect headlines are used.

Indirect Headlines are useful for people who read headlines by way of curiosity and lack
of predisposition. It draws the attention of audience unintentionally i.e., when their attention
is drawn by the picture or an illustration then they read the headlines.

Combination of Direct and Indirect Headlines

These headlines are prepared to convey direct and indirect information. The headlines are
more attractive to curious readers than to predisposed readers.

News headlines, are read by most people when there is fresh and interesting news.
News headlines are read by different sections of the society—sports news, political news, weather
news, local news, business news etc.

Method headlines: These show the approach to people.
“How to approach is the promise which interests people”.
“How to make the best food”.
“How to get friendly” etc.
Question headlines: These headlines are interesting because they stimulate people to

answer various problems. ‘‘Why loose the opportunity? By goods at huge discounts now” ‘‘Why
wait for the winters’’ “Get married now”.

Command headlines: These headlines ask the readers to do something. A sort of
suggestion or a command. “Fight tooth decay with Forhans” “Get yourself insured, the future
is unpredictable” “Take a bigger pack and win extra gift”.

The length of headlines should be small not more than ten words. Single or double word
headlines are also very effective with the visual advertisements.
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The subheading could be in smaller print than the headlines. The body copy contains all
the details about the product, its functions and its benefits. The body copy can be short or long
depending upon the space and what and how much is to be conveyed.

A copy includes all the elements of an advertising message i.e., headlines reading mat-
ter or the text of the message, subheadings, picture, caption, slogans etc. The objectives of the
copy should be decided.

The theme of the copy should be interesting and should generate curiosity so that the
customers try tea product. In copywriting, one should start with the basic selling idea. Thus,
the ideas are carried to the people who are the customers or the prospects. The copy should
give specific information. It should be credible. It should be simple, humourous, should give
genuine ideas and should be creative.

The length of the copy should be of appropriate length. Short messages are read by
people. Too long copies or messages are avoided by people. It should be such that it includes all
the facts and can carry the message to the audience.

There are various types of copies. These are:
Reasons why copy: It explains the reason why one should purchase the goods of the

company or prefers the company’s product to other brands. The sub heading bridges the gap
between headline and the main copy.

Body copy: Body copy carries the main message. It explains the product features, values.
It logically supports the claim made by the product and explains the product features and
values.

Emotional appeals and rational arguments make the products useful and need
satisfaction. It tells about the performance of the product. It highlights its high sales and the
testimonials it has received. It challenges the competitors and customers to try the product
and to see the difference. It is the main message to be conveyed.

Sometimes copy emphasises to close the sale or the idea. This kind of copy is like “By
now”, “Come today”, “By from your nearest shop” are some of the closing ideas. Emphasis may
be given on a direct action “Think our’’, “Plan your visit” etc.

Radio copy: In radio copy we have a combination of message, music, sound and voice.
It draws the attention of the customers. Radio copy stimulates awareness, and takes the
consumer through various stages.

Television copy: It is prepared with great care as it requires much higher expenses. It
has to take care of pictures, sounds, movement, voice clarity etc. In preparing a television
copy, the help of advertising agencies is also taken. It requires creativity, visual attraction, the
idea, the story etc. The USP is extensively used in television copy.

Local copy: It includes posters, bills in local papers and pamphlets. It gives informa-
tion on local shops and stores. It is effective locally.

Caption is a title given and appended with an article. It can be an illustration, a cap-
tion or a poster. It is a piece of text appearing or a movie or a television screen as part of a
movie a broadcast. The pictures can be captioned with a humorous text. It is an ad showing
pictures and also explaining at the same time. Sometimes, lot of importance is attached to
captions. These captions can also be square or rectangular boxes shown on the screen.
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Balloons

It is an arrangement where the words appear to be coming from the mouth of the characters.
These are also known as blurbs. Sometimes, the whole message is given by means of balloons.

Slogans, Logos, Types and Signatures

A slogan is short interesting statement which may also rhyme and make the product popular
e.g., ‘‘Safety first speed after words’’, “Better late than never” slogans can also be longer as in
the case of Indian oil. “On ice on sand on any land, avoid your car coming to a stand. No matter
the soil, do not recoil, always use Indian Oil”. A logo is a symbol which is adopted by a company.
It can be a sign which reminds the consumers of the company. We have logos for Mercedes,
Honda H, Coca Cola, Nike, Falcon, Thums up etc. Slogans are repeated forms of advertising. It
is like a headline. It crystalises a few memorable words. Slogans must predict certain qualities
that differentiate the product from other products.

These days logos are being worn by players on their shirts. It is also referred to as
signature indicating the identification of the company or the brand. Logos remind customers
of the company and its products.

Criteria for Effective Copy

A good copy should:
(i) Stimulate interest in the audience.

(ii) It should be concise and precise.
(iii) It should create desire.
(iv) It should aim to sell.
(v) Should be designed according to the target market.

(vi) Influence the reader’s thoughts.
(vii) Bring attitudinal changes.

(viii) Should have an appropriate appeal.
A copy should show the recommendations of celebrities and credible persons and experts.

It should be straight forward. It is repeated with greater frequency, it has greater impact.

���������

1. What to you mean by source, what are its characteristics?
2. Discuss the message structure, its presentation and order.
3. What do you mean by appeals? What are different types of appeals? Illustrate with

example.
4. What are the components of copywriting and the criteria for an effective copy?



“If you are not busy meeting competition you are creating it”
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To attract the attention of the customer innovation and creativity is a must.To attract the attention of the customer innovation and creativity is a must.To attract the attention of the customer innovation and creativity is a must.To attract the attention of the customer innovation and creativity is a must.To attract the attention of the customer innovation and creativity is a must.

The advertisement should bring out something new and unique so that it can beThe advertisement should bring out something new and unique so that it can beThe advertisement should bring out something new and unique so that it can beThe advertisement should bring out something new and unique so that it can beThe advertisement should bring out something new and unique so that it can be
differentiated.differentiated.differentiated.differentiated.differentiated.
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Creativity is the use of imagination or original ideas in order to create something. It is also an
Art. The advertisement must be creative, innovative and must have something unique and
special about it. It should also be appealing and credible. The creation of an advertising message
commences with the overall marketing and advertising goals and also with the objectives of
the advertising campaign.

Vimal sarees made by Reliance Textiles Ltd. came out with the slogan.
“A woman expresses herself in many ways and Vimal is one of them.”
It brings the association of a sari with the Indian tradition of women.

Purchase Proposition

The first step in creative strategy is the purchase proposition. What are you offering the
consumer, is not only the product, but the brand as well as the appeal! Less differentiated
products like Cherry Blossom Boot Polish and Kiwi Boot Polish use different approaches.

Cherry Blossom: “Did you cherry blossom your shoes today.”
The ad shows an attractive girl and the can of polish with the announcement something

special is coming your way, whereas the kiwi stress on ‘Kiwi care’.
Unique selling proposition (USP): This was developed by Rosser Reeves at Ted Bates

Company in 1940s. By USP, we mean that the advertisement must make a proposition to the
consumer. The advertisements should say to the consumer “Buy this product for these specific
benefits” “closeup is for close ups”, “Boost is the secret of my energy etc. another U.S.P. for
Lime and Lemon drink is “the taste that tingles” for Promise tooth paste. It is the “clove oil”
that is the selling proposition.

Positioning

Positioning is done in the minds of the consumer. How a consumer perceives the product. It
can be positioned on the plank of economy i.e., Rasna and these products are low in price. Rin
Soya Milk is positioned as a health drink with low cholesterol, Amul powder is a substitute for
milk.

Limca is a thirst quenching soft drink.
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Fig. 8.1

The Ad shows the purchase proposition
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2 minutes noodles is positioned on the ease of cooking, and Oberoi Hotel on luxury and
exclusiveness.

A product can be positioned for children, for fun loving youth, for convenience, for unique-
ness, for distinctiveness, for novelty for usage etc. Advertising helps in positioning the prod-
uct. David Ogilvy, the most famous Ad man, emphasised that for the successful compaign the
product must first be positioned before the message is written and created. Some products are
repositioned to achieve greater sales. Femina, the magazine for women was repositioned to
add articles and making it a magazine both for woman and men.

Vicks Voporub was first positioned as a remedy for the common cold through the appli-
cation on chest and neck. This was again repositioned for a wider usage as a pain reliever.
Positioning can be done in term of price, product, advertising etc.

Ad of Mountain Dew putting the hand in the tiger’s mouth and taking out the drink.
Another ad of the same product Mountain Dew is a man fighting with the Mountain deer to
snatch the drink. This is the creativity in the ad and ads value to the drink.

In a creative approach we must give importance to the message, choice of words and the
relationship of copy to the media.

Graphics or pictures bring the effect, the thrill, the interest, the curiosity to the Ad.
Execution and use of technology and requirements of logo, and slogans give more impact and
force to the advertisement.

An example of creativity

Fig. 8.2

For creativity in Ads the following principles should be followed:
1. Positioning of the product with clarity.
2. It should project and show the benefits of the product.
3. It should have a power idea. Power to attract attention.
4. It must be different to catch the eye and hold the attention of the audience. Differen-

tiation is important.
5. It should revolve round a single thing, a big thing and a big idea.
6. The ad should reward the prospect and give him pleasure, a smile, a tear or a stimulus

to see it again and again.
7. It should catch or hold the attention of the audience.
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8. It should match with the personality of the prospect.
9. It should be supplemented by music, visuals lighting and other effects.

10. It should be able to dramatize the audience.
By strategy we mean to use the principles of marketing, to go to, from where we are to

where we want to be.

While formulating a strategy a marketeer must understand:
• What position do we have in the prospects mind ? Taking the market into considera-

tion and not the perception of the executives or managers.
• What position do we want to be in ?
• What companies are to be surpassed or out done for

attaining that position.
• Do we have sufficient funds for the same.
• Can we stick to our positioning strategy.
• Our creative approach should match our strategy.

We can position the ad by the following methods:
(a) By identifying the corporate names of big compa-

nies which have a tried and tested reputation i.e.,
name like Sieko, Godrej, Honda, Toyota etc.

(b) Positioning by brand endorsement. For line exten-
sions power brands can be used. Nike has little prob-
lem in line extension or diversification. The power
of brands, and the power of company can endorse
many product.

(c) Position by use, occasion and time which by use
occcasion is meant; the jewellery and fancy gar-
ments are used for marriage occasions or parties
or for elite gatherings. The use of fair and lovely
for better complexion. The use of aspirin for head-
aches. The use of 7 O’Clock blades for shaving. The
use of Jeep on rough Track. By time we mean what
time of the year month week etc. Clothings are used
for winter, summer morning night etc. The use of
Cornflakes and porridge at breakfast time etc.

(d) Positioning by price/quality. The quality of the
product should be good it should be given first
preference and price can be second. The high quality
product can also offered at a competitive and
reasonable price.

(e) Positioning by product attributes and benefits: The
benefits of the product must be highlighted. There
can be multiple benefits of the product. The salient
features must be identified e.g., mobile  phones—
ease of contact. Anywhere everywhere on earth.

Fig. 8.3
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(f) Positioning by product user: Positioning a product by associating with a group of
users or a particulars user e.g., Golfers for Golf equipment. Sports persons for en-
ergy drinks (Boost, Ovaltine etc.).

(g) Positioning by competitor: An effective positioning strategy for a product or a brand
may focus on specific competitors. British Airways provides greater comfort and pres-
tige value.

Fig. 8.4
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Repositioning

Example Milk Maid use extended from tea and coffee to sweet meals and general usage. A
product can also be under-positioned and over-positioned. These can be confused positioning
or doubtful positioning.

Repositioning of the product is required in case of declining sales. It can also be reposi-
tioned to take advantage of new opportunities in the market. Repositioning is done to show the
improvement in quality and to target the product to another target market. While positioning
the product some positioning error may occur. These are:

Under positioning: When the buyers only have a vague idea of the brand and condsider
it as just another “Me too” product. The brand does not have a distinctive association.

Over positioning: In this the buyers have only a narrow image of the brand. They may
think that the product is available only at a high price when it is available in lower price as
well which may not be known to the consumers e.g., OPEL is an expensive car but Opel Corsa
is positioned at a much lower price for the middle-income group etc.

Confused positioning: Sometimes the brand is positioned a number of times for
different market or on different planks. By this the consumer gets confused and this is known
as confused positioning.

Doubtful positioning: The customer sometimes may not have credibility on the
advertised product when the claims made are difficult to believe keeping in mind the price,
quality or the performance, e.g., Kinetic Honda was advertised at giving 55 km. per litre. In
reality it could not give more than 40 km. per litre.

Therefore, positioning is a very important aspect of market strategy and advertising
strategy. It must be done with care keeping in mind the quality, the performance the usage
and other factors discussed in the chapter.

���������

1. What do you understand by creative strategy in advertising ?
2. Explain position and repositioning of advertising.
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“Set the objectives for advertising, know the specific purpose, select
them and implement”
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To achieve a goal, specific, measurable, attainable and realistic objectives should be set.To achieve a goal, specific, measurable, attainable and realistic objectives should be set.To achieve a goal, specific, measurable, attainable and realistic objectives should be set.To achieve a goal, specific, measurable, attainable and realistic objectives should be set.To achieve a goal, specific, measurable, attainable and realistic objectives should be set.
These are the end points that have to be attained in a given time.These are the end points that have to be attained in a given time.These are the end points that have to be attained in a given time.These are the end points that have to be attained in a given time.These are the end points that have to be attained in a given time.
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Advertising objectives are essential because it helps the marketeer/advertiser to know in
advance what they want to achieve and can plan accordingly. As it is the first step in decision
making it guides the other steps in planning the advertising programme. It guides and controls
each area at every stage of the advertising campaign.

Since advertising incurs heavy cost to the company. It must bear fruits or give positive
results. Previously advertisement was done with outpaying much attention to management
tasks or for attaining the objectives by proper controls and decision making. As of now the
advertisers want tangible results and evaluate the results compared to the costs incurred by
them.

There are different objectives.
Decision areas in Advertising or 5 Ms of Advertising

Mission/objectives

There are different objectives vehicle may be achieved by informative advertising, persuasive
Adv., Reminder Adv. etc. There are two schools of thought:

(a) Advertising should improve sales.
(b) Advertising is communication task and must have only common goals. It should

bring awareness and shape attitudes of the consumers in the favour of the products adver-
tised.

David Ogilvy: World’s most famous Ad man stated that “Advertising that does not sell
is a waste.”

Others are of the opinion that advertisement is a creative art.
Theories: For purchase process. In 1920, AIDA theory was developed.
(a) • Attention The customer passes through these processes

• Interest and makes a purchase.
• Desire
• Action
• Satisfaction.

312
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Stages
AIDA

Model
a

Hierarchy-of-Effects

Model
b

Innovation-Adoption

Model
c

Communications

Model
d

Cognitive
stage Attention

Awareness

Knowledge

Awareness

Exposure

Recognition

Cognitive response

Affective
stage

Interest

Desire

Liking

Preference

Conviction

Interest

Evaluation

Attitude

Intention

Behaviour
stage Action Purchase

Trial

Adoption

Behaviour

Models

Sources: E.K. Strong, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1925), P-9; Robert
J. Lavidge and Gary A. Steiner, ‘‘A Model for Predictive Measurement of Advertising Effective-

ness,’’ (October 1961): 61; Everett M. Rogers,

(New York: The Free Press, 1962), pp. 79-86; various sources.

a b

c

d

The Pyschology of Selling

Journal of Marketing Diffusion of Innovation

Fig. 9.1. Response hierarchy models

(b) In 1930 innovation adoption model
This included the following steps.
• Awareness This model is a modification of the AIDA
• Interest model and in this also the consumer passes
• Evaluation through the stages shown and finally adopts
• Trial the product.
• Adoption

another model shown takes the customer through six stages as shown in a sequence and finally
the purchase is made.

(c) Hierarchy of effect model
Awareness, Knowledge liking preference, Conviction and purchase.
Dagmar: Defining advertising goals for measuring advert results (Effectiveness). In

1950s, Russel H. Colley called for a need to provide explicit link between advertising goals and
results. In this pioneering approach, Dagmar, it looked at advertising as a communication and
not a sales task. Dagmar created a controversy in the advertising world which persists even
till today.
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What is required is a balancing approach—communication and sales both be empha-
sized.

The Dagmar approach influences the advertising planning process and objective set-
ting. One has to have a balance between communication objectives and sales objectives.

Dagmar approach is based on an hierarchy of effects model and consumers do not al-
ways follow the sequence as shown. Action can precede attitude formation and comprehension
may come after purchase and so on. Sometimes, the measurement of sales is also difficult and
it is also seen that as it requires a lot of research and it is practised by large companies.
Dagmar is a planned approach and may inhibit creativity. Dagmar places too much attention
to quantitative messages and on impact and awareness.

Advertising objectives are drawn from 4 sets of themes or constructs
(i) Behavioural construct e.g., trial purchase and store visits as an advertising objec-

tives. This is done when a new product is being offered or changes are incorporated
in the existing product. It supplements the sales task. It is done through Direct mail,
Reminder and Retail advertising.

(ii) Attitude change and measurement: Attitudinal changes are brought about so
that the customer changes his attitude favourably towards the companies product.

(iii) Creating of awareness: Through awareness advertising when the product is new
or less known.

(iv) Image creation and positioning: Advertising is done to build an image to position
the product. For institutions image building and image reinforcements are very
important activities. Advertising therefore can be used to serve a variety of purposes.
Advertising objectives can also be set in the functional areas as well.

Advertising objectives are set on:
Specific Requirements: Some common areas for setting advertising objectives are

given below.
• Introduction of New Product • Supporting other promotional activities
• Expansion of Market • Stimulating impulse buying
• Countering Competition
• Reminding Consumers Objectives vary form to form and
• Removing Dissonance from market to market
• Building Brand Image

Audience Perception

Individuals remain predominant in the final response which may be obtained from advertis-
ing communication. Douglas, Field and Tarpey have enumerated the following factors which
affect the perceptual process of human beings.

Structural Factors: The environmental stimuli and the physical nature of the
individual.

Mental Set: A readiness to perceive in a certain way and perhaps to react in a
predetermined way to the perception.

Expectation: A tendency to expect that a stimulus situation will exhibit certain
characteristics.
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Past experience and primary: A tendency to perceive or interpret a new experience
on the basis of a previous experience; a tendency to organize our perception to later stimulus
situation on the basis of initial impressions.

Inner needs: The internal and psychological needs of the individual affect the way he
perceives the world.

Role: The role an individual plays in a situation and his conception of that role tends to
shape his perception of the situation.

Status: People of different status may sometimes perceive the same product or com-
pany in different ways.

Mood: Our moods affect the way we perceive situations, the elements on which use
concentrate and the elements we ignore as well as our evaluation of the significance of this
situation.

Perceptual constancy: We tend to perceive things in the way we are accustomed to
perceiving them, even though the stimulus changes; we thus preserve a relatively stable image
of reality in a world where things are constantly changing.

Selectivity: We tend to select from a stimulus situation those elements that interest us
or are important to us and ignore the rest of the stimuli.

Levelling and sharpening: In remembering things, we tend to simplify them and
recall a relatively general and meaningful pattern that is consistent without inner needs by
dropping details (levelling) and simplifying or sharpening others.

Cultural and group factors: Group attitudes towards skin colour, companies and
products spread through a culture, subculture and influence the way people perceive.

This is a fairly comprehensive list. However, greater attention should be given to cul-
tural and group factors after interpreting this item in a broader sense. Such factors may be of
special importance to developing countries where the influence of group and communities is
more predominant than in advanced countries. Moreover, word-or-mouth communication is
an important element of decision making.

���������

1. Discuss the views of David Ogilvy and Russel H. Colley on the objectives of advertis-
ing. What are your views for the same ?

2. Discuss the areas in which objectives can be set.
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“We do not normally plan to fail, we normally fail to plan”
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Media planning takes into its purview the objectives, reach, frequency, selection of theMedia planning takes into its purview the objectives, reach, frequency, selection of theMedia planning takes into its purview the objectives, reach, frequency, selection of theMedia planning takes into its purview the objectives, reach, frequency, selection of theMedia planning takes into its purview the objectives, reach, frequency, selection of the
media and other situational factors.media and other situational factors.media and other situational factors.media and other situational factors.media and other situational factors.
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Media is a Carrier of Message.
It can be classified as under:

1. Print Media:
Newspaper
Magazines
Trade Journals
Hand Bills
Direct Mail

2. Audio, Visual and Audio-visual Media:
Radio
Television
Cinema
Outdoor Advertising
(Inscripts on Walls, Hoardings)

3. Support Media: Such as Direct Marketing, Interactive Media, Promotional Product,
Point of Purchase and Internet,
Posters
Neon Signs
Transit Advertising
(Railway and other transport system)
Loudspeakers, Announcements, Baloons etc.
Fair Exhibitions, Amusement Parks etc.

Basic Terms and Concepts

Media Vehicle: It is the specific carrier in a media category. Newspaper is a medium
and under this is the Pioneer, Times, Dainik Jagran etc. Media vehicle is the actual carrier of
advertisement in various category of media. In Radio we have Vividh Bharti as a media for
T.V. media we can have Zee TV, Channel V, Star TV etc. as media.

318
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Media Mix: Combination of various media used in advertisement.
Media Planning: Is the series of decision involved in delivering the promotional message

to the prospective purchaser/user of the brand. Media planning is a process in which a number
of steps are involved. It is a guide for media selection. Specific objectives are formulated and
then media strategies are designed to achieve these objectives. After the decisions are finalised
the media plan is organized. It consist of 3 steps.

(i) Whom are you trying to reach? We try to reach the target audience. We try to
find their characteristics, demographic, psychographic, their lifestyles and their profiles.

(ii) What are communication objectives: Along with media mix.

Communication Objective

As soon as the target is identified then the response of the audience has to be seen. The ulti-
mate objective is to persuade the customer to buy the product and also be satisfied with it. The
marketeer may be seeking a cognitive affective or a behavioural response from the target
audience. Marketeer also wants to move the target audience to a higher readiness stage. For
this the help of various response models can be taken.

Stage AIDA
Model

Hierarchy Affects
Model

Innovation Adoption
Model

Communication
Model

Awareness

Knowledge

Exposure

Affective
stage

Interest

Desire

Likeness

Preference

Conviction

Behaviour
stage Action Purchase Trial

Adoption
Behaviour

Evaluation Intention

Awareness Recognition

Cognitive response

Interest Attitude

Cognitive
stage Attention

Fig. 10.1  Response models

(iii) Exposure: Audience persuasion goes through various stages as discussed in the
AIDA theory given above.

Repeated exposure is essential.

Reach and Frequency

Reach: Total number of persons exposed to advertisement.
Frequency: Is the number of times the Ad is released.
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For Newspaper: Milline Rate is applicable.
(a) Line Rate or Column Rate × 106 = CMP circulation (Total audience cost per million

viewers).
(b) For Magazines: Cost per thousand is calculated

Page Rate × 1000 = Cost per Thousand CPT
  Circulation (Total Audience)

Media Class-source Effect

Exposures in different media (Newspaper, T.V.) Magazines have varying effects on audience.
Within a media there are different vehicles which leave different impact and may look

more credible. This is known as Media Vehicle Source Effect. Therefore, for choosing a
media., besides the 5 Ms the qualitative impact of media is considered. The image of cheap-
ness, class, dignity, credibility etc. is created.

(c) Cost Per Rating Point CPRP = 
Cost of commercial time

Proformance rating

A Media Schedule Contains

Media Category: T.V. Magazines Direct Mail. Media can be classified under various
categories as shown.

Media Vehicle: Chitrahar on T.V., Times of India in Newspaper Femina in Magazines.
It is the actual carrier of message under the various options available frequency specific media
category.

Number of Insertions: The number of Ads shown in a day, in a week or in a month or
any period of time.

Details: 3 options

Continuous Approach
Time→ • Sale • Adv.

Pulsing Approach
Where a steady base of Adv. is maintained with heavy

bursts of Adv.

Flighting Approach
Having periods of inactivity total absence of Adv. in certain periods.

Continuous Approach
Advantage: It is a constant reminder to the consumer. It covers the entire buying cycle

through out the year.
Disadvantage: It is costly. There is wastage in overexposure. Limited money alloca-

tion is possible.
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Pulsing Approach
In this there are two variations.
(a) When the advertising goes in proportional to sale
(b) When more advertising is done in lean periods and less advertising during peak

sales.
The advantages are the same in other methods.
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Fig. 10.3 Fig. 10.4

Flighting Approach
For products who have a small product life cycles. The advertising is done in the begin-

ning and the sales picks up very fast and then it declines very fast. During the decline period
there is very little or no advertisement. The product stays, in the market for a short period of
time.

Effect of Reach and Frequency

One exposure on target market has little or no effect.
Since one exposure has no effect frequency must be

increased.
An exposure frequency of 2 within a purchase cycle is

effective.
3 exposures are good enough more exposures than

that may not have additional effect.
Frequency response cannot be generalised as they

vary from medium to medium.
Wear out may be a problem of creativity or copy rather than of frequency.

Steps followed in developing media strategy:
Situation analysis →  Marketing strategy plan → Creative strategy plan
(a) An analysis of the company and its competitors: This consists of analysing and

understanding the market share and size, nature of the product, distribution practices methods
of selling, use of advertising, identification of prospects.

(b) Market strategy plan: “Nothing dies faster than an idea in a closed mind”.
(i) It includes the formulation of marketing objectives.
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Fig. 10.5
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(ii) And converting them into goal that media can achieve.
(iii) Set the guidelines to choose the media.
(iv) Selecting the media. This is concerned with the making of decision which media to

select.
The selection can be from amongst the Newspapers, Magazines, Radio, T.V. After

selecting the medium the appropriate Media Vehicle is to be decided. The decision has to be
taken regarding the reach and frequency. The time of the day when the advertisement is to be
released on T.V. and where should the Ad be placed in the programme.

Besides the above, the product spending strategy, distribution strategy, deciding the
marketing mix and their identification of the best marketing segments form a part of market-
ing strategy plan.

(c) Creative strategy plan: This consists of understanding the following issues:
• How the product can fulfill the needs of the consumer.
• What should be the copy themes.
• What should be the objectives of each Ad.
• Positioning the product in the Ad and the frequency of reach of the Ad.

INTRODUCING THE CHEVROLET TAVERA.

THE COMFORTABLE FAMILY CAR.

CHEVROLET

For a special journey
called life.

Comfort makes the journey special. The new Chevrolet Tavera is designed to make every moment on the
road an absolute delight. Everything, right from the generous cabin space and lavish cooling, to a
sophisticated suspension and thoughtful storage spaces, comes together to make your drive seamless.
Sure, it is a little indulgent. But then your family is well worth it.

Fig. 10.6 Fulfilling the comfort need
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Media Planning

(i) Situation Analysis

(ii) Market Analysis Plan

(iii) Creative Strategy Plan

Selecting media objectives

Determining the media strategy

Selecting broad media classes

Selecting media within classes

T.V. & Radio Print Media Other Media

Print Media

In this the decision on release of advertisements and their planning and frequency is to
be decided.

Decision on colour.

Decision on any preferred position in the media

Reach and frequency of the Ad through the media.

Other Media Decision
Location of hoardings to make them effective and location of market.

Media Characteristics:

Media Advantages Disadvantages

T.V. Mass coverage Low selectivity
High speed Expensive
Impact of sight Short message life
Sound and motion Clutter
High prestige
Dramatisation of message
Attention getting favourable image

Radio Local coverage Audio only
Comparatively low cost Clutter
High frequency Low attention getting
Flexible low production cost Fleeting message

Well-segmented audience

(Contd....)
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Newspapers High coverage Short life
Low cost Clutter
Placement of Ads in section of choice Selective reader exposure
Timely (Current Ads) Poor quality of production
Reader control exposure Low attention getting capability
Can be retained and kept in records

Magazines Segmentation Long lead time for Ad
Potential placement
Quality reproduction Visual only
High information Lack of flexibility
Content

Outdoor Location can be specific Short exposure
Easily noticed Legal restriction
High repetition
In expensive

Direct Mail High selectivity High cost per contact
Reader control Poor image (Junk Mail)
Exposure Clutter
High information contents
Opportunities for repeat exposure

Internet and User selects product Limited creative capabilities
information

Interactive Interactive relationship Crowded access
Media Direct selling Technology limitation

Potential Few valid measurement
Flexible message platform techniques

Limited reach

For testing the advertisement it is necessary to understand the specific objective setting
purpose and how can these be measured. For measuring the effectiveness of the Ad. It is
necessary to consider the changes that may have taken place in the environment due to demand,
supply and buyer behaviour. First of all the corporate objective are set which gives direction
to marketing objects and the advertising objectives are derived from the marketing
objectives. These must been in tune with each other. For measuring the advertising effectiveness.
Parameters as sales market share and profits are used. It is difficult to set the advertising
objectives because sales do not fully reflect the effectiveness of advertising results. The in-
ability to identify target audience. There is in adequate information about media and its reach.
It is also difficult to state objectives in achievable terms.

The purpose of advertising may first be defined, then the development of advertising
goals. A normal basis of evaluation of an advertising programme should be kept in mind and
then to check and take the corrective action.
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Areas of Assessment of Effectiveness

• Firstly a continuous analysis of the past advertising results must be assessed to pro-
vide the basis for reviewing and modifying the advertisement.

• A survey of buyer behaviour and consumer preferences are helpful in developing and
making changes in the strategy.

• The third area is the pretesting of the advertisement. The pretesting of the
advertisement gives an idea of the acceptance of the advertisement and its impact on
the audience. It gives a foresight into the future and qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of the media is also required. In the post testing of the advertisement. The
results are measured after the Ad has been released. The pretesting and posttesting
are complementary and support each other. To be able to make a good advertisement,
one should be in search of new ideas. This can be done by Brainstorming techniques.
Getting and putting the idea of people together, trying new creative approaches and
themes. Product ideas, brand names, slogans and other elements should be included
in the advertisement. These then can be evaluated.

Concept testing: Is also an important element of evaluation. It is a central idea around
which the advertisement can be developed. “Boost is the secret of my energy.” The advertise-
ment shows and depicts energy also boost is a creative idea. This is coupled with the image of
a great sportsman like Kapil Dev who is credible and the hero of many. Lyril soap is another
example of creative advertisement where the girl having a bath near a water fall and the
advertisement depicts lime. and Lemony image. It depicts freshness.

Comparison tests are also used when testing various concepts on small groups. Rank
order tests when products are ranked along certain parameters. We also have paired compari-
son tests where respondents show their preference out of 2 products, their performance and
characteristics. Absolute comparision method involves the comparison of various concepts
against a standard Free Association Tests are conducted to pick-up secondary association to
names or key words. The respondents give one word like cotton and they are asked to give the
first idea that comes to their minds or what can they associate the word with.

The designer of the advertisement can effectively use the background setting functional
settings etc. The visual elements are the moving pictures which emphasize the message. Present
celebrities whenever required, use humorous and dramatic effects. Another important element
is the animation. These things interest the ladies, the children and people also have time to
watch T.V.

Other tests are as under:
Laboratory test:
This test is for pretesting of the advertisement. Controlled conditions are created in the

laboratory. Laboratory tests are used to measured awareness, attention, desire and intention
to buy.

���������

1. What are the various types of media available for advertising.
2. Explain the terms—Media, media vehicle reach, frequency, media class source effect.
3. In case of advertising expenses what is continuous approaches, flighting approach, pulsing

approach.
4. What are the steps followed in developing a Media Strategy.
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“Advertising that does not sell is a waste”.
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This chapter gives an insight into the advertising effectiveness and the methods used toThis chapter gives an insight into the advertising effectiveness and the methods used toThis chapter gives an insight into the advertising effectiveness and the methods used toThis chapter gives an insight into the advertising effectiveness and the methods used toThis chapter gives an insight into the advertising effectiveness and the methods used to
evaluate them.evaluate them.evaluate them.evaluate them.evaluate them.
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To measure the advertising effectiveness we must be able to evaluate all the aspects of the
communication elements. These are the Source, Message, Media and Budget.

���� ������

It has to be seen whether the source is effective and how the target market will respond to it.
Some sources, like Kapil Dev, Sharukh Khan, Sachin Tendulkar, Amitabh Bachhan, Pretty
Zinta, Kareena Kapoor, are very effective. They are attractive, genuine sports persons or actors
and have the credibility. Sometimes, the source looses its credibility or becomes old and has to
be changed.

���	 
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How the message is communicated to the audience and what type of message it is, also effects
the advertisement. The message should be memorable and should be able to deliver the adver-
tising objectives. The delivery of the message and its setting or situation also matters a lot.
The message must have proper headlines illustrations, text and layout. The ads must be ethi-
cal, the message should be credible and too much use of unnecessary sex should also be avoided.
There are certain consumable products like soaps, contraceptives, hair oils, creams and toilet-
ries. These products sometimes have to use and take the help of the other sex for stimulating
demand.

���� 
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It is very important to decide the proper Media Mix. i.e. (Print Media, Broadcast Media) News-
paper or Magazines, Radio, T.V. that could generate the most effective results. Media vehicle
has also to be decided, that is, which newspaper or magazines, which channel or T.V. which
programme on radio is to be used. This is decided by keeping the target audience in mind. The
location of the Ad in a particular medium is also important. In a media we can choose the front
page or the back page or the inside page or any ordinary page placed strategically. In T.V.
some programmes are more effective and popular. Some audience prefer old programmes and
some, like to new ones.
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Another factor is the scheduling of the advertisement whether a continuous approach, a
pulsating approach or a flighting approach be adopted (see Advertising in the chapter on media).
This is an important decision and requires experience by decision makers.

���� �����

For evaluating of the advertisement, the money spent on the budget is also an important
factor. It is sometimes believed that the increase in the advertising expenditure will lead to
greater sales. However this may not be true as optimal expenditure is required keeping in
mind the role of other promotional mixes.

Testing of Advertisement

Testing of advertisement is basically done by two methods—Pretesting and Posttesting.
Pretesting (also known as evaluation research) is done before the advertisement is released.
Pretesting is essential to see how effective the advertisement will be. Since a lot of money is
spent on making the advertisement copy etc., it is essential to gauge what impact will it have
on the audience. Pretesting may be done at a number of points. Right from idea generation till
its implementation. Pretest should be used as a guide. In pretesting of advertisement
respondents are asked a number of questions in different settings. These setting can be in
laboratory, field etc. Questions asked can be framed to elicit information from the respondents
to make out and differentiate strong ads from the weak ones.

Questions Asked

• Which of the Ads interest you most.
• Which Ad is more convincing about the quality and superiority of the product.
• Which Ads would you like to read in a magazine.
• Which Ad on T.V. would you like to see again and again.
• Which headlines is best in your opinion.
• Which layout persuades you most to buy the product.

Methods of Pretesting of the Advertisement

• Direct questioning: From the respondents/consumers about the Ad in question.
• Focus group: A group of about 140 people who freely discuss about the Ad and give

their opinion.
• Portfolio test: It consists of 2 groups of respondents one is exposed to a portfolio of

test Ads interspersed among other Ads. The other group sees the protfolio without
the test Ads.

• Paired comparison test: In this the respondent compare each Ad in a group.
• Order of merit test: Two or more Ads of the same product are put in order of

preference or rank.
• Direct mail test: Two or more Ads are mailed to different potential customers to see

which Ad attracts more orders.
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Central Location Test

Respondents are shown test commercial in a public place or a shopping centre in big malls.

Clutter Test

The ad to be tested are shown along with other non-competing Ads to study the response to the
Ad.

Trailer Test

Trailers are shown as commercials at shopping centres and the prospects are given discount
coupons for the advertised products.

Live Telecast Test

Commercials are shown at electronic T.V. or cable and subsequently respondents are inter-
viewed on the phone.

Sales Experiment: Alternative T.V. or Radio commercials are run in two or more markets
and then compared.

���� ������������������

Pupil Dilation Test

In this we observe the pupil of the eye. It can widen when it sees something interesting and
shrinks if the advertisement depicts violence or unpleasant things. It measures the dilation.
The instrument is known as the pupilometer.

The eyes of the respondents are watched to study the interest. If the pupil expands and
the respondent open his eyes widely, it shows his interest in the product. If the pupil contracts
and the respondent tends to contract the eyes then he is disinterested in the scene shown.

Movement of the Eye: The movements of the eyes is also an indicator of the interest of the
respondent.

Galvanic Test

A galvanometer is used to indicate the gland activity, tension or the sweating of hands etc.
change in perspiration indicates the change in emotions. One can have different emotions by
seeing a sexy object or a fight or a dramatic scene. This change in emotion is reflected on the
galvanometer.

Voice Variations

The pitch of the voice changes with emotional responses.

Posttesting Method

After the advertisement has run for a considerable period of time, it is tested to measure its
effectiveness.

These tests are: recall test, recognition test, attitude test sales test and enquiry test.
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Recall Test

In this test, the respondents are asked to recall the ads they have seen and the brand is concealed
and asked whether they had seen the ad through reading, listening or viewing (Aided recall).
In unaided recall, no prompting is done and they are asked whether they had read, seen or
heard the message. Respondents are lured by some inducements to answer the enquiries. It
measures the effect of Media as well as individual advertising. Only factor of the advertisement
is examined at a time.

Recall test: This comes under two categories, aided recall and unaided recall.
Aided recall: It measures the memory of the respondent by asking him to recall what

he saw on the T.V. It is an objective test. The respondent is contacted on phone to find out the
recalls of the commercial he had seen 2 hours earlier. Then the Ad may be provided by asking
whether he remembers the Ad on some subjects like energy or an Ad on X brand. The recall
test may takes may place in a day or two or even immediately.

Unaided recall: In this, Ad is provided to the respondent. Respondents are asked
whether the advertisement included a particular picture or message. The name of the brand is
not given. If they can recall then it may be concluded that the advertisement was effective.

Combined Recall Test

This is a combination of the above two methods of recall. The respondents are asked whether
they have read the magazine or newspaper or heard the radio or seen the T.V. Ad.

• The respondents must first be able to recall the editorial features of the Ad.
• They are handed group, of cards in which the names of the advertised brands are

printed.
• Then the respondents are questioned in depth to evaluate the accuracy of recall.
• A copy of this is given to the respondents and asked as to how many times they have

seen the Ad. Those who had seen the Ad one time are retained, the rest are discarded.
The demographic factors like age, sex, occupation effect the recall. It measures the
recall of qualified readers. Other information whether the respondents is a prospec-
tive buyer or not is also found out.

The limitation of this test is the heavy cost. People have different memories. It can not
effectively measure because the success or failure of the advertisement.

Recognition Test

This is conducted to see whether the Ad is recognised or not. This test can be conducted by
mail surveys. The Ad can be broken into headlines, layouts, body, copy logo etc. and it is seen
how these elements are remembered by the respondents. The recognition test can be con-
ducted in a number of ways. The magazines are placed in the home of the respondents and
they are requested to read that magazine on that day. Next day they are asked questions
about the ad appearing in that magazines to assess the recall of ads.

Inquiry

It refers to the effectiveness of ad in Print Media. In this the consumers respond by asking for
more information. Inquiries may be by phone calls, coupons returned or asking for free sam-
ples. The researcher tests the attention getting value, readability and comprehension. In this
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method, samples are drawn from urban areas where the magazine is circulated and read.
Interviewers determine circulation and readership. Participants are asked to go through the
magazine, and looking at the Ads provide specific responses. The results indicate that the
respondents not only read the Ad but also took some action which is a relatively stronger
indicator than recall or awareness.

It stresses that the mere presence of an ad in a Media or magazine has no meaning
unless it is read by the audience. It is also known as Readership Test. They try to find out how
many people have read the advertisement. For conducting the test samples of magazines are
sent to respondents and then it is found that how many or what percentage of the people read
the magazine that was sent to them. It is also found out how many remember the Advertise-
ment or the brand, and the number of readers attracted to the advertisement. It helps to find
out the cost incurred on it. It is believed that there is high correlation between the reading of
the advertisement and the purchase of the product. This technique was developed by Daniel
Starch. The result of advertisement were measured under normal conditions. Competitive
achievements can also be measured by this test. It is a simple test. This test has its limitations
as well. Readers of the advertisement do not necessarily purchase the product nor do the non-
readers shy away from the product. By examining a few ads magazines and having a small
number of respondents the test may not be valid. Bias can be a criterion for the respondent
and the researcher. It is an uncontrolled test and distorted results are a possibility in it.

Eye Camera
The eye camera is used to measure the behaviour of the respondent. The audience is asked to
view a series of pictures. His eye movements are measured by the camera. The eye can be fixed
on the object which may be interpreted as interesting. He can move his eyes from one corner to
the other. It can be discovered which part of the advertisement looks interesting to him.

Attitude Test
The attitude of potential customers can be measured on the attitude scale. The scale measures
the customer’s attitude on a continuum from very favourable at one end to very and unfavour-
able at the other. These scales can be a five point Likert scale or a seven-point scale as shown
with a neutral point between.

V. favourable Favourable Neutral Unfavourable Very unfavourable

Attitude change: has already been discussed earlier in brief. It consists of semantic
differentiated scale, the likest scale and the ranking techniques.

• Semantic differential scale:
It measures the attitude by Bipolar adjective statements about the subject.

Useful .................................................useless
Realistic .............................................unrealistic
Tasty ..................................................not tasty
White ..................................................black
Persuasive .........................................not persuasive
Known ................................................unknown
and so on
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• The likest scale has been discussed earlier.
• Ranking techniques: Products and brands are ranked in order of preference by the

consumers.
• Projective techniques: Like the sentence completeness test and; the one word as-

sociation and the TAT test etc.
Sales Tests: Advertising and sales function are corelated.
• Measurement of past sales over the years.
• Field experiments. Experiments are conducted in the market under natural condi-

tions.
• Matched samples. In a similar area or a similar age group experiments are con-

ducted on 2 sets of groups own who have seen the Ad and the others that have not
seen the advertisement. Their difference in sales is studied to measure the effective-
ness of the advertisement.

Other scales for measuring the attitude is the Semantic differential scale. If the adver-
tisement can change the attitude of the customer towards the advertiser’s product. It is con-
sidered effective.

Depth Interview

This is done by asking suitable questions from the respondent who unhesitatingly answers the
questions. It brings out his uncons reactions. It is a kind of non-structured questionnaire. This
technique is used for Exploratory Research. Pro-active questions are asked in a congenial
atmosphere. The test includes sentence completion test, the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT)
and other expressive techniques to pretest the advertisements.

Day After Recall (DAR) Test

The measure of effectiveness of the Ad is that how many people can recall the Ad. In simple
words magazines or Ads in any form is shown to the respondents and after one day (24 hrs.),
the respondents are asked to recall the Ad. The effectiveness of the Ad is measured by the
percentage of recall. It is most popular method of posttesting of the Ads. The drawback of this
programme is that some people have better memories than others. Rational messages are
easier to recall than emotional messages. Since the recall is to be made verbal the expression
of the respondent must be considered as well.

How to Improve Advertising Effectiveness

Ad. effectiveness is the joint responsibility of the advertiser and the advertising agency. The
advertising should be judged on its merit like attention value, comprehensibility, credibility,
technical execution, overall impact, originality etc.

Conclusion

Jerome Mccarthy had said about 4 decades back that “Evaluating advertising effectiveness is
not easy”. This holds true even today. The controversy raised by DAGMAR (Defining advertising
goals for measuring advertising results) sales/communication being the objectives of advertising.
If sales is the objective it can be quantitatively measured but sales can also be because of many
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extraneous factors. Even when communication is the goal it is difficult to measure its
effectiveness. It can be however be measured with audiences ability to recall and recognise the
message. The effectiveness of the Ads can also be measured by comparing the present sales
with the past sales. Therefore, it becomes obvious that the exact measurement of effectiveness
can be measured in a number of ways but it cannot be very accurate as many factors are to be
considered and evaluated. These could be:

(i) The cost per thousand target buyers incurred on media category and media vehicle.
(ii) Percentage of audience who read saw and noted the Ad.

(iii) Consumer opinion on the ad contents and effectiveness.
(iv) Change in attitude after seeing the Ad.
(v) No of enquiries received for the Ad.
Advertising efficiency can be improved by better message better positioning better use

of media, clear objectives, pretesting of the Ad etc.
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1. Discuss the pretesting and posttesting of advertisements.
2. What is advertising effectiveness?



“Half the money spent on advertisement is wasted, and the trouble is you
don’t know which half”
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The money spent in advertising forms an important cost factor and no matter what type of
company it is, large or small, budget decision may lead to profitability or drain away most of
the profits. Advertisement can be considered as an investment into future sales. Proper budget
allocation for long-term reinforcement effect is necessary for proper planning. Setting the budget
is a different job and a lot of experience is required to avoid overspending yet maintaining the
company’s image. There are certain factors that must be taken into consideration for   prepar-
ing the budget. These are:

1. Stage of the product life cycle: Different budget allocation are made in different stages.
The products which are selling and are in the mature stage of PLC require less
expenditure. Whereas the products in the introductory stage of PLC or new products
require much heavier expenditure to create awareness.

2. Market share is also an important factor for preparing of budget. To gain greater
market share the advertising budget should be high.

3. With competition one tries to out do the competitor and competitive parity method is
used.

4. Greater advertisement frequency needs greater expenditure and a higher budget.
5. If the product can be differentiated and has noticeable features and attributes it may

require lesser advertisement expenditure.
6. It is difficult to measure the effectiveness of advertising sales, as it can be due to

other factors as well.
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“Not even the most productive cow can be milked without spending money”
Amount of money spent on advertising depends on objectives. It differs from company to

company various practises are followed:
1. Competitive parity method.
2. Affordability method.
3. A fixed percentage of turnover method.
4. Budget based on functions to be performed (Objectives and task method).
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5. Regression analysis:
Based on historical data
Time series data
To predict dependent variable—sale or market share.
Advertising expenditure is the independ variable.

6. Adaptive Control Model:
Advertising budget decision need changing as relationship between advertising and sales

change over time. It gives an idea of optional expenditure on audience to be reached, size,
location, media cost etc.

In connection with the response to advertisement there are 2 models to be considered.
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   Fig. 12.1 Fig. 12.2

Concave downward response curve shows that the effect of expenses on advertising
follows the micro-economic law of diminishing returns. When the amount of advertising in-
creases its incremental value decreases as shown in the curve. The response in the beginning
is very good but with further increase in advertising the response becomes smallers.

S-Shaped Response Curve:
In this three ranges A, B and C are shown. In the A range, the expenditure is lower than

required and there is no increase in sales. In the second or B range which is most effective, the
sales start increasing and goes upto the beginning of sales C where with the additional expense
there is little increase.
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We are discussing here 2 approaches to budgeting. They have their advantage and disadvantage.

Top-Down Approach

It is called top-down approach because the budgets are made by the top executed and then the
money is passed down the line to various departments. This approach is applied in affordable
method percentage of sales, competitive parity method and Return On Investments (ROI)
method of budgeting.
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Top-Down Budgeting

Top management sets the spending limit

Passed to Promotion Budget

Fig. 12.3

Bottom-up Budgeting

In this method promotion adjectives are set for the tasks to be performed. All the necessary
activities to achieve the objectives are planned. The cost of these activities are ascertained and
budgeted. The total promotion budget is then approved by top management. This is also know
as the build-up approach of budgeting.

Bottom-up Budgeting

Promotion objective are set

Activities needed to achieve the objectives are planned

Cost of promotion estimate

Total Promotion Budget is Approved by Top Management

Fig. 12.4

“Money is the backbone of all organization. Your budget should be in
accordance with your objectives and the chosen Media”

Competitive Parity Method

Many firms base their advertising expenditure to compete with their rivals or their competi-
tors. The information regarding this is found in business magazines, journals and annual re-
ports of the company. They not only try to have the same expenditure but also try to choose the
media accordingly. They also choose the media vehicle and the frequency of advertisement to
match with that of the competitor. Firms believe that by following this method they can make
the optimal expenditure to lead to stability in market place etc.

This method may ignore the objectives of the company and concentrate only on competi-
tive advertising. It may also ignore the other aspects like creativity and the role of media. The
effect of expenditure is known after the advertisement has been released, and one does not
know the next move of the competitor for expenses on the advertisement and promotion. Some
companies use the comparative method in conjunction with other methods as well. It would
however be more appropriate to keep in mind the objective of the firm before going in for this
method.
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Affordable Method

This simply means what the firm can afford after meeting all their expenses. The firm allo-
cates the amounts to be spent on production and after that allocation is done for advertising
and promotion. The tasks to be performed by advertising is not considered. In this method
there can be chances of overspending or understanding. This approach is common in small
firms and some big firms not having much knowledge of advertisement resort to this method
as well. In this method it is difficult to get into financial problem as we are spending only what
we can afford. In this method it is difficult to assess whether the advertising expenditure made
is optimal and will give proper results. Advertising expenditure must lead to sales. In this
connection we have to refer to the S-shaped response model, which is dealt earlier.

A Fixed Percentage of Turnover Method

This method is most common used in small and medium-sized companies. A percentage amount
of the sales as decided is allocated for advertising expenditure. The percentage is based on last
year’s  sales. The sales can be projected for next year and percentage expenses incurred ac-
cordingly. The advertising expenses can be calculated on straight percentage sales or on the
percentage of unit cost.

Method I—Percentage Sales
That sales in the year ending
2002-2003 is Rs. 80,00,000
if the % of sales is 10%    800,000
Advertising Budget is    800,000
2. Method Percentage of Unit Cost
If the cost of a unit is Rs. 1000/-
If 1,000 unit are sold revenue generated is 10,00,000
if the % decided is 10% 1,00,000
Advertising Budget 1,00,000
The percentage of expenditure allocated differs from one company to another. Some

companies go for a higher percentage and others for lower depending upon their needs and
situations faced by them. This method is simple to calculate and is safe. In case of fluctuating
sales one has to be careful both in increasing and decreasing of sales. It may lead to overspend-
ing when the potential is low and underspending when the potential is high.

In case of a new product there is no previous record hence it is difficult to judge and may
be risky. In this method it is safer to see the past sales and make a forecast of the expected
sales as well.

Objective and Task Method

The expenditure allotted depends on the functions to be performed to achieve the objectives of
the organisation.

• In this method objective are defined and the specific strategies are formulated to
achieve them. Then the cost of implementing these strategies is estimated.
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Establish Adv. Objective

Percentage market share
targetted

awareness to consumers.

Determine specific
strategies & tasks

Estimate the cost
of each task

Television
Radio
Newspaper
Magazines

Expenditures for the
Media T.V., Radio,
Newspaper,
Magazines

Fig. 12.5

Establishing of objective may be interpreted as achieving a percentage market share
and bring awareness of the brand to the consumers and general public. The strategies may
include advertising in various media, and other elements of promotion mix. Then the cost of
various media chosen is estimated. It is also necessary to monitor the expenses and evaluate
the results.

It is difficult to correlate the expenses with the task performed for this experience is
required.

Other methods consist of regression analysis, adaptive control model and compromise
method given earlier.
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Market Size and Potential

The size of the market affects the advertising expenditure. Greater the market share, greater
is the expenditure and vice-versa. The ambitious is the plan for promotion more is the adver-
tising expenditure. If the market and its potential is small then greater advertising expendi-
ture will be a waste. If the market is concentrated in a geographical area lesser expenditure is
required. If the market is dispersed then it requires more expenditure. By potential we also
mean that there is greater potential of advertisement services in urban rather than rural
areas. There is more potential for coffee in the south than in the north. There is more demand
of woollens  in the north of India than in the south and so on. We therefore see that the
potential and size of the market affects the advertising expenditure.

Market Share Goals

The studies taken from Harvard Business Review by John Jones compared the advertising
expenses with the share of advertising voice (total value of the main media exposure in product
category).

He classified the brands under 3 cetegories.
(a) Profit-making brands as underspenders.
(b) Investment brands whose Share Of Voice (SOV) is above their share of market.
(c) Brands with small-market share, which do not make much profit or have a proportion

of smaller share of voice.
New brands have to be supported and require a great amount of advertising expenditure.
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Older and more matured brands are milked when they reach the maturity stage there-
fore advertising support is reduced.

Thirdly there is an advertising economy of scale where advertising is more effective for
well-established brands and the expenditure is lower. By economies of scale we mean that the
bigger companies who advertise more get better rates from the media than the smaller firms
who advertise less. They get the advantage of advertising several products jointly. They also
enjoy a more favourable time and space position, cooperation of middle men and favourable
publicity. All these advantages are known as economies of scale.

Another suggestion is given by James Shroer in a situation where the firm wants to
increase its market share. He suggests that the firm or the marketeer should:

(a) Segment the market on the basis of weak competition and spend less in those mar-
kets rather than indulging in a national advertising effort.

(b) Segment the market where there is competition and increase the expenditure to
fight the competition.

(c) It should not save advertising expenditure to get short-term gains or profits.
(d) In short, it should concentrate on their niche market and niche strategies rather

than long-term wars.

Organisational Characteristics

There are a number of factors regarding the organisational characteristics that are to be con-
sidered. These factors vary from one organisation to another as their characteristics differ and
influence the advertising expenditure.

• Structure of the organisation i.e., centralised, decentralised, balanced, formalisation
and  complexity of the organisation.

• Power and politics in the organisation with vested interests.
• The use of expert opinion e.g., consultants.
• Characteristics of the decision maker (Preference, experience, expertise etc).
• Approval and negotiation channels
• Pressure on senior managers to arrive at the optional budget.

Conclusion

Money is the backbone of all organisations and it should be spent wisely. Advertsing expendi-
ture is a very important element of budgeting and sales promotion. It is to be determined how
much money is to be allocated and for what purpose. The media is then chosen and implemen-
tation is to be done keeping all the factors in mind.
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1. What factors should be taken into consideration for preparing a budget ?
2. Describe the various methods of budgeting.
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Ethical customer do no forget bad quality untruthful advertising and
being bored with uninteresting advertisement.
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Advertising must follow certain moral principles certain rules and should not degrade or
adversely comment on the other products and brands. It should highlight the positive points of
its own products and be of good standard. It should not be offensive and in bad taste. It should
not predict the sex of an unborn child and keep away from the unwanted practices adopted by
the advertisers.

Advertising should not be untruthful, deceptive and should not misguide the consumers.
Some companies advertising about their two wheelers and four wheelers vehicle advertise
that they will cover X amount of kms per litre when in practice the kms. covered are much less.
These advertisement deceive the customer; sometimes advertisers have made false claims or
failed to award prizes promised in sweepstakes or contests.

The problem of untruthful advertising and promotion exists at the local level and in
specific areas such as mail order, telemarketing and other forms of direct marketing.

Ethics in advertising must be given its place. Ethics cover various aspects. These range
from the truthfulness of validity of claims to the mode of presentation of the advertisement.
The advertising of products like cigarettes, alcohol and other injurious materials have to be
dealt carefully. The authorities as well as the advertisers and the agencies should make a set
of rules and regulations. It should adhere to certain values and give satisfaction to the con-
sumers. Another issue is the advertising directed on children. The children are exposed to
adult advertisements and those advertisements that are not made for children. The adult
advertisement may be showing a lot of indecency and sex, which may not be good for children.

Therefore: Advertising should:
(i) Be truthful, should reveal the truth and significant facts.

(ii) Be substantiative should substantiate with proofs e.g., Kapil Dev professes that “Boost
is the secret of my energy”.

(iii) Be non-comparative.
(iv) Give real and true guarantees.
(v) Avoid false claims.

(vi) Adhere to taste and decency. Should keep away from offensive and untrue publicity.
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Ethical Advertising

Advertising communicates the message some of which may not be acceptable to the society.
These immoral and unethical values are controlled by self-control,  control of consumers and
by the government. Some say that some Ads degrades the ethical values of the society. For
instance some advertisers project their medicine as giving immediate relief like magic is not
acceptable. There are a number of unrealistic situation. The fairness of presentation is essen-
tial for any  Ad. Value system is also getting eroded. Obscence and nudity are example of
these. Gambling and lotteries should not be promoted. The names of celebrities should be used
without their permission. The advertisements should be in line with the traditions and cus-
toms of the society.

The media should also play an important role and should be able to reject advertisements
which are misleading and incorrect. This should be the case with Newspaper, Magazines,
Radio and T.V. Media. Consumers should also boycott the advertisements and products
advertised which are not ethical this can be done through consumer groups and opinion leaders.
The government can also play a vital role in curbing the unethical advertisement by making
appropriate rules and regulation.
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While advertising has been criticised for many reasons yet there are many points in favour of
social advertising. Its benefits are as under:

• It improves the social and cultural behaviour of people.
• It is a tool which can be used for the welfare of the society.
• It improves the economic well-being of the people.
• It exposes them to opportunities for employment and for making their lives better.
• It gives them new ways of satisfaction.
• Socially acceptable advertising is good for the people.
• Advertising should change with the change in social values. The advertisement of

today would not be acceptable two decades back but now the society has become more
liberal and more open, advertising is acceptable.

• It informs the housewives of the products available which can reduce their drudgery.
Such products advertised are the cooking gas, washing machine, mixers, grinders
etc.

• It propagates family planning—a great need of the nation.
• It makes people aware of various diseases like Cancer and AIDS.
• It makes them aware of the treatment for these ailments.
Stressing on the negative aspects of advertising we have:

Deception Advertising
Many people find the advertisements not credible enough or untruthful which deceives the
consumer. The advertiser must have available data to support their claims. Mis-representa-
tion or ambiguous statements are considered as deception.

Harmful Effects

It may have adverse effects on culture and social values. Nudity and sex has bad influence
on people and they want sex in real life. They run after things that they should not have.
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Thus, advertising may create “bad taste”. The woman in fashion shows are stunning,
glamorous exposed in many parts, sizzling high voltage glamour is shown which may lead
to bad taste.

Appeal

Appeal to sex and drugs, appeal to obscenity, nudity etc. have been criticised by people. The
cumulative affect of these appeals are very dangerous and can change the behaviour of human
beings towards indulgence in these things. Sometimes, audience is repelled rather than be
attracted by repetitive advertisements, sometimes it irritates the audience, creates a clutter,
and also information overload that confuse the audience. It also has an adverse effect on chil-
dren. Children are vulnerable to sex, nudity and violence Ads. It leads them to adopt different
kinds of behaviour and they became disinterested in other activities like studies, sports and
presuming their career. They dream of the sexual objects day and night may spoil their lives.
Many people specially women’s organisations have objected to sexy advertisement and too
much exposure of women in the Ads.

Advertising has encouraged the proliferation of brands although there are no signifi-
cant differences in the products. Symbolic differences are created by advertisers. This confess
the customer. Then there is the desire to buy products which their neighbour or relatives have
bought. This leads to envy and the advertiser exploits these desires. Advertising also tries to
create a “status symbol”. It tries to create desire to satisfy their ego.

The Neo Riche in India try to emulate the higher-income group and buy products that
are used by them.

It reduces interpersonal relationship and develops groups relationship. Advertising also
creates unnecessary comparison between two products some are in favour of comparative
advertising others speak against it.

All the multiple aspects of advertising confuses the consumers. This also leads the ad-
vertiser to adopt unethical and non-social aspects of advertising. Although advertising is criti-
cized on many grounds but it gives a boost to the economy and maintains its ground and is
becoming bigger and an important tool of marketing.

Social Issues in Advertising

1. Since advertisement is directed at the society, it affects the society in many ways,
Society is concerned with how the advertising is done and its effects on it. Advertising is criticized
on the grounds of the deception, manipulation, bad taste and manipulating consumers against
their will. It is believed that the persuasiveness of the Ad has an impact on the value system of
the society. The consumer is deceived when the benefits he perceives are far below his
expectations. This could be due to miscommunication or improper emphasis on attributes.
Advertisement as a whole should not be misleading. It should not conceal material facts and
give a true picture of the benefits, the cost and the offer. For example:

“Buy X brand of batteries with a trip to U.S.A.
The Ad is misleading it should be written as,
“Buy X brand of batteries with a chance of a trip to U.S.A.
2. Advertising is criticized of manipulating the buyers to make a decision against their

will or interest. Playing on the sub-conscious mind, motives and various form of appeals. The
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appeals generated by the advertisements are sometimes so strong that the consumer fully
believe in them and does not apply his/her mind to make a decision and buys it without much
thought.

3. Advertising has also been criticized to be in bad taste because of:
• Moral concerns about advertising of harmful products—Tobacco, Alcohol etc.
• Objection to over emphasis on sex—sex appeals.
• Objection to occasion of exposure when children are present with the adults.
• Objection to advertising strategy of excessive repetition of the Ad.
• It is accused of attaching too much importance to the material aspects of life.
• It promotes certain individuals as stereotypes. Women are always shown in the role

of a mother or a housewife, instead of business executives except in few cases. Similarly,
business executives are shown with a cigar. Women are shown to create a romantic
situation.

• Too much advertising on children is considered a matter of great concern.
• Advertising provides sensitivity to price. It shows differentiation among closely

resembling brands.
• Advertising causes insecurity by making people worry about tooth decay, body odours,

lack of self-confidence. It creates fear in the mind of the consumer e.g.,
L.I.C. “Get your selfinsured for the future is not known”.

 “We will all get old one day—Let us help each other”.
In spite of the above criticism, the advertisement has come to stay in the system. It

communicates and makes goods available. It promotes purchases and stimulates consumption.
It is an essential part of marketing strategy. It promotes a number of social issues and brings
awareness in the masses. The subject of family planning, health care, prevention of accidents
are the major themes. If certain codes, rules and regulations are followed advertising benefits
overweigh those of criticism. The Ad must be legal, honest, truthful and decent. This will
ensure the expansion of the advertising both in India and abroad.
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(i) “If you can’t stand competition get out of business:”

&

(ii) “You have to choose an agency carefully as bad advertising can unsell a product.”
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For effective advertising the help of advertising agencies and their experts is necessary.For effective advertising the help of advertising agencies and their experts is necessary.For effective advertising the help of advertising agencies and their experts is necessary.For effective advertising the help of advertising agencies and their experts is necessary.For effective advertising the help of advertising agencies and their experts is necessary.
The agency becomes a part of the company and understands all its aspects.The agency becomes a part of the company and understands all its aspects.The agency becomes a part of the company and understands all its aspects.The agency becomes a part of the company and understands all its aspects.The agency becomes a part of the company and understands all its aspects.
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Advertising job has now  become very complex and very expensive. Most firms take the help
and employ advertising agencies to do the job for them. For advertising to be successful the
Advertising Agency and the advertiser have to work in unison and collaborate with each other.
They work together in media selection, formulation of message allocating the budget and for-
mulating the objectives of advertising. The firm should be able to give all the relevant informa-
tion to the Ad agency—the information about the firm, the type of market and the  consumer
competition faced by the channels in use.

The agency becomes an insider and full collaboration must be established between the
agency and the advertiser. The agency must be competent and should be familiar with the
positioning and branding of the product and also about financing and distribution. The agen-
cies are now very competent and have knowledge of all the aspects of marketing. They render
special services like Market Research and help the firm to choose a proper promotion mix. The
firm and the agency become close to each other and develop a lasting relationship for the
benefit of both.

An advertising agency is a Service Organisation that specializes in planning and ex-
ecuting advertising plans for its clients. In India there are many advertising agencies having
their Headquarters in Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai. The main reason for using the Ad agencies
is that they can provide services of higher-skilled individuals who are specialists in their cho-
sen field. They include artists, writers, media analysts, researchers and technologists. The Ad
agency has varied experience in solving the problems of many companies and can be relied
upon.

Advertising agency provides specialist service to companies which are interested in pro-
moting their goods. These agencies started developing as back as 1840. It got its proper shape
by 1901, and kept on developing till in 1950 they started giving its specialised service. There
are many considerations for selecting an agency. These are:

• Full-service agency which has been discussed at length.
• Then we have the Part time agencies who can be hired for a short period of time.

These are used for project basis as well. Advertisers can contact part-time agencies
for coordinating their activities and working with them for a short period of time.

• Compatibility: By compatibility we mean how it serves the needs of the advertisers.
It is the merit of the agency. They coordinate with the advertiser and availability of
the opportunities.
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• Agency team should be competent, experienced and be able to deliver the goods.
The team consists of market resources, copywriters, media experts, production man-
agers and other members. The attitude and thinking of the team goes a long way in
its selection.

• Agency stability: How long has the agency been in existence, what is its track record,
what has been its contribution to earlier clients, the experience and skill of the per-
sonnel in finance research production etc. help in selecting the agency.

• Services: What services have been rendered by the agency and in which area, has it
been to the satisfaction of customer or not, what has been the area of operation and
the success it has achieved, etc.

• Creativity: Agency chosen should have a lot of creativity as it is an important ele-
ment for choosing the services of the agency. It should have an impact on the style,
clarity, impact and memorable values in the advertisement produced by them.

• Problem-solving approach: This is most important for an agency. It should be able
to foresee the problem and solve it as well. It should visualise the problems of the
company, the public and try to resolve them by rational approach.

The other functions are:

••••• Accounting and finance: This is important and the budget has to be decided in
advance so that there is no conflict afterwards. Proper allocation of budget and proper
disbursement by the agency is also an important function.

••••• Media: A media or a media mix is considered for which the advertisement is prepared.
While deciding the media, the reach, the frequency of release of the advertisement,
the cost incurred and the objectives have all to be kept in mind.

••••• Research: It is a key function in the advertising campaign. All information is gathered
systematically and logically which becomes an input for the company and the agency.
Research may take up a lot of money. It has to be decided whether the research and
how much of it is desirable.

••••• Internal control: The agency has also to manage its employees, finances, resources
and take up all the managerial functions. The agency is itself an organization, it has
its structure, control, income, expenditure and feedback.

���������	
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The agency, like any organization, performs all the managerial functions. These are:
(i) Planning: It plans the advertising compaign after getting the feedback from the

client. The agency must have a fair knowledge of the company and its products. It should be
aware of the market conditions, the target market, distribution method, price level and their
conditions.

(ii) Creation and execution: To create a copy, to decide the illustration, photographs,
colour, scheme, story if any—these should be chosen accordingly to the suitability of the me-
dia.

(iii) Coordination: Firstly, there should be coordination between the agency and the
client. Then there should be coordination with the internal and external departments. Internal
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coordination can be with finance, human relations, production and research departments. The
external coordination is with the sales, distribution, retailers, media etc., and these are
coordinated.

���� ��������������
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Full Service Agencies
These agencies provide service in all areas of marketing. They plan, create and produce the
advertisement. They also perform marketing research for the company. They can help the
company in making Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC) programmes. These include,
sales promotion, personal selling, packing, design, publicity along with advertising. The IMC
has been discussed in the chapter on Marketing Communication. The full service agencies
have a bigger staff and can have various departments dealing in different functional areas.
The diagram for the full service agency is given under:

Full Service Organisation Chart

B.O.D.

President

Vice President
Accounting
Services

V.P.
A/c Services

V.P.
Marketing
Services

V.P.
Management
and Finance

Writer
Art

Director

Print
Production

T.V.

Public

A/c Supervisor

A/c Executive

Sales
Promotion

Media

Research

Public

Office
Management

Accounting Finance

Personnel

Fig. 14.1

The full service agencies may have various departments which specialise in their own
fields.

1. Account Service Department: It is a link between the agency and the client. The
account officer looks after the market promotion and understands the promotional pro-
gramme and the amount of resources needed to execute these programmes.

2. Marketing Services: Under this heading we have a lot of services and accordingly
departments are formed.

3. Research Department: It gathers, analyses, tabulates and interprets information. All
this is done by primary and secondary sources of information and also by information
available through independent research firms. The research staff interprets this
information and passes these reports to other departments. The research department also
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conducts researches to pretest the messages created and also to see how these messages
will be interpreted by the audience.

Agency Brief

Creative Brief

Creative Product

Production

Media Brief

Media Plan

Operation Scheduling

Campaign Execution

Feedback and Response

Fig. 14.2  Typical agency work cycle

4. Media Department: It decides a media or a media mix what will be useful and effec-
tive for the advertised products. It also chooses the media vehicles. As all firms are
working with the constraints of budget available for promotion, the media selected must
communicate to the right audience and be effective. The actual time to be purchased on
T.V. and radio media. The space is purchased in newspapers, magazines, hoardings,
painting on the walls and others. The media department is becoming very important as
most of the cost promotion is taken up by the media. Full service agencies also perform
functions besides advertising. They give additional services in promotional areas and
perform Integrated Marketing Function (IMC).

5. Creative Services (Copywriting) Department: It is responsible for creating and
execution of the advertisement. First the idea is conceived by individuals, then heading
and sub headings are made and the body copy (message) is written down. This is known
as copywriting. They also determine the basic theme and the appeal for the Ad and
prepare a rough layout of the message with visual commercials. The art department
gives it the form and the artistic touch for the T.V. commercial. The art director gives
comments and approval for the improvement and acceptance of the Ad. The Ad is then
sent to the production department where stories and commercials are produced. This is
done by choosing people, celebrities, sportsmen or other prominent persons to appear in
the commercial. Creating is a long and lengthy process. A traffic department coordi-
nates all aspects of products and sees that it is released in time.
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6. Management and Finance: Like all other organisations, management and adminis-
tration is a part of the Advertising Agency. All functions of planning, organising, staff-
ing, directing and control and the functional areas of accounting, H.R. and finance are
looked after in a proper manner. The payment to the personnel is very important to
keep them motivated and to ensure that they give off their best. Organisation chart of
the organisation has been shown in the figure given earlier.

7. Agency compensation: This can be done through a commission system which has
been usually 15% of the media expenses. Payment can also be paid by percentage charges.
If the agency books an Ad of Rs. 100,000/- for a back cover page, it also agrees to a 2%
cash discount to them. The billing will be done as shown below:

Booked for 100,000 If the ad is booked for 50,000
15% agency commission (–) 15,000 15% commission 7,500

85,000 42,500

2% cash discount (–) on 85,000 1,700 2% on 42,500 (–) 850.00
payment or billing

83,300 41,650

There is a criticism of the above system and many customers feel that they have to pay
more to the agency as the media cost keeps increasing. This system also ignores the cost ac-
counting system. It tempts the agencies to do undesirable things, like continuing the mass
media advertising when other forms like promotion and publicity could be equally effective.
Association of Natural Advertisers (ANA) have conducted researches and found that many
firms do not want to pay the traditional 15% commission. Some clients prefer a negotiated
commission system to compensate the agency. In this method, the commission is reduced to
%age rates, variable commission rates and commission with minimum and maximum profit
rate. Some resort to sliding rates that become lower as the expenditure increases. By doing
this they end up with 8 to 10% commission for agencies when following the Integrated Market-
ing. Commission of expenditure gets divided into other promotional methods other than ad-
vertising. When the income from Media commission is reducing, then other methods are adopted.

Fee Arrangement: In this we have a fixed fee method and charges a basic monthly for
its services and the agency commissions paid to the client.

Fee Commission Combination: In this the Media Commission received is adjusted
against the fees. If the commission renewed is less then the client makes up the difference, if
the agency works more in non-commissionable media, the fee is charged over and above the
commission from the client.

Costplus Agreement: In this method the client pays all the costs incurred and some
money agreed on profits (often a %age of total cost). The agency keeps the details of all ex-
penses. Free agreements and costplus system are generally preferred by the clients and they
get to know the break-up and the detailed accounts.
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Incentive-based Compensation System: For demanding accountability some clients
want to tie agency compensation to performance through some incentive-based system. The
idea is to see whether agency meets the predetermined goals. The objectives could be the sales
or market share and also the creative work of the agency. The other parameters could be
brand awareness, copy test results, performance review etc.

Percentage Charges: This method adds a mark up on various services purchased
from outside providers. It includes market research work, art work, printing, photograph and
other services or materials used. The mark up are usually upto 20% and are added to the
client’s bill.

The agencies lose clients because of
1. Poor performance of service
2. Poor communication
3. Unrealistic demand by client
4. Personality conflicts
5. Frequent changes
6. Changes in size of the client or agency
7. Conflict of interest—Corporate strategy/Market strategy
8. Declining sales
9. Changes in policies

Top Advertising Agencies in India 10 Years Back

1. Hindustan Thomson Associate, Bombay.
2. Ogilvy Benson and Mather, Bomaby.
3. Sobhagya Adv. Services, Bombay.
4. Clarion Adv. and Marketing, Calcutta.
5. Pressman Adv. and Marketing, Calcutta.
6. Lintas India, Bombay.
7. Rediffusion Adv., Bombay.
8. Ulka Adv.,  Bombay.
9. R.K. Swamy Adv. Ass., Madras.

10. Everest Adv., Bombay.
11. Chaitra Adv., Bombay.
12. Sistas Adv., Bombay.
13. Mudra Comm., Ahmedabad.

����	
���

1. What is an advertising agency? What are its functions?
2. What is agency compensation? Describe the payment under various agreements.
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“A satisfied customer is your best advertisement.”
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National development is the responsibility of all individuals. Advertisement plays a veryNational development is the responsibility of all individuals. Advertisement plays a veryNational development is the responsibility of all individuals. Advertisement plays a veryNational development is the responsibility of all individuals. Advertisement plays a veryNational development is the responsibility of all individuals. Advertisement plays a very
important role in bringing awareness to the masses.important role in bringing awareness to the masses.important role in bringing awareness to the masses.important role in bringing awareness to the masses.important role in bringing awareness to the masses.
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Advertising plays a very crucial role in the National Development:
• It is a major component of the Promotion Mix.
• It is also the tool of communication and gives awareness to the masses.
• It enables the consumers to exercise their right of free choice.
• It is the most economical method of communicating to the consumer.
• It promotes social awareness by communications.
• It deters the public from indulging in anti-social activities and educates them about

social issues.
• It communicates about family planning issues which are very crucial for our nation.

It educates people about health hazards, and safety norms.
• It is a very powerful source of communication. It improves the economic development

of our country.
• It stimulates production and brings in more employment.
• It helps in establishing prices and brings contentment to the public.
• It leads to wider distribution and makes goods available at the right time and at the

right place.
• It is essential to marketing system and is its integral part.
• It promotes social and economic growth. It disseminates technology and creates fa-

vourable conditions for the acceptance of innovative approaches.
• It leads to greater sales growth for the firms spending more on advertising.
• It can help in lowering prices by reducing the cost of production and distribution and

expanding the market.
• It encourages mass consumptions and leads to increase in production thereby lower-

ing the prices.
• It  encourages competition so that the customer is benefited. The firms which are

forced to undertake consumer research come out with better products for the con-
sumer.
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• It improves product quality through competition and induces firms to maintain qual-
ity as promised. It promotes the brands with the improvement in the quality so that
the customer is satisfied.

• It makes people adopt new products and plays a greater role in diffusion of the mes-
sage so that the product gets a boost and starts selling.

• Advertising leads to aggressive selling and makes people work harder which improves
their living standards.

So far we have dealt with general aspects of advertising directed at the consumer but
advertising also plays and important role in institutional advertising, building image of the
organization and non-commercial advertising. It also leads to the development of the nation.
We shall try to discuss them briefly.

���� ������������	
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The development of a nation is also dependant on the industries, their development and ex-
pansion. The industries have to be promoted and expanded and advertising can do this effec-
tively. Industrial advertising emphasizes on the comparative advantage of the product and
how well they meet the consumer needs.

• It persuades the manufacturers to buy high quality equipment and machines and
adopt the latest technology to improve their products.

• It makes salesman more effective.
• It helps to keep the interest of the customer alive. When a company brings in new

models and varieties of products for various sections of the society the advertising
helps in diffusing the message to the consumers e.g., Maruti Udyog Ltd. came out
with 800 CC Model which was advertised and became very popular. Then came the
Omni van, the Zen, the Alto, the Esteem, the Baleno, the Wagon R, Gypsy and now
the Swift.

The advertising gives information to the public about the vehicles and which vehicle is
meant for which class of people. In creating industrial advertisements, some themes are em-
phasized:

• Old established with long experience. Advertising in this case emphasizes the accept-
ability of the product by the consumer as well as the long experience that the com-
pany has had.

• Research and development: A lot of research goes in the making of the product.
The research is continuous and adapts to the changes in economic behaviour.

• Technical breakthrough: When a new technology is introduced or a new innova-
tion takes place advertisers promote their products. In case of cell phones it is a new
breakthrough in communication technology and advertising plays an important role.
“Kar Lo Duniya Mutthi Mein”.

• Customer recommendation—Or word of mouth. This leads to repeat purchases
and this promotion is backed by advertising.

• It  highlights product differentiation
“Not only a toothpaste but a mouthwash as well”.
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Non-commercial Advertising also plays an important part in developing a nation.
This type of advertising is undertaken by Govt. Departments like the Municipality, the
departments concerned with health, social welfare, education, other non-profit organizations
and organizations. This type of advertising covers immunization against diseases like Polio,
Cancer etc. It also plays an important role in the:

1. Cleanliness of the city.
2. Avoiding encroachments on footpaths.
3. Rehabilitation of beggars and lepers.
4. Protection against rabies.
It is necessary to have the data on the behavioural characteristic of the target audience

before it is possible to develop an appropriate message and to develop advertising effectively.
The selection of media vehicle, its reach, frequency and other parameters must be clearly
outlined. The advertisement should be carefully planned with creative strategy and proper
execution.

Thus, we  see that advertising plays a very important and crucial role in the development
of a nation.

“Advertising brings prosperity to a nation by selling more, by creating
employment opportunity and by bringing awareness to the public.”
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CASES
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A young M.B.A. Shyam Lal got an opportunity for a job in Sydney, Australia. The contract
was for 2 years only. Shyam Lal did not want to stay in Australia, but wanted to start a
business in India. He was based in Bombay and had earned enough money to start his
own business in India. While in Australia he got very interested in water beds which
were used by many households. He listed the advantages of the water beds:

(a) Water beds were made of PVC mattress full of water.
(b) The water needed to be changed once in six months.
(c) The water could be heated in winters to keep warm.
(d) It applied equal pressure on every points of the body.
(e) This ensured healthy and comfortable sleep.
(f) PVC used in water beds was of very high quality. It was sturdy and could stand

considerable impact if children would play on it.
(g) It would not damage or leak.
(h) It was also used in hospitals and patients at home.

After enlisting these attributes of water beds Shyam Lal started manufacturing
water beds and needed to communicate and convince customers of its use and advantages.

(1) Suggest advertising strategies for this product.
(2) After a few years, Shyam Lal made products specially for hospitals and patients

and sold them for a low Rs. 1500, this led to greater sales and usage. What change
in the strategies be then made for cheaper products?
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Modern Appliances a small company manufacturing household appliances like mixie,
toasters, air conditioners, heaters, electric irons, hair dryers etc. The firm had to compete
with established brands like Bajaj, Philips, Sumeet, Maharaja Whiteline, Singer etc. These
brands had good features and were highly priced.

The average middle class Indian consumer is very conscious and would negotiate
on prices and get the best value for money. If the consumer has faith in the local branded
products and is saving 15 to 20% on the product they would opt for the local branded
products.

The advantage that the modern appliances had was low cost of production and low
distribution cost. This gave the modern appliances a number of options.

(1) With the saving of cost of production it could give better discount to dealers and
get them interested in pursuing its products. The company could use the push
strategy for sales.
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(2) It could aim their advertising on the consumer and thereby make use of the full
strategy.

(3) The company could reduce its prices and adopt the penetration strategy.
(4) It could also use other forms of advertising on promotion mix to sell its products.

���������

1. Discuss its above case specially with reference to advertising and the situation that
the company is in.

2. What advertising strategy should the company adopt?
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ALMATIN was a medium-sized company manufacturing perfumes and other allied prod-
ucts. The perfumes manufactured by them were oriental Indian perfumes like Hina,
Shamama, Gulab, Motia, Rani, Chameli etc. These perfumes were packed in 2 gms, 5
gms and 10 gms. The range of these products was from Rs. 5000 to 60,000 per kg. They
also had a range of hair oils, like Chameli, Amla, Gul and floral waters like Keora Jal and
Gulab Jal as well.

Market
The company was in retail and wholesale business. There were done by their own show-
rooms or by orders received by post. The market was spread in parts of U.P., Bihar,
Andhra Pradesh Calcutta and other cities. Most of the customers were individual cus-
tomers and retailers who would order goods through V.P.P. and get the consignments on
payment from the post office. Another set of customers were the industrial users. These
included Tobacco and Snuff manufacturers and sweet meat shops who would also buy in
bulk. Since the Sandalwood oil (Chandan) is considered sacred and is used in rituals,
there were another set of customers who bought the oriental perfumes because of its
purity and non-alcoholic character.

The advertisement budget was allotted to Rs. 1 lakh only out of turnover of about
1 crore. The company was advertising in Magazines, Journals, Gift items like key chains,
calendars, pens, purses etc. These were distributed to wholesalers and retailers. The
company also had 4 salesmen, who would go to the wholesalers, retailers, industrial units
and procure their orders. Their job was to consider the redressal of their complaints.

Although the company was making good profit but their sales had reached only a
maturity level. They could not increase their sales further. They were willing to make
some more investments in advertising.

The sales consisted of:
Individual 5%
Retailers and wholesalers 40%
Industrial units 50%
To temples, mosques and other sacred places 5%

100%
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1. How do you think the company should handle its advertising budget?
2. What should be the role of personal selling in this case?
3. How can advertising counter the threat posed by spray perfumes?
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The Soap market in India is very large and basically it is divided in 2 segments, the
popular segment and the premium segment. The popular soap consists of cheaper soaps
including Lifebuoy, Lux, Hamam, Rexona, Jai etc., and contain about 85% of the market.
The premium soaps are Cinthol, known as deodorant soap, Mysore Sandal, soap for its
exclusive  perfume and ethnic character and its different shape and packing, Margo as an
Ayurvedic soap, Neko as a medical soap and Pears as a special brand of soap.

Characteristics and Image

The advertising of Pears, which is manufactured by HLL, done by Lintas and Pears had
only 2% share of the total market and 10% of the premium soap market. It had built its
reputation through years of advertising. It provides a bundle of satisfaction to the con-
sumers:

(a) It was transparent—you could see through it.
(b) Mild and pure.
(c) Contained Glycerine which was useful for skin in winters.
(d) It was difficult to manufacture.
(e) Some considered it as a foreign soap. It was in short supply for some time.
(f) It was considered as a special soap.
(g) Some thought that it was only for babies.
(h) Mostly the advertisement was aimed at mothers, children and little babies.
(i) The price was high.

This led to its exclusivity and most of the customers were from upper or upper
middle classes. The HLL then asked their advertising agency Lintas to design and
compaign to boost the sales. As number of suggestions had come up during research and
discussion:

(a) The sale of Pears could be increased by either persuading the present consumers
to buy more or make new customers.

(b) Most of the customers were using it in winters only. They could be persuaded to
use Pears throughout the year.

The Company was advised to offer a reason for purchase. So, the company was
asked to create an appeal on the past strength of Pears. So, they looked back on the past
advertising Ads. The earlier ads were aimed at sweet girls well dressed with the caption.
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(a) “Waiting to be beautiful lady.” It gave the image of its being a children’s soap.
(b) Then came the Ad. emphasising its translucent characteristics. “A soap so pure

you can see through it.”
(c) Pears soap keeps your complexion and skin young.”
(d) “Meet the soap with nothing to hide except your age.”
(e) “Pears makes you look younger and glycerine gives it the extra glow.”
(f) “Young skin can be yours as long as you use Pears” or “It is the Kiss of Youth.”

(h) “The bath with Pears is a “young bath.”
(i) “Mrs. Dubey has an 18 years old daughter and skin just as young.”

���������

These were the options suggested for advertising
1. Count on the different creative approaches presented by the agency.
2. Can you suggest a mixture of these Ads and why?

As the youth men are also very beauty conscious and visit beauty parlours for facial
and other beauty Ads. Can you suggest other creative approaches for men and gen-
eral use for everybody?

�
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M.K.B. Products, a chewing, tobacco company, was concerned about falling sales in re-
cent years. The reasons of falling sales were:

(i) the ban on tobacco products in various States of India.

(ii) Very high excise duties levied on this product.

(iii) The publicity by the Govt. and other agencies against the use of tobacco.

Although this product is a very high source of revenue to the government, but due
to its injurious effects the demand of the product is going down. The government could
not put total ban on it.

This product known as tobacco is used in some form or the other in all parts and
States of India. Tabacco is also a source of income for tobacco growers or farmers whose
main earning  is from the cultivation of tobacco. A whole lot of people are involved in its
growing, transportation, warehousing, manufacturing, distribution of finished products
and its sales. This product is giving employment to many and revenue to government.

M.K.B. Products was concerned about declining sales and effective advertising
and had to specify on the package “Tobacco is injurious to health”. They thought of giving
a discount on their product to increase their sales. So they planned the discount as under:
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Present price 1000 per case 1,50,00,000
Present sales = 15000 cases per year 1,50,00,000
The gross profit was 30% Profit 45,00,000

New price after discount = 900 180,00,000

(–) 3,00,000
New sales target = 20000 cases per year 177,00,000 × 30%
Estimated cost of this communication promotion = 3,00,000 53,10,000 G.P.

53,70,000

���������

1. How much is the company gaining or losing by this promotion?
2. What are your recommendations for increasing the sales?

Hint: Use social marketing message on containers.
The Tobacco is manufactured in various varieties:
(a) Traditional black chewing tobacco (Kali Patti) (Mild quality).
(b) Scented Saffron Tobacco (Zafrani Patti).
(c) Gutka, chewing tobacco.
(d) Pan Masala with tobacco.
(e) Gujrati Patti.
(f) Khaini, the lower quality tobacco.
(g) Many others as well

These products vary from very mild to very strong flavour. Some use injurious
materials and others use pure spices, like Kali Mirch (black pepper), cardomom, nutmeg,
dalchini, gum etc.

M.K.B. Products claimed to be using these pure spices and was least injurious.

�
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This is a case of a young graduate entrepreneur, Nizamuddin, about 45 years who inspired
by the success of Odomos (a mosquito repellent) came up with an idea to launch a similar
product and he tried several brand names, but as he wanted a name to convey some
meaning to his brand he finally chose the name GOGOMOS, a mosquito repellent cream
to be applied on hands and face. He started with a humble beginning by manufacturing a
paste with the base of citronella oil which is an effective mosquito repellent herbal product.
This was the period when the  EMD or the Electric Mosquito Destroyers were not invented
and most people were using mosquito repellent coils which emit smoke which was their
major drawback.
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Research

A small research was conducted by the entrepreneur to find out the dissatisfaction felt by
the mosquito coil users. The study also tried to elicit information on the established brands
in the same category.

Findings

(1) He found out that the coil was extensively used but the target customers were
dissatisfied with the smoke and the ash that were left behind.

(2) There were a lot of breakages in the coils which could not be reused and a consid-
erable amount was wasted.

(3)  The target customers were parents, school going children, other members of the
household and those living in rural areas which were infested with mosquitos.
They were interested in driving away mosquito and enjoy a peaceful sleep.

(4) It had become a habit with the household and children and for parties held in the
evening in the lawns.

(5) The Cream was considered a far better option especially for babies.

Market Opportunity

(a) Existed because of low pricing of the product.
(b) It was found safer.
(c) It could be easily washed off the hands and the face of the users.

Strategy

The product was manufactured in Lucknow as the entrepreneur was living in Luknow
and wanted start there locally by general merchants and small stores. The response was
good and was sold in attractive collapsible tubes. It was later tried in adjoining smaller
towns like Barabanki, Sitapur, Hardoi, Malihabad and Unnao, Rai Bareili. The first time
the sales were good but as the product could not be supplied regularly it lost its sale and
by that time the stocks replenished and people forgot the name.

Although the company had 5 salesmen going around and distribute the sales there
was a very small advertising budget and most of the awareness was brought only by word
of mouth and pamphlets distributed to dealers and through banners.

Another drawback for the company was that E.M.D. were launched like Good
Knight, All Out. The advertising budget of these brands was very high and was backed by
the big Corporation. Their product launch was also good. These E.M.D.s replaced the
Repellent cream and GOGOMOS died a sudden death.

���������

1. Where do you think the Co. went wrong?
2. If you were the Head what action would you take to keep it alive?
3. What innovative strategy would you use?
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Hints:
1. Lack of finances.
2. Advantages of herbal product.
3. Effective in open area as well. E.M.D. was effective only in closed spaces.
4. Innovation of similar Mats as Good Knight to keep the Co. alive.

�
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Diabetes is a very common and a dangerous illness. It is widespread in India. Diabetes
was an illness of older and middle-aged persons. It is now being found in youth and
children as well. This illness is grave that erodes and weakens all the organs of the body.
It can have its effect  on the weakening of eyesight, weakening of lungs, weakening of
liver and so on.

Diabetes has to be controlled by low-calorie diet. Most Indians are fond of sweets
and their intake consists of oily and greasy food and snacks. The diabetes patients are
growing by leads and bounds and the medical world is very concerned about this. The
main factors leading to diabetes are:

• Excessive intake of sugar.
• Excessive intake of greasy food.
• Too much obesity.
• Too little exercise.
• Too much intake of fruits like bananas, mangoes, watermelon, leechi etc.

The medication for most Indian is quite expensive. To check the diabetes count by
glucometer at least two times a day, by accu-chech or one touch strip, is expensive. The
Insulin taken twice a day is also beyond the pocket of many. The tablets are cheaper but
they are not suited for many patients whose diabetes cannot be kept under control.

The society is very concerned about the spread of diabetes. However, still some
segments of society are unaware of this disease and need to be educated. As a manager of
social marketing, how will you take up this issue and the Media that you will use to bring
awareness to the masses by designing a campaign?
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